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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is a study of local self-government in Russia, that order of domestic administration under 

which local affairs and officials are managed and conducted by local residents. In order for local self-government 

to exist, local orsans must be in possession of some measure of power to manage and conduct their affairs. This 

requirement demands that the state ensure an organization of power among disparate tiers of government to include 

organs of local government. Without such an organization of power, local organs are but appendages of higher levels 

of govemment, unabie to adequately represent local afTairs. By extension, these local affairs will then be mismanaged 

and pooriy conducted. The organizationof power in such a way as to include local self-government without negatively 

affecting the integrity and capacity of the Russian state has been one of the central challengesof conternponry Russian 

state building. This challenge, however, did not begin with the collapse of the Soviet Union: it is part of an historical 

quest that finds its origins alongside the rise of Moscow. This dissertation adopts an institutionai approach to the 

study of organizing power in the Russian state. Through historical analysis, it examines the legacies of autocracy 

and centralization on local govemment and exposes what the author refers to as the paradox of over and under govemment. 

[t then studies varioiis ill-fated attempts to refonn local government, and suggests that the uitimate collapse of the 

Soviet regime was at ieast partially a consequenceof this paradox. Two case studies of local self-government in the 

period from 1990-94, of federal Iegislation, and of politics in Omsk, suggest that local self-governmentfailed to develop 

because existing institutional dynamics did not advance the interests of local government. As such, it is the existing 

organizaiion of power which has b m .  and continues to be, the most relevant obsracle to the emergence of local self-government 

in Russia. The dissertation will be of interest to students of state building, historical institutionalism, and Russian 

politics. 
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PREFACE 

The geneses of new political institutions that redefine relations between a state and its 

society occur at rare moments in history. From the remnants of the collapsed Soviet regime. a 

stniggle has emerged to define the new political order in Russia. Central to this definition is the 

organization of power among state institutions. For if the existence of state requires the 

legitimate use of power. then the allocation, demarcation, and distribution of power is critical to 

what the state actually is. Conversely, if power is neither defined nor accepted by those involved 

in its application, then the struggle over the organization of power will persist as the primary 

struggle within any political system. This struggle would be to the detriment of both economic 

and social concerns.' This hris certainly been the case in post Soviet Russia, where confiict over 

the horizontal separation of central power between president and parliament overshadowed al1 

other politicai. economic, and social developments in the first two years afier the collapse of the 

Soviet Union. 

The conflict over the separation of powers between executive and legislative bodies \vas 

at best partially resolved by armed conflict and subsequent ratification of a new "transitional" 

constitution by the end of 1993. But this conflict was essentially a struggle over who would hold 

' Evrn scholars iuirhout a specific rnethodological orientation to the state recognirr the prirnûcy of organizing power. 
Alrnond and Powell. for example. referred to the requirements of integntion and penetration as the initia1 requirements o f  
"systern-building". Ser Gabriel Almond and Ci. Bingham Powell. Jr.. Comparative Po1irics:A DevelopmerrtalApproach (Boston: 
Little. Brown and Company, 1966. p. 35). 



the reins of central power. A different dimension of state building, more critical in the long t e m  

to the distribution of power and authority. consists of the vertical relationship between center and 

locale. This dimension encompasses not only who exercises power. but ivhere power is located. 

Whether a stable. even democratic political order will emerge in Russia's hinire will depend less 

upon any intrigues between executive and legislative bodies in Moscow than upon the tenuous 

relationship between Moscow and its periphery. The various tiers of government which radiate 

along a mynad of "vertical" axes from the capital. through 89 distinct federal jurisdictions. to the 

countless municipalities and villages need to be fitted together in such a way that power and 

authority are defined, demarcated, and recognized. This ordenng of power is the essence of state 

building, and the source of much confùsion and disorder in Russia. 

One of the most powerfùl legacies that Russian and Soviet history bestowed upon 

contemporary Russia is a iegacy of a unitary system of power (edinyi sistem vlast 'iu) - the idea 

or belief diat political power cannot be separated or divided without weakening the power of the 

state. This dissertation is a study of how this legacy has affected the development of local 

governrnent in post Soviet Russia. But this is more than a study of Russian local government. 

It also represents an approach to the more general problern of state building. The organization 

of power necessary for the development of local self-government not only represents the success 

or failure of the fitting together of various institutions in an attempt to forge a coherent, stable 

state, but it also highlights the prospects for the Future of the Russian state. How well the 

institutions of the post Soviet Russian state are consmcted, and how well they are accepted by 

those involved in the "game" of politics, are critical elements of Russia's political development. 

This dissertation began during the implosion of the Soviet Union. Like many observers, 



this autlor was much enamoured of the prospects for dernocratic transitions and the blossoming 

of civil society. The development of new institutions of local govemance was origindly intended 

to be part of the impending success story of Russia's transition to democracy. During the p a s  

five years, however. this author has grappled with the problems of a "moving target" - it is, for 

example. impossible to explain how and why an institution, or series of institutions. emerged 

when they have not yet succeeded in doing so. As a consequence, this dissertation focuses on 

the quest for local self-government in Russia. and what this quest can tell us about the task of 

state building. 



INTRODUCTION: STATE BUILDING AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

It may be overstating the obvious to point out the primacy of state building among the 

many tasks confronting post Soviet Russia. But the question that subsequently mises is this: 

How does one study the genesis of the state. and. in particular, the genesis of a new state 

emerginç from the assorted rernnants of its predecessor? What kind of methodological 

frarnework exists to study the process of forging authoritative political institutions and the 

fitting together of various levels and organs of political power? While contemporary political 

science has become more enamoured of the state. particularly of its role in the development 

and implementation of policy. the actual process of state building, or how a modem state is 

actually pieced together. has been woefully ignored. While the state is routinely recognized 

as a basic concept of political science. few studies focus on how states as organizations of 

power actually came to be.' This chapter provides a brief overview of approaches to the 

state as an organization of power. It then highlights recent approaches to the organization of 

power. and discusses in greater detail the relevance of local government to the issue of state 

building. It concludes with a discussion of the methodology used for the study and an outline 

of subsequent chapters. 

' In a recent sumrnary of political theory devoted to the question of the origins of the state, Martin Sicker has concluded that 
the "tme origin of the state and political authority continues to rernain a mystrry. and political theorists will persist in their search 
for a general concept that will provide a satisfactory explanation of the phenornenon of the state." The Genesiso/theSrate(New 
York: Praeger. 199 1 ) p. 139. In the prefacr to his well known book. The Development of rhe Modern Stare (Stanford. CA: 
Stmford University Press. 1978). Gianfranco Poggi brmoaned the lack of attention to the state throughout numerous disciplines 
of the social sciences. See pp. is-xiii. 
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Early. pre-twentieth century, attempts to explain state genesis relied on theories of 

spontaneous origin followed by evolutionary development, divine creation. or a combination 

of both. The spontaneity theory generally suggested that the state as a constmct of power in 

both idea and reality emerged as a consequence of the rational and natural inclination among 

men to "quit the state of nature". From Aristotle to Hobbes and Locke. the state was 

considered a voluntary. contractual agreement entered into as a mrans of protection from 

violence and as a guarantor of security. Its power and authority derived from this contractual 

arrangement. But the process and details of the contract (or. more clearly. the merging of 

interests involved in actual state formation) were regarded as "spontaneous development," 

which underscored the fact that it was little understood. And since the actual processes 

involved in the developrnent of state could not be explained, the process of changing the state 

rernained an issue of contention. Hobbes. for example. suggested that any change would have 

to corne "from above". since the state, once it had emerged, was sovereign. In contrast, 

Locke believed change wouid emanate "from below", since the contract of state power was 

entered into freely and thus could be altered by a majority of the subjects. Even more 

significant to our purposes. spontaneity as explanadurn also underestimated the potential 

complexities of state power. For the modem state is now much more than any singular 

monocratic institution. and consists of a variety of institutions from national executive to local 

councils. The classical notion of state as a spontaneous construct of singular dimension is 

incapable of explaining the realities of these multiple dimensions of the modem state - akin to 

the proverbial explosion in the printing shop culminating in the publication of an English 

dictionary . 



With the emergence of the modem state in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

some theonsts adopted an holistic approach to explain the state's various dimensions. The 

reverence accorded the state by rnany German theorists of the nineteenth century upheld and 

deepened this holism. which emphasized the s u m  of the parts at the expense of specific 

dimensions of the state. To Hegel, for example. the state was the "march of God in the 

world." and he explicitly defined it in organic terms. His reverence rejected the very idea that 

a state was merely an assortment of institutions and conventions to guarantee security of its 

individual rnembers. Instead. the state. as a normative concept. reconciled cornpetition among 

disparate interests. Its very idea was actualized reason. the body universal, nuturing the 

conscious merging of particular interests. But while Hegel and other German statists pointed 

out the need for state. and the requirements and benefits of power and authority, they too 

ignored the question of how States and their institutions actually emerged. While German 

theorists recognized die vital Function of the state in reconciling conflicting political interests. 

their fundarnentally normative conception of a state as a primordial entity. "the necessary 

outward form which the imer life of a people bestows upon itself," ensured that its origins 

w-ere not subject to inquiry.' Hegel, for example, was reluctant to even question the actual 

origins of state: 

But if we ask what is or has been the historical origin of the state in general, still more 
if we ask about the origin of any particular state. of its rights and institutions, ... if we 
ask in what light the ba i s  of the state's nghts hm been conceived and consciously 
established, ... al1 these questions are no concem of the Idea of the state.' 

Heinrich von Trcitschke. Politics vol I, 1870; excerpts from Car1 Cohen. cd., Cornmunism. Fascism and Democraq: The 
Theoretical Foundarions (New York: Random House. 1962) p. 3 12. 

' G .  W.F. Hegel. Hegel S Philosopl~v O/ Riglir T.M. Knos. trans.. (London: Oxford University Press. 1967). p. 156. 
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The organicism of the state was premisrd upon the belief that the state was more than 

the mere sum of its parts. And in this regard. Hegel and others recognized that the state 

represented a cornplex of institutions woven together in such a way as to form something 

bordering on the divine. To be sure. the "state" can be more than the surn of its parts, and 

may even border on organicism. but this is so on& if the power and authority of each part is 

defined and accepted by al1 other parts. The reverse is also m e :  a state will be less than this 

sum if politicai conflict over the organization of power consumes much of the energy of the 

state. In spite of this recognition of organic complexity. which underlies much of the concept 

of state used in this study. a quasi-divine organicism is a wholly unsatisfying approach for 

those intrigued by the process and dynarnics of state formation and institutional genesis. 

While respect is given to intemal relationships of power among various parts of the state. 

there is little to develop our understanding of how each part came to be, nor is an attempt 

made to understand how the various parts are woven together. 

In short, neither the spontaneous emergence of States followed by evolutionary 

development nor the holistic organic creation of quasi-divine origins offer a satisfactory 

approach to the study of the ongins of state. Neither approach can help us identi& and 

comprehend the processes of state building. This is particularly evident when we think again 

of the problems of state building in Russia. Post Soviet Russian state building is less a 

problem of creating something from nothing, than a task of creating something new from the 

rubble of the old. An assumption of spontaneous emergence. for example, cm tell us nothing 

about the processes involved in building the new Russian state. And while some measure of 

organicism c m  provide some of the contest of state building, it also fails to draw attention to 



the dynamics of the process. 

Twentieth century political science has also been negligent in understanding the 

genesis of the state. During the fust half of the century. mainstream political science was 

dominated by Formai-legal. or constitutional studies. which focused on the ordination. 

definition. and demarcation of power among institutions within a political order. Because of 

this focus on the distribution of power and authority. one might expect to find in this 

approach attention to institutional genesis and state building. Unfomuiately. however, 

constitutional studies also ignored the important question of process. Its primary concern was 

on structuring state institutions according to normative lheories of optimal s tae  design. There 

was M e .  if any. focus on studying the political forces engaged in the stmggles for power 

within a state. and the cornmonly held belief was that successful pnnciples of the distribution 

of power and authonty could be exported successfÛlly around the world.' The abject failures 

of most of the constitutions that emerged between the two world wars belied the utility of this 

approach. In spite of attention to legai detail. constitutional studies ignored the very societies 

within which state institutions were constructed. The new constitutions thus neglected various 

intrrests and political actors already involved in the political struggle at the very time that 

power and authority were demarcated and allocated and new political institutions were 

created. Unless such interests were directly involved in this distribution of power and the 

creation of new politicai institutions, there would be little interest on the part of political 

actors to play by any newly established d e s  and participate in the emerging political order. 

In other words. the process of state building is not only relevant as an academic exercise on 

' Ses. for exmple. Hany Eckstcin. "Constitutional Engineering and the Problem of Viable Rcpresentative Government." in 
Harry Eckstein and David Apter. eds.. Comparutive Politics: .4 Reader (New York: The Free Press. 1963). pp. 97-104. 



how sornething came to be: how a particular state came to be is also critical to an 

understancîing of what that state actually is. The processes and dynamics at work within a 

state. and the prospects for its M e r  development. cannot be fully understood unless we also 

understand the processes involved in forging that state as it came to be. 

In the Russian context. the processes at work in forging the organization of power wiil 

highlight the shape of the new Russian state. Additionally. the prospects for political stability 

and, potentially. democracy. are premised upon the acceptance of. and cornpliance with, the 

organization of power among various institutions. interests and elites involved in the game of 

politics. This argument is supported by at least two distinct approaches to political 

development: Samuel Huntington's suggestion that political order and institutional coherence 

must precede political participation and social mobilization if political development is to 

obtain: and Giuseppe Di Palma's daim that democracy involves the arrangement of niles and 

institutions in a manner acceptable to those involved in the process. in the latter instance. the 

organization of power not only represents progress in this arrangement. but also facilitates 

acceptance.' 

Given the void in theory concerning the origins of state, there is little wonder that the 

very concept was in hibernation for a generation of political s~ientists.~ During that time. 

pior to the recent assurgency of the state. political scientists cast the state in a variety of 

roles. from weathervanes and cash registers, to various incarnations of the executive 

' Samucl P. Huntington. Polirical Order in Citangtng Societies(New Haven: Yale University Press. 1968); Giuseppe Di 
Palma. To Crufi Democracies: ..ln Ess- on Dernocrulic Transirions(Berksky: University of California Press. 1990). 

" S w .  for esample. Pster Evans. Dietrich Rueschemeyer and Thedn Skocpol. Bringing the State Buck In (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1985) and the critical rcsponsr: to this ripproach by Gabriel Almond. "The Return to the State," 
.-lmerican Polirical Science Review 82:3 (September. 1988). pp. 853-874. 



committee of the bourgeoisie. There existed little incentive to make the state the focus of 

inquiry. since it ostensibly only reflected various social and economic forces at work. Group 

theorists. such as David Truman. for example. dismissed the very concept of state by first 

subsuming it under the concept of a national interest. and then pointing out that a singular 

national interest did not esist.' The concept of state was transmuted into a much broader 

concept of "system". ro include political parties. interest groups. communication. education, 

religion. and other social organizations within the scope of analysis.' Likewise. marxist 

analysis offered little reason to study institutional genesis or state building. since the state 

remained above al1 else the executive cornmittee of the ruling class. M i l e  debates among 

marxist scholars over the role of the state and its relative autonorny from the capitalist ruling 

class emerged, marxist ontology left little justification for the study of state formation in and 

of itself. Statr institutions were dependent upon the dominant class and the forces of 

economic production.9 This instrumentalism was also evident in Soviet political thought: the 

socialist state kvas also a tool with which the dictatorship of the proletariat might establish the 

economic and social conditions for the withering away of the state. Building the socialist 

' David Truman. The Governmenrai Process: Policicul Inrerests and Public Opinion (New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1963). 
pp. 49-53. Truman rclied heavily on Arthur Bentlq's rnuch carlier work. One problem here is that when Truman dismissed the 
statc because no univcrsal interest exists. he ignored thc organic theory of state that suggested the statr only attempts to achieve 
a universal interest. The absence ot'a universal is not proof of the absrncs of state any more than dcaih would bc proof of the 
absence of mrdical science. 

' The original proposal for this dissertation labelled the process of the organization of power in Russian government 
"systrmatiztition". based on thc Russian term used in this same context. sistrmatizauiia. But given the conceptual baggage that 
cornes with the Engtish equivalent. we rely on the hopcfully less confusing phrase. "organization of power." 

'The dcbates bctween instrurnentalist and structuralist mwists. for example. may question the relative autonomy of the state. 
but neither focus on the origins of statc institutions. These dcbates tumed the M m i s t  (Leninist) approach to the state upside 
clown. Poulantzas. for esample. recognized the state as both aproduct of classdornination. and a force that shaped class relations. 
This contlict betwesn state as dependent variable and as independent variable will surface below, although in a different context. 
See Martin Carnoy. The State and Political Theory (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press. 1984) p. 250. 
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state was thus equated with the economic task of industrialization. which would serve as the 

firn step to the state's dissolution. Since it was little more than a transitionai phenornenon. 

there was little need to make the state the object of more detailed study. particularly 

concerning its origins.'* 

.4n approach which did possess promise for understanding the processes involved in 

the organization of the state was elite theory. In very general terms. elite theorists postulate 

that power and authority are always in the hands of the few. The structuring of power. or 

perhaps more correctly. the structures of power. could thus be perceived as consequences of 

the political action of elites." Yet notwithstanding this contribution of what might be 

considered the obvious in the institutionalization of power. the actual genesis of the state was 

never the focus of any detailed inquiry among elite theorists." In the decades afier World 

War II. dite tlieory focused much less on the state and its institutions. and more on the 

personnel positioned in its offices. Elite theory thus dealt primarily with the advantageous 

access specific elites had to the reigns of power rather than any change in institutional 

'" See F. Ksenofontov. "Bourgeois and Manist Conceptions of the State." Gosudarstvoi Prmo (Mosco~r.: 1924). pp. 79-84: 
and A.I. Lrpcshkin. "Programa KPSS i nekotole voprosy tsorii Sovetskogo sotsialistichcskogo gosudarstva" Sovetskogo 
gosrcdurstvo ipruvo No.12 (1961 ). pp. 3-10. Both articles c m  bc found in translation in bIichae1 laworskyj, Sovier Political 
Tliortglrt: .-ln .-lnrlioloLgv (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press. 1967). 

" ln Weber's words: "PoIitical action is rrlways dctermined by the principle of srna11 numbers. that means. the superior 
political maneuverability of small leading groups." This. hc suggested. wris "as as it should be." Econom~vandSocietyedited by 
Guenther Roth and Claus Wittich. (Berkeley CA: University of California Press. 1978) vol II. p. 141 4. 

" Mosca. for esample. viewed the state as a uni-dimensional construct of a rather monolithic, central elite. ruid ignored the 
vcrticai dimension of political power and authority. Alrnost by accident. however. Mosca did point to one his~orical wrakness 
of carly States: thcir inability to absorb rrgional or ernerging rivai leaders from the periphery. Yct he almost tripped over this 
point later. when he praised those political organizations which possessed an united elite that could rnaintain a unity of power 
in the namc of the statc. Gaetano Mosca The Ruling Class: Elenientidi Scienza Politica(New York: McGraw-HiIl. 1939). pp. 
338-393. Among other leading theorists of elitism. Pareto made no direct rcferencr: to the state or its origins (although he did 
refer to dite rcliance on the use of govemrnent coercion). Michcls focused on political parties. and Weber. while interested in 
the concept and the inner workings of the state. nevsr wrote a tome dedicated to the state or its origins. 
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delegation of power and authority . '' 

To answer our original question. then. conceming how we might study the genesis of 

new States. political science must respond with a collective shrug of its many shoulders. 

Since the very concept of the state has been neglected and rnisunderstood. oui- understaiiding 

of state building. of the processes involved in the organization of power. remains limited. 

Indeed. the very concept of state building is a rather vague term. generally used in an ail 

inclusive manner that encompasses the entire gamut of govemment institutions and of society. 

The term is used to cover such seemingly disparate topics as the development of military 

strength. of national consciousness. and the mobilization of support for political parties.'" In 

this study. however. state building will have a specific bias towards the structural. institutional 

dimension. and the organization of power among these institutions. This structurai bias can 

help compensate for the vagueness that encumbers the concept. 

Such a bias. however. does not leave the term immune to criticism. Gianfranco Poggi. 

for example. critiqued his own understanding of state building. and questioned whether or not 

a "purposive effort and conscious arrangement to a design" could actually bear b i t .  How 

plausible is the notion of the state being "built"? Who does the making? For those who view 

the state as an ideal. rather than a reality, such criticism is valid. Poggi. however, prefers to 

view the state as the mechanization of power: 

'' An csample of contcmporary ncglect of the state arnong dite thcorists is the recent work by Eva Etzioni-Halevy. The Elite 
Connection: Problmsand Potentialof WesternDemocracy(Cambridge. MA: Politity Press. 1993). WhiIe the book is a thorough 
discussion of elite theos, there is no mention whatsoever of the state. 

'" Sre. for e'tampk. Edward C. Page. "The Political Origins of  Self-Government and Bureaucracy: Otto Hintze's Conceptual 
Map of Europe." PoliticalStudies 38: 1 (March. 1990). pp. 39-55. Sec also Rrinhatd Bendix. ,Vation-building and Citizenship: 
Studies of our CIzunging Social Orcler (New York: John W iley. 1964); and Charles Tilly. ed.. Tite Formation of ivarional States 
in Eiirope (Princcton. N . J . :  Princeton University Press. 1975). 



In sum. the state is designed. and is intended to operate, as a machine whose parts al1 
mesh. a machine propelled by energy and directed by information flowing from a 
singie center in the service of a plunlity of coordinated tasks ... The state is not j ua  a 
contrivance: it is a compkx and sophisticated contrivance. made up of multiple parts. 
rach of which. in operation. delivers resources to or places constraints upon the 
operation of an~ther.'~ 

State building may not be entirely conscious and purposeful. and the end result may not 

match the original purposes of those involved in the process. But surely those involved in 

state building are rnotivated by more than unconsciousness. Were it not so. we would best 

return to the unsatisSing explanations of spontaneous evolution or divine creation. And even 

if no master blueprint for state design exists. we are still leFt with the question of how states 

emerge. how the institutions of state are created and fitted together. And we need an 

approach to help us in this endeavour. 

Rather than rely on macro historical accounts of the state situated in its extemal 

environment. we need to examine in greater detail the intemal dynamics of state building. 

For in spite of any motivation derived from a threat of foreign invasion. state building is first 

and foremost an interna1 task. The premise of this dissertation is that the process of 

organizing power is. inherently. a poliricul process. which involves competition and 

compromise among various interests and existing institutions. This is precisely why the 

process of state building should be of great interest to political science. The identification of 

these interests. and. specificnily, the forces that constrain. the give-and-take, cornpetition and 

compromise. among these forces that determine the distribution of power and authority is, in 

the truest sense of the word, pure politics. Illuminating the dynamics that animate this 

I Giantianco PO@. The Developntentof the L2~lodernStarr: A Sociologic~alIntrodr~ction(Stanford. CA: Stanford University 
Press. 1975). pp. 95-99. quote on p. 98. 
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process should be one of the basic tasks of political science. 

Not al1 scholars have ignored the politics involved in the ongins of state. and we need 

to return to some of those who attempted to address such issues. In examining states at the 

tum of this century. Oao Hintze made a concession to the organicism of both state and 

society. noting that "no one has observed the origin of either? But Hintze did suggest 

three processes at work in creating state institutions: the social processes (which emerge from 

the organic life of the community); the political process (from the consciozis intelligence and 

the ubiquitous will to dominate); and extemal influences on intemal social and politicai 

development. In later work. Hintze delved a bit deeper into the problem. suggesting that two 

phenornena affrcted the organization of the state: the structure of social classes: and the 

extemal ordering of states (their position relative to each other)." In Hintze's work were the 

suggestions that thought. will. and action. would al1 be of considerable consequence in 

institutional creation and the formation of the state. Such a suggestion begged the question 

"of whorn?" Whose thought? Whose will? And whose action? Hintze's contribution was a 

break from the simplistic spontaneous or deterministic approaches of previous scholars. But 

beyond macro level theorizing on an international perspective. there was little empirical work 

to answer suc h questions. " 

'" Otto Hintze. "The Statc in Historical Perspective." in Rcinhard Bcndis. cd.. State and Sociehl: .4 Reader ln Comparative 
Polirical Sociologv (Boston: Little. Brown and Co., 1968) pp. 154- 169: quote on p. 154. 

I l  Otto Hintze in I-klis Gilbcrt. sd.. HistoricalEssqs (Ncw York: Osford University Press. 1975) p. 183. 

1 I( In the nineteenth centul .  John Bureess had also questioned state origins. and suggested that the origins of the state could 
be explained with threr proposirions: divine origins: hurnan agreement; and historical product. Burgess clairned that the 1 s t  of 
these propositions was the correct view. although its reat value was that historical habituation of institutions and power might also 
includc the other two propositions. John W. Burgess. The Foundarions 01-Po/iricaiScience (New Brunswick. NJ: Transaction 
Publishers. 1994) pp.53-7 1. 
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By recognizing this political dimension to the origins of the state. Kintze provided a 

broad frarnework for studying the ernergrnce of states. particularly the pararneters within 

which states emergrd. But by themselves. these pararneters tell us little about the actual 

process. To use an analogy. it is one thing to say a football garne lasted three hours. was 

played in the rain. that teams moved the bal1 up and down the field. and the home tearn won. 

But unless we know which teams were playing. we know almost nothing about the game. 

And surely any Fan of football would appreciate knowing the final score. descriptions of some 

of the stellar plays. individual statistics of specific players. and so on. Likewise. unless we 

glimpse the actual play of politics involved in state building. we actuatly know M e  about the 

process. 

So let LIS retum to the original question - how do we audy the emergence of states? 

Or. alternatively. how do we understand the garne? Let me suggest another analogy - how 

does one eat an elephant? Such endeavors c m  only be accomplished one piece or segment at 

a time. Each piece needs to be savoured and digested on its own. The difficult challenge is 

not to relav one's focus and lose sight of the larger objective. In the case of the state. we 

need to recognize that the object of study is more than a singular entity. but a complex of 

institutions. Exarnining the creation and development of each of these institutions, while 

keeping in mind that each institution is but a piece of the larger whole, is the only way we 

have to focus on the process of state building. To try and ingest the entire process of state 

building at once is simply too difficult a task. If we c m  focus on the building of particular 

institutions involved in the definition of power. and yet recognize that these institutions are 

but parts of a larger whole. we will be able to observe the processes involved in the broader 
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issue of state building. To this end. the study of local govenunent in Russia c m  provide 

important insights into the processes of state building in post Soviet Russia. 

Before we continue. however. let us be sure to define the term state building. The 

structural bias adopted for this dissertation has been noted. Also noted is that the problcm of 

state building in post Soviet Russia is not at all a problem of building something from 

nothing. For Russia. and for any political order of the twentieth century. state building is a 

task of building something from something else. frorn a remnant of an existing or cnimbling 

political order. In his study of the development of Arnerican administration. Stephen 

Skowronek defined the task as an "exercise in reconstmcting an already established 

organization of state power." With the noted exception of revolution. the success of state 

building "hinges on recasting official power relationships within governmental institutions and 

on altering ongoing relations between state and society."" For Skowronek. state building, at 

bare minimum. was little more than institutional innovation. But. in a more complete sense. it 

could also involve the complete overhaul of the whole capacity and reach of the state and of 

its operations concomitant to the establishment of new instit~tions.'~ In either case, 

however. the primary focus was on either the creation of new institutions. or recasting 

esisting institutional arrangements of power. This is precisely why we require an approach 

that allows us to examine specific institutions in greater detail, especially those which require 

political power. 

Again. we are concerned here with organizing power among various institutions of the 

I ', Strphen Skowronek. Building a :Yew Arnerican State: The Expansion of National Administrative Capacities, 18 77- 1920 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1982) p. is. 

'" Ibid.. p. 15 
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state. and. as will be pointed out. of local govemments in particular. First. however. let us 

tum to look at approaches to the study of the organization of power and of the creation of 

separate institutions as srnalier pieces of the puzzle of state building. 

Institutions and the Organization of Power 

The concept of power is central to state building and to the development of local self- 

govenunent. To explain the processes behind the organization of power in Russia. the 

concept of political power must be defined. Here we want to distinguish between power and 

authority. and between power and autonorny. Power. particularly in the sense of 

intergovemmental relations. refers not to any right or claim a governrnentôl institution may 

make to decide a particular matter. but to the ability of that institution to actually do 

something. The legal right or daim to power (authority) can be quite distinct from this actual 

ability (power). What matters. then. is not so much whether local govemments have the legal 

authority to resolve a specific matter. but. more importantly. the ability to do so. This ability 

is contingent upon both resources and opportunity. Without resources there c m  be no power. 

Throughout much of the Soviet period. for exarnple. local govemments had the legal authority 

to resolve al! housing rnatters in their jurisdiction. But they usually lacked the resources to do 

so. and relied instead on large enterprises to build much of the housing for local residents. 

These housing projects then reinained under the control of the enterprises, which weakened 

the power of local govemments over housing. Additionally. ability is not merely a function 

of resources. It also suggests the oppomuùty to use them, or more concretely, the existence 

of some kind of rational process. where power can usually be exercised without the necessity 
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of constant struggle over its application. In the absence of such a process. power can be 

consumed in the stniggle for naught. 

Talcott Parsons pointed out the relational context of power. and suggested that its 

relevance in any given systern was conditional upon thres factors: whether or not it could be 

exercised: the existence of noms for its application: and whether or not it could be 

regulated.?' Parsons also highlighted two distinct dimensions of power: the "economic". 

which he linked to resources or means: and the "political". which referred to the relational. or 

hierarchicai." Wliile Parsons' work focused on the entire social system. his comrnents on 

power are relevant to this discussion. By pointing out the connection to both resources and 

the relational context within an hierarchical structure. w-e have a concept that fits well with 

Our focus on local governrnent. Among different tiers of govemment. for example. power is a 

relative commodity: particular levels of govemment have power in inverse proportion to their 

dependence on other levels of govemment. The relative autonomy of one level of 

government is measured bath by its control over resources sufficient to resolve matters as well 

as its ability to resist with impunity incursions from other tiers of govemment. 

Although the existing literature in comparative local government is very local and 

rarely comparative. it is this concept of local autonomy that is one of the key concepts in the 

field? Yet on its own. autonomy is a flimsy concept for studying local govemment and its 

'' Talcott Parsons. The Social *stem (London: Frcc Press of Glencoe. 195 1 ) pp. 12 1 - 128. 

'' "The problem of control of political power is above al1 the problem of  integrarion. of building the powcr of individuals 
and sub-collectives into a cohsrcnt systern o f  Iegitimizcd authority where power is fused with collective responsibility." Parsons. 
p. 127. 

" Sec Brian Smith. Decentralization: Tire Territorial Dimension of rire Sfate (London: Allen and Unwin. 1985): Robin 
Ham bleton, Policy Planning and Local Governmenr (London: Hutchinson and Co.. 1978) pp. 19-43: and Kenneth Woodside. "An 
Approach to Studying Local Autonomy: The Ontario Esperirnce." Canadian Public Administration 3 3 2  (Summer. 1990) pp. 
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relationship to the state. The distinction between power and autonomy needs to be clarified: 

on one hand. autonomy can be a consequence of power: but on the other hand. the mere 

existence of autonomy does not necessarily suggest the existence of power. Local autonomy 

may exist due to a lack of central power. In this sense. an inability of the center to 

implement policy or penetrate temtory does not mean that local institutions of themselves 

possess the capacity to act. This distinction is particularly relevant in the context of Russian 

politics. It explains. for example, the strange occurence of srnutu in Russian history. the "time 

of troubles". where central power breaks down and state administration is left in abject chaos. 

In 1990-9 1. the most recent srnuia. the inability of local governments to govem in the absence 

of central control was a direct consequence of the acute iack of local governrnent pow~r . ' ~  

Over the past few decades, numerous scholars in the social sciences have shifted their 

focus towards the study of structure and the consequences of the organization of power in the 

development and implementation of policy. What follows is a brief review of the literature 

which deals with this organization. This review will set the table for a study of institutional 

formation. which we can then use to return to our focus on state building. 

In political science. the shift to structure is evidenced by the emergence of two related 

approaches to politics. The first of these is the "new institutionalism". an approach most 

198-2 13. For rcccnt discussions on the quest for local autonomy in the former Soviet bloc. sec Joanna Regulska "Self- 
Governance or Central Control? Rewriting Constitutions in Central and Eastern Europe." in A.E. Dick Howard. cd.. Consrirurion 
.\lakingin Eusrern Europe (Washington: Woodrow Wilson Center Press. 1993) pp. 133-1 62; and Richard M. Bird, Robert D. Ebel 
and Christine 1. Wal I ich. Decentruiizarionof the SociaiisrS~ure: IntergovernmenralFinance in Transirion Economies ( Washington: 
World Bank. 1995). 

'' Smtlra will bt. discussed in grcater detail in chapter ont.. 
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forcefully summarized a decade ago in an article by March and Olsen." In this article. the 

authors suggested the need to reverse the general inclination to ser causal links between 

society and its political institutions as running from the former to the latter. Mach and Olsen 

postulated that institutions. as structures of power. were themselves critical independent 

variables in political science. The actual extent to which institutional factors affected political 

decision-making and policy outcomes. however. continues to be a question of debate. This 

debate includes both the overstated argument of monocausality of institutions implicit in 

March and Olsen. to the more restrained institutionalism of Peter Hall and Kathleen Thelen 

and Sven Steinmo. who recognize the multicausality of policy and political action? Al1 

institutionalists. however. assert that institutions shape the goals of political actors, and 

structure power relationships arnong them. 

The second approach to represent this shift to structure in political science is the 

"return to the state" movement supported by Theda Skocpol. Eric Nordlinger. Stephen 

Krasner. and others." Krasner differentiates the statist movement from behavioral political 

science by underscoring tive characteristics of the tonner. The first of these characteristics. 

he suggests. is that politics is more a problem of rule than of allocation. it is a stmggle of "us 

against them." Second. the state should be considered an actor in its own right. an 

7 s  - -  James G. ~March and Johan P. OIsen. "The New lnstitutionalisrn: Organizational Factors in Political Life." .-lmerican 
Poliri~wl Science Reviriv 78:3 (Septcrn ber. 1984). pp. 734-7-19. 

'" Peter Hall. Governingtlze Economy: The PoliticsofS~are Intervenrionin Brirainand France(New York: Oxford University 
Prcss. 1986); Kathlcen Thelen and Svcn Steinmo. "Historical Institutionalisrn in Comparative Politics." in Sven Steinmo. Kathleen 
Thelen and Frank Longstreth. eds.. Strrrcfuritzg Polirics: Historical instir~rtionalism in Comparative =Inal-vsis (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1992) pp. 1-32. 

" Theda Skocpol. Stares ami Social Revo1utiom.- .-I Comparative ,-Inal-vsis of France. Ritssia and China (New York: 
Cambridge University Press. 1979): Eric A. Nordlinger. On the ..iutonomy of the Democraric State (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Prcss. 1987): and Stepheo D. Krasner. "Approaches to the State: Alternative Conceptions and iiistorical Dynamics." 
Comparutive Politics 16 (January 1984) pp. 223-246. Sct: again Gabriel Almond's critique. "Return to the State." 
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independent variable as opposed to a mere reflection of society. Third. statists place greater 

emphasis on the instirutional constraints which bind actors in their policy choices. 

Additionally. statists recognize the historical consequences of particular decisions and patterns 

of development on future policy alternatives (historical cure). In Krasner's words. "once a 

particular fork is chosen. it is very difficult to get back on a rejected path." Lastly. statists 

focus more on disjunctures and stress on a given state. which reflect the concem and possible 

breakdown of the existing rulrs of the game of politics. "Political life is thus characterized 

not simply by a struggle over the allocation of resources. but also periodically by strife and 

uncertainty about the rules of the garne within which this allocative process is carried out."'8 

With a rnodest amount of conceptual stretching. Krasner's statism pays homage to two 

of the three processes Hintze identified some eight decades earlier. Policy choices and 

historical development. for example. mesh with Hintze's notion of "social processes." and 

there is attention in both to international hctors. But in his attempt to emphasize the 

problems of rule over the struggle for allocation. Krasner (and other statists) neglect the full 

concept of the political. In this sense. Krasner adopted the concept of the political as defined 

more than half a century earlier by Car1 Schmitt. The "us and them". or "friend and foe" 

dichotomy is a usehl distinction if one wants to identi@ the state as an actor in the 

international. or extemal environment. Yet one problem with this point of depamire is that 

"us", as collectivity. ignores the fact that the collectivity itself needs to be established, and is 

itself the product of politics. particularly of the intemal allocation and demarcation of 

28 Krasncr. "Approachcs to the State." p. 225. 
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power." In other words. emphasis on the extemal dimension of the state overshadows the 

interna1 dynamics which help define what the state actually is. This is probably why Krasner 

tries to downplay the allocation of resources in order to promote the "problem of d e " .  which 

unfonunately divorces the two issues. What we need. however. is an approach that recognizes 

that mie and allocation may both be parts of the sarne political process of the organization of 

power. 

Both of these two approaches - new institutionalism and the new statism - c m  be 

lumped together. not only because of their mutual claim to certain authors. but. more 

importantly. because they share a conceptual bias towards the study of the organization of 

political power." But there are distinct differences. In contrast to the statist emphasis on 

international factors. institutionalists deal predominantly with domestic case studies at the 

micro level. such as regulatory and social policy. But while the new found attention to the 

organization of powrr and the importance of the state as an actor in its own right has become 

widely acknowledged in political science. there yet remains a dearth of research in either 

approach concerning how the state and its institutions came to be. This returns us to the 

original question. If the organization of power is such a critical element in the determination 

and implementation of policy, how does power get organized? Likewise. what interests are 

involved. or to pose a parallel question. ivho organizes power? What are the origins of 

institutions. and how can one explain the genesis of states as structures of power and 

authority? Without attention to such questions. the new institutionalism and the new statism 

'''Cid Schmitt. TIIL. Concepr o/ '~lw Polirical. trans. by Grorgr Schwab (New Brunswick: Rutgers. 1976); and Poggi. pp. 1-12. 

3 0  Indeed, blarch and Olsen vie~ved the statist movement as an esample of tht: tendency throughout tht: social sciences towards 
an institutionai approach. 
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are both excessively static approaches to the study of politics. unable to account for significant 

change in the organization of power. regardless of any claim to the contrary." In this 

regard. neo-statist and institutional approaches differ little from the earlier state theones of 

yester year. Al1 such approaches have high regard for States as embodiments of power. yet 

are unable to explain how power becarne embodied. 

The rnost cited mode1 of institutional change within the statist literarure is Stephen 

Krasner's adoption of the biological mode1 of "punctuated equilibrium". This model 

distinguishes long periods of institutional stability - where the structures of power explain 

policy outcornes - from periodic outbursts of rapid institutional change. which are brought 

about by institutional crises emanating from changes in the external environment. While 

Krasner and others can explain. albeit in only very broad ternis. why such junctures emerge 

(crisis and conflict). the actual recasting of institutions is left undescribed and unexplained. 

Krasner. of course. was taking a first and very quick stab at what he admitted was a much 

needed area of study for the deveioprnent of state centered and institutional approaches in 

political science. But there are significant problerns with this general model. The first of 

these problems is a tendency to reiQ the state. to characterize it as nothing more than a 

conglomeration of atornized and exclusively central political institutions. This reification 

ignores the many interrelationships and power dynarnics that exist among the various political 

institutions at various levels of the state. local as well as central. While Hegelian organicism 

may limit motivation for questioning the origins of state. Krasner now swings the pendulurn 

too far in the opposite direction, oversimplifying the state as a mere assortment of institutions, 

" With few exceptions. Krasncr's daim to focus on disjuncturcand strcsssirnply has not been rralized in research. See also 
Thelen and Steinrno. "Historical Institutionalism." p. 15. 



and ignoring the various dimensions that collectively define what the state is." 

A second problem with Krasner's mode1 is the confusion surrounding his 

methodological position. where institutions evist as independent variables which explain 

politics and restrain society. and are then suddenly transformed into dependent variables, 

wholly shaped and determined by processes from the surrounding environment. What is 

sorely lacking is any kind of indication conceming the nature of these "processes" that 

determine the shape of new institutions. When institutions become dependent variables. what 

then are the independent variables? What role. if any. do former patterns of power have on 

the reconstitution of new institutions of the state? Or how much influence do individud and 

group interests. and the distribution of resources. have on the organization of power? 
C 

Alternative approaches to the structuring of power and institutions, such as rational 

choice and a relatively new approach known as historical institutionalisrn. address such issues. 

Rational choice is premised on the assumption that individuals are rational actors. When 

given knowledge of the rules of the game and of alternative choices. the choices and actions 

of these rational individuals c m  be understood. and even predicted. Rational choice thus has 

a methodological bias towards understanding the institutional structures within which the 

garne of politics occurs. But this approach. like institutionalism in general, needs to shift 

gens when institutions change. What happens. for example. when political order breaks 

down and existing rules are no longer enforced. or when rival structures compete for control 

and the loyalty of actors? George Tsebelis concedes the difficulty in theorizing about periods 

" On this point. sce Howard H. Lentner. "The Conccpt of the State: A Response to Stephen Krasner." Cornpararive Polirics 
(Aprii. 1953) pp. 367-377. Lcntncr nlso critiques Krasnrr for his alleged marxist proclivity towards disjuncture at the expsnse 
of historical continuity. in spite of  Krasner's clairn to stress historical cure. 
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of institutional creation and change. Such a penod demands political innovation. which. he 

suggests. defies theory. Yet he postulates that institutions are the conscious political design of 

political actors. and that we need only study the motivation of these actors in order to 

understand and predict institutional design. 

Rational choicr thus presents a primary focus on actors in the creation and 

development of institutions. But while the individuals involved in forging structures of power 

are relevant to the end result. Tsebelis' approach is overly simplistic because it has Little room 

for recognizing other influences on institutional design. One of the weahesses of his 

conclusions. for exarnple. is his explicit rejection of any tendency towards the evolutionary 

approach of institutions. Such an approach. suggests Tsebelis. would sacrifice any assumption 

of rationality in institutional design. It is this normative bias inherent in much of rational 

choice literature. the substitution of what "ought to be" with what "cm be". that clouds the 

actual processes of institutional genesis.33 Tsebelis can also be faulted for ignoring the 

complexity of political and social relationships. and the power inequality inherent among 

multiple actors. In short. by assuming rationality to be the determining factor in institutions. 

Tsebelis ignores politics.j4 

Yet from within rational choice. there are others who recognize the more complex 

political dimensions of institutional creation. Margaret Levi and Jack Knight. for exarnple, 

direct their focus of inquiry away from a Schmittian notion of "us" against "them", towards 

" Whcre constrriintsexist. Tssbelis suggests they lead only to postponement of the quest for ma,,imization rathcr than a lasting 
agreement of suboptimality. Thus h c  rejects such constraints as having any lasting effcct on institutions. Ser George TsebeIis. 
.Vc.sfed Garnes: Rarionul Clroice in Comparative Polirics ( Berkeley: [Jniversity of California Press. 1990). 

31 blargaret Lcvi. "A Loçic of Institutional Change." in Karen Schwsrrs Cook and Margaret Levi. eds.. The Limirs of 
Rorionality(Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1990) pp. 402-418. See also the introductory essay in the same collection. 
blargnrct Levi. Karen S. Cook. Jodi A. O'Brien. and Howard Faye. "The Limits of Rationality." pp. 1-16. 
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the more intemal issue of convoi over resources. Levi suggests that institutions represeni 

concessions of power by one group to another. in order to resolve conflict among various 

actors. Institutional change thus occurs as a consequence of change in the distribution or 

availability of resources andior the withdrawal of contingent consent from those actors 

involved in the political game.'5 Likewise. Knight points out that institutions are "by- 

products of substantive conflicts over distributional gains." and the "final form of institutional 

rules (are) a product of the conflict of interests among the relevant actors."j6 Here. then. are 

approaches frorn within rational choice more palatable to the study of institutions. which take 

into consideration the importance of actors and resources. 

In spite of these insights, however. rational choice has too many weaknesses to adopt 

as an approach for the study of state building in general and local government in particular. 

Firstly. rational choice is frir too broad in its definition of institutions. which includes 

everything from noms of behaviour to the market and property. We wish instead to focus on 

the institutionalization of state power. and possess biases towards structure and power. We 

move. therefore. beyond a study of institutions as collections of interrelated rules and routines. 

and focus on a particular subsection of institutions which are part of the organization of state 

power. Secondly. rational choice entertains visions of grandeur. attempting to explain 

everything at both the macro and micro level. On top of that, it is far too inaccessible. 

mutating alleged political preferences into numbers and then distorting them further through 

I5 Levi. " Logic of Institutional Change". 

3 h Jack Knight. lristitirtions und Social Conflict (Cam bridge: Cambridge University Press. 1993). pp. 19. 27. 



regression analysis and garne theory3' While rational choice can help us here by 

emphasizing the roles of actors and the importance of  resources. it c m o t  assist us in our 

greater quest of understanding the actual processes of institutional creation. Lastly. rational C 

choice not only neglects the historical dimensions of institutional creation. but more 

importantly ignores the organic dimension of the state, the multiple dimensions of power that 

exist among the center and the various levels of govemment below. 

A nrwer approach in comparative political science which may offer insight into 

institutional creation is historical institutionalism. Much of this approach focuses on the 

consequences of institutions - not only as constraints. but also as determinants of choicss - on 

policy formation over time. But historical institutionalism also tackles the problem of 

institutional change and formation. Although this problem may be "one of the most important 

issues in comparative politics." historical institutionalism recognizes that this field has 

received scant attention. One reason for this deficit is that. Krasner notwithstanding. 

institutionalists focus on constraints and offer esplanations of continuity rather than 

~hange." '~ For our purposes here. the main distinction between historical institutionalism 

and institutionalism is that the former incorporates elements from rational choice theory. and 

is concerned with both problems of mle und of allocation. It studies institutional change, and 

by extension. genesis by first rejecting monocausality . and then explaining how political 

j7 Whilc the rational choice approach has made some valuable contributions to political analysis. my own bias against it is 
bcst rspIained by Krinhard Bendis. who in a diffrrent conte'rt claimed that "comparative analysis should sharpen our 
understanding of the contexts in which more detailed causal infcrences can be drawn. Without a knowledge of contests. causal 
inkrencc may pretend to a Ievel ofgenerality to which it is not entitled." Sre Reinhard Bendix. Kings or People: Power and 
die .\fandate to Rule (Berkeley: University of Cahfornia Press. 1978). p. 15. The mc&e believe contexts of rational choice are 
not only a poor substitute for the real life of politics. they arc far less interesting. 

3X Thclen and Stcinmo. p. 15. 



stmggles are mediated by the institutionai setting in which these struggles occur. Yet there is 

also a critical difference between historical institutionalism and rational choice. The former 

maintains a dominant focus on politics. Historical institutionalism questions the formation of 

prrferences and attempts to explain how these preferences are determined. In rational choice. 

preferences for maximization of power or benefits are assumed. but historical institutionalism 

recognizes that preferences are shaped by new ideas. leaders. groups, and, most significantly. 

by institutions and the institutional setting witliin which the political battle occurs. The slate 

is not simply wiped clean when institutions break d o m .  but the old institutional order affects 

the new political battles that emerge.j9 "Political actors of course are not unaware of the 

deep and fundamental impact of institutions. which is why battles over institutions are so hard 

fought. Reconfiguring institutions cm Save political actors the trouble of fighting the same 

battle over and over again."4" 

The strençth of historical institutionalisrn is that it appears to take some of the best 

attributes from each of the various approaches mentioned above. By focusing on the 

influence and constraints which emanate from other structures and institutions. historical 

institutionalisrn recognizes that even new institutions arc only parts of a broader complex of 

institutions which comprise the state. It also provides opportunity for the study of actors. 

both individuals and groups. as well as stressing the relevance of resources to the political 

struggle inherent in institutional creation. Although Skowronek's study of Arnerican 

administration predates the emergence of historical institutionalism per se. his work is well 

'" Juiict Johnson, "The Russian Banking System: Institutional Responses to the Market Transition." Europe Asta Studies 46:6 
( 1994) pp. 971-995. 

"' Thclen and Stcinmo. "Historical institutionalisrn." p.9. 
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cited in the literature and serves to illustrate two critical components of the approach. The 

first of these is that new governing arrangements are not spontaneous responses to changed 

conditions. but represent the results of protracted conflict among disparate interests. 

represented through such institutions as political parties. the courts. presidency. congress. and 

states. State building is thus a task of geaing the powers that were to agree upon the powers 

that will be. The second cornponent is that the authonty and capacity of new institutions are 

affected by the parameters established by existing institutions which influence the environment 

within which new institutions arise. 

One of the most compelling reasons to embrace histoncal institutionalism is that 

among institutional approaches. it attenipts to reject the tendency to blur the line between the 

role of institutions in shaping preferences of varioiis actors and the role of various actors 

shaping institutions to retlect existing preferences. Unfortunately. however. this rejection is 

not as clear as one might hope. In Thelen and Steinmo's introductory essay on historical 

institutionalism. for esample. the authors go on at length about how institutions shape 

preferences. In this regard. they reflect the position of of Peter Hall, who suggested that "the 

organization of policy-making affects the degree of power that one set of actors has over the 

policy outcornes." and. additionally, that 

organizational position also influences an actor's definition of his own interests. by 
establishinç his institutional responsibilities and relationships to other acton. In this 
way. organizational factors affect both the degree of pressure an actor can bring to 
bear on policy and the likely direction of this pressure." 

It is only later in their introduction, however. that Thelen and Steinmo stress that at the point 
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of institutional formation. conflict over the organization of power clearly reveals various 

interests and existing power relations. The outcomes of such conflict not only reflect but also 

rnagnify and reinforce the interests of the w i ~ e r s . ~ '  Bo Rothstein. in the same volume. 

emphasizes this motivation of actors and interests at these formative moments. 

The analysis of the creation and destruction of political institutions might thus serve as 
a bridge brtween the "men who rnake history" and the "circurnstances" under which 
they are able to do so. Thus my theoretical object in this essay is not restricted to 
showing that institutions are important in shaping political behavior but that at certain 
forntntiiv moments in history. these institutions are created with the object of giving 
the agent (or the interests the agent wants to further) an advantage in the future game 
of power." 

Historical institutionalism thus recognizes both the role of institutions in affecting outcomes 

and the role of interests during moments of institutional formation. Yet in this regard. the 

approach needs more work to show the linkage between institutional settings and political 

preferences. This linkage is especially important in the case of the organization of power 

arnong state institutions. We will retum to these various approaches at the conclusion of this 

dissertation. to assess the utility of historical institutionalism in explaining institutional 

formation and any possible relevance to the broader issue of state building. At this stage. 

however. historical institutionalism provides us with a framework for the study of institutional 

formation. Not only do we need to study the actors involved in the process. but also their 

motivation. Even more important are the struggles to define rules of the "game." the control 

over resources. and the existing institutional environment within which the process is set. 

" Thelcn and Steinmo. p. 27. 

'90 Rothstein. "Labor-market institutions and working-class strength." in Steinrno. Thelen and Longstrcth. Srrucruring 
Politics. pp. 33-56. Emphasis is in the original. 



Local Self-Governrnent and State Building 

Local govemments are universal institutions. indispensable to every modem political 

system. In liberal democracies. for example. local governments perform a variety of functions 

covering a wide range of public services and provide an important forum for local democratic 

input. Even in so-called "totalitarian" regimes. local govemments were desipnated specific 

and significant responsibilities. That local govemments in Soviet Russia. for exarnple. lacked 

the resources or political power necessary to resolve independently local matters should not 

obscure the fact that they nevertheless were expected to perform important functions. from the 

irnplementation of national directives to the delivery of essential public services. Indeed. one 

of the most serious pathologies of the Soviet system was the lack of power of local 

uovernrnents and their inability to perform the roles ailotted to them. uZ 

The importance of local government to both state and society has long been 

recognized. Normatively. local govemments have been defended as both bastions of 

democracy and schools of democratic participation. Others have linked local governments to 

the development of civil society. and the emergence of pluralism." Empirically. local 

çovemments are considered as requirements for efficient and accountable administration, and 

to provide assurance that govemments respond to local concems and issues." Regardless of 

the validity of any such arguments, however. the most critical issue for local government 

44 SCC. for esamplc. Dilys M. Hill. Democratic Tl~eoty and Local Govertzmeni (London: Gcorgc Allen and Unwin, 1974): 
W. Hardy Wickwar. The Poliricul Theory of Local Govrrnment (Columbia SC: University of South Carolina Press. 1970); and. 
more reccntly. Ingernar Elander and ivlattias Gustafsson. "The rc-cmergencr of local se!f-government in Czntral Europe: Some 
notes on the first expcriencc." Ec'lrropean Jotrrnal of Political Researclz 23 ( 1993). pp. 295-322; and Joanna Regulska. "Self- 
Govcrnanct. or Central Control?" 

1 5  On this issue. set. the eschangc bctwcen Georges Langrod. "Local Government and Democracy." Public.4dminïsrrarion 
3 1 : I (Spring. 1953) pp. 25-33: and Krith Panter-Brick. "Local Governmznt and Democracy - A Rejoinder." PublicAdminisfraiion 
3 1:3 (Wintrr. 1953) pp. 334-348. 
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concems the organization of power. In Russian. the term for local govenunent - rnestnor 

s~moirpavlenie. or local seu-govemment - highlights the relevance of power. In the 

nineteenth century. A. Vasil'chikov defined the term as "that order of domestic administration 

under which local affairs and oficials are managed and conducted by local residents."" 

More recent efforts at defining local self-government are more concise. The concept thus 

includes the legal right and actual capacity of local cornrnunities to control and administer a 

significant part of their common affairs which fall under their collective responsibility and lie 

within the limits of the law. Aleksandr Kostiukov has pointed out three critical characteristics 

contained within this definition. The first of these is the concept of a local community 

(rnrstnoe soobshrhes~o). without which the notion of local self-government is meaningless. 

Self-government thus goes beyond institutions and administrative functions and is iinked 

conceptual 1 y with population and temtory . Second. the pnnciple of col iective responsibility 

presupposes an absence of interference by federal or regional organs in those issues defined 

by law as exclusively local concerns. And third. "to control and administer" highlights the 

right of local cornrnunities to devise their own organs of administration in accordance with 

basic principies of govemance.47 

More relevant here is the relationship between local self-government and state 

building. With its emphasis on building esecutive power. existing literature on state building 

seems to suggest that the concept is coterminous with the expansion of central power 

Jh A. Vasil'chikov. Osamouprar>lenii( 1872). p. 1 .  as quotrd in P.P. Gronskii. "Teorii samoupravleniia v msskoi nauk." in V.V. 
Vcsclovskii and Z.G. Frankcl. eds.. Iubilein~viZemskiiSbornik. 1864-1914 (St. Petersburg, 1914). pp. 76-85. Citation on p. 78. 

" Sec R.L. Ivrinov. A N .  Kostiukov. and V.N. Skobelkin. Osnow Rossiiskogo Gosztdarstvo i Prava (Omsk: 1995). p. 1 13. 
Kostiukov. likc rnany other contemporary Russian legril speciaIists. is quick to rely on the definition found in the European 
Charter of locai self-governrnent. Sec also M.A. Krasnov. I'veclinitr v mtrnitsipal'noepruvo (Moscow: 1993). pp. 6-8. 



throughout a çiven territory." To Skocpol. for example. the state is conceptualized as more 

than an arena for socioeconomic struggle. I t  is "a set of administrative. policing. and military 

organiwtions headed. and more or less well coordinated by an executive authority. h y  state 

first and fundamentally extracts resources from society and deploys thesr to create and 

support coercive and administrative organi~ations.""~ Thus building the state in Britain. 

France. or Germany. is to extend the power of London. Paris. or Berlin. It is argued here. 

however. that state building involves the organi~ation of power throughout a given temtory. 

Power need not reside exclusively with centrai institutions. but can (and should) exist outside 

the capital.'0 This perspective is influenced not only by the organic conception of the state. 

but. more importantly. by the object of study of this dissertation: political power in Russia has 

for too long been dominated by St. Petersburg or Moscow. As uill be discussed in the next 

chapter. the extension of central power throughout Russia actually had a negative effect on 

state building and çovemance. The tassk of modem state building in the Russian context 

supposes that power now be shared with institutions of local government. A study of local 

self-government in Russia is therefore a window on the process of state building - whether or 

not the process is distinct from the autocratic nature of Russia's past. Without an adequate 

measure of power. local self-government cannot exist. and local goveniment cannot fulfill any 

meaningful role. 

One of the earliest and strongest advocates for local government in the modem era was 

48 On strite building. see. for csample, P e q  Anderson, Lineages of rlw .-ibsoltirist Sfare (London: Vcrso. 1979): Theda 
Skocpo 1. States cind Sociul Re \poltrfiot~s: and Charles Tilly. cd.. The Formarion of .Vational Stares. 

4v Skocpol. Stares and Social Rrvolirrions. p. 29. 

(0 Ronan Paddison. The FragrnrnredSrate: The Poliricnl Geogrupltv of Power (Oxford: Basil Blackwell. 1983). 



England's Toulmin Smith. In 185 1. he suggested that the relationship between central and 

local governments was the defining characteristic of any state. Regardless of the nominal 

"form" of government - be it monarchical. aristocratie. democratic. or mixed - the heart of the 

matter for Smith was whether local self-government or centralization was the fundamental 

principle underlying the constitution: 

There are two elements to which every form of Government may be reduced. These 
are. Local Self-Governrnent on the one hand. and Centralization on the other. 
According as the former or the latter of these esists more or less dominant, wiIl the 
state of any nation be the more or less free. happy. progressive. tmly prosperous, and 
safe. " 

For Smith. local self-government represented a system of government under which "the 

greatest number of minds. knowing the most. having the fullest opportunities of knowing it." 

and the greatest interest in the well-working of government. have the management of. or 

control over. government. In contrast. centralization is a system of govenunent under which 

"the smallest number of minds. knowing the least. having the fewest opportunities of knowing 

it." and the smallest interest in its well-working. have the management of. or control over. 

government." 

Smith may well be guilty of overstating his case. Few would argue. for example. that 

there is no need for a central government. without which there could be no state. But any 

recognition that both local and central governments are required presents an enduring 

dilemma. Local interests are ofien quite distinct from those of the center. and the 

reconciliation of mutually exclusive interests and positions is not a simple task. There are, 

" J .  Toulm i n Smith. Local Seif-Governmen~ and Cenfralization: The Charac~eristicsof Each: :lnd Ifs Pracfical Tendencies 
as :f//cringSociai. .\lorul. and Polirical Iveifore and Progress (John Chapman: London. 185 1 ) pp. 1 1 - 12. Quote on p. I 1. 

" lbid.. pp. 12. 395. 
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perhaps. two primary responses to this dilemma: a political response. where only the general 

interests of the state are concentrated in one place and local issues are resolved at the local 

level by those interests affected; or an czciminisfrative response. where not only general, but 

even local interests and concems are resolved in only one place. by one organization which 

monopolizes power. The former response entails a significant measure of the sharing of 

power (which assumes an organization of power) and subsequent negotiation among vested 

interests. The latter response operates under the assumption that the center can adequately 

respond to and resolve al1 matters? 

Each of these responses has distinct consequences for the state. The political response. 

for example. may invite a certain level of political conflict between center and subnational 

governments. This can lead to what LaPalombara termed a crisis of penetration. where the 

center cannot get what it wants from the people or territory it daims to govem.*' In a worst 

case scenario. such contlict c m  lead to war. as witnessed in Chechnya. Such an extreme. 

however. represents the hrenkdoivn of any organization of power. rather than a sharing of 

power. The organization of power forces central and local governments into bargaining with 

each other. which places consmaints over each. This bargaining may be dominated by the 

center or by regional and local units. but it will always involve significant give and take 

among different tiers of govermnent. In some States. the ruling elites shy away from the 

'3 Alesis de Tocqueville. Dernocracyin :imerica(New York: Vintage Classics. 1990) vol. 1 pp. 85-97. Andranik Migranian 
refers to this dichotorny in his important article "Dolgii put' k evropeiskornu domu." Nowi.CfirNo.7 1989. pp. 72-74. Of course. 
there art: varying degrees of centralization within the political rrsponse. One typology of local govsrnmcnt suggeststhree different 
types of intcrgovcrnrncntal relations. based on the European esprrience. Sec loachim Jcns Hesse and Laurence J. Sharpe. "Local 
Government in lntcrnational Perspective: Some Comparative Observations." in Hesse. cd.. Local Governmentand Urban ..l//airs 
in Inrernutlonal Prrspectlve (Baden-Baden. Germany: Nomos Veriagsgesellschaft. 199 1 ) pp. 603-62 1. 

z-l On penetration. sce Joseph 1,aPalombara. "Penetration: A Crisis ofGovernment Capacity." CrisesandSc.quencesin Politrcal 
Development (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 197 1 ) pp. 205-232. 
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political response because they view the potential conflict arnong various levels of power and 

authonty as disruptive to the power of the "state." This is particularly so because the 

barpaining is continuous ( i t  is forced to adapt to new issues and concems.) and can only be 

successful when based on the premise of acceptance of those parties involved in the 

bargaining . 

In spite of any concerns over conflict. the political response is supenor to the 

administrative response. The latter invites a more curious and debilitating constraint on the 

use of state power. This constra.int is labelled here the 'paradox of over and 

undergovemment'. and will be detailed in subsequent chapters. In short. by trying to controi 

everything. the center becornes overburdened and ultimately exercises little controi or 

nuthority over anything. Politics is thus replaced by diktat from the center. even in the 

resolution of local matters. These diktats are then routinely ignored unless accompanied by 

rare and difficult shows of force. The administrative response is thus only a temporary 

solution to the problems of local governance. and is more likely to lead to armed conflict. 

For its part. the administrative response suggests the belief that the distribution of power is 

simply not necessarv, because the center maintains its perogative over al1 issues. History 

suggests that, sooner or later. power must be granted to local institutions of government. This 

granting of power is critical for sarnozipravleriie. premised upon the recognition that there are 

particular spheres of influence exclusively relegated to local institutions. Without this power. 

local orçans are but administrative tentacles of the center. 

But the organization of power is a cntical part of both the political response and of the 

modern state. The inclusion of local government within that organization is essentiai to the 



health of both the local community and the state itself. And the inclusion requires some 

balance between central and local power. or in the case of federal states. a balance among 

three different tiers of govement.  W l e  attempts to achieve such a balance has animated 

much of Russian history. this task is by no means unique to Russia. The relative autonomy 

and power of towns. for exarnple. was an integral part of the tug-of-war over power in pre- 

modem states. and provided part of the dynarnic that moved early states through pre-modern 

stages of feudalism. the staendestaat. and absolutism. and then into the modem era." 

Tensions between central and local governments exist in every country. This tension mises 

from the fact that local govement  is required to perforrn state functions and reflect local 

interests.j6 In France, for exarnple, thrse tensions animated much of French politics for two 

centuries a f  er the revolution before decentralization successfully strengthened local 

govemment.'7 Albert Feuenverker also emphasized the relevance of this relationship in 

Chinesr politics. An equilibrium in central-local relations was cntical for political stability: 

The complex of political institutions centering on the rmperor and his bureaucracy 
represented only one-half of the Chinese politicai synthesis. The long-lived and much 
remarked political stability should be seen as the product of a continuing equilibrium 
between institutions that can be described as tending in the direction of universalism 
and specificity and emanating from the political center. and a competing or 
overlapping set emanating from the local govemental  and kinship level that tended in 
the direction of particularism and difhseness ... 

The long life of China's traditional political institutions may be seen, in part, as 
the product of an equilibrium in tension between these two levels of the polity. 
Whatever the daims of Peking, governrnent of a country of China's size and 

< 4 Poggi. pp. 36-42. 5 1-56. 62-65. 94. 1 10. 

'' Sct: Rdph Milibiind. Tire Srare in CapitalistSociet~v: Tire .~Inal~vsis of the WesrrrnSysrrm of Porver (London: Quartet. 1973) 
p. 49: Ingernar Elandcr and Mattias Gustafsson. "The Re-crmcrrgence of lacal self-government in Ccntral Europr: Sornr: notes on 
the first csptxiencc." Ettropean Joitrnal O/ Politicai Resrarch 23 ( 1993) 295-322. 

5' Vivien A. Schmidt. Decenrrulizing France: The Polirical and .-idminisrrative Histol  of Decentrali=arion (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1990). 



population from a single center and by means of detailed prescnptive regulations - 
what one today would cal1 a centraiized auhoritarian state - was an impossibility 
before the twentieth century. if for no other reason than because premodem 
technology. especially in the means of communication. ruled it out of the question. 
Convenely. a political system founded entirely on the above-mentioned local complex 
of institutions would sirnply not provide an adequate basis for subcontinent wide 
political integration. Both hemispheres were needed: the problem ivas to see rhar rhey 
firred pi-oprrly. tr problem rhar nrns tltroligh the ivhole of China's zmperial historyS8 

In the case of Russia. however. any "equilibriurn" that was established generally left the 

preponderance of power for the center. and ignored the need for some demarcation of the 

center's perogatives and the subsequent allocation of sanctioned power to local bodies. And 

twentieth century technology did not make the need for an organization of power which 

extends to the local level any less salient. While communication theoretically enables the 

center to be more aware of local interests. these sarne interests simply cannot be well 

represented from the center. Modem state formation is thus premised upon overcoming a 

merr "parcelization of sovereignty". of not only ailoting power and authority to one place or 

another. but ensuring that this allotment is recoçnized and accepted by the constituent parts. 

The reconciliation of what some have suggested is an inherent conflict between local interests 

and central power is thus a vital component of the Hegelian notion of the state.j9 

Eating the Elephant 

How then can we study the organization of power in post-Soviet Russia? A complete 

'' Albert Feurnvrrkrr. Srate and Societyin EigltteentltCenttr~ China (Ann Arbor. Mich.: Centrr for Chinesr Studies. 1976) 
pp. 30. 169: ris quotrd in Vivienne Shur. The Reaclt oJ'r/ie Srare: Skerches of rlae Chinese Bo& Politic (Stanford CA: Stanford 
University Press. 1990) p. 88. 

<9 Paddison. T h  Fragmented Store. Andrcw Kirby. "Statc. Local State. Context. and Spatiality: t\ Rcappraisal of State 
'Theo~." in James A. Caporaso. cd.. The Elusive State: Inrernationaf and Comparative Perspecrives(Newbury Park CA: Sage 
Publicririons. 1989). 
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study of every component of the Russian state is wcll beyond the realm of this dissertation 

and the capacity of this author. Rather than eat the elephant. this dissertation will focus on a 

particular piece. the stmggle to create local self-government, as but one piece of the much 

larger whole. The question here is not whether or not there shoitld be local government - it is 

a given that local govemment exists in rvery modem state. Neither do we ask how much 

power local governments should possess in relation to the center. The amount of power 

required for local government depends upon a number of other questions: whether or not local 

govements  have seven functions or seventeen. or if social services need to be efficiently 

provided or equitably distributed. Instead. the prirnary task is to ensure that each tier of 

çovermnent has sl%f?cient power to accomplish the responsibilities alloted it. This is precisely 

why local government is relevant to the process of state building. Local govemment must be 

included in the organization of power in such a way that it enhances rather than detracts from 

the general welfare of the state. The organization of power across different tiers of 

government is thus a prerequisite to the functioning of any government. and a complex issue 

which deties any simple solution and differs from state to state. 

The primary foci of this dissertation concems (1) the development of local self- 

govenment in Russia. with particular attention to the post-Soviet period. and (2) what the 

relationship of local government to the overall structures of power can tell us about the more 

general process of state building in Russia. The two foci complement each other: by studying 

the first. we can then address the second. Accordingly, the following questions animate the 

dissertation: What is the status of local self-government in post-Soviet Russia? Has a new 

relationship emerged between local governments and federal institutions of the state? If so, 
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how c m  this change be explained? Or. if littlr change has occurred. what factors have 

constrained such change? 

Answering al1 such questions involves studying local govemment power. How will we 

know power whrn we see it? Or. more specifically. how do we study the organization of 

power? This dissertation contrasts power with dependence. a c o n t r a  which facilitates the 

study of intergovemental reiations. Local governrnents thus have power inasmuch as they 

possess both various resources at their disposal and the ability or opportunity (what we earlier 

labelled rational processes) to use such resources. In conceptualizing power for the study of 

local govemment. R.A.W. Rhodes suggested focusing on five specific areas: legal- 

constitutional: hierarchical (to enforce directives within its jurisdiction); financial: political 

(institutional coherence and legitimacy): and informational (reliance on extemal experts and 

specialists)." Each of these areas is relevant to local govemment. But in the Russian 

context. some are more relevant than others. and the distinctions among al1 five are not as 

clear as Rhodes suggests. In this regard. this dissertation focuses on three specific areas: the 

lepal framework for local self-government; the access and control over resources. especially 

financial: and the political coherence and oppomuiity for the use of power. reflected in both 

the horizontal and vertical organization of power. While further attention is given to the 

influence of outside elites and the expertise of locai administrative personnel. this issue plays 

a less central role in Our discussion, since non-govemmental elites have played minimal roles 

in attempts to organize power in post-Soviet reform. Since the aim is to comprehend the 

process involved in the organization of power. we attempt to reveal not only ivho is involved 

"" R.A. W .  Rhodcs. Control and Porver in Central-LocalGovernmenr Relurions (Farnborough. England: Gower Publications. 
1981) pp. 1-32. 
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in local govemment reform. but ivhy they are involved as well. 

Rather than separate chapters on each of the various components of local governent  

(budgets. sxecutive-legislative relations) this dissertation also attempts to çhronicle the 

struggle for local self-government in Russia. To this end. this study adopts an historical 

perspective. The reiationship between power and local goverment is not one without 

historical roots. and trying to understand the process of post-Soviet Russian state building 

without reference to the legacy of both the Russian and Soviet States would be impossible. 

This is so for at least two important reasons: first. because pior  arrangements of power may 

have consequences on the manner in which power is subsequently organized: and second. 

because what has happened in the pst c m  provide insight into what is happening in the 

present. In this regard. diachronie cornparison of local government reforrn can assist in 

understanding the current struggle to create local self-government in Russia by providing a 

sense of distance to many events which have occuned too rrcently for full assessment. The 

first part of this dissertation is devoted to this historical approach. and reveals the approaches. 

obstacles. and motivations. and attempts to explain the failures in earlier refoms of local 

government in Russia. 

The values of historical insight aside. the question of contemporary motivation is not 

an easy one to answer. One way to illuminate the motivation of various actors would be 

tluough lengthy and detailed surveys of those involved in the process. But this methodology 

assumes not only a knowledge of who those individuals are, but also unfettered access to 

these individuals. as well as honest answers to what should be penetrating questions. My own 

experience in researching such rnatters was shaped during my first research trip to Omsk. In 
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an interview with an oblast deputy who chaired the cornmittee for cooperative work with the 

oblast administration. 1 asked him his opinions concerning the gztbernator (head executive) of 

the oblast administration. He replied with a short but very harsh (and profane) assessment. 

One week later. in a second interview. the sarne deputy made a favourable comment 

conceming the executive. When 1 asked for clarification. he pointed out that his earlier 

comment had been made lnst week - this week was quite different. Surely. he suggested. I 

was aware of the rapid Pace of change in Russian politics. This is but one reason why the 

utility of survey research conceming matters of personal motivation and behavior has definite 

limits: answers are generally functions of time and attitude. rather than an accurate reflection 

of structural dynamics. To compensate for these limits. detailed survey data needs to be 

accumulated over a prolonged period of time. something that requires both financial support 

and research opportunity. Even then. with the rapid pace of change. such answers can be 

dated before they are even tabulated. 

A different approach in social science emphasizes detailed observation. including 

interviews with politicians and other actors involved in the political process. The 

shortcomings of this method as "science" are well known. But since this dissertation, as a 

study of the organization of power. began during a penod of great political, economic, and 

social change. the methods involved required a focus on observation. Part of the research had 

to chronicie whnt was happening before it could anempt any expianation. This dissertation is 

thus based primarily on "high contextual" research. no panacea for social science, but the most 

accurate in periods of great flux. In hindsight, we may see things from a much different 

perspective, and have access to information that remains concealed today. Yet the advantage 
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of researching current issues and events is that we can get an understanding of the 

contemporary climate and context within which these issues and events occur. This climate 

and contexf is ofien lost to future researchers. Rather than a liability. contextually based case 

studies of contemporary issues, regional developments. or acts of legislation therefore benefit 

frorn the opportunity to meet with those individuals involved. For these reasons, 

understanding the dynamics of reform in Omsk. for example. requires more than a week 

collecting statistical data. Likewise. studying the process involved in drafting legislation takes 

more than a few articles from newspapers and journals. 

Negative aspects of high contextual research. however. include the amount of timr and 

effort required to conduct such. and the difficulty in both maintaining a degree of objectivity 

and sorting out relevant information from the merely interesting. To invest such time on one 

specific case study may limit the ability to see the "big pictures". 1 have therefore tried to 

provide rich context in two instances, in a case study of local government in Omsk (the view 

"from below"). and on the 1991 law on local self-government (the view from "above"). 

While some of my conclusions may retlect my own biases and impressions. I also have 

attempted to remain objective and neutral in my assessments of individuals and their motives. 

In a perfect world. one could provide further case studies from a large number of provinces 

and münicipalities. as well as a wide array of statistical data. In the hope of finishing this 

dissertation within my lifetime, 1 rely also on case studies by other authors and articles in 

newspapers and journals. 1 have done so. however. in order to M e r  illustrate points already 

estabIished. 

Since this study attempts to provide insight into the process of state building, one 
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might legitimately ask why the study is confined to local self-govenunent which. after ail is 

but a small piece of the puzzle. I f  the organization of power extends throughout the state. 

how then c m  one small segment of Russian politics serve as a window on the process? C m  

one extract local self-government from other processes such as federalism or the presidential 

administration? This has been one of the challenges of this dissertation. And sincr the 

organization of power is a rnultidimensional task. the focus here is occasionally widened to 

include reference to regions and President Yeltsin. Yet since there is a growing literature on 

these other topics. and comparatively little on local government. the primary emphasis here is 

on local self-government for two specific reasons: first. to incorporate whole sections of the 

dissertation on federalism and regional politics would overshadow the fate of local self- 

government: second. because whether or not the new Russia is organized in a way that will 

fundamentally alter state-society relations depends to a large degree on the opportunities for 

society to interact with its govermental institutions. Since local govemment remains the 

critical link to society. there is good reason for such a focus. Thus. this study is not a study 

on federalism or on state administration. It is a study of local self-government. 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized in three parts. each consisting of two 

chapters. In chapters one and two, the roots of local governrnent in Russia are identified, to 

reveal patterns and obstacles to local power in Russian history. This is intended to provide 

the framework for a dixhronic cornparison of local govemment in Russia. particularly 

between contemporary Russia and the zemstvo reforms of the latter half of the nineteenth 

century. Chapters three and four study local government reform in the latter stages of the 

Soviet Union. They build on some of the histoncal pattems identified in part one, and 
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augment the historical legacy with the more immediate consequences of Soviet power to post- 

Soviet local governrnent. Chapters five and six comprise a study of local government reform 

in post-Soviet Russia. These chapters chronicle the difficulty in creating local governrnent: 

chapter five represents a view of reforrn "from above". based on research conducted with the 

Russian Parliarnentary Corninittee for local governrnent in 1992: while chapter six represents 

the view "from below". based on research conducted in Omsk during the summer of 1992 and 

August 1995. The conclusion surnmarizes the research. returns to the theoretical questions 

posed in this introduction. and discusses the prospects for Russia's future political 

development. 



Part 1 

THE LEGACY OF OVER AND UNDER GOVERNMENT 

AI1 institutions acquire and seek some measure of  uutonomy. 
vis-a-vis the centers of power which wozdd dominate them. 

Their autonomy consists in their unintegratedness Nlto rhe order 
soirght by the central nuthority of the socieîy. 

Edward S hils 



CHAPTER ONE: AUTOCRACY AND SELF-GOVERNMENT 

Writing on the eve of the Bolshevik revolution. one Russian scholar of local 

government. A.A. Kizevetter. wrote that the transformation of the then existing systern of 

local administration constituted one of the most irnmediate and important tasks of the day.' 

Kizevetter's statement. though vaiid at the time. can also be applied to a number of penods 

throughout Russian tiistory Indeed, most of Russia's best known political leaders have 

attempted cornprehensive changes to local administration and govemment. including Ivan the 

Terrible, Peter the Great. Catherine II, Alexander II. and. more recently, Mikhail Gorbachev. 

Kizevetter's verdict also applies to the contemporary post Soviet political landscape. Making 

sense of al1 the various levels of administration. and tying them together in a coherent system 

of government. with defined jurisdictions and the cornmensurate separation of political power. 

is a formidable task that is a critical component of the task of state building that confronts 

post Soviet Russia. 

The complexities of this task are made more apparent when one realizes that Russia 

has no lasting legacy of effective, coherent sub-national government with the authority and 

power necessary to resolve local issues and play a positive role in the local cornmunity. 

Instead, local organs functioned as appendages, even tentacles, of the centralized state, and the 

' A.A. Kizcvetter. .tfesrnoe samoupravlenie v Rossii: lx-XI,V st. (Petrograd: Zadruga. 19 17). p. 1. Kizevetter used the 
historical approach to highlight the difficulties of creating effective local govemment in Russia not unlike the purpose of this 
chaptcr. 
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interests of the center routinely dominated local interests. Since the rise of Muscovy and the 

forging of the Russian state in the 16th century. political authority and power. and, local 

govemment and administration, with but one temporary exception, were considered the 

domain of the center. -4s a result. state building, or the creation of institutions of governance 

and administration. was continually conducted from the top down, rather than from the bottom 

up. While such a process may be justified historically in light of a continual fear of foreign 

invasion and the need for poiitical and economic order in Russia one of the consequences of 

ogoszrdarstvlennie (state building from above) has been to render local organs dependent upon 

the good will and benevolence of the center. 

This predicament is a primary reason why the issue of reforming local govexnrnent in 

Russia has surfaced so often, with so little progress, over more than four centuries of history. 

As noted in chapter one. sooner or later. the organization of power must be addressed. In 

Russia. the response has always been leti for later. As a consequence. local govemment has 

rarely possessed any real. legitimate authority. and even less political power. This does not 

mean that power was alien to local cornrnunities. but that political power was not integrated 

with the center. The center has therefore never effectively "penetrated" the territory it 

purported to govem: instead, the Tsars relied heavily on cornipt and poorly monitored state 

officials for local administration. Before the nineteenth century, these officials were small in 

number, and probably less effective than even their small numbers warranted. The result was 

a chronic state of undergovement in Imperia1 Russia, where St. Petersburg had M e  control 

over the provinces, and where economic and sociai development progressed at a glacial pace.' 

' Sce S. Frederick S t m .  Decenrralirarionand Sel/-Governmenr in Russia. 1830-1870 (Princeton University Press. 1972); 
and George L. Yaney. The SvstemarizarionofRussiun Government (Urbana: University of lltinois Press. 1973). 
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As regards local govemment. little changed during the Soviet period. Local state organs were 

rffectively divoiced from authonty and Moscow thus relied either on the Cornrnunist Party 

organization. theoretically outside the state apparatus. or on economic ministries and their 

subordinate branches to administer and govem much of the vast territory of the state.' 

Although the western "totalitarian" approach to Soviet politics suggested that the Soviet state 

was. in theory. "overgovemed" by Moscow's elite. the actual state of affairs had remarkable 

similarities to the Imperia1 past. Russia under the Soviet rcgime remained. "undergoverned" 

in tems of the state penetration of central state authority and in terms of controlling political 

and economic development outside the main urban centers. 

This uadox of over and undergovement surfaces repeatedly in Russian history. and 

is critical to understanding the legacy of local govemment in Russia. It is the central theme 

to this chapter. Overgovernment is a heavy handed response to the problems of govemance. 

premised upon pronounced reluctance to divide authority and power. It is the consequence of 

trying to coordinate and administer everything from the center. and leads to a weakness of 

administration and governance in the periphery. This weakness can be manifest by, arnong 

others. the dominance of local elites, limited impiernentation of national policy, the poor 

development of local infrastructure, and the limited development of local services. This 

paradox is hardly unique to Russia, and occurs in varying degrees in a majority of countries 

around the world. In Russia, this paradox is the key to understanding Russia's legacy of local 

goverment and is examined here with two main purposes: first, to understand the reasons for 

' On the Party. see Jerry F. Hough. The Soviet Prefects: The Local Party Organs in Industrial Decision-hfaking 
(Cambridge. MA: Harvard University Press. 1969). On the rninistries. see Stephen Whitefield, Indusrrial Power and the 
Sovier State (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1993). pp. 62-67. Whitefirld quotes Gavriil Popov. who labellsd local soviets during 
the Brezhnsv era "territorial CO-ordinators of ministry activity." 
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die enduring weaknrss of Russian local government; and second, to use the history of local 

g o v e m e n t  in Russia as a foi1 to help in the understanding of the more recent attempts at 

local government reforrn. 

Sidney Hook. responding to the idea that histoncal patterns are repeated through time. 

once commented that history does not repeat itself. but historians do. A focus on the 

historical dimension of local govenunent rnay invite criticism of historical determinism, the 

idea that since Russia has never experienced strong, autonomous local govement ,  it c m  

never experience such. This chapter. however. does not suggest that the historical difficulties 

of establishing effective local govemen t  in Russia have. of necessity, closed any doors for 

Russia's future political development. Such a daim would ignore the fact that in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, local government per se was only just emerging from the 

shroud of absolutisrn in much of continental Europe. Historical determinism would also 

ignore the advances that Russia did make towards local self-government pnor to the Soviet 

interregnum. Rather than endorse a deterministic outlook. this chapter and the next reflect a 

comment by Mark Twain. who suggested that history may not repeat itself, but it certainly 

rhymes. It is this rhyming of history that is of interest here. What these two chapters attempt 

to show is that there are distinct similarities among the various attempts at reforming Russian 

local govenunent through history - patterns of motivation and of design. And in spite of any 

modest gains in Russian local government in the nineteenth century, numerous and complex 

obstacles to the inclusion of local govemment in the overall organization of power remain to 

this day. An understanding of these histoncal obstacles will then be of assistance later as we 

endeavour to comprehend the dificulties of conternporary local reform. 
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Local Governrnent and the Rise of Moscow 

Prior to the rise of Muscovy. various principalities - constituent parts in a very loose 

confederation of city states known as Kievan Rus - fiilfilled the then limited rotes of local 

administration. As in most of Europe. the idea of a nation as a political union was limited by 

territorial identification. and the population considered themselves Tverans. Muscovites. 

Novgorodians. etc.' In many of these principalities. local princes exercised politicai 

authority alongside popular assemblies known as the vecheS5 The ofien tenuous relationship 

between what were essentially proto legislative and executive bodies provided a foundation 

for measures of "democratic" participation. but the relationship also was marked by 

antagonism between assembly and prince. This antagonism weakened the Kievan alliance 

when the concerns of the confederation were subordinated to either princely aspirations or 

local interests. The divisiveness among these principalities and the subsequent weakness of 

the central govenunent help explain why Rus fell so quickly to the  mongol invasions of the 

13th and 14th centuries6 Under the Mongols. political power and authonty were derived 

almost exclusively from above, from the Khan. and. at the local level. from local princes 

commissioned by hirn to collect his tribute. One of these local princes, residing in Moscow. 

proved rather adept at collecting revenue for the Mongols. and was soon placed in a position 

' V.O. Kluchevsky. Hisroryof Rlrssia trans.. C.J. Hogarth. (New York: Russell and Russell. 1960) volume II p. 243. 
Much of the early part of this chapter is bmed on this masterful tïve volume study. which devotes much attention to local 
government and administration. 

In order to wage war. for esample. a prince rclied on the participation of the popular rnilitia. which required the 
consent of the veche. Sergei Pushkarev. Samoupravlenie i svoboda v Rossii (Frankfurt: Possev. 1985) p. 8. George 
Vernadsky suggested that relationships among princes and veches were often of rnutual distrust and cornpetition. 

Vernadsky pointed out that princes were willing to swear allegiance to the Mongols to help quash the irksorne veches. 
In spite of this conflict. thc vechr has been romanticized by. among others. SoIzhenitsyn and Pushkarev as an early 
foundation for participatory government in Russia. It shouid also be smphasized that Russian statists used the weak state and 
the subsequent  mongol invasion as rationale for strong centralized leadership. 
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of leadership over other Russian princes. With that developrnent began the slow process of 

Moscow's gathering of the lands of Rus. As Mongol control over Russian temtory weakened. 

the neighboring city States were soon either enticed or coerced into recognizing Moscow's 

power. In the 15th and 16th centuries. as Moscow consolidated its control over these 

territories. it recognized the need to establish some type of administration and order 

throughout Russia. 

At the outset, local administration was a continuation of the appanage system. wherein 

the territory in question remained the persona1 fiefdom of the local prince, now under 

allegiance to Moscow. At the levels of towns and villages, officiais were appointed to 

pertorm simple judicial functions and collect revenue for the state. These officials possessed 

a remarkable arnount of leeway in fulfilling their responsibilities as long as they succeeded in 

collecting and remitting revenue to the state. They were routinely guilty of milking the local 

population of excessive taxes. and of giving and receiving bribes. Local administration was 

lhus untethered. rife with corruption, and widely loathed by the local population. The title 

given these officials. korndenshchiki. reflects the trait of administrators "feeding" themselves 

at the expense of the administered. This system of administration proved very inefficient in 

the two areas of most concem to Moscow: taxation revenue and political power. Under 

komlenie, officials within the hierachy of agents that brought revenue to the center had no 

reliable way of knowing how much tribute subordinates should be submitting. Neither was 

there an  effective method of monitoring the implementation of central directives by local 

kormlenshchiki. nor any security in the extent of central authority. 

Given Moscow's concerns over foreign invasion. its urges for a unity of political 
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power and greater control over law and order throughout Russia. and a persistent need for 

more revenue. there was. by the mid 16th century, an acute need to increase supervision over 

local authonties and organize the Russian state in a more functional manner. In 1552. after a 

nurnber of administrative experiments in various locales. Tsar Ivan IV (or Ivan the Terrible) 

announced the reorganization of provincial administration which began to phase out 

kormlenshchiki. The reforms included a general plan of localized administration wherein 

elected representatives OF the local cornmunity would independently manage some local 

affairs. and. more importantly. monitor the local officials. now to be remunerated by set fees 

and wages. Givrn this electoral content. such reforms at first glance appear to represent a 

decentralization of administration, even a devolution of political authority to local 

communities. Ivan's reforms did proffer some measure of improvement in local g o v e m e n t  

compared to its predecessor. Local officials were now more responsible for local economic 

affairs. for the protection of the locale from "villianous men", and, most importantly, were 

charged with specific state functions: the collection of revenue. the distribution of state 

resources as allowed by their superiors. as well as limited judicial functions. As a result, local 

institutions began to takr a more active part in the work of general and legd administration. 

Ivan's attempts to bring some measure of central control to Russia. however. had 

numerous negative consequences for local govement .  His reforms emphasized a process of 

statification of local administration that remained dominant for the next three centuries.' The 

primary responsibility of these local administrative bodies was not to resolve matters of local 

concem, but to collect revenues for the central government. And. in spite of appearances, 

' Kizcvetter. p.52 
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Kluchevsky points out that compared to the earlier system of administration, Ivan's reforms 

were actually a sharp move towards centralizing state authority: 

... There can be no real self-administration where local elective authorities transact. not 
local. but general state affairs at the behest. and under the supervision. of the central 
eovernment ... Consequently, the essence of the local self-administration of the 16th c. 

century did not JO much lie in the right of the local communities to manage their own 
affairs as in their obligation to undertake general-department tasks of government - to 
elect responsible workers "for the labours of the state".' 

Local self-administration. Kluchevsky argued. requires not only some measure of local 

representation. but also local authority to ta?< the population and independently dispose of 

public property and local revenues. KIuchevsky suggested that the earlier f o m  of appointed 

korrnlenshchiki was actually decentralist. since the center then exercised little or no control 

over local officials. while Ivan's reforms institiited a centralized administration because local 

officials. though elected. then did the bidding of the center. "The important point is not so 

much whether local authorities are elected or appointed. but what may be the nature of the 

functions which they are called upon to perform and the degree to which they are dependent 

upon the central power."' 

Tying local and central govemment together. the organization of power, proved to be a 

horrendously difficult task. In granting local organs a measure of power necessary for them 

to accomplish any relevant task, the center would also be forced to recognize an autonomous 

sphere of activity outside of its direct control. Without an organization of power among 

different tiers. the coherence of state administration would cnimble. Elections. for example, 

designed to augment administrative control over local officials from above with control from 

' Kluchevsky. 11 pp. 285-286. 

" Kluchcvsky. I I  p. 286. 
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below. had a negative effect on any national unity that may have been emerging in Russia. 

As local communities elected officials of their own. the cornmunities becarne increasingly 

distinct from one another. and split up into a nurnber of petty and often fractious local 

units." This localism was a p n m q  reason why local communities were Iater split into 

srnaller corporate cornmunities: since the various 'classes' possessed distinct interests and state 

obligations. they were broken up into different corporate cornmunities. each with elected 

officials. and each rnaintaining independent relations with the central prikazi. precursors to 

central rninistries. The result was a decline of territorial identity in local government. and a 

failure to address the center-local requirement of state building. " 

Up to the mid sixteenth century. appanage princes and suzerains that had pledged 

allegiance to Moscow and their successors were part of a class of nobles known as the boyars. 

These grand farnilies were the highest echelon of advisors and statesmen in Russia. And as 

the territorial size of Muscovite Russia increased after the defeat of the Mongols. the number 

of boyar families also swelled, From 40 to more than 200 pnor to Ivan's reign. Now while 

the boyars have grnerally been characterized as a class, they were also part of any remaining 

territorial arrangement of power in Muscovite Russia. While some resided in Moscow (and 

many did not). boyars were the remnants of the appanage arrangement of political power. As 

'" This retlects a slightly differcnt dimension to the Huntington's concern over the relationship between 
institutionalization and participation. See Samuel P. Huntington. Political Order in Changing Societies(New Haven. Yale 
University Press. 1968). 

" Kluchevsky. I I  pp. 288-3 12. Kluchevsky points out that the Zemski Sobor. or territorial council. was an attempt CO 

overcorne this lack of unity. The first was convenrd in 1550. and the chief subject concerned the improvement of the generd 
and judicial administration of the provinces. The Zemskii Sobor was born not for the purpose of political representation. but 
of adrninstrative cxigency. to consolidate state administration through the territory of Muscovy. and parallel refoms of local 
governrncnt. In volumc I l l .  Kluchcvsky writes that "Ivan's provincial retorms had broken up the provincc. the canton. into a 
few dcpartmcnts and ri multitude of local corponte communities. urban and rural. which consisted only of state servitors and 
state tmpayers. Each such local cornmunity acted alone. and possessed its own elective administration." p. 15 1. 



such. they retained significant portions of their former authority in their principalities. And 

those boyars who served as administrators and govemors. as well as those who rnaintained 

large land holdings. thus represented a dimension of local authority." Ivan wearied of any 

manifestation of local interests of any kind. and viewed such as a threat to central power. 

Instead of a state with increased control over its territory through effective local 

administration. what emerged instead was a regime bent on eradicating opposition to the 

exercise of autocratic power. 

It is. perhaps. in this light that the terror of Ivan IV c m  be best understood. Ivan's 

motivation to undermine the boyar class was rnost cenainly to eradicate political opposition 

and establish an autocracy. But this motivation derived not only from boyar power in 

Moscow. but also from the power and authority the boyars retained throughout the Muscovite 

state. The challenge of creating a viable. coherent domestic administration, of penetrating the 

very territory Moscow purported to rule. was as much a fundamental component of Russian 

state building as the threat. real or imagined. of foreign invasion. Ivan's response was the 

oprichninri. a new administrative elite established by Ivan to rival the existing state 

administration dominated by boyars, and the instrument used by ivan to establish an autocratic 

order." The oprichniki. members of this new administration, swore allegiance to ivan, and 

were used to deport. imprison. and murder numerous boyars and destroy particular t o m s  

'' Kluchevsky. 11 pp. 39-44. 73. White Kluchevsky does intimate that the boyars emerged under Ivan IV as a pan- 
territorial. corporatc class. he ignores the alternative. or supplernental case concerning this territorial dimension of the boyars 
that is briefly discusscd. but more strongly implied in his own work. 

l 3  ~Mriny contemporary writers. such as Robert Tucker. make a convincing argument that the origins of Russian 
autocrac? can bt. traced back to Ivan IV. Sec Robert C. Tucker. Stalin in Power: The Rrvoiitiion From Above. 1928-1951 
(New York: W.W. Norton. 1990). p. 15. See also Alexander Yanov. The Origins of =lurocracy: !van the Terrible in Russian 
Histoy translated by Stephen Dunn. (Berkeley CA: University of California Press. 1981). 



within Russia. The autocracy that emerged was Ivan's method of dealing with the need to 

exercise greater control throughout Russian temtory. after the general failure of his local 

reforms. 

That this territorial dimension \vas part of the motivation for Ivan's terror c m  be 

supported by what occurred in the afiermath of the oprichnina and Ivan's reign. A short two 

decades afier Ivan's death. Russia was thrown into political and social chaos by a series of 

famines and a political succession crisis. The centralized power that Ivan had fought so hard 

to establish crumbled rapidly. and Russia collapsed into various city states and anarchy known 

as srnuru or srnzrtnor vremiu (time of troubles).'" This period of anarchy and chaos was 

partly the result of the revenge of the remaining boyars. who backed a false pretender to the 

throne against Boris Godunov. For more than a decade. Russian political power was 

undermined by extreme localism and a lack of law and order. Cities throughout Russia 

played one pretender to the throne against another.'' It was only after the very existence of 

Russia was threatened by foreign invasions from Sweden and Poland that the Orthodox 

Church rallied the nation. convened a Zemskii Sobor in 1613, and elected a new tsar. who 

retumed the country to the path of autocratie powed6 

" That the 'rime of Troubles tvas a direct conscquence of Ivan's rcign is. of course. unsubstantiated. Kluchevsky. 
hotvevcr. is one tvho suggests that such a connection can be rnadc. Hc quotes one unnamed source. writing during the chaos 
of the txarIy 17th century. "ln those days. the Tsar (Ivan) did cause a great sundering of the state. and this division 
(cornpetition between tsar and the nobility). mcthinks. was the forerunner of al1 divisiveness by which the Iand is vexed to 
this day." I I  p.89. 

'' Sèrgci Pushknrev. an emigre Russian historian who attrmpted to show the perseverance of the tradition of self 
govcrnment in Russia tiom the veche to the zemstvo. suggested that. for a few months at least. the Time of Troubles turned 
Russia into "a kind of republic." I-lis romantic notion of Russian society coopcnting to defeat the foreign invaders ignores 
the decade and more of contlict prior to thesc few months. Sergei Pushkrtrcv. Samoupravlenie i svoboda. p. 15. 

'"ce also Ar\. Kizevetter. .Ilesrnoe samoirprcn*lrnie v rossii: IX-IYiX c. (Petrograd: Zadruga. 19 17). p.56. Thc Irgacy of 
the Timc of Troubles lives on in Russian politics: 1917 and the civil war that followed is sometirnes referred to as the third 
smuta and thc contcmporary pcriod has bcen called a fourth. following the first. thc dissolution of Kievan Rus. and the 
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The new Romanov dynasty confronted problems of state building similar to those that 

had challenged Ivan IV. namely that of creating and establishing an effective and efficient 

means to administer and govem the expanding territory of Russia. The initial response was to 

rely on appointed voevodi or military govemors. to head local administrations and restore 

central authority. These voevodi had authot-ity over al1 legal and financial matters and ail 

social classes. and were appointed by the central prikazi. not by local electors. As the center 

regained its grip over the territory of Russia. local councils functioned only to collect taxes 

for the capital and resolve minor issues conceming the local economy.17 

A few proposals for reconstituting the Russian state on entirely new lines of politicai 

power did. in fact. surface. but ultimately failed to find enough support from vatious interests. 

One plan, which surfaced in the mid seventeenth century and was backed by some of the 

strongest boyar fmilies. tried to transform Russia into a proto federation. with various States 

led by these same boyars. These plans were even initially approved by the new tsar. but then 

vetoed by the Orthodox Church. leary of Russia again breaking into pnncipalities.'s Other 

attempts at reforming taxation and local administration led one statesman to push for local 

self-government as an instrument directed against the abuse of Moscow's appointees in the 

locales. Administrative experirnents were conducted in Pskov. where the municipal 

second. of the sixtrenth and seventeenth centuries. Sec. for w m p l e .  .Vrdelia no. 12 (March. 1992). and Nobuaki Shiokawa. 
"Russia's Fourth Srnuta: What Wu. 1s. and Will Be Russia?" in Osamu Ieda New Order in Post-Commitnist Eurasia 
(Sapporo: Slavic Rcscarch Centsr. Hokkaido University, 1993). pp. 202-22 1. 

l7 Vinogradoff suggests that in spitr of increasing centralization. the "legacy" of self-government lived on with the local 
grntq.  but this clairn seems rathcr specious. given first. that the legacy in fact did not exist. and second. as we see below. 
that the local gentry was not ver). enthusiastic about prospects for elcctoral control over L o d  officiais. Paul Vinogradoff, 
Sel/-Government in Russin (London: 19 15). pp. 3 7-39. 

'' George Vernadsky, The Tsardom of Moscow: 1546-1682 (New Haven. Yale University Press. 1969). p. 721 
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administration was placed under the control of a city council, with 15 elected deputies. While 

the reforms were. by objective measures. quite successful. they were opposed by state officials 

and by rich merchants who could no longer avoid paying their t a ~ e s . ' ~  And so Moscow 

continued to rely on the form of control already farniliar to officials and public alike. In such 

matters. the voevodi Functioned in a manner quite similar to the earlier korrnknshchiki and 

most often were their very descendants. 

Thus. Russia by the end of the 17th century had come again to rely on a strong central 

bias to its government and administration. Marc Raeff characterized the period as a time 

when al1 govemmental activities were Evioscow-centered. when taxes and services were Ievied 

to satisfy the needs of Moscow. not of the localities. Raeff suggested that Moscow viewed 

the prospects of penetrating the countryside as rather hopeless, and so the tsar in the Kremlin 

becarne linle concerned with his tsardom beyond Moscow. "satisifed that its communal ways 

would suffice to bring in the taxes and furnish the manpower he required for his God- 

ordained tasks or preserving Orthodoxy from domestic and foreign threat~."'~ As much as 

power actually existed in domestic political structures. such power resided largely in Moscow, 

with Iittle to connect it to the temtory outside the capital. 

The Paradox of the Weakncss of the Ostensibly Omnipotent Central Power 

In his study of the French bureaucracy. Michel Crozier pointed out that if authonty is 

I u Vernadsky. pp. 726-728. 

Marc Rae fi. The Weil-Ortfered Police Sfate: Social Change tItrouglt Lnrv in the Germanies and Russio. f6OO- 1800 
(New Haven: Yale University Press. 1983). p. 188. 



conceived as absolute and cannot be shared. then the centralization of authority is the only 

alternative. The consequence. however. is the "pmdox of the weakness of the ostensibly 

omnipotent central power" - where the power wielded by the center is not very useful because 

it cannot provide effective leadership on a daily bais  to al1 subordinate strata. Although the 

center may be 41-powerful' because it is at the apex of the whole centralized system. it is 

made weak brcause it uses its power only in exceptional circ~rnstances.~' 

When Peter ascended to the throne in the late 17th century. he faced virtually the same 

problems in local administration as his predecessors. although. as Yaney points out. the 

system of governent and administration had grown more complex. The local voevoda now 

received administrative assistance from an assortment of other appointed local officials. al1 of 

whom had vaguely defined powers and were directly responsible to Moscow. In spite of this 

proliferation of local agents. or perhaps more appropriately. because of it. the central 

administration was in complete disarray when it carne to monitoring local administration. 

There were more than 40 distinct departments in Moscow. each of which had some degree of 

authority over local officials." For their part. local officials still functioned prirnarily as 

individuals in a system geared towards the gathenng of tribute. and so the state reluctantly 

tolerated their profiteering from their position. Indeed. the corruption of local officials had 

not subsided from the earlier form of kormlenie. and local ofricials continued to draw profit 

'' Michci Crozicr. The Bureaucratic Phenomenon (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1964). p. 225. Crozier's 
parados is thc b a i s  of my own parzidox of over and under govcrnrnent. 

7 1 -- Gcorgc L. Yancy. Tite Svsrrmat~zation of Russian Goverriment: Social Evolurion in the Domvstic Adminisrration of 
Imperiai Rirssia. 1-1 1- 190 j (Urbana: University of Illinois Press. 1973). p.28. 
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from their appointments." 

Peter's motivations for the reform of local govemment were based on two interrelated 

purposes. First. his plans to strengthen the Russian military set off a domino effect: to 

finance his army and naw. he required more rnoney. which involved more tax revenue, 

which. in tuni. required administrative reform? Second. he wanted to clean up the lack of 

coherence and rationality in the existing administrative system. not only to weed out 

corruption and abuse of office. but also to extend the authority of the capital over Russia. 

Thus, during his reign. Petçr Iaunched three attempts to reform Iocal administration, in 1699. 

in 1708. and again near the end of his reign in 1720. Al1 these efforts at reform were in line 

wiùi the already established tradition of local administration and govemment in Russia. Peter 

did nothing to rearrange the distribution of power between central and local organs. and his 

refoms of administration only increased central control over local institutions. Local 

administrations were strengthened. but only in as much as they were appendages of central 

authority. in particular as instruments of the state trea~ury.'~ By holding state power to the 

capital. Peter lefi little power to the locales to govern themselves. which stifled participation 

and encouraged greed and corruption among local officiais who continued in the tradition of 

kormlenie. In spite of his efforts. these refoms were, by any objective measures, failures. 

'3 I I I  a decrse of 1713. Prter dcclared tliat he "desires to eradicate al1 suffering and affliction causcd by iinjust and 
perfidious misappropriations of govcrnment funds. for it has corne to his notice that great injustices and pillages are on the 
increase. to the detriment of the entirc nation, through iliicit profiterring and embeulemcnt of govcrnment funds." Srrgei M. 
Soloviev. Hisron, of Rirssia. v.,Lrr'IX: Perer the Great: The Great Reforms Begin K.A. Papmehl. cd.. crans.. (Gulf Breeze. FI: 
Academic frcss International. 198 1 ). p. 50. Soloviev provides numerous accounts of such ot'fical corruption. See pp. 50-91. 

'' Kizevetter. p.52. 

7 < 
-- V.V. Vesclovsky. "Drtsentralizatsiia upravleniia i zadachi zemstva" in Veselovsky and Z.G. Frankel. lubileirryizemskii 

sbornik: I Y 6 t  1914 (St. Petersbiirg: 19 14). pp. 76-85. 
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They were poorly conceived. hastily implemented. and. in the last instance. based upon a 

Swedish mode1 of local govemrnent that failed to take root in Russian soil? 

As a consequence. a weak and ineffective system of local administration continued to 

"governtt the Russian provinces - if govern could be used at al1 - through the eighteenth 

century. For the most part. there were no schools or medical facilities. no grain reserves. few 

permanent roads or bridges. land transactions required approval from St. Petersburg. and 

courts could take up to a decade or longer to render decisions. The provinces formed by 

Peter proved to be much too large for effective administration, local institutions were poorly 

staffed. and there were only weak and confusing lines of administrative responsibility and 

accountability. both at the horizontal level. and c o ~ e c t i n g  provinces to the center. 

Similar patterns of local reform can be found during the reign of Catherine II. The 

Empress was motivated by a nurnber of factors to confront this enduring problem of Russian 

governrnent. First. problems of law and order throughout the empire aroused much concem 

among nobles and government alike. In the capital itself. it was reported that there was so 

much robbery thai one could not Ieave home at night without escort, while highwayrnen and 

roving gangs of robbers were plundering travellers and nobles' estates with impunity." 

Second. both central administrative officiais and provincial voices were demanding 

decentralization of state administration. The former advocated such to relieve the burden of 

paperwork constantly flowing to the capital, while the latter, manifest most clearly in the 

Ih SCI: Kluchevsky IV. pp. 150-1 67. 

'' Solovicv. Histoy of Rimia. W. XLII:  Empress Catherine rlte Great. pp. 13 1 -  135. The problems of law and order were 
riccentuated with the Pugachev rebellion in 1773. which brietly shook the empire and underscored the problems of  provincial 
administration. 
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Empress' Legislative Commission of 1767. desired more control over local afTairs and lower 

taxation rates." Further motivation emerged from Catherine's self image as a liberal 

philosophe. and her desire to refonn the Empire dong more enlightened pnnciples. Her 

liberal ideas. however. ran counter to her recognition of the necessity of autocratic power in 

Russia. and so local reforms were a way to introduce Montesquieu's principles conceming the 

separation of powers at the local level while maintaining strong central power in the Empire. 

Local reforms were also a prerequisite to much nreded education and social ref~rms. '~  

Catherine abolished the earlier provincial jurisdictions and in their place divided the 

empire into 50 smaller provinces, each subdivided into ten or more uezcii. She also 

established an identical system of local institutions for each. trying to separate executive. 

Iegislative and judicial responsibilties. but without curbing central control. Each province 

wouid be governed by a gzrbernntor, who. dong with his staff. would be assisted by three 

boards (finance. civil affairs. and criminal affairs) comprised of appointed and elected 

officials. The gzrbernator would appoint ispruvniki to preside in each rrezd. which would aiso 

have local boards accountable to the provincial boards? The Empress also allowed 

elections among the local gentry to local offices. a measure that one author suggests was 

motivated by the concern that the autocratic state lacked the resources to provide effective 

local administration." 

- -- 

'"occil reprrsentativcs attending the commission included gentry. merchants and peasants. Kizcvetter. p.94 

'" Robert E. Joncs. "Catherine I I  and the Provincial Reform of 1775: A Question of blotivation." Canadian Slavic Srildies 
IV:3 (FaIl. I W O ) .  498-5 12. 

3 0  Kluchevsky. V pp. 54-60. 

" Jones. p.510 



The new system of administration had a much more important role for appointed 

provincial governors. Whiie the administration of the empire fiom the center was in many 

ways much stronger. local government itself remained vimially nonexistent. Governors 

becarne the primary agents in local affairs. and perhaps as a consequence. also became players 

in imperial poiitics." But Catherine's provincial govemors were first representatives of the 

Empress and her governrnent. and local representatives a distant second. As such. they too 

began to weaken under the burden of duties and responsibilities placed by the center on their 

shoulders. Local organs were neither allowed nor capable of sharing this load. Thus, Sergei 

Uvarov. later the minister of education under Nicholas 1. described the dilemma of the 

provincial govemor: 

In order to maintain his authority. the govemor is compelled either to f o m  a party 
arnong the various (local) powers or engage in war with al1 of them. In the first case. 
there results a struggle of subtlety and intrigue. in the second, complete anarchy ... A 
conjunction of happy accidents. upon which a governor cannot always count, is 
necessary if he is to keep his equilibrium in such a dangerous situation. Truly, there is 
something peculiar in the position of a man who enjoys the title of chief without the 
corresponding authority and who can wield power only through guile or ~ c a n d a l . ~ ~  

M i l e  the structures of Catherine's reforms lasted almost a century. the actual effect of 

these reforms on local government was the gentrification of local administration. creating, as 

it were. "squirearchies" throughout the provinces.'" A subsequent rnove. in 1785. to 

3' Richard G. Robbins. Jr. Tlre Tsar's C'icerqvs: Rimian Provincial Governors in the Lasr Years of the Err~pire (Ithaca 
NY: Cornell University Press. 1986) p. 13. 

3 3  The referencc to local powsr is a clear indication that while centralization was the operative principle of Russian 
administration. the consequence of overgovernment was such that local "powers" existed. This local power. however, was 
ncither institutionalized nor Irgitimate. and instead represented the paradox of  undergovernment. manifesting the inability of 
the central government to penetrate the territory it purported to govern. The quote c m  be found in 1. M. Strakhovskii. 
"Gubernskoe Ustroistvo." Zhtirnal minisrersma iustitsii 19 {September 191 3 )  p. 62. Cited in Robbins, p. 15. 

'" Vinogradoff. p.43 
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introduce urban self-government for the benefit of merchants and guilds confronted the heavy 

hand of provincial governors. and new urban councils frequently clashed with stronger gentry 

interests. Gentry participation increased at a brisk pace. fueled in part by the triennial 

meetings of gentry in provincial capitals. which fulfilled not only a political function, but 

important social functions as well.js This participation. and, more correctly. domination by 

the gentry in local institutions fùlfilled the need for greater numbers in the administration of 

the Empire. In 1774. some 12.712 officiais were involved in local administration. at a cost to 

the state of 1.7 million rubles. By the end of Catherine's reign sorne 20 years later. however. 

there were 27.000 officials. 10.700 of whom were elected. at an annual expense of 10.9 

million rubles.j6 More relevant to the 'development' of local govemment. however. was the 

increased opportunity for abuse by local elites. In this sense, the actual penetration of central 

power was only modestly fiirthered by Catherine's reforms. 

These efforts to reform local administration in the 18th century accomplished very 

little in terms of the quality of local government or the delivery of various services to local 

communities. By the early nineteenth century. roads, education. health care. and other local 

services were still abysmal. Of greater concern ro the tsarist government. however. \vas that 

the center was actually more burdened than ever by tasks concerning the administration of al1 

of Russia. To tackle such problems, a variety of new reform ideas surfaced. One example of 

such was the request by Tsar Alexander 1 of his most able advisor, Michael Speransky, to 

draft plans for a constitutional order. These incredibly progressive plans were comprised of 

-- - -  . . - 

i c  Kluchcvsky. V p.55 

3 h Joncs. p.5 I I 
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four basic levels of goverment - the volost, or township: the district; the province: and the 

country - with legislative bodies and administrative boards at each level. Such a scheme ran 

into stiff opposition from both officialdom and from the gentry. and constitutionalism lost 

favour during the war with Napoleon. Other proposals. for local elections, for example. led 

to experiments in various provinces. but also were shelved.j7 

Instead of focusing on local govermnent. the imperial court decided instead to further 

strengthen the central administration. To this end. central ministries were introduced in 1802. 

The proto-ministries that had functioned prior to that time were not only overburdened with 

work. but were incapable of accomplishing the tasks assigned to them. Over the next 

decades. these ministries directed an always expanding number of "field agents." who 

functioned as local representatives of these central rninistries. The ministries came to rely on 

these agents as their only primary source of information on local affairs. and for the 

implernentation of central directives. 

Radier than toy witl? notions of local govemment and eiected legislatures, Alexander's 

successor. Nicholas 1 approached the problems of administration with a remedy based on 

increasing central power and bureaucratie control. One document of 1827 sums up his 

approach: 

Orderliness in the gubemii will be established only when the administration and the 
courts in al1 areas have been brought under precise and uniform rules; when al1 areas 
are set under a single, supreme. central administration. each to be administered on the 
same cornmon basis.j8 

37 Starr. Decenrralizarionan Sel/lGovernmen~ in Russia p .  92. rcfcrs to rxperiments with rlection for provincial governor 
in Voronezh. as weII as numcrous drafts of "constitutions" which circulated the capital. 

3 X Quoted in Gradovskii. I p. 321; as cited in Yaney. p.216. 



Thus. instead of the development of ang meaningful local government. the first half of the 

19th century witnessed a strengthening of central control. the mushrooming of bureaucracy. 

and the further development of local organs as tentacles of the center. Such was the result of 

trying to establish order and administration throughout the vast territory of Russia without any 

distribution of political power. This attempt to preserve the established principle of autocracy 

effectively preserved the ungovemabiiity of the Russian provinces. As Starr commented. 

(It)  seems clear that bureaucratic formalism in the provinces was an unachowledged 
substitute for the correct hierarchical organization of authority which the Russian 
administration lacked. It was an attempt to reduce to apparent order the fragmentation 
of authority caused by the proliferation of poorly staffed and uncoordinated bureaus in 
regional and district capitals. Because the central ministries could not trust their 
personnel they checked them at every turn. In the end, the central authorities sought 
to eliminate rule by caprice by hiding it behind an opaque wall of petty procedures. 
Instead. the entire system was built on the false hope that the relation of the provinces 
to the capital could be reduced to a rnatter of form and not of power.j9 

This increasingly imrnobiie and enervated system of administration and govemance 

stumbled dong. By the 185O's? there had been a six-fold increase in the number of officiais 

in provincial  administration^.'^ The only substantial benefits. however. were in the number 

of reports requested by the interior ministry from provincial offices. which soon totalled 

almost seventeen million.'" Such was the structure of Russian govemment. In form it was 

top heavy. with central power the only recognized solution to the many enduring problems of 

state. As a result. the more power the center tried to exercise over the provinces. the less 

effectua1 control it had. particularly as the state entered into the modern era. Newer demands 

3', Starr. Decentraltarionand Self-Governrnent p p .  28-29. 

4 I A s  cired in W .  Rrucc Lincoln. The Great Reforms: :lutocracy. Bwraircracy. and Politics of Change in Imperia1 Russia 
(Dekalb. 1 llinois: Northern Illinois University Press. l 9 Y O )  p.93. 
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for roads and infrastructure. for education and law and order. which emerged from 

commercial and societal interests. remained mostly unsatisfied. While the state was. in 

theory. al1 powerful. it proved to be incapable of governing its own territory resulting in 

adminstraiive chaos and ineffective government. The paradox of the weakness of the 

ostensibly omnipotent central power had become the defining paradox of Russian 

administration. 

Decentralization and Local Self-Government 

Amidst al1 this administrative chaos. calls for decentralization began to increase. A 

shift towards decentralization gathered s t e m  as it becarne increasingly apparent that 

centralization of administration and control had exacerbated the problerns of governance. 

That the state was willing to seriously entertain such ideas as decentralization is testament of 

the difficult situation in which the state found itself. The reasons for the pronounced shift to 

decentralization are many. First. the attempts by Nicholas I to strengthen administration and 

eovemment through increasing centralization were abject failures. The more centralized the 
C 

administration became. the less control it sermed tu exercise in the provinces.'" The 

increasing problems of administration throughout Russia could no longer be avoided and 

demanded fresh alternatives. 

Second. nurnerous provincial govemors themselves becarne strong advocates for 

strengthening provincial authority, as a measure to improve local administration. In the mid 

'' Thc riccounts in Russian literrzture of local officiais, cspecially in the stories by Gogol. are indicative of both the 
gcneral problrms of administration outside St. Petersburg and kloscow. and public perceptions of biireaucracy in ninetecnth 
ccntury Russia. 
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19th century. provincial governors were weighed down with numerous demands from the 

Ministry of interna1 Affairs (MVD), to which they were accountable. Governors were 

chronically understaffed. and repeatedly ran into conflict with agents from other central 

ministries working in their province. i.e.. the local treasuy office answered directly to the 

Ministry of Finance (MF). and state peasant affairs were overseen by the Ministry of State 

Domains. Governors not only wanted more authority and power from the MVD. but also 

over the other officiais from disparate. even rival ministries. In 1856. Tsar Alexander II 

prodaimed that governors wouid receive the opportunity for greater individual initiative in 

their jurisdictions. and the MVD began consultations with a large group of govemors bent on 

the decentralization of political authority. As strong advocates for reform. these governors 

had independently established themselves as a political pressure group within the auto~racy.~' 

Another group of advocates for decentralization included a group of central 

bureaucrats that knew first hand the impossibility of effective centralized govemrnent in 

Russia. Since the beginning of the nineteenth century. no iess than five special commissions 

had been fomed within the MVD to study problems of uban government, and though these 

commissions al1 failed to offer any real solutions. they represented the ongoing concern for 

local govemment. During the decades leading up to the great reforms of the 1860s. there 

were rnany talented and reformist young nobles engaged in efforts to improve their 

Robbins. Tsar's I ïceroys, pp. t - 19: Lincoln, pp. 95-99. Star discusses the roll: of provincial govemors in the shiti to 
dccentraliza~ion in his book. Decentrnlizarionand Sel/-Governmenr pp. 122- t 37. Hr calls the governors an able group, 
"though not radical reformrrs - yet they were driven to such. demonstrating the 'pluralism of interests' that existed within the 
nominally unitary autocratic govcmment." p. 123. 
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It was within the offices of the MYD that some of the strongest advocates for 

decentralization emerged. There were strictly rational reasons to advocate such - by the 

1850s. some thirty one million documents circulared within the ministry ann~ally. '~ 

Decentralization could strengthen gubernatorial authority to resolve many local issues 

independent of central ministries. But the MVD was also interested in decentralization as a 

way to strengthen its own position viz a vis other ministries in the tsaist government. Since 

govemors would remain accountable to the MVD, piacine al1 provincial administration under 

the control of the governor would strengthen the authority of the MVD, and lessen the power 

of the MF and other ministries that maintained local officiais and agents in the provinces. 

The MVD's plans for decentralization thus ran into strong opposition from rival ministries. 

but no other ministry could make a stronger case for implementing local reform than the 

A fourth reason for decentralization was that the state was bordering on bankmptcy, 

and fiscal necessity demanded an improved system. not only for revenue collection, but also 

as a forerunner to offload some of its fiscal re~~onsibilities.'" Decentralization becarnr a 

favoured programme for reform in light of Russia's defeat in the Crimean War, which 

revealed. arnong other things. how woeful the provinces were in t e m s  of infrastructure and 

44 - Thc Municipal Section of the MVD bscame a veritabls testing ground for many future statesmen and luminaries. ln 
the 1810's its ranks includsd Ivan Aksakov. Iurii Samarin. lvan Turgenrv. and Dmitri Tolstoi. Sec W. Bruce Lincoln. /n rire 
f 'ungrlard o/'Re form. Rzmia 's Enlighrened Bureaucrars. 18-5- 186 1 ( DeKaib. IL.: Northcrn Illinois University Press, 1982). 
pp. 109-124. 

" Cited in Lincoln. Great Refirms. p.96. 

'" Starr. pp. 133-136. 

4 7 /bid.. pp. 43-44. 
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basic services. And Alexander II's plans to liberate the Russian peasants from serfdom. 

which would necessitate new foms  of local governrnent for the peasants. was fürther fuel for 

local refom. 

Lastly. decentralization gained favour in Russia as a result of a much broader 

movement towards decentralized administration throughout Europe. and of increased exposure 

and acceptance to western ideas among the Russian intelligentsia. In Russia. the civil service 

and intellectual circles were not beyond the reach of the ideas of decentralization. De 

Tocqueville's work. Dernocrccy in America was well read among members of the Russian 

civil service. and was eventually translated into Russian in 1861 (albeit by Ukrainian 

federalists) ."' 
In spite of this advocacy for decentralization, the concept only gained a small toehold 

in Russian politics. While its proponents succeeded in fostering its acceptance as theory. 

putting the idea to work in practice was a much more difficult proposition. From the 

beginnine reforms of local government ran into three primary obstacles. One was the issue 

of leadership and participation in the institutions of local governrnent. Since Catherine II. the 

local gentry had dominated those local organs that did exist. The extent to which al1 the local 

population should now be included in local government became an important issue. Some of 

the leading proponents of local reform were adarnant that the leadership of local organs be 

reserved for the nobility. Aleksei Unkovskii. for example, a leader of very progressive 

reforms in Tver and a strong advocate of emancipation. claimed that "only the nobility, the 

most enlightened of ail mral classes. can direct and instmct the masses in fulfilling 

- 

-1 8 Ibid. pp. 64-90. 
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govenunent d e ~ r e e s . " ~ ~  The role of the nobility in local govemments became a divisive 

issue arnong liberal advocates for reform. 

The details of reform also became points of contention among the central ministries 

and led to resistance to reforrn from ministries other than the MVD. These ministries were 

leary of the arnount of authority that the MVD would have over local governments at their 

expense. Whik the need for reform was recognized by al1 ministries. reform was perceived 

as a zero-sum garne. where any increase in power to. for example, provincial governors over 

the collection of state taxes. was viewed as a loss of authonty by the Ministry of Finance. 

since the governors answered to the MVD." While MVD officials lobbied directly for 

decentralization of administration and the emergence of local self-government, rival ministries 

were actively involved in blocking such reforms. 

A third obstacle that hindered local refonn was the absence of any real tradition 

concerning local organs separated fiom state control. For more than diree hundred years, 

local organs were considered as appendages of the central state authority. and to now entertain 

ideas of distinct realms of central and local interests was an exceptional revision of the 

conception of the autocratic state, and a concession to some measure of local power. Starr 

has argued that the zemstvo reforms. rather than radically altering the then existing patterns of 

power. actually reflected a fair amount of continuity with the Russian past. He suggested, for 

example. that peasant communes and volost institutions under gentry domination possessed, 

p ior  to reforms. actual -power' to resist incursions from state officials. and cites the example 

4'4 Cited in Lincoln. Great Reforms. p.78. 

5 0  For more on rninisterial contlict over local rctbrm. scr Lincoln. pp. 96-99; and Pearson. pp. 28-39. 47-49. 



of unpaid taxes as a case in point." But such "autonomy" was a direct reflection of the lack 

of state power and institutional strength that penetrated the countryside. The reforms of the 

mid nineteenth century now tried to create effective local government. based on distinguishing 

between state and societal issues. and on the organization of power to include these local 

institutions. Pricr to reforms, it was the absence of powrr that had pattemed local relations 

between center and local administration. 

In attempting to put into practice the concept of self-government. even many of its 

proponents began to recognize that to do so would mean a thorough restructuring of the tsarist 

autocracy. These proponents thus began to moderate the concept of local govemment as 

sornething completely distinct from state administration." Separate. distinct. institutions 

endowed with public authority. regardless of any intended limitations to their hc t ions ,  were 

bound to corne into conflict with state interests. Thus. on the eve of reforms. Dmitri Mihtin.  

the war minister who had been a strong advocate of elected local councils stated that in spite 

of the need for stronger local governrnent. 

Reform (in Russia) can be cmied out only by authority. We have too much 
disturbance and too rnuch divergence of interests to expect anything good from the 
representation of these interests.. . Besides, our reforms must cover the whole empire; 
my exceptional usages in this or that locale will harm the unity of the state. giving 
rise to separatism and rivalry ... Strong authority does not preclude the persona1 liberty 
of the citizen or self-governing institutions ... But he who desires the true welfare of 
Russia ... should firmly renounce anything that can weaken the unity of authorityS3 

* 1 S. Frederick Starr. "tocai Initiative in Russia before the Zemstvo." in Terrcnce Emmons and Wayne Vucinich. eds.. 
The Zemstvo in Russia: .-ln Eperiment in Local Sel/-Government(Carnbridgc: Cambridge University Press. 1982). pp. 5-30. 

4: Ernrnons suggcsts that the cmphasis on organs of local self-government existing outside the rcrilrn o f  state admin may 
have bcen an rittcrnpt to rcassure the statc burcaucracy that there \vas little to fear from self-governing organs. Ultimately. 
such an atternpt failcd to convince those involved in central ministries. See "The Zemstvo in Historical Perspective." in 
Ernmons and Vucinich. eds,. The Zemstvo in Rwsin. pp. 423-446. 

1 i From Zaionchkovskii's introduction to Miliutin's Dnevnik. as citcd in Yancy. pp. 240-241 
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Given such obstacles to local governent  and the concems of the central 

administration. the preparation of reforms to introduce societal local self-government ran into 

the statist hegemon that twisted and tailored reform proposais to mesh with the existing power 

structures. When the reforms were finally introduced in 1864. they had been watered down 

and compromised in such a manner that while reformers could label the new zemstvos 

(provincial and county councils) organs of self-government. the local institutions in reality 

possessed little independent power and few resources. and were yet beholden to the central 

ministries to fulfill many state functions. Rather than ernerge as autonomous organs of local 

self-government. zemstvos were weird hybrids of an autocratic political system and the 

rhetoric and rationale for decentralization. On one half. they were institutions of state 

administration. and on the other half, organs of societal self-government. While the 

orçanization of power arnong different tiers of govemment requires this duality, the lack of 

power arnong local institutions lefi a soulless caricature of local self-government. In this 

sense this lack of power and the confusion between state administration and local functions 

weakened the efficacy of bath.'" 

This is not to suggest that the reforms were a complete failure. After 1864. elected 

assemblies, or zemstvos. were convened at the itezd (district) and provincial level. the latter 

comprised of representatives from the uezd zemstvos. The uezd zemstvo was elected by three 

different estates. which included the landowners (gentry). urban merchants. and the (recently 

emancipated) peasants. These assemblies elected their local executive. which then had 

$4 Kirnitaka Matsuzato."Typological Analysis of Tsarist Local Gowrnment: Governrnent and Zemstvos." in Osamu Irda. 
cd.. .Vew Order in Post Commtorist Ettrasia (Sapporo: Slavic Rescarch Center. Hokkaido University. 1993), pp. 68-88. 



responsibility over a wide assortment of local services and administrative functions? This 

electoral element infùsed the zemstvos with a certain dynamism that can-ied through into the 

early twentieth century. The zemstvos did become the institutional home of nurnerous 

progressive politicians. as well as the employers of doctors. teachers, engineers and 

agronomists that furthered development in various communities. Although in the original 

statutes. zemstvos were probibited from inter-zemstvo communication and from forming any 

union of representatives. a Union of Zemstvos eventually did emerge in the twentieth century. 

and came to play a role in national politics. When the Tsar abdicated in 191 7. for exarnple. 

the chairmen of zemstvo executives were elevated to a new office of  provincial cornrnissars. 

and the zemstvos seemed poised to assume a critical role in the emergence of a new 

constitutional govement.  Indeed, the history of the zemstvo in Russia has been 

romanticized by its defenders to the point that zemstvos were considered the bastions of the 

new liberalisrn. the educators of the masses, the proving grounds for new statesmen. and 

popular organs of local self-government with peasant parti~ipation.'~ 

This romantic interpretation of the zemstvo ignores many of the weaknesses of the 

4 4  Thcsc. rcsponsibilities includcd public rducation. apportionamcnt and allocation of local taxes. construction and 
maintenancc of local roads. charity and health services. and dcvclopmcnt of local tradc and industq. For succinct accounts 
of' the zemstvos and grrater detail concerning their îünctions. sec Scrgei Pushkarev. The Ernergence of .lfodern Russia: /SOI- 
/ 9 / - .  transhted by Robert H. iLIcPu'cal and Tova Yedlin (Edmonton: Pica Pica Press. 1985). pp. 147-153: and Jacob Walkin. 
The Rise of Drniocracy in Pre-Revolurionary Russirr: Polirical and Social lnsritttrions Under the Last Three Czars (New 
York: Fredrrick A. Prncger. 1962). pp. 153-1 82. 

S h See. for esamplc. the introduction by Prince Gcorge Lvov to Tikhon J. Poher. Russian Local Government Dcrring the 
[Var and the C'nion o~Zemstvos (Ncw Haven: Yale University Press. 1930). pp. 1-15. Lvov was a former Prime Minister in 
the Russian Provisional Governmcnt. and the President of the Union of Zemstvos. This romanticism continues. in varying 
degrees. tu this day. Somc proposais for local reform in contemporary Russia are based on the zemstvo rnodel. Sec 
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. Rebuilding Rimia: Rejlecfionsand Tentative Proposais Alexis Klimoff. trans.. (New York: Farrar. 
Straus and Giroux. 1991). originally published as "Kak nam obystroit' Rossiiu?" in Kornsomolskuiapravda 18 September. 
1990. Therr: has also emcrged a Russian Zemstvo Movcmcnt. which seeks to reforrn local govemment in Russia based on 
the historical modcl of the zemstvo. Sec Nezavisinraiagazera 14 J a n u q  1994. Much of the romanticism regarding the 
zemstvo stems from the belief that Russian society was. ar the turn of the century. capable of self-government, and on the 
vcrgc of rmerging as a liberal society. 
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zemstvo reforms. From a perspective of participation. the peasantry (more than 80% of the 

population) played only a marginal role in these local governments. The indifference of the 

peasantry towards local organs was less a result of political culture than the recognition that 

there was little incentive for peasant involvement. Simply stated, the vast rnajority of the 

population had no real Say and little power in local o rgan~ .~ '  Indeed. Roberta Manning has 

suggested that gentry domination has been vastly underestimated - and while the liberal 

elemeni in the zemstvos was both visible and vocal. it was a small min~ri ty.~ '  

Throughout the fifty years of zemstvos. elected councils were not allowed below the 

uezd level. In spite of some pressure to extend self-government to the volost ( m a l  county) 

by liberals and ndicals. such did not occur until after ~ h e  collapse of the Tsarist autocracy in 

19 17. Also. zemstvos originally were allowed in only thirty-four of the fifiy provinces, none 

in territory dominated by Polish nobility until the Western Zemstvo Bill in the last decade of 

Tsarist govemment. And. while zemstvos did not penetrare the entire territory of the Empire. 

the lack of a unified voice for al1 organs of local self-government in St. Petersburg led to the 

comrnon criticism of zemstvos as structures without a foundation (poor c o ~ e c t i o n  to the 

volosts) and without a roof (no representation to the center). 

Yet the real source of the failure of the zemstvo reforms was that these organs of local 

self-government were not given the requisite arnount of power necessary to fulfill their 

47 Sre Kermit E. McKenzie. "Zemstvo Organization and Rolc Within the Administrative Structure," in Emrnons and 
Vucinich. pp. 3 1-78. The peasisant population had its own assemblies and local officers. which tvere not connected to the 
zemstvo institutions rit the uezd and provincial level. Thest: peasant volosts were further cvidcnce of the Lack of penetration 
of statc authority. Set: also Pearson. Russian O//iciaidorn pp. 84-89. 

3x Robcrtci Thompson Manning. "The Zemstvo and Politics. 186.1- 19 14." in Ernmons and Vucinich. pp. 132-1 75. 
According to Korkunov. the nobility dominated 316 of  361 uçzd (district) zemstvos. See Jacob Walkin, Rise of Democracy. 
p. 283. 



responsibilities. Article six of the zemstvo statutes. for example. declared that zemstvo 

institutions would act independently within the sphere of matters entrusted to them. but article 

nine allowed the govemor of the province the right to suspend any execution of any decision 

of the zemstvo institutions deemed to be contrary either to existing state laws or to the generai 

interest of the state (however it might be defined)?' Even membership to the elected 

zemstvo boards (executives) required the approval of the governor. Wliile the zemstvos had 

the right to t i ~ ~  and spend. they had no authority over revenue collection. and had to rely upon 

state officials to enforce local taxation. In short. political power remained undivided. solely 

in the possession of the state and exercised by its ministries and local representatives. As 

Gradovsky described. "In the hands of governmental offices and officiais (governors. and 

agents of central power) remained power without cornpetence; in the hands of the zemstvo 

institutions were concentrated cornpetence without power."60 Dmitri Shipov. a leading 

proponent of the zemstvos towards the tum of the century. compared these local institutions to 

a steam engine functioning under negative circumstances. where the majority of the engine3 

energy was Lost to friction and oniy a small amount of the energy is translated into useful 

work. The zemstvo executive. Shipov declared, could not merely devote its energy to local 

matters. but instead expended the bulk of its time and energy warding off the incursions and 

counteractions of the state authorities. These attempts were unfruitfui, and zemstvo work 

"was doomed inevitably to prolonged, unproductive fri~tion."~' 

qv Sec Pushkarw. Emergence of Modern Russia. 

hl1 AD.  Gradovskii. "Pereustroistvo nashego mestnago upravleniia." Sobranie sochinenii VI11 ( S t .  Petersburg: 1907) pp. 
53 1-563. Quotr on p. 540. 

"' Citrd in Walkin. Rise ofDemocracyp. 168. 



The move towards decentralization of administration through the rmergence of local 

self-government. in spite of the early excitement of reformers, never really blossorned. The 

zemstvo reforms failed to bring a permanent and fundamental shift in Russian politics and 

society precisely because the seeds for self-government were sown in soi1 barren of the 

essential requirement that local govemment requires to bear fruit. namely a measure of power 

necessary :O fulfill the requirements asked of it. The fate of the zemstvo illustrates well a 

specific difficulty in resolving the paradox of over and under govement .  The exclusion of 

local govemment from state control makes it difficult for the center to justiS; the distribution 

of power outside its control. Yet. as we shall see in later chapters. the inclusion of local 

government into the state apparatus can have enormous negative consequences as well and 

open the door for state intrusion on local affairs. This is precisely why the paradox of over 

and under govemment requires an organization of power that c m  achieve the best of both. 

Return to Centralization 

Not only did decentralization fait to take root and bear fruit in Russia. but the attempt 

to reform local govemments and state administration fueled political and administrative chaos. 

Pearson has pointed out that the zemstvo reforms in 1864. and the municipal reforms which 

followed in 1870. Ied to a crisis of authority in local government. Peasant self-government 

was woefully mismanaged, highly unpopular, and poorly connected to other institutions of 

local govemment: state offices and zemstvos were incapable of collecting the bulk of tax 

revenues (in sorne provinces. 80% of taxes were in arrears); and local governments did little 

to alleviate the chronic problcms of food supply. Conflict emerged between state 



administration and local zemstvos over questions of authonty and poiitical p ~ w e r . ~ '  

Provincial governors sometimes rejected elected zemstvo boards. or vetoed zemstvo 

resolutions. Zemstvos were accused by the administration of neglecting state interests and 

pursuing exclusively local concems. This crisis of authority was described. altematively. as 

henhst ie  (the absence of power) or rnnogovfastie (multiple powers)." As one spokesman 

for the gentry cIaimed in the early 1880's. "there are too many authorities and too Little 

authori ty . "64 

Some advocates for local government suggested that such problems could be rectified 

by increzsing the amount of independence and authority of local zemstvos. Senatorial 

inspections and the Kakhanov Commission. both of which studied the problems of local 

goverment. proposed a strengthening of executive power arnong zemstvo boards, and an end 

to separate estates arnong local organs of self-government. Yet proponents of strengthening 

zemstvos were outnumbered by the many provincial govemors. members of the gentry. and 

central ministries that decried the disunity and chaos that had been the result of reforrns. 

Central authority needed to reign supreme, and the idra of societal organs of local self- 

government were viewed by many as violations of central power. Tlius. in spite of the 

theoretical premise of societal local self-government that had been the starting point of 

refonns. those involved in state administration viewed zemstvos as subordinate institutions 

"' Thomas S. Pcarson, Russian O/jicialdom in Crisis: :l~iracracy an J Local Sel/-Govertment, 1861- 1Ç00 (Cam bridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1989). see pp. 60-79. On t u  arrears. p. 67. 

6 3 lb id .  pp. 116-1 17. The frict that thesc two terms arc sometinies uscd to describe the same prrdicarnrnt suggests that 
lack of tradition regarding the separrition of powsrs. 

h4 K.F. Golovin. .!'uslre nresrnor iipravlenie i mestnoe predsravirel Sn,o(St. Petersburg. I884î). p.6. as quoted in Pearson. 
p. 117. 



within the state hierarchy. Local govemments. in other words. were tentacles of the state. 

rather than autonomous organs of self-government. The minister of Intemal Affairs. for 

example. noted that. 

His majesty has made it clear that the basic principles underlying zemstvo 
administration are to be the unity and independence of the local interests of each 
gubernia and uezd. Matters touching local interests are to be entmsted to local 
institutions ... (But) the unity of the central administration. the force and integrity of 
state authority. cannot yield to the demands of local interest. however important and 
legal they may be. The zemstvo administration is only a special organ of the state. Its 
rights and powers come to it from the state. The zemstvos have their place in the 
oqanism of the state and they cannot exist outside it. Like the other parts of the 
oqanism. they are subordinated to those general conditions and regulations that are 
established by the central g ~ v e n i m e n t . ~ ~  

The many critics of the earlier reforms now pushed to integrate zemstvos into the existing 

order. The societal theory of local self-government. which had been behind the emergence of 

the zemstvos. was challenged and then replaced by a statist theory that justified direct 

oversiçht of local goverment by the state administration. One Russian professor of 

administrative law explaineci that since elected organs of self-government were also organs of 

state administration. they Iiad no juridical legitimacy as concems public representation. In 

fact. self-government as the autonomous activity of local cornrnunities was considered 

scientifically inadmissable." By the 1880s almost al1 statesmen and officiais in 

administration embraced the statist approach. which becarne the foundation for the so-called 

"counterreforms" of Alexander III. 

6 5  Pavr.1 A. Vatuev. Oblasnitelnaia zapiska k proekram polozheriiia O xmskikh uchresltdrniiakh i vremenn-vkh pravil dlia 
iklr tdrreslidrnii ( S t .  Petersburg. 1863. p.26, as citzd in Yaney. p.24 1 .  It appears that Yaney incorrectly identified the author 
o f  thesr ivords as Pavel Valucv. rather than Petr Valuev. 

'" N.I. til;~arevskii. quoted in Ntil B. Wrissrnan. Reform in Tsarisi Russin: The Staie Bureaucracyand Locul 
Govrrnmenr. 1900- / 914 (New Brunswick. NJ: Rutgers University Press. 198 l), p. 16. 
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These counterreforms are ofien perceived as a conservative backlash against the 

emergent liberalism within Russian society. Such a view is a dangerous mistake that ignores 

the root cause of the subsequent changes in local government. Pearson has convincingly 

argued that the reforms in local government were the result of the chaos in administration that 

followed the zemstvo reforms. In 1889 the Tsarist govemment began to tighten control over 

the executive offices of local governments. creating. for example. the office of land captain to 

function as executive and state representative over peasant communities. Appointment to this 

office was made directly by the MVD. rather than by zemstvos, as suggested in earlier 

proposals. In 1890. electoral laws were altered to increase gentry representation in local 

governments. and state ministries and provincial governors exercised increasing control over 

zemstvo boards. Later. stricter property requirements effectively disenfranchised about 60% 

of municipal voters. Afier fiirting with administrative decentralization. the tsarist autocracy 

now atternpted to reign in any possibilities of conflict within the polity. and once again 

increased the volume of praise for unity in govrmment. But even with these measures, the 

state failed to create effective and coherent local government. At the center. reforms and 

counterreforms were weakened by repeated failures to build any consensus on the best way to 

reform local government. The center was continualiy unwilling to rnete out the requisite 

measures of power that local institutions needed to fulfill meaningful roles in their 

cornrnunitie~.~' As Witte explained, the concepts of autocracy and self-government were 

contradictory. 

Our own local administration lies in the most abnormal, in the most unfortunate 

" On thc counterreforms. scr Pearson. Weissman. and P.A. Zaionchkovskii. Rossiiskoesamoderzhavie v kontse XI,Y 
srolctiia: politicheskn~areakrsiia 80-kli - nachala 90-Ur godov ( Moscow: 1970). pp. 366-428. 



circumstances. We have, or are supposed to have. introduced locai (zemskii) 
institutions. But the activities of these institutions are more and more sharneful. and 
they are put into such conditions under which they cannot succeed in their 
assignments. Alongside these institutions. the old administration continues its 
activities. omnipotent in the scope of its arbitrariness (proinol). yet. by its own 
organization. impotent as regards any vital a~ t iv i ty . "~~  

In effect. however. the state experiment with self-government had not been given a fair 

shake: there had been no attempt to delineate the identity. role and limits of local self- 

government. And where the boundaries between state and local organs of government are 

blurred. conflict and confusion, as well as public disenchantment are quite likely to f o l l o ~ . ~ ~  

Zemstvos were never really part of the system of state power. and thus became noisy 

chambers of criticism and opposition, (and. in some instances, of conservative reaction). As 

far as providing the state more effective penetration of Russian society and territory. the 

zemstvos accomplished little. and Russia began the twentieth century in much the sarne 

situation as she had begun the previous - undergoverned and overgovemed at the same 

Conclusions 

Romantic notions of the zemstvo reforms are partially understandable if the reforms 

"* S. Iu. W ittc. Smnodechavie i :emsmo: Aonjîdentsial 'noiazapiski .\finistrajînansov' Stats '-Sekr~twiaS. /u. Witte 
(Stuttgart: 1903). pp. 17-18. 183. 

70 This is not to say rhat the so-called "counterrdorms" were successful. While they scaled back the authority of local 
orgrins. they also !ed to increased recalcitrance of local councits. some staunchiy conservative. others politically radicai. The 
common ground fnr such councils. however. was not ideological. but territorial - in their opposition to St. Petersburg. While 
many authors have debated the class and ideological characteristics of the zemstvos. thcy have oftcn overlookcd the territorial 
dimension. of local interests in conflict with the crntcr. 



are viewed from the limited perspective as precursor to the 19 17 revoiution. Indeed. they did 

represcnt a certain liberal tendency in Russian politics. But the failures of these reforms 

represent more strongly the enduring problems of local government in Russia which existed 

since Ivan. Terence Emmons has noted that zemstvo reforms thus reflect Iess a liberal 

tendency than the dominance of autocracy: 

The history of the relations betweçn the autocracy and the zemstvo seemed to be 
repetitive in a fundamental way of a pattern that became established in Russian history 
no later than the mid-sixteenth century: the central government, casting about for the 
means to extract revenues from the provinces and keep them under control. would turn 
in periods of crisis to the practice of involving elected representativees of "society" in 
local administration: then, aimost as soon as reform was completed, there would begin 
the process of tightening controls over the "self-administration." circumscribing its area 
of cornpetence. and assimilating its officiais into the state bureaucracy: "The elected 
institutions are progressively transformed into subordinate. second-level executors of 
various tasks assigned thern by the bureaucracy. losing in the process their vital moral 
tie with the communities that had elected them and al1 traces of independent initiative 
in the conduct of their affairs."" 

Throughout these centuries. Russia grappled with the paradox of ovrr and under 

govenunent. Consistently. efforts to reform local govemment were motivated primarily from 

above: by fiscal crises. a perceived need to exact greater central control over state territory. to 

improve law and order. and to c u b  administrative corruption. In most cases, the calls for 

reform emanated not only from the center. but also from those involved in various 

administrative positions including nominal experts in the subject. Rarely, however, was there 

any public groundsweil for local reform. Indeed local reform was an administrative dilernrna. 

which is further evidence of the role that local organs possessed in Russian government. 

Of particular importance, however. are the constraints to the emergence of local self- 

'' Emmons. "The Zemstvo in Historicai Perspzctivc." Quote on p. 432. the end quotation is from Kizevetter. pp. 117-1 18. 
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govemen t .  The absence of local self-government in Russian history made it difficult to 

achieve an organization of power that extended to local institutions. Such an organization not 

only invited questions concerning local leadership. but also invited political conflict among 

central ministries and institutions. Such conflict made the reorganization of power a political 

issue in which the interests of local governrnent were defended by central institutions. The 

local cornrnunities themselves had liale or no Say in the process. Perhaps the reason for the 

lack of public input can be explained by the lack of any strong middle class. of a bourgeoisie. 

that would pressure the center for greater authority and increased power? Yet this class 

based analysis seems to me to be overly deterministic. Another explanation rnay be the 

pronounced reluctance by the center to allow the development of local power. which 

emanated from a variety of political and economic factors. One might posit that there was no 

local power because there was no deveioped bourgeoisie. But the reverse might be just as 

true: there was no developed bourgeoisie because there was no real local porver. This is, of 

course. a chicken and egg conundnim. and is rnentioned here to point out the relevance of the 

issue of local power. 

The lasting legacy. however, is that of undivided power and the problem of 

undergovement of the territory of Russia. The most favourable prospects for alleviating this 

predicarnent involved the zemstvo reforms of the 1860s. but even in this instance there were 

limits and constraints to the emergence of local power. In spite of the positive aspects of the 

zemstvo reform. the zemstvo was only a timid step towards local self-government. The 

'' CIass analyses of political dcvelopment comprises much of the conventional wisdom. See. for csample. Perry 
Anderson. Lineagcs of die A bsolrctis~ Store (London: Verso. 1979); Barrington Moore. Jr.. Social Origins of Dicratorship and 
Drrnocruc-v: Lord and Peasant in the .\laking of the .\fodern CVorld (Boston: Beacon Press. 1966). 
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primary point here is that throughout its history. Russia avoided the need for an organization 

of power among different tiers of governrnent and therefore has little to build on in the 

contemporary period. The paradox of under and over govenunent persisted. reflecting the 

irreconcilable nature of local power in an autocratic state." This legacy continues to affect 

Russian political development today. And the manner in which the current government 

erapples with this issue has remarkable sirnilarities to earlier attempts at reform. 
b 

1" S. lu. W ittc. Sarnoder=ltavie i zemsfvo (Stuttgart. 1903). 



CHAPTER TWO: SOVIETS AND SELF-GOVERNMENT 

For d l  the scholarly attention to social revolution and the conspiratorid menace of 

bolshevism, Western studies of 19 17 ofien neglect other important factors in Russian politics 

which helped set the table For October 19 17. Two such factors were the implosion of Russian 

government in February and the subsequent inability of the Provisional Government to 

establish a coherent political system. These two factors were part and parcel of the general 

problems of local government and state penetration that represented the failures of the tsarist 

state, and contributed to its coilapse. Prince George Lvov cornmented on this role in his 

introduction to T.J. Polner-s study of the zemstvos during World War 1. "The omnipotence of 

an autocratic government in a country as vast as Russia is illusory," he stated. "the Imperia1 

Govemment was never overthrown: it merely failed as result of its own intemal weakness."' 

This chapter examines the consequences of this collapse to local goveniment, subsequent 

attempts to construct an alternative system of govement, and the bolshevik ied return to 

centralization. In many ways this account will parallel some patterns of the organization of 

power established during the tsars. But it will also provide M e r  parallels to the 

contemporary period of Russian state building. 

' T.J. Poher. Russian Local Governmenr During the War and the Union of Zetnsh>os (New Haven: Yale University Press. 
1930) p. 8. 10. 
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The Return of Smuta 

The abdication of Tsar Nicholas II in Febmary 1917 marked the beginning of another 

m u r a  in Russian politics. Without a monarch to head the autocracy, the body of state 

institutions suffered multiple fractures along the vertical a i s .  In the days afier the fall of the 

autocracy. the vast majority of tsarist officiais. from provincial govemors to village police, 

were dismissed from office, some even arrested. A "provisional" govenunent was created 

from the ranks of the state duma (legislature), which attempted to restore some semblance of 

goverment throughout Russia. At the local level. the provisional governrnent extended 

zemstvo institutions to the level of volost. appointed the chairmen of zemstvos to a new office 

(local cornmissar) to iead and direct local administration, and initiated plans for the creation 

of a new constitutional system. These plans included the resurrection of the societal theory of 

local self-government from earlier attempts at zemstvo reform.' 

Efforts to establish state a~thority through the provinces, however, were unsuccessful. 

The zemstvos, which the provisional governent  hoped would provide a foundation for local 

governrnent, were themselves struggling for legitimacy and public support. Throughout the 

country, local politics increasingly were influenced by various groups and organizations which 

had emerged ~pontaneously and prociaimed themselves organs of self-government. In many 

locales. five or more such organs competed with each other, with rival bids for authority and 

' In a treatise written between Febmary and October. I.V. Lebedinskii strongly advocated the transfer of state authority to 
local and regional legislatures. granting them the authority to crcate their own laws and govern local communities and 
provinces (oblast level) based on the clear demarcation of authority that possessed some resemblance to federalism. Such 
mesures. concluded Lrbedinskii. wauld necessitate a difficult stmggle with vested interests in the ccnter, but offered the best 
prospects for the political, economic and social development of Russia. Sce his Mestnoe samoupravlenie i obfastnaia 
avronomiia (Petrograd: 19 17). 
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overlapping functions.' The provisional government tried to strengthen the legitimacy of 

municipal councils and z e m a o s  by holding local elections in April and May. respectively. 

The provisional govemment went so far as to transfer authonty over the civil rnilitia to local 

organs from central control. But these efforts were in vain. Popular legitimacy in local 

affairs. especially in urban centers. had shifted already to newly formed soviets. 

According to most Russian sources. local soviets popped up after Febniary throughout 

most of Russia. "like rnushrooms after rain"." In actuality, they emerged predominantly in 

urban centers with strong proletarian andor military populations. The soviets were pattemed 

afier earlier renditions of worker councils that had formed spontaneously during 1905. A 

nominal claim to leadership of al1 soviets was made by the Petrograd soviet, although 

occasional congresses of soviets held in regional centers and a national congress held in the 

capital maintained more legitimate status as representatives of local soviets. Predominantly 

cornpnsed of delegates elected by workers and soldiers, the majority of deputies initially had 

extremely weak. if not nonexistent, party affiliation.' The soviets generally were fractious. 

noisy. meetings held sporadicdly, with a minimum of instituti~nalization.~ Initially, they 

fùnctioned to monitor and controol existing organs of local administration, and left municipal 

See Oskar Anweiler. The Soviets: The Russian Workers, Peasants, and Soldiers Councils. 1905-1921 translated b y  Ruth 
Hein. (New York: Pantheon, 1974). pp. 134-141. 

L M  Kaganovich. Mestnoe soverskoesamoupravlenie (Moscow: 1923). p.4. Trotsky estimatcd that by May, 19 17. 
sorne 400 soviets had bcen formed. and by October. 900. Trotsky. History ofthe Russian Revolution (Pathfinder: New York. 
1987 I I  pp. 290-97. Sse also Anweiler. p. 113. Richard Pipes ha disputed this claim, pointing out that soviets were forrned 
almost exclusively in urban centcrs. seldom in rural arcas. See his. Russian Revolurion pp. 738-742. Whilc the extent and 
pacs of formation of soviets throughout Russia may be disputed, there is littte argument that in thosc tocales where they were 
formed they quickly constitutcd a rival source of authority to existing zemstvos and municipal dumas. 

Anweiler. p. 1 15- 1 16. 

" Sukhanov's description of a chaotic meeting of the soviet in Petrograd compared it to a riding school. N.N. Sukhmov. 
The Russian Revolution. 1917 translated by Joel Carmichael. (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1983). pp. 86-87. 
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dumas. various self-goveming cornmittees. zemstvos, and state oficials to actually conduct 

administrative matters. There was, however, an important feahue among some of these local 

soviets during these months of turmoil: the existence of power. The source of soviet power 

ernerged from ùieir de facto control over local militias. and from the popular support of 

workers and soldiers. And as soviet executive committees gained some measure of experience 

in administrative rnatters, local sovicts came to play more active roles in local administration 

and governrnent. In some cases, for example. soviets administered criminal and civil law, 

transferred ownership of factones to trade unions, and expropriated land for communal 

cu~tivation.~ In rural areas. soviets per se were less common, particularly those with ccntrol 

over resouces. But peasant assemblies and land cornmittees filled much of the void in t e m s  

of local govemment, particularly concerning such matters as the redistribution of land.' This 

emergence of power among local soviets and other organizations was an important concem 

for the provisional govemment. While the soviets and various committees generally lacked 

the resources to build roads, strengthen local food supplies, or provide education and health 

services, they could declare strikes, ignore central decrees. and pursue alternative policies. 

Most important was their claim to represent local interests - much of their popular support 

was a function of this representation, ofien in direct proportion to the soviet's opposition to 

the center. For this reason. the ascendance of soviets as institutions of public authority 

deepened the crisis of state power in post Imperia1 Russia. 

Much attention in the literature dealing with 19 17 is devoted to the predicament of 

' See. for example. Orlando Figes, Peasant Russia. Civil [Var: The C'olga Countryside in Revoluiion, 191 7- 192 1 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press. 1989). pp. 36-35. 
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dvoevlasrie or duai power. in which Russian national politics were dominated by two distinct 

institutions: the Provisional Government. and the Executive Cornmittee of the Petrograd 

Soviet of Workers' Deputies. The headless. fiactured body of the state was now disabled 

even further by two new heads claiming to control the body. Soviets around the country 

initially pledged qualified support to the provisional government, but collectively maintained a 

firm upper hana in the power dynamic. The Petrograd Soviet actually resisted many clear 

opportunities to assume control of the government because of the precarious nature of national 

politics. Anweiler suggested three reasons why soviet leaders were reluctant to  assune sole 

power. First, few of these leaders were bolsheviks, and they recognized that their support was 

of a fragile nature. and that soviet govenunent might invite intense opposition from the 

bourgeoisie and peasants. Second, soviet leaders were completely inexperienced in 

administrative matters. Third, and perhaps most important, a bid for full "soviet power" 

would demand the consolidation of authonty among existing soviets, which would force 

soviets to instill centralization and compt the fragile unity among various soviets of different 

tiers.' Thus, the probiem of dvoevlastie represented more than a struggle between two rival 

institutions. It  also represented the cmbl ing  of centrai authority and power throughout 

Russia. Neither the provisional government nor the soviets possessed a solid base for state 

authority that would penetrate the country. That soviet power had a better foundation than 

the provisional government was clear, but it itself recognized that local support was 

" An\veilcr, pp. 139- I JO. 
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incumbent upon the existence of a fiatemal enemy." 

During the summer of 191 7, many local govenunents made clairns of independence 

and sovereignty. The soviet in Kronstadt, for exarnple. passed a decision in May that 

effectively declared the sovereign republic of Kronstadt, with its soviet as the sole authority. 

"The central government." it declared, "has no right whatever to meddle in a specific 

territorial unit. or to make decisions for the individual ce11 rather than for the state as a 

whole." Representatives from the Petrograd Soviet were asked by the Provisional 

Government to intemene. which they did by asking the Kronstadt Soviet if they wanted 

Russia to drift further into anarchy, and if they would be so kind as to explain where local 

autonomy would end and central authority could begin. While the Kronstadt Soviet agreed to 

comply with the Provisionai Govemment on a voluntary basis. it maintained its claim to 

sovereignty." And such daims were the rule rather than the exception. By the end of the 

summer of 191 7, what remained of the Russian state "had fragmented into a collection of 

autonomous local 'republics'- informal -governrnents'. elected by demokratiin, which enacted 

their own revolutionary 'laws' without regard to the interests of the national state."" 

Lenin's plan to resolve the problems of dvoevlnstie was to put an end to soviet support 

'" Michael Mrlancon. "The Syntm of Soviet Power: The Resolutions of Local Soviets and Other tnstitutions. March- 
October 1917." Russian Review 52 (October. 1993). pp. 186-505. Melancon argues that through the summer of 19 17, local 
suppon for the Provisional Government. conditionai at best. waned significantly. Melancon posits time. rather than ideology 
as the news of suppon. with increasing local suppon for soviet power through the summer months. What he fails IO 

accentuate (but is supported) in his article. however. is the territorial dimension to the problems of dvcievlastie: that soviet 
power bccrime the mosr legitimate authority in Russia because it had stronger support €rom the provinces. 

" Ibid.. p. 138. Kronstadt. of course, became a center of opposition to BoIshevik rule in 1921. when it demanded free. 
secret elections to local sovies. and was brutalty repressed by Lenin's government. For a rather strident. anti-bolshevik 
account of this. sec E. Prtrov-Kitaletz The Kronsradt Thesis: For a Free Russian Government transtated by John F. O'Conor. 
(New York. Robert Speller and Sons. 1964). Schapiro refers to other bids for local sovereignty. panicularly in Kazan and 
Kaluga in 1917. Ser his The Comntunist Party of the Soviet Union 2nd ed. (New York, Vintage Books, 1971), p. 246. 

'' Orlando Figes. Peasont Russia. p. 66. 
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for the Provisional Govemment. In this regard. the Bolshevik leader supported soviet power 

as a tactical move against the post-irnperial. fledgling Russian state. That soviets were also 

ideologically compatible with his own brand of  Marxisrn was of secondary importance to the 

tactical advantage to be gained in the struggle against the "bourgeois government" of Prince 

Lvov. "Al1 power to the soviets!" thus became the bolshevik battlecry against al1 non 

proletarian institutions of power, from the Provisional Govemment to any remaining 

institutions of pre 1917 local govemments. It was not a philosophical position in defense of 

popular self-government. but a recognition of the hc t iona i  role that local councils could play 

in destroying the state. Soviets were but midwives for the birth of proletarian rule. Afier the 

dictatorship had been achieved, the assumed coincidence of local and central interests would 

make autonomous local organs redundant.'' Lenin's approach was thus in sharp contrast to 

the societal theory of local self-government that had resurfaced and gained currency in Russia 

among mensheviks and SRs." 

When the bolsheviks seized power in Petrograd. the three concerns that had curbed the 

ambitions of proponents of soviet power were quickly realized. The bid for power elicited 

opposition from various segments of society, and the administrative inexperience of soviet 

l3  This point is made forcefuily by Lenin in his Statc and Revolution. Criticizing Bernstein's interpretation of M m ' s  
Civil War in France. Lenin claimed that the foundation for the centralized state would be based upon the voluntary 
coincidence of local and central interests. "Bernstein cannot conceive of the possibility of voluntary centralism. of the 
voluntary amalgarnation of the communes into a nation, of the voluntary fusion of the proletaririn communes. for the purpose 
of destroying bourgeios rule and the bourgeois state machine. Like al1 philistines. Bernstein pictures centralism as something 
which c m  be irnposed and maintained solely from above. and solely by the bureaucracy and the military clique." Lenin's 
assumption of coincidrnce displaycd a woeful ignorance of local interests and the territorial dimension of politics. and is the 
result of his acceptance of econornic determinism. See his Stace and Revolurion in Selected W o r h  vol II (Moscow: Progress 
Publishers. 1977) pp. 270-276. 

'' See "The Dual Power." and "The Tasks of the Proletariat in Our Revolution." in V.I. Lenin, Selecred Works II pp. 34- 
36; 37-65. See also Carmen Sirianni. "Councils and Partiaments: The Problems of Dual Power and Democracy in 
Comparative Perspective." Politics and Society 1 2 2  ( 1983): 53-32 
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executives and bolshevik leaders was quickly apparent." But most cntical to the fate of 

local governent  was the realization of the ihird concem - the bid for soviet power would 

drmand centralization which would bnng dischord to any harmony between local and central 

soviets that had existed through 191 7 and was premised upon the existence of a cornmon 

rival. In short, once in power, the bolshevik government was forced to confiont the problems 

of state building head on. specificdly, the challenge of organizing power, including the 

establishment of functional and authoritative relations among various tiers of government. 

Bolshevik State Building and Local Self-Government 

On October 28. days after the bolsheviks seized power in the name of the soviets. the 

Second Al1 Russian Congress of Soviets issued a telegram to al1 local soviets, declaring that 

al1 power now belonged to the soviets. Local comrnissars of the provisional government were 

released. and chairmen of the soviets were to communicate directly with the revolutionary 

government. A speciai commissariat for local self-government was organized in Petrograd 

(although the comrnissar was one of four SRs in the cabinet). In January 1918, the Third 

Congress resolved that al1 local affairs were to be decided only by local soviets.16 Those 

organs of local administration that yet remained could continue their work if they recognized 

soviet power and would be accountable to them. Those remaining organs of local self- 

govemment. refusing to acknowledge soviet power were to be dissolved." 

15 For a full discussion of the bolshevik dilemma concerning administrative experience. see Rigby, Lenin S Government. 

Ih Kagmovich. p. 14. Higher soviets, however, were givcn the right to regulate relations among lower soviets and resolve 
contradictions between them. 

17 t 'rsrnik ~Varkomvnudela No.4 i 9 18. as cited in Kaganovich. p. 13. 
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The new Bolshevik government expected that the transfer of nominal authority and 

power to the soviets would resolve the problems of state penetration and local administration. 

Yet as local soviets assumed the responsibilities of local governent  and administration, their 

executive bodies. often of necessity, began to appropriate increasing mesures of power and 

authority. This rise of executive power led to a drastic deterioration of the relationship 

between executive and legislative organs of local  soviet^.'^ This horizontal conflict, 

however. was overshadowed by a complete breakdown in relations among soviets of different 

levels. With the provisional govemment vanquished, the Constituent Assembly dissolved, and 

an end to dvoevlastie at the center, the boishevik govemment was left as the sole 

representative of central power. But there were. quite simply, no viable linkages on the 

vertical axis. arnong provincial, city. district. and village soviets. The consequence was a 

descent into extreme mnogovlastie - each soviet considered itself the exclusive authoritative 

institution for its territory. V. Tikhomirov wrote that city, district and village soviets 

recognized no authority except their own. And if they did recognize any other institution, 

such recognition was replete with conditions and qualifications. There was almost a complete 

absence of administrative structures in the soviets. hardly less any means to iie administration 

and govemment together. "Soviet Russia" thus appeared to be a Russia of unbound, 

exclusively local soviets, with only a common hatred against "exploiters" to bring them 

l n  As Mrdvedev pointed out. "the combination o f  legislative and executive powers within one institution leads over a 
period o f  time to the disproportionate growth o f  the cxecutive, thus turning representative bodies into empty appendages. 
providing an opcning for a regime o f  pcrsonal dictatorship. and creating a favourable atmosphere for the developrnent o f  
bureaucracy and abuse o f  power." Roy Medvedev. On Sociafist Dernocracy (London: Spokesman Books, 1975). pp. 140- 14 1 
Sec also Richard Sakwrr, Soviet Communists in Power: rl Sttidy of iCloscow During the Civil War, 1918-1921 (London: 
Macmillan. 1988). pp. 165-2 16. 
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Russia had unravelled, which in some respects only justified some of the fears of 

earlier statesmen opposed to the organization of power among different tiers of govemment. 

The bolshevik daim to the mante1 of Russia's centrai government was forced to confront this 

lack of penetration throughout the temtory of the state. The problems of statr authority dong 

the vertical axis were manifest not o d y  by the many strong expressions of mestnichesivo 

(localism), but also by early tendencies towards oblastnichestvo (regionaiism). Walter Pietsch, 

for exarnple. identified some six distinct regional centers for soviet power in 19 17- 18: 

Moscow; Petrograd: Ekaterinburg; Minsk-Smolensk; Omsk: and Irkutsk. Each of these 

centers viewed t hemselves as legitimate and authoritative organs of state po wer irrespective of 

any national government. These local soviets and regional blocs caused much grief to centrai 

interests. Pietsch comments that this period of oblastnichesivo directly forced 

whether the new state would be a completely decentralized republic of soviets 

the decision 

or a centralized 

state." 

It  should be little surprise that the choice was made for a centralized state. That a 

highly centralized organization of power was justified by Lenin's rendition of Mamism was a 

secondary matter. More important to its realization, centralization was a good fit with the 

"' V. Tikhomirov. C'lusr ' soverov No. 27, 191 8 p. 12 quoted in Walter Pietsch. Revolution und Stuar (Koln: Verlag 
Wissenschaft und Politik. 1969) p. 76. This is, of course. in ris much as local soviets actually possessed any real power. In 
rural areas. with but fcw exceptions. there was an acute tack of coherence both within and among local governments. 
Olga Narkiewicz citsd ont: early officia1 in the bolshevik government: "Strictly speaking, there is no soviet government in the 
majority of the uezdy. At present the soviets exist in most places only on paper; in reality. reprcsentatives o f  kulaks and 
speculators. or self-interested people. or cowards. who carry out the work without any definitc direction. work under the 
name of soviets." The .Claking of the Soviet Appararzrs (Manchester: Manchester University Press), pp. 59-77. Pipes also 
discusses the poor penetration of soviets to the mral countryside. The Russian Revulurion (New York: Vintagc Books. 1991). 
pp. 738-4 1 .  

Oil from Baliu. for example. could not reach Moscow until it had besn t u c d  hy each regional soviet through which it 
passed. S e  Pietsch. pp. 76-87. 
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pattern of power established through Russian history. Criticisms against Lenin and the 

bolsheviks were made by Russian liberah and from European Social Democrats such as Rosa 

Luxemburg and Karl Kautsky. But such criticism was to no avail: centralization was 

demandrd not only for the functioning of the bolshevik version of the socialist state. it was 

also required for the preservation of revolution." Lenin's bo lsheviks thus initiated a 

centralizing tendency that rolled back any gains in local autonorny that had emerged and in 

some cases begun to blossom with the implosion of Imperia1 Russia and instead returned the 

country to its dominant Iegacy of central control. 

One of the earliest Soviet attempts to consolidate soviet authority and centralize state 

powsr was the 19 18 Constitution. One scholar suggested that the constitution itself was 

spurred by the need to consolidate the many disparate local organs into a coherent state 

7 1 system.-- While ail authority in Soviet Russia theoretically was vested in the workers and 

organized in soviets at regional. provincial and district levels, actual power was exercised by 

the executive cornmittees. These cornmittees Cunctioned to implernent soviet decisions and 

resolve tnatters between congresses of soviets. The constitution granted higher soviets the 

right of control over al1 lower soviets, allowing higher soviets to void decisions passed by 

lower. Local revenues were also determined largely by the center - while local soviets could 

'' Moshe Lewin suggested that centralization was a solution to a particular set of administrative circumstances which 
arost: during the Civil War in Russia. In order to maintain power and defeat the counterrevolution. the bolsheviks wcre 
forced to rely on centnlized power. on state intervention. coercion. and ogosiidarstvlenie. Moshe Lewin, "The Social 
Background o f  Stalinism." in Robert C. Tucker, ed.. Stalinisrni Essays in HistoricaiInterpretation(New York: W.W. Norton. 
1977). pp. 1 1 1- 136. Certainly these tendencies towards central control bccame glaringly evident during the civil war. But 
the breakdown of any dcmocmtic practice and the centralization of authority and power were already well underway by 
Novembcr 19 17. well before the beginning of  the civil war. 

7 - -- G.S. Gurvich. Isroriiu sovetskoi konstitutsii(Moscov: 1923). p.4. Gurvich probably overstates his case. but there is 
little doubt that the chaos of local govemment w u  a significant factor in the emergence of the 1918 constitution. 



tax for local needs. they btcamr heavily dependent upon iransfer payments from above? 

Later amendments to this first constitution lengthened the period of time between the meetings 

of local soviets. which effectively strengthened executive cornmittees. And the authority to 

f o m  education and public health committees at the local level soon shified from local bodies 

to higher levels.'" Moscow bolstered this constitutional control with numerous postanovienie 

during the seventh and eighth congresses of soviets. which nominally strengthened duai 

subordination, and effectively increased control from above? 

More importantly. the practice of government in Soviet Russia quickiy began to ignore 

what little authority local soviets did possess. The center soon began to make end-runs 

around existing state organs as a means to facilitate efficient government. Rather than 

implement policy through soviets. Lenin's govemment formed various state comrnittees and 

agencies. and commissariats. al1 of which circurnvented the authority of local soviets and 

strengthened control from the center. This is further evidence of Lenin's perception of local 

soviets as instruments of rule rather than sovereign bodies. The latter would jeopardize the 

vanguard role of the bolshevik party. As Keep has noted, 

it was therefore inevitable that the soviets' real decision making power should be 
rapidly eroded in the post-October period, at the centre as well as in the various 
localities ... Local leaders were soon obliged to take their cue from agents of the central 
power, the ubiquitous commissars. The soviets became administrative bodies whose 
operations were subjected to close regdations by functionaries within the 

23 SCL' R.W. Davics. The Developrnenr of the Soviet Butigetory Sysrem (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958). 
pp. 18-19. 33. Davies points out that Lrnin. while mouthing slogans for the "broadest autonomy of local organizations." 
pushed for a "unified. strictly determincd financial policy" as a necessary cornponent of strengthening central power. 

For the 19 18 Cunstitiition. with commentary. see Andrew Rothstein. ed.. The Soviet Constitution (London: 1923). 

' 5  See M. Vladimirskii. "Vzaimootnosheniia tsrntral'nykh i mestnykh organov po postanovleniiam VII-go i VIII-go 
s"ezdov sovetov." in I 'last ' sovetov No. 1 (January) 1921. pp. 1-4. 



mushrooming bureaucracy? 

And in those instances where local soviets expressed opposition to bolshevik policy, soviets 

were either dissolved or neutered. When the Council of People's Commissars began to 

appropriate power to dissolve local soviets, an amendment proposed by non bolsheviks in the 

council to allow dissolution only on the initiative of the Central Executive Committee of the 

Soviets (where bolshevik and central influence was less strong) was ruled out of order. 

Commenting days later on this bolshevik tendency for centralization of bolshevik power. the 

menshevik Sukhanov declared, 

the present (bolshevik) govemment is incapable ... It does not know how to build, only 
how to destroy. Remember what it has done with the law courts, the banks. and 
municipal self-government: everythîng has been destroyed. We need a govemment 
which would unite al1 the forces of dernocrac y.." 

His speech was loudly jeered by bolsheviks and their supporters in the Executive Cornmittee. 

To facilitate this centralization, the Commissariat of Finance attempted to curb local 

revenues and the budgets of local soviets became increasingly dependent upon transfer 

payments from the center.'' And the structures of local soviets were encouraged to conform 

to more uniform organizational schemes." Yet such changes took a number of years to 

" John L. 11. lisep. cd.. trans.. The Debare on Soviet Power: .Gfinntes of rhr .-îll- Rtlssian Cenfra! Erecurive Commitree of 
Soviets (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1979). p. 23. 

" Stx k s p .  Soviet Power. pp. IJ 1 -  142. 249. The declinc of the Central Exccutive Committee in 19 18 and 1919. 
particularly with the death of Sverdlov, is viewed as a signitïcant tuming point in the fate of local soviets. See T.H. Rigby. 
Lenin 4 Governmenr. pp. 170- 1 84. 

" R.W. Davies. pp. 19. 33. Note the struggles between local soviets. supported by NKVD. and the NKFin. 

'' In thc first three yertrs aftcr the bolsheviks seized power. local soviets displayed a wide varirty of administrative 
structure and rclationships. Local organs used the journal of the People's Commissariat of Interna1 Affairs. L'last ' sovetov as 
a nationwidc bulleting board to share their problems and succcsses in local administration. As the party strengthened its 
control. this became lsss cornmon. Various organizational schemes and advice cm be found in any issue of 1919. See. in 
panicular. "Sovetskaia vlast' na rnestakh." No. 11. pp. 7-30. 
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achieve their full effect. The most significant developrnent concerning the centralization of 

state authority was the tendency towards the "partification" of local government and 

administration. In early 19 1 8. local party organizations were still insignificant factors in local 

politics. especially in comparison to local executive cornittees. The transition of the party 

from bit player to starring role in the local soviet was the critical element in subordinating 

local govemment to central control. As Sverdlov pointed out. local party organs were merely 

the agitation departrnents of local soviets.jO To change this, elections to local soviets were 

rnanipulated by bolsheviks to ensure that the majority of executive posts were reserved for 

Cornmunist party members." While Schapiro. in his well known study of the comrnunist 

Party. suggests that the party helped to que11 manifestations of extreme Iocalism by mid 1918. 

such as witnessed in Kaluga and Kazan. he yet refers again to the problems of localism the 

following year. The fact of the matter is that the bolshevik governrnent continued to grapple 

with the problems of penetration of central mthority through the civil war and beyond. The 

primary measure to resolve this problem was the encouragement of local pmy  organs to 

"guide and influence" local executives. In the 1919 Party Programme, for example, the Party 

was challenged to "win decisive influence. compleie leadership, and full mastery of the 

soviets." When this cal1 for party dominance was criticized by Kautsky, Trotsky responded 

by claiming the convergence of interests: 

We have more than once been accused of having substituted for the dictatorship of the 
soviets the dictatorship of our Party. Yet it can be said with complete justice that the 
dictatorship of the soviets becarne possible oniy by means of the dictatorship of the 
party. It is thanks to the clarity of its theoretical vision and its strong revolutionary 

'" Quoted in Schapiro. p. 247. 

'' Sec Pipes. The Russian Revoluiion pp. 74 1-42. 



organization that the Party has afforded to the soviets the possibility of becoming 
transformed fiom shapeless parliaments of labour into die apparatus of the suprernacy 
of labour. In this 'substitution of the power of the party for the power of the working 
class' there is nothing accidental. and in reality there is no substitution at all - the 
comrnunists express the fundamental interests of the working class." 

With the Eighth Congress of the Party in March 19 19, the stmggle against localisrn increased 

in the ruling party. particularly as party control over local soviets increased: by Decernber 

19 19. for example. 92.8% and 82.2% of provincial and district soviet executive comrnittees 

respectively were rnembers of the Communist ~arty." Local soviets soon lost any effective 

control over local executives and became formal chambers of consent for policy determined 

elsewhere. Party organs and party secretaries became the functional local authorities. This 

extension of party responsibilities necessitated a sharp increase in personnel: the party ranks 

swelled from about 150.000 in auturnn 191 9 to more than 600.000 by March 1920.j4 

This wpid growth of the party was a consequence of the two dominant tendencies 

within the party from 19 18- 192 1 : party substitution of soviet authority (podmena), and the 

crntralization of the party apparatus. These tendencies were not the products of popular 

interest. and were strongly opposed by those outside the party and also from within. Much of 

what passrd as peasant uprisings amd "counterrevolution" in the countryside during the civil 

war were really ill fated anempts to halt the incursions of central control and preserve "local 

govemment" in local hands. In this light. the reaction, or "counterrevolution" directed against 

Bolshevik power was more than just an ideological struggle arnong monarchists, anarchists, 

'' Leon Trotsky. Terrorism and Communism (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press. 196 1 ). p. 109. 

3 3  Schapiro. p. 246. 

'' Ibid.. p. 235. 



foreign capital and revolutionaries. but also a reaction against the bolshevik intrusions on local 

and regional  soviet^.'^ In spite of his spirïted defense of party control over the soviets, for 

example. Trotsky appears to have recognized the dangers involved in the hypercentralization 

of power.j6 Opposition to the centraiization of power in the party was voiced by a number 

of different interests during the eighth. ninth and tenth party congresses. In spite of th is  

opposition. the centralization of power increased over tirne. By 1920. when Kamenev could 

perceptively daim that the Communist party was the govemment of Russia. there was linle 

doubt that the govemment was concentrated in ~oscow."  

This transfer of govemment and administration to the party was an attrmpt to resolve 

the enduring problems of center-local relations. and bypass the problern of organizing power 

in a manner which could forge a working relationship between the capital and local 

govemments. Such an organization would necessitate a real division of power. The 

bolsheviks. however. attempted to create a Hegelian concrete universal by stren,&ening the 

unity of state power. relying on the Communist Party, through which power could be more 

strictly, and more easily. controlled From the center. and with less ideological backtracking. 

To openly curb soviet power would be an open renunciation of their revolutionary platform. 

35 Sec. for esample. Orlando Figes. Peusanr Russicl pp. 330-33 1; Alesander Rabinowitch. "The Petrograd First City 
District Sovict during the Civil Ww." in Diane P. Koenker. William G. Rosenberg, and Ronald Grigor Suny. eds.. Party. 
Stafr, und Society in the Ricssian Civil War: Explorations in Social Hisro-, (Bloomington IN: Indiana University Press. 
1989). pp. 133-157. See also the related articles in the same book by Mary McAuley and Thomas Remington. 

I h See Richard B. Day. "Leon Trotsky on the Dialectics of Democntic Control," in Petcr Wiles. ed., The Soviet Economy 
on the Brink of Reform: Essays in Honorw of Alec Nove (Boston: Unwin Hyrnan. 1988). pp. 1-36. 

j7 Ninth Congrcss. 1920. citcd in Pietsch. p. 147. The tendency towards the partification of govemment continued 
unabated. By the I Ith Congress in 1922. Lenin expressed doubts as to extent of party substitution of state organs. At this 
Iast party congress he attended. Lenin belatedly notrd that the party machinery must be scparated from the machinery of 
soviet govemment. Sec. in panicular. "Political Report of the Centnl  Cornmittee," Collected CVorks vol XXXIII (Moscow: 
1966). pp. 263-309. 



Transfenng power to the party. on the other hand, allowed the facade of local control to 

continue under the guise of soviets, now controlled by local party organizations. 

The attempt to moderate center-local relations through the party, however, did not 

corne without a price. Indeed, the reluctance to demarcate and allocate power to local organs 

under societal control was a primary reason for the emergence of local elites. In short, the 

atternpt to overgovern from the center was again the cause for a form of undergovernment - 

the center's inability to effectively monitor the affairs of the locales. Local party organs now 

becarne the purveyors of local interests. and. in spite of the dominance of the center. the party 

itself became susceptible to manifestations of localism and the inevitable conflict between 

central and local interests. Local party organizations were staf5ed less by dedicated 

revolutionaries than by individuals fiom the local community. As such, these organizations 

were ofien led by local elites whose persona1 interests were often a higher priority. When 

such interests came into conflict with central directives. the conflict was not always easily 

resolved in the center's favour. Gill has noted this predicament: 

the centralization which occurred at each level often served to cut across party 
boundaries and, rather than strengthening the party as an institution, served to weaken 
it. What becarne important here were the concepts of 'localism' and 'familyness'. 
Throughout the period a constant source of cornplaint on the part of the central 
authorities was the localist attitude adopted by lower level party leaders. In essence, 
this consisted of a tendency to put local interests and considerations ahead of national 
priorities. In practice this meant a refusal to implement central decisions because they 
conflicted with the perceived needs of the local area or, perhaps more cornrnonly, the 
interests of the local elite. This is where 'localism' rnerged with 'familyness' or 
' groupism' .ja 

Rigby has also pointed out how, in these early years of the Soviet regime. the 
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Cornmunist Party was beholden to strong local cliques. These cliques were not only guilty of 

various bureaucratie pathologies such as nepotism. horizontal ties and collective 

backscratching. but provided fertile ground for the clientelism that emerged within the party 

and provided much of the justification for Stalin to strengthen further vertical control of the 

party apparatus.'' Peter Solomon has also conveyed the image of local cliques as 

impediments to state administration in the realm of criminal justice, stating that through the 

1920s and into the 1930s. these cliques "represented one of the primary obstacles to the 

development of an orderly and consistent administration of j~stice."'~ The autonomy of 

these cliques was not limited to the realm of justice. but extended to economic. social, and 

political realms as well. Thus, while the centralization of power was a dominant and 

consistent trend in the new Soviet state. there is no reason to believe that the trend was 

absolute. nor anywhere near complete. Indeed, while the centralization of state power was an 

ongoing process that stripped local soviets of any signifiant power. it also came to reflect the 

paradox of over and under government. manifest by the virtual autonomy (as opposed to the 

power) of local elites. Without local self-government, and given the restraints on Moscow's 

ability to effectively monitor local govemment, this autonomy proved to be fertile ground for 

corruption and administrative incornpetence. 

The Soviet regime thus emerged from the civil war as a state stnictured around the 

dominant power of the center, with weak, subservient appendages in the form of soviets in the 

locales. The regime came to rely upon the party to integrate the various levels of government 

-- - - -- - 

'' T.H. Rigbj, "Early Provincial Cliques and the Rise of Stalin." Soviet Srudies 33: 1 (January, 1981 ): 3-28. 

411 Pcter H.  Solomon Ir.. "Local Political fower and Soviet Criminal Justice, 1922-41," Soviet Studies 37:3 (July, 1985): 
305-329. 
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- something that was not always an easy task. This is not to Say. however. that local party 

organs were exceptionally poweh l  in their own right. The power of local cliques was less a 

consequence of actual local power than a result of the continuing problems of penetration 

from the center. especially in rural areas. To paraphrase Shils, local autonomy was a 

reflection of the unintegratedness into the order sought by the central government. In some 

cases. local party leaders led their own local fiefdoms. in which these leaders were able to 

ignore policy directives from the center that might run counter to their interests. M e n  

Moscow was determined to replace a local clique, it was able to do so eventually, but only 

after sustained effort and determination. In the absence of such. local cliques possessed a 

relative amount of autonomy to abuse their office and position, and came to resemble the 

kormlemhchiki of centuries past.4' 

Return to Autocracy 

Through much of the 1920s. problems of state penetration and of over and under 

government were either overshadowed by power struggles at the center or tolerated as part of 

the costs of the New Economic Policy. Merle Fainsod suggested that the Soviet countryside 

experienced little change during the first decade of Soviet power precisely because the state 

had little, if any presence outside urban areas." Afier Stalin's consolidation of power during 

the latter half of the 1920s. however, the real revolution began. As he succeeded to "smash" 

opposition to his leadership. he began to turn his attention to other concems, which included 

'' Sze Daniel R. Brower. "Thc Smolensk Scanda1 and the End of NEP,"  Siavic Review 45:4 (Winter. 1986); Graeme Gill. 
The Origins of the Stalinist Political System (Cambridge: Cambridge University Prcss. 1990). pp. 1 13- 135. 20 1-2 18. 

'' Mrrle Fainsod. Smo(rrisk Under Soviet Rule (Boston: Unwin Hyman. 1958.1989) p. 446. 
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building the socialist state. To do this. Stalin required not only the economic and social 

change that becarne part of his legacy, he aiso needed to eradicate the many manifestations of 

local autonomy which he now blamed for the failures of central policy. For Stalin. local 

autonomy was a challenge to the state. Rather then organize power in a manner which 

involve the representation of local and national interests, Stalin's response was an attempt to 

extend central power throughout the entire territory of Soviet Russia. This response paralleled 

earlier attempts in Russian history. most notably that of Ivan the Terrible. 

Agriculture and the first five-year plan provide a case in point. With shortages of 

consumer goods and cheap pnces for grain. the state experienced dificulties in the 

procurement of grain from the peasants. Stalin's solution was a shifi from market oriented 

mechanisms of procurement to coercion and confiscation. This shift was followed by the 

even more coercive 

there was but weak 

voluntaril y entered t 

policy of collectivization. But as the five-year plan gathered momenturn, 

local interest in collective farms: only 4% of peasant households had 

he kolldiozy. This led to the mobilization of the cornmunist party and the 

central government aimed towards the liquidation of the kulaks as a class. The horrors of 

collectivization and the resultant famine were part of the state's campaign to enforce central 

policy on a recalcitrant co~nt rys ide .~~  

At the seventeenth congress in 1934, the so-called congress of victors. Stalin admitted 

that up until then, the party had been consumed with its struggle against trotskyists, anti- 

leninists. right wind deviationists, and so on. But, as he noted, there were no more 

4 3 Moshe Lewin h a  argued that collectivization was critical in establishing the primacy of  central policy. and in forging 
state-society relations which prrsisted throughout the Soviet period. Ses his The Making of the Soviet System pp. 1 Ji- 177. 
Ser also Brower. "Smolensk Scandal." and the more detailcd work on collectivization in Lynne Viola The Best Sons ofthe 
Fatherland (Oxford: Ostord University Press, 1987). 
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ideological battles lefi. nothing lefi to prove. and "no one to fight"." He then pointed out 

that nine-tenths of the responsibility for failures and defects in party work now rested with the 

party itself. and he emphasized strongly that he now considered the success of the socialist 

revolution to be an organizational He continued his speech with criticisms of 

"big shots" and "windbags" in positions of local power in the party, and with the benefit of 

hindsight it appears he was beginning the justification for the purges that followed. 

Corruption and incornpetence arnong local party and govemment officials was perhaps 

more endemic than in the 1920s, and reflected again the paradox of over and 

undergovement: the party had taken the task of both performing and monitoring govemment 

functions. and as the center relied on cadres to 'decide everything'. the center effectively Iost 

its ability to govçrn much at all. And because local party organs had usurped rnost of the 

functions of local govemment. the center becarne wary of any conflict of interests. As Getty 

has noted. 

the chain of cornmand collapsed more than it functioned. The Communist Party, far 
from having penetrated every corner of Russian life. was more an undisciplined and 
disorganized force with liale influence outside the cities. Soviet Russia in the thirties 
resembled a backward, traditional society far more than it did the sophisticated order 
of t~talitarianism.~~ 

Getty's portrayal of local party organs was of offices staffed by young and uneducated party 

members. and a crying need for anyone with experience and ski11 in organizations. The result 

" J.V. Stalin. Coliecred CC;orh (Moscow: 1955) vol XIII. p. 354. 

45 fbid.. pp. 374-382. 

"' J .  Arch Getty. Origins of rhr Great Purges: The Soviet Cornmunisr Party Reconsidered. 1933-1938 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 1985) p. 27. Geny's work is a thorough. though controversial study. For another example of 
local corruption in the '30s sec Robcrta T. Manning, "Government in the Soviet Countryside in the Stalinist thirties: the case 
of Bely i Raion in 1937." The Car1 Beck Papers in Russian and East European Studies. Paper No. 30 1.  University of 
Pittsburgh. 1984. p.27. 
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was a reliance on drunks. embeders, petty thieves, and womanizers, who "fieely abused their 

positions."" As Ivan the Temble had attempted to undermine such corruption with local 

elections. Stalin too sndorsed the electoral principle among party of fi ci al^.^' Yet his 

endorsement was motivated not by any concem for improving the representation of local 

interests. but towards improving the calibre of party officiais at the local level and dius 

strengthening the reach of the party apparatus. 

In this sense. Stalin's terror was less an attempt to aggrandize power to himself than to 

restore and then extend the central power of the Russian state. The purges that followed. and 

the role of terror throughout the remainder of Stalin's reign reflected the degree to which he 

would go to further the reach of the state and also the degree to which he had to go to 

compensate for the limits of central power. Rather than an organization of power among 

different tiers. the Soviet state thus was built (or rebuilt) upon a foundation of extreme 

centralization. The very idea that local power might be independent of the center was 

inconceivable in the Stalinist political system. M i l e  the horrors of Stalinism were 

dramatically different from the tsarist period. this particular characteristic of local power 

paralleled the Russian p a ~ t . ' ~  Rather than recognize, and then tolerate the divergence of 

local interests, Stalin forcefully asserted their coincidence with the directives of the center. 

This was, in essence, a continuation of a pre-modem understanding of the arrangement of 

power. and Stalin actually came to rely on pre-modem relationships to enforce the dictates of 

47 Getty. p. 3 1 .  

" lbid.. pp. 14 1 - 149. 

'" ln this sensc. Robert Tuckrr's cornparison of Stalin to Ivan the Terrible is illuminating. See his Stalin in Power: The 
Revolittion /rom Above. 1928-1941 (New York: W.W. Norton. 1990). pp. 13-65. 
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In spite of the limited opportunities for local self-government that emerged during the 

srnufa of 19 17. local government was thus brought back under the tutelage of centrai power. 

The party becarne the primary agent for this tutelage. particularly after it had been whipped 

into conformity. By the end of the Staiin e r a  local government resembled but a weak 

tentacle of the central state apparatus. It was defined as such in very clear terms: 

As state power functions in the center. so it also functions in the locales. The 
realization of state power over ail state temtory demands the formation of local organs 
as branches and carriers of state power in the locales in accordance with the territorial 
demarcations of the state. The hisrory of the state shows wide diversity in the systems 
of organs of local statr power, from an extrerne degree of decentralized power to an 
extreme degree of centralization. However, in al1 exploitative States. independent of 
the f o m  of constmcted organs of local soviet power. the masses were always refused 
from active and deliberative participation in al1 links of administration. Bourgeois 
local self-government, progressive when compared to absolutism, never responded to 
the interests of workers and nowhere ensured authentic self-government of the people. 
Local self-governent in essence plays the role of consultative organs before effective 
fully authoritative agents of central govemment. appointed by the center, and 
subordinate only to the center." 

Conclusion 

Throughout the historical period from Ivan through Stalin, the restructuring of local 

g o v e m e n t  was a much needed attempt to rationalize and strengthen state authority 

throughout the temtory of Russia, to overcome the lack of penetration of central state power 

In his later ycars, Stalin hrtd a tendency to parcel out regional fiefdoms to his lieutenants. Charles Fairbanks has 
pointed out that within a particular tlcfdom a rnernber of the leadership was "responsible for alrnost everything in a given 
locality. administering it through a network of clients personally linked to him." Charles H. Fairbanks. Jr.. "National Cadres 
as a Force in the Soviet Systcrn: The Evidence of Beria's Career. 1949-53." in Jeremy Awael. ed.. Soviet ~Vationaliy Policies 
and Practices (New York: Praeger. t 978). p. 177. 

" I.P. Trainin and I.D. Levin. rds., Sovetskoegosudarsrvenn~epravo (Moscow: Ministrrstva Iustitsii SSSR 1948). p. 
415. 
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through to the Russian provinces and to various local governments. Western approaches to 

Russian government, ofien rooted in autocratic and totalitarïan models widely used in the 

study of Imperia1 Russian and Soviet politics. ignore this problem of undergovernrnent which 

persisted throughout Russian and Soviet administration. The reform of local govemment in 

Russia has been a recuring theme throughout Russian history precisely because Russia never 

has established a successful. workable relationship between local and central power. The 

center has thus required a large rneasure of arbitrary power over local governments precisely 

in order to compensate for the Iack of any rational vertical separation of power. 

Not only has Russia never experienced strong local government. it has never 

experienced an organization of power that moved beyond the hording of power in the center. 

Consequently, the shroud of centraiized power cloaked an administrative system that failed to 

penetrate the territory of the state. The continuing paradox of over and under government 

was thus the dominant legacy of Russian local government. 



PART TWO 

SOVIETS AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

Lucd soviets ore the highest organs of state p o w r  on their territory, 
the master of' the ci& or village. 

And the soviet shocild br a good zealous. master. 
Irs dzrîy is ro rhink and take cure of ail, 10 do everything so that 

the people might live. work and rest beiter. 

Leonid Brezhnev 



CHAPTER THREE: 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND THE URGE TO REFORM 

The system of local govemment that emerged fiom the excesses of Stdin was 

consonant with the many enduring features of Russian local govemment highlighted in 

preceding chapters. The western stereotype of the Soviet state in the 1950's resembled the 

concept of the leviathan: dl-knowing and all-powefil; the dominance of a central birro, 

complete with local organs which implemented central policy without question or significant 

variation.' Like al1 stereotypes, however, such a depiction confused the nature of the Soviet 

state as much as it explained it. Certainly. the center was unrivaied as the source of policy 

and personnel appointment. and it fùlly expected local organs to implement central directives. 

In this sense. Fainsod's classic work on Soviet power was particularly astute - soviet leaders 

had actively resisted any pluralization of authority.' Political power remained the domain of 

Moscow. Yet the weakness of this stereotype was the result of an assumption that because 

Moscow's power was unrivalled throughout the Soviet polity, its power necessarily penetrated 

the entire state. 

Moscow's power throughout the Soviet Union was Iess the result of any coherent 

system of state power than the absence of institutionalized power outside of its control. The 

' Ser. for example the scanty attention to local govemment in Frederick Barghoorn. Politics in the USSR (Boston: Little. 
Brown and Company. 1966). p. 246: or the portrayal by John Reshetar. Jr.. The Soviet Polip 2nd rd.. (New York: Harper 
and Row. 1978). pp. 320-223. 

Mcrlc: Fainsod. How Russia is Ruled revised edition (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press. 1963). pp. 349-350. 
386-39 1. 
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naturd assurnption that the center was inordinantly powerful was valid in a relative sense - 

compared with an acute lack of power in the locales, for exarnple - but in a quantitative sense, 

without the use of coercion. centrai power in local areas could be quite weak. This is one 

major reason why the totalitarian mode1 used in the West to study the USSR was mispiaced: 

Soviet Russia continued to confront the enduring paradox of over and undergovernment. This 

paradox was represented by weak penetration of central authority and the limited capacity of 

local governments. With destalinization and the cornmensurate decline in terror and coercion. 

the state. in terms of center-local relations, was eventually exposed as the proverbial giant 

with feet of clay. Its limited and gradually c m b l i n g  authority in the locales represented the 

weakness of the ostensibly omnipotent center. This lack of penetration of central power 

through the provinces. and the weakness of local govemment were cntical problems for 

Moscow throughout the remaining years of the Soviet regime. 

The obstacles to local government reform in the post Stalin period. as in the nineteenth 

century. reflect this paradox of over and under govemment. Ultimately, repeated efforts to 

establish effective institutions of local govemment failed because they were not, indeed could 

not. be endorsed by those institutions already endowed with power. The only interest the 

CPSU or various central ministries had in pursuing stronger local governments was as a 

means to extend or rationalize the existing organization of power. Any meaningful devolution 

of authority to local soviets would necessitate a redistribution of power which would 

jeopardize the existing system of unitary power. The general fear was that any such 

distribution would be an admission that disparate legitimate interests existed within the 

developed socialist state. 
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Under the Soviet regime, Russian society became educated, industrialized, and 

urbanized. Such change came complete with many modem demands. such as health care, 

roads. communications. housing, day care. heating. and sewers. Moscow, however, proved 

itself incapable of effectively dealing with al1 these matters. On one hand, it appealed 

continually to local govemments to play a stronger role in meeting such demands. but on the 

other. displayed an unwillingness to share the kind and amount of power necessary for local 

governments to fulfill such expectations. As such. the limited power and authority and lack 

of autonomy and capacity of local government was an obstacle to the emergence of a modem 

state in Soviet Russia. Without effective local government, Le.. without the requisite amount 

of power to resolve local issues, such demands could not be met.' 

This chapter is an examination of the various problems of local government in post 

Stalin Soviet Russia. and a survey of numerous attempts at reform. These attempts are 

significant to our discussion of local govemment for three reasons: first. because for many 

Russian citizens the period between 1955 and 1985 shaped the beliefs. expectations and 

behaviour that affects the manner in which local governments function in the post Soviet 

penod: second. because in terms of the types of problems and attempts at reform, there is a 

large degree of continuity throughout this period. wich then provides a proper foundation for 

the study of later reforms of the 1980s and 1990s discussed in subsequent chapters; and third. 

because the reform efforts of this penod illustrate the difficulties inherent in reforming 

Russian local govemment without a cornmensurate reorganization of power to include the 

' Brzezinski. in m exccptionally accurate prediction of Soviet degeneration, suggested in 1969 that the danger of Soviet 
systemic degeneration was prcmised on the absence of basic institutional development. See his "Thc Soviet Political System: 
Transformation or Degeneration?' in Zbigniew K. Brzezinski. Dilemmes of Change in Soviet Politics (New York: Columbus 
University Press. 1969) p.33. Perhaps nowhere was this prediction more applicable than in the realrn of locai government. 
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Iocal level. While contemporary studies of Russia still draw a distinction between the still 

recent Gorbachev era and those of his predecessors. distance and greater hindsight will 

recognize the many themes and approaches cornmon to these decades. A more detailed study 

of al1 the developments of local govemment du&g this period of time would exhaust both 

reader and writer. We discuss here the salient points. narnely the structures and Functions of 

Soviet local government. its weaknesses and problems. and the various attempts to reform and 

revitalize local govemrnent in post Stalin Soviet Russia. 

Structures and Functions 

Brfore we go on to discuss the v'arious problems confronted by local governments in 

post Stalin Russia. we need to construct an image of what local goverment was. both in 

theory and practice. We have already established that local governrnents were very limited in 

tems of how much power they wielded. and that in principle they were based on the 

legislative body known as the soviet. In practice. however. soviets were the least important 

institutions involved in local politics. In order to understand how local governrnents operated. 

and the relationships among various organizations and institutions, we need to identiS, the 

various actors involved in local affairs. 

According to both the 1936 and 1977 constitutions. soviets were the political 

foundation of the USSR, and local soviets fùnctioned as orgüns of çtate power in temtories 

(krai). provinces (oblasty). autonomous oblasts and obuga,  districts (raiony), cities, towns and 

villages and rural settlements. In theory. soviets were charged with the direction and 

supervision of al1 other state organs within their jurisdiction. As concerns local governrnent, 
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the differences between the two constitutions. aside fiom changes in nomenclature. were 

more of detail than substance. The Brezhnev constitution flushed out the fünctions of local 

soviets in more detail. suggesting that local soviets were accountable for the irnplementation 

of state policy and d l  locai affairs.' We will discuss the reasons for this greater detail below, 

but for now wish to point out that according to the Constitution, the actual structures of local 

governent  remained the same. Indeed, the local soviet as the theoretical foundation of locai 

government remained throughout the Soviet penod. 

The various structures of govemment at the local level are represented in illustration 

4.1 (The Local Soviet). By 1985, there were more than 52.000 soviets in the USSR, al1 but 

36 of them (1  Union. 15 republic and 20 autonomous republic Supreme Soviets) classified as 

local soviets. These councils were comprised of anywhere from a few dozen elected deputies 

at the village level to more than 250 at the oblast level.' In the Soviet Union, more than 2 

million citizens served as deputies to soviets at various levels. Elections to local soviets were 

held rvery two-and-a-half years. with universal suffrage but only single candidate 

constituencies. Western observers generally considered soviet elections as shams, mere 

a rlrticles 146 and 147 of the 1977 Constitution. for example. rnumerate in far greater detail than the earlier constitution 
the rote of local soviets. They wcre to "resolve al1 questions of local importance, keeping in mind general sta:e interests and 
the intcrests of the citizens living in the territory of the Soviet. implcmcnt the decisions of higher state organs. direct the 
activity of lower-levd Soviets of People's Deputies. and also participate in the discussion of questions of republic and all- 
union importance. and submit proposals concerning these questions ... Within their territory. local Soviets of People's Deputies 
direct state. economic. and socio-cultural organization: confirm plans of economic and social development and the local 
budget: csercise leadership over the (activitics of) state organs, enterprises, institutions, and organizations. subordinate to 
them; ... Within thc limits of their authority, local Soviets of People's Drputies cnsure integrated econornic and social 
development within their territo ry..." See the cornparison of the two constitutions. side by side, in F.J.M. Feldbrugge, ed.. 
The Constirutions o/rlie W R  and the Union Republics: rlrialysis, Texrs, Reporrs (Alphen aan den Rijn. The Netherlands: 
Sij thoff and Noordhoff. 1979). pp. 1 59- 16 1. 

The muimum number of dcputies allowed at the oblast/kni level in the RSFSR in 1987 was 500. the minimum, 150. 
See Jeffrey W. Hahn. Soviet Grassroots: Citizen Parricipatron in Local Soviet Government (Princcton NI: Princeton 
University Press. 1988). p.99. 
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exercises in propaganda for Soviet-style democracy and public mobili~ation.~ Be that as it 

ma';. Soviet citizens regularly trooped to the poils and almost unanimously "endorsed" their 

candidates selected by Party organizations. The soviet then met for a day or two quarterly, in 

the case of oblat  level soviets. or up to six times annually at lower levels. Because part-time 

deputies meeting for such infrequent and short periods of time could not adequately conduct 

the affairs of local governrnent. the bulk of responsibility for the soviet routinely fell to the 

executive cornmittee (ispolkom). 

Deputies to local soviets were usually drawn from al1 walks of life, and attempts were 

made by local party organs to nominate candidates along gender and occupational criteria. 

The higher the level of soviet. however. the Iess representative the deputy corps, reflected by 

increased percentages of: party members: those with higher education, and males.' Aside 

from their attendance at sessions of the soviet, deputies also formed standing committees. 

which paralleled the various departments of the ispolkom. and were designed to enable the 

soviet to monitor the work of its executive. At al1 levels. however. these committees were 

generally relegated to matters of little or no consequence. and were convened infrequently.' 

The ispolkomy of local soviets were the functional administrations of local 

govemrnent. The ispolkom was comprised of a chair, "elected" by the soviet. one or more 

deputy chairs. secretaries. and, at higher levels, nurnerous other members leading various 

St:e Mas Mote. Soviet Local und Republic Elecrions (Stanford. CA: Hoover Institution. 1965). Frederick Barghoorn 
stated ;hat applying the tenn "rlzction" to the Soviet Union did "violence to the word." Polirics in the USSR. p. 246. 

' On occupational. gender. and party affiliation of local deputies. see Hahn. Soviet Grassroots. pp. 99-103. 

' Hahn notes that standing committees of local soviets convened about four limes annually. on national average. Sce 
Ibid.. p. 241. For mort: on standing committees, see pp. 228-246: G.V. Barabashev and K.F. Sherernet. Sovetskoe 
srroirel Srvo(Moscow: 1965). p p .  190-2 16. 



cornrnittees and departments of the administration. Members of the ispolkom possessed a 

much higher degree of managerial experience. were ofien professional administraton, and 

predominantly party mernbrrs (up to 90% at the oblat  level). The ispolkom possessed the 

authot-ity to resolve al1 affairs under the corresponding soviet's jurisdiction. with the 

exceptions of the formation of soviet organs. official approval of local economic plans and 

budgets. and ratification of some personnel changes. The ispolkom, however, drafted the 

local budget. controlled the agenda for sessions of the soviet. oversaw the work of local 

enterprises and of the executive committees of subordinate soviets. Executive committees not 

only rnonitored lower level executive cornrnittees. but were themselves accountable to the 

executive comrnittee of the soviet one tier aboveW9 This was the principle of duol 

sttbordinotion - ispolkomy answered to both the corresponding soviet (horizontal) and their 

superior executive committee (~er t icai) . '~  This dual subordination was critical to the 

"linkage". which ensured a unitary system of soviet power. 

Such were die institutions of Soviet local govemment. On paper, soviets appeared as 

rather democratic structures with the authority and power to resolve local issues. In practice, 

On local exscutivc comrnittces. see Barabashev and Sherernçt. Soverskoe srrottel 'srno. pp. 232-247; I.A. Azovkin, 
Oblasrnoi fkraevoi) sover depccrarov rr~rdiashchikhria:prmo-e voprosy organizatsii i deiurel'nosri(~Moscow: 1962). pp. 195- 
2 10; and idcrn. Mesrnye sovery v sisrrme orgmov vlasri (Moscow: 197 1 ). pp. 125- 148. In engtish. see Hahn. Sovier 
Grussroors pp. 1 14- 126; Everett M. Jacobs, "The Organizational Frarnework of Soviet Local Government." in idem. ed., 
Sovirr Local Polifics and Governmenr (London: Unwin. 1983). pp. l 1-14. There seems to have been some academic debate 
in Soviet Russia c~nccrning the autonomy of thc exccutive committee from its corresponding soviet. in theory, of course. the 
rxccutive committee rernained accountabfe to the soviet. In practicc. however. the executive committee dominated the local 
soviet to the extsnt that the soviet most often functioned as a rubberstamp for the çxecutivc committee's decisions. On 
whether or not the sxecutivc committee was an independent organ of local government, connected to vertical Line of state 
administration versus the more palatablc (to Soviet state theory) perception of the executive as mere irnplerncnter of soviet 
authority. see the collection of articles edited by I.F. Butiio. Ispolnirel 'nyikornitet mesrnogo sovera narodnykh deptrtarov 
(Kiev: 1980) and thc review of the book by V.A. Perttsik. in Soverskoegosudarsrvo i pravo No.2, 1983. 

l o On dual subordination. see the series of articles in Sovetskoe gosudarstvo i pravo No. 1 ( 1968). pp. 48-49; No2 ( 1968). 
pp. 65-71: No.5 (1973). pp. 32-33. 
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however. local soviets were dominated by their executives, and possessed little power at dl ,  

even over their own affairs. The executive. for exarnple. determined the agenda for the 

soviet. and in many cases various public proposals and appeals from the soviet became stuck 

in the offices of the executive cornmittee. During a session of one local soviet. some 30% of 

proposals were neglected. and 50% were çiven only cursory treatment. carried over to the 

next session when they were no longer applicable." Yet while the ispolkom dominated the 

soviet. it in tum was dominated by other institutions. The political power that did exist at the 

local level generally could be found in either of the local branch organs of the Cornmunist 

Party or of central ministnes (see illustration 4.2: Institutions of Local ~dministration)." 

The Party. Party control of the soviets and executive committees was a given in Soviet 

society. Each local pxty organ was grantrd the authority necessary for effective party 

leadership through party statutes. These rights included "the selection, placement. and training 

of the leading cadres of the (corresponding) soviet apparatus," and the authority "to direct and 

coordinate al1 soviet, trade union. komsomol. and economic organizations. and guarantee the 

'' In prrhaps the best book on local politics of post Stalin Soviet Union. for example. J e q  Hough used the rnodel of the 
French prefect to suggest that ob last party secretaries were the functional political comm issws for their respective regions. 
and provincial coordinators "of the growing services of central ministries." Jerry F. Hough. The Soviet Preferrs: The Local 
Par- Organs in Industrial Decision-Making (Cam bridge. MA: Harvard Uni vers iiy Press, 1969). p.5. W hile 1 agree wi th 
Hough's characterization. my point here is quite different: that pany organs and industrial enterprises had assumed many of 
the functions of local govemment bccause soviets did not have enough power to do so. and because Moscow was bener 
connected to its local party organs and branch entcrprises than it was to local soviets. Hough suggested that the party did not 
nrcessarily have to assume the role of prefect. and that such a role rnight have been played by various tocal executive 
cornmitters. but such would have "entailcd a governrnental rrstructuring that would have complicated the organizational 
chart" (p.5). More to the point. in spitc of dual subordination. executive committees could not ensure central control over 
local govcrnrnents as tvcll as local pmy organs. 
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realization of Communist Party and Soviet govemment policies."" Indeed, Soviet 

conventional wisdom stated that "the enhancement of the guiding role of the Party in the 

soviets is indissolubly associated with elevating the role of soviets themselves as agencies of 

state power".14 Party control of state organs was even made explicit in article 6 of the 1977 

Soviet Constitution. until it was amended in 1990. Throughout the post-Stalin era. the 

Communist Party was the primary agent through which central control was exercised over 

local soviets - the tendons and ligaments which c o ~ e c t e d  the "tentacles" to the center. 

Party control was carried out in a variety of ways. The majority of people's deputies 

in any given soviet pnor to the reforms of the late 1980's owed allegiance to the CPSU 

(either as members. candidate members or Kornsornol). The higher the level of the soviet. the 

greater this preponderance wodd be (generally between 60 and 80%). Party approval was the 

determining factor in the nomination and election of any deputy. Communists also dominated 

the executive committees of local govemment. most often about 90% of the ispolkom were 

affiliated with the CPSU. In addition. personnel moved rather freely between executive 

committees and the corresponding Party committees. The result, as one raion soviet ispolkom 

chairman stated. Party and ispolkom workers knew both Party and soviet work, and they 

"very quickly found a common lang~age." '~ A M e r  method of Party control was 

established by the many organizational links between Party and ispolkom. The departments of 

1 3  Barabashev and Sheremet. Sovetskor Stroifel 'srvo, p. 72. 

'' C.V.  Barabashcv and K.F. Shrrcmet. "KPSS i Sovety," Sovetskoe gosudarsmo i p r a o  No. 1 1 ( 1967) p. 42. For 
glowing rtccounts of party leadership o f  local soviets through the Stalin and post-Stalin periods, sec A.[. Lepeshkin. Mrstnye 
orgaqv vlasri sovetskogogosudarshto (Moscow: 1959). pp. 75-137: and idem. Sovety: vlast ' naroda. 1936- 1976 (Moscow: 
1967). 

15  M. Lrvitskii and la. Kucheriavyi. "Paniinii Kornitrt i Sovet Narodnikh Deputatov." Partiiniia Zhizn' No.? 1989. pp.18- 
23. 



a local Party secretariat corresponded to the various departments in the ispolkom. allowing the 

Party to observe and supervise the day to day work of the soviets and "provide concrete 

assistance and flexible organizational work to eliminate existing shortc~mings."'~ 

One consequence of this Party tutelage was the problem of podmena (substitution). In 

an effort to offset the red tape and formalism of executive organs. Party cornmittees often 

simply assumed the functions of soviet bodies. More than hdf  of the questions and proposais 

examined by the Moscow city party cornmittee in 1985. for example. were within the purview 

of the city soviet." Carried to its natural conclusion. p m y  guidance became. in effect. 

direct control. nulli fying the ability of soviets to respond to their electorate and neutering their 

political significance. Podmena. it shouid be noted. was not only considered a hindrance to 

soviet authority. but also a problem for the Party organization as we11.I8 While party 

leadership of the soviets was viewed as a requirement for effective local administration, 

finding the right mix of party supervision and soviet authonty proved as elusive as the quest 

for the holy grail. Carried to its natural conclusion. party 'guidance' becarne. in effect. direct 

control. nullifying the ability of soviets to respond to their electorate. and neutering any 

I h  Barabashrv and Sherernet, "KPSS i Sovety". p.38. Set. also the description of the raikom first secretary's 
responsi bilities ovcr constmction. provided by Levitskii in Levitskii and Kucheriavyi. p. 19. Slightly more reveal ing of  the 
relationship between the CPSU and local soviets arc the Communist Party rutes. which describe how Party organs and Party 
members within the soviets atternpt to "guide" the work: "Party orgons ... in local soviets ... exercise supervision over the 
work of the apparatus in the irnplemcntation of directives of pany and government ... Thcy must actively promote the 
perfection of the work of the apparatus. the selection. placement and education of their employees. increase their 
rcsponsibility for the work entrusted to them. ... take measures for improving state discipline. lead a decisive struggle vs. 
bureaucmtisrn and rcd tape. [and] promptly inform Party organs about shortcomings in the work of institutions." See Gracrne 
Gill. Tite Rtrlrs of the CPSL' (London: Macmillan. 1988) article 59 pp. 247-248. 

17 L.P. Muromtseva "XXVII S'ezd KPSS i Voprosy Partiinogo Rukovodstva Sovetami." C,'esrnik ,Lfoskovskogo 
Universireta.- seriia 1 'Il - isroriio No.3. 1988. pp. 3- 17. 

ln Among other things, podmena undcmined public confidcncc. forced the Party to deat with many rnundane maners, and 
distracted Party cadres from ideological training and mobilization tasks. Sçe G. Kh. Shiikhnazarov. Socialisr Democracy: 
.-lspects of Theory (bloscow: Progrcss Books. 1974) pp. 67-69. 



possible political significance. Since Party secretaries were, for the most part held responsible 

for local af'fairs. it was not illogical for these secretaries to simply usurp the duties of soviet 

cornmittees. And since real power ultimately lay with Party organizations. it was a natural 

consequence for citizens to direct their requests and demands not to their local deputies, but to 

Party officiais. Degtiarev noted: 

We have become so greatly accustomed to such a gradually established understanding 
of the role of the Party authorities in society, that today we can poorly imagine any 
other foms  of interaction. Where does an economic manager who needs an industrial 
area go. to the sectorial department or the obkom? The experienced one goes 
imrnediately to the obkom, knowing that the ispolkom would at any rate have to obtain 
the obkom's approval. The functions of Party and soviet authorities have become so 
intenvined ... That is why no one wonders at cases of releasing a raikom secretary for 
the poor organization of trade in vegetables or for poor preparations for heaiing 
supplies in winter. l9 

The results of podmena. as the Soviet scholar Shakhnazarov described, were hardly 

beneticial: 

When the party begins to take upon itself tasks that require governent attention, a 
double loss ensues: first, the great power embodied in the system of popular 
representation is not fully tapped: and second. the working people develop a rather 
skeptical attitude to the representative institutions and begin to doubt their 
effectiveness." 

Both of these effects were prevalent in Soviet Russia, particularly by the 1980's. An account 

in iMoscoiv News told of a deputy from a village soviet who resigned her position because, in 

her own words. it was "a waste of time, rnergy and nerves."" The Kursk Oblast first 

1'1 Degtiarev. "Pcrvoosnova Paniinoi Zhizni," p. 1 1. 

'" Shakhnazarov. p.  67. The author later workrd with Andropov, Chernenko. and Gorbachev as political advisor. See aIso 
Ronald J .  Hill. "Party-State Relations and Soviet Political Developrnent." British Journal o/PoliricalScience 10:2 (1980). pp. 
149-165: and Bohdan Hmsymiw. "Party Leadership of the Local Soviets." in Everett M. Jacobs ed.. Soviet Local Politics 
ctnd Gorernmenr (London: George Allen and Unwin. 1983). pp. 97- 1 12. 

'' .\loscorv Nervs No. 28 ( 10 July) 1988, p. 12. 
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secretary complained in Prai~da that the people's deputies kept interrupting his work. coming 

to him for advice. permission. and to find out the "Party line."" 

The Ministrirs. Local soviets were not only limited by local party organs in fùlfilling their 

function as the foundation for local government. In many instances. even party cornmittees 

themselves played second fiddle to large industriai enterprises that could dominate a local 

economy and that answered directly to republic. or even union minisrries." Bill Taubman 

was one of the first Western scholars to point out the amount of control such enterprises 

exercised over particular local j urisdictions. The exampie of Magnitogorsk in the 1 960's was 

particularly revealing. Built during Stalin's industrialization campaign of the early 1930's. 

Magnitogorsk was dominated by one enormous metallurgical combine, which owned the vast 

majority of state housing, and operated most municipal services. The city soviet, in 

cornparison. owned less than 2% of ail local housing. When, for example. industria 

production required extra power. the factories simply would cut public power to the 

1 

rest of 

the city. which led young girls to sing a rather curious skipping Song, which roughly 

translated meant "On Lugavaia Street, the lights are out. so the chairman of the city soviet 

hopes for the light of the moon." Such powerful factories generally ignored the interests and 

demands of local soviets. and violated local regulations with impunity. In Taubmann's 

:' Pravda 5 Octobsr 1988. 

" In the post-Stalin period. local soviets ostensibly had the right to monitor enterprises over such issues as sanitation. 
housing constmction. and the provision of cultural and domestic services. but no authority to penalize enterprises for non 
complimcc in such matters. They could only appeal CO superior organs for assistmce. See A.V. Luzhin. "Vzaimootnosheniia 
mcstnykh sovetov s sovnarkhozami i prcdpriiatiiami soiuzno-respublikanskogo podchincniia." Sovetskoegosudarstvo i prcrvo 
No.4 1959. pp. 43-54. Ukrainian Second Secretary N. Podgorny noted that Iocal soviets viewed enterprises under all-union 
control as "extra-territorial principalities." Kommunist No. 16 1955. p. 50. My thanks to Bill Tornpson for bringing this article 
to my attention. 
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account. the chair of the city soviet appealed to the Union Ministry of Municipal Services, 

asking why the ministry refused to help the city. Ministry officiais replied. matter of factly. 

that there was no such city as Magnitogorsk. The area was the property of the metailurgicai 

combine. previously subordinate to the Ministry of Ferrous Metds. and (at that time) under 

the Chelyabinsk Economic Council (Sovnarkhoz). Years later, after the sovnarkhoz reforms 

had ended and the ministry had been reconstituted. Magnitogorsk remained a Company town. 

The only noteworthy improvement was that the city soviet had received from the factories 

nominal control over retail stores and the public baths." 

Magnitogorsk may have been an extreme case, but the problems of ministerial control 

over large enterprises. and the problematic relationships between these enterprises and local 

soviets were endemic throughout Russia. In many instances, large factories performed many 

of the functions supposedly under the perview of local soviets, from housing to day care and 

retail shops. As a result. there was an incredibly low level of urban planning and low quality 

of local infrastructure: roads. transit. housing. power. waterworks, were al1 underdeveloped. 

Without the resources required to construct such. soviets were forced to rely upon local 

enterprises, which sometimes looked after its own workers, but generally entertained no 

interest in community development. Relationships between enterprises under rninisterial 

control and local soviets were either dysfunctional or heavily dominated by the enterprise in 

'' On Magnitogorsk. ser William Taubman. Governing Soviet Cities: Bureaucrutic Politics and Urban Developrnent in the 
USSR (New York: Prrieger. 1973) pp. 56-59. Izvesriia 20 October. t 960. and Stcphen Kotkin. Steelto~vn. LITSR: Soviet Society 
in ~ h e  Gorbuchev Era (Berkeley CA:  University of California Press. 1991). 



question? Stuck between territorial divisions of government and administration. and the 

sectoral approach to economic production. the latter approach dorninated the realms of 

investment and control over reso~rces.'~ Problems of industrial enterprises under rninisterial 

control rernained throughout the entire Soviet experience." 

So in spite of the theoretical premise that soviets were the foundation of the Soviet 

political system. local soviets performed largely symbolic roles in local government. They 

were weak. without the power to hlfill their responsibility of resolving al1 local issues. and 

quite far removed from the locus of decision-making. Power was exercised through 

organizations and institutions theoretically outside the bounds of the state apparatus and 

beholden to Moscow - a predicament which only exacerbated growing problems of social 

development. political legitimacy, and administrative control. 

Some Western scholars of the late 1970's and 1980's questioned the prevailing 

steroeotype of local soviets as rubberstamps, suggesting that local governments and soviets 

performed essential functions, and possessed enough autonomy and power to manoeuvre and 

alter central policy to conform better with local inter est^.'^ In as much as these scholars 

" On ministries and local sovicts. see M N .  Tarrisenko. "Vzaimodeistvic mestnykh Sovetov i ministerstv." Soverskoe 
gosudarsrvo i prmo No.8 ( 1980). pp. 74-82: Cameron Ross. Local Government in [Ire Soviet Union: Problerns of 
Implemc.nto~ionund Conrrol (London: Croom Helm. 1987): and Stephen Whitefield. Indusrriof Porveer and [lie Sovier Srare 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1993). cspecially pp. 162- 167. 

'" Donna Bahn has pointed out that from 203 steps in compiling a ministry's plan. the rrgional dimension w u  
introduced only rtt step 179. after key decisions had been made. and rven then were non-obligatory for the ministry. Ouiside 
.\.loscow: Pow'er. Polirics. and Bitdgetuw Policy in rhe Soviet Republics {New York: Columbia University Press. 1987). p.35. 

'' Tarasenko. "Sovrtov i ministrrstv:" and MT. Baimakhanov. M.A. Bindir and N.I. Akuev. Oblusinyesovepr 
promyshlenn-vc predpriiatiia ~sitrsroia,rhchegopodcliineniia (Alma Ata: 1982). 

'' Taubmann; Hahn. Soviet Grassroofs; Carol W .  Lewis. "Economic Functiox of Local Soviets." in Jacobs. Local 
PoliriCs. pp. 48-66; Theodore H. Fricgut, Polirical Participarion in rhe USSR (Princeton: Princeton University Press); idem, 
"The Soviet Citizen's Perception of Local Governrnent" in Jacobs, Local Poliries. pp. 113-130: al1 posit varying degrees of 
local control over the irnplementation of central policy. Cameron Ross, Local Governmenr in the Soviet Union, critiques this 
position. pointing out that the problems of implementation and control had less to do with IocaL power and interests. and 
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were working against the stereotypes of Soviet local govemment enforced by the totalitarian 

approach to Soviet politics. then these authors were not entirely incorrect. For while there 

remained little question of the center's ultimate dominance in terms of policy development 

and personnel selection. Moscow's capacity to penetrate Soviet territory remained Iimited. 

Moscow relied less on Iocal soviets than on institutions more beholden to direct central 

control. which may have offered local soviets limited roorn to maneouver. But this limited 

room should be perceived more as the consequence of Moscow's limited reach than the result 

of local soviet power. Local soviets were effectively powerless, and fùnctioned more to 

endorse decisions made elsewhere than to exercise any meaningful measure of autonomous 

power. As kvestiia somewhat facetiously. yet not inaccurately reported. the verbatim record 

of any session of any soviet could be surnmed up as "Al1 those in favor? Please lower your 

hands. Opposed? None. Abstentions? None. Adopted unanimous~~."'~ 

Let us look at local control over the local budget as an exarnple of strict limits to local 

power and autonomy. M i l e  local governments worked with lirnited resources throughout 

Russian history. the early Soviet penod witnessed a marked decline in their already limited 

share of governrnent expenditures. Under Stalin's industrialization of the late 1920s and 

1930s. for esample, local expenditures shrunk dramatically as a share of total governrnent 

expenditures. from 3 1 % in 1 928 to 1 8% in 1 93 3. Al though local soviets theoreticaily retained 

responsibility over local educaùon, health, infrastructure and local economic development, the 

center appropriated more and more revenue to itself. leaving local govements  with a 

more to do with burcaucratic problems of processing information. Ross' positions is more consistent with the gencral theme 
concerning the paradox of over and undcr govemment. 
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declining share of revenue except that transferred by the state.jO 

Davies has pointed out two developments which strengthened central control over local 

budgets. The first involved the actuai process. through which al1 local budgets were drafted 

by local esecutive cornmittees only after they had received general guidelines from above. 

Budgets were then subrnitted to superior ispolkomy, al1 the way up the vertical ladder. until 

the ail-union budget was approved at the center. Afier approval at the center. the budget then 

came back down the ladder. w m g  by wrung. to the various locales, to be approved at each 

level by the corresponding soviet." In this manner. the unitary system of soviets was linked 

together further by a unitary budget: the process ensured that local govemments were but 

appendages of the regions. which were but large appendages of the center. 

The second method of control was the central authority to determine rates and noms 

for most local revenues. This left little, if any. local control over the local revenue base. 

Local organs may have received monies from particular taxes directly into their own accounts. 

but had no control over the tax rates, which were estabiished by the Ministry of Finance in 

Moscow. Limited power over budgets, in the words of Donna Bahry. lefi local governrnents 

with "the obligation but not die power to integrate plans for local development." The result 

was an inability to fùlly coordinate or control where and how the local economy could grow. 

On average. she continued. local budgets represented even in the mid 1980s only about 5% of 

3 0  By 1939. for esample. 70% of al1 local revenue w,as derivcd from state taues. R.W. Davies. pp. 297-3 13. Figures 
frorn pp. 300 and 3 12. 

" Although their share of  revenues fluctuated widely over the next three decades. local budgets remained under tight 
central control. In addition to Davics. see M.I. Piskotin. Sovetskoe gosirdarstvo i pravo No. l ( 1969): WilIiam Taubmann. 
Governing Soviet Ciries. appendis B:  "The Budget-Plan Drafting Proccss." pp. 1 18- 1 19; Carneron Ross. Local Government, 
pp. 90-109: Carol W. Lewis. "The Economic Functions of Local Soviets." in lacobs. Local Poliricsand Government. pp. 48- 
66. 
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the funds spent in a particular locality for industrial development, and about 10% for 

agncultural devrlopment." While local governments yet controlled the lion's share of 

expenditures for many social services and road construction. they remained functionally 

impoverished by such strict Iimits to revenue. There was no opportunity, for example, for 

local govemments to issue local bonds. or engage in creative forms of increasing revenue. 

Indeeed. local fiscal autonomy flew in the face of a perceived need to control government 

financing from above. 

In summary. in spite of any constitutional premise, local soviets remained powerless 

organs. In terms of their organizational structure. appointment of personnel. and control over 

their own budget. local "govemance" was conducted through other institutions. Such methods 

Ieft a myriad of administrative problems directly comecred to the paradox of over and under 

governrnent. One such problem was the continuing weakness of the center in terms of state 

penetration. This "weakness" of the center, to reiterate, was not a consequence of local 

power. but of the exact opposite - a consequence of the absence of power among local 

governrnents." Other consequences were the poor development of local infrastructure and 

social services: an overloaded party apparatus. which could not manage the administrative 

burden; corruption in administration and production, at least partially the consequence of poor 

monitoring; and a growing crisis of socio-political legitirnacy, which sternmed from the fact 

that citizens had poor opportunity for input in the political process. 

3 2  Donna Bahry. Ou~slde ,tloscow. pp. 134-135. The shrtre of local sxpenditures as a share of  government expenditures 
did fluctuate through 1955-85. particularly with later attempts to overcomr the problems of overgovernrnent. But local 
control over expenditures was consistently minimal. 

'' Don Nelson has noted this paradox. stating that "achieving thc goals of the central government requires a degree of 
local autonomy." Sec his "Dilemmas of  Local Politics in Cornmunist States." Journal of Politics 41: 1 (Fcbruary. 1979). pp. 
23-54. 
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Attempts at Reform 

Trying to resolve such problems of Russian local govemment was an inordinantiy 

complicated task. The nurnerous and varied efforts to reforrn local governent  in the three 

decades afier Stalin indicate just how complicated the process was. Both academics and 

govemment officiais devoted much attention to the task. By 1957, there were Frank 

discussions in academic circles concerning the shortcomings of local government and its 

widely acknowledged moribund condition.'" These discussions were the opening saivos for 

three subsequent decades of local govemment reform. The many and varied reform proposais 

and resolutions c m  be classified into three main approaches. The first of these was aimed at 

restnicturing center-local relations. with a cornmensurate boost to local decision-making, 

particuiarly in the realm of economic production (decentralization). The second approach 

focused on reforming party-soviet relations to liberate the latter from the overbearing tutelage 

of the former. The third approach was a reform effort to boost the authority of the soviet 

itself vis a vis its executive comrnittee. Here we examine in more detail the nature of these 

approaches in the three decades preceding ~orbachev. '~ 

Decentralization. In post Stalin Russia. as in Russia of the mid 19th century, the merits of 

central power were being clouded over by the many negative consequences of 

'' Hahn identifies 1957 as the tuniing point in local government. when the Soviet Union commenced concertcd efforts 
towards rcform. See his "Evolution of Local Soviets" in Pcter J. Potichnyi. ed.. The Soviet Union: Pary and Sociery 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1988). pp. 142- 158. At the 20th Party Congress. wherc Khrushchev launched 
deStrilinization. the party officiafly recognized the need to rrvitalize the soviets. "in order to raise decisively their role in 
cconornic and cultural development. in satisQing the everyday nceds and requirements of the population. and in the cause of 
the communist training of the workers." 

3s On the motivations for local reform. see David T. Catteil. "Local Governrnent and the Sovnarkhoz in the USSR 1957- 
1962." Sovier Stttdies 15:4 (April I964), pp. 430-442; Ronald J. Hill. "The Developrnent of Soviet Local Government since 
Stalin's Dcath." in Jacobs. Sovier Local Politics. pp. 19-33: and Jeffrcy W. Hahn. "The Evolution of the Local Soviets." 



overcentralization. Decentralization, however. is a rather ambiguous concept. As Weissman 

noted in his study of nineteenth century refoms of local govemment. it can be understood as 

deconcentration (the transfer of authority from superior to subordinate administrative offices). 

or devolution (the tramfer of administrative responsibility from the state bureaucracy to 

nonbureaucratic outside agencies, such as autonomous organs of s e l f - g o v e r n m e n t ) . ' ~ l e  

the administrative difficulties of central planning and the low quality of social and economic 

development in local communities led Moscow to recognize the need to transfer some 

decision-making responsibility to local organs. the issue of central control and the monopoly 

on power limited the numbrr of alternatives to local reform. Thus. during subsequent 

decades. the idea of a qualified decentralization in economic and state administration animated 

various reform ideas - Moscow entertained little interest in decentralization in the sense of 

actual devolution of power. and instead promoted the deconcentration of decision-making 

away from Moscow. thus maintaining its ability to supervise and control. The unity of central 

power. in other words. rernained inviolate. The many unsuccessful reforms of post Stalin 

Russia retlected this rather half-hearted approach towards decentralization. 

The best example of the problems inherent in Soviet attempts at decentralization can 

be found in the case of the sovnarkhoz refoms of the Khrushchev era. These refoms were 

partly a political campaign against the power of central rninistries, but also a shift towards the 

deconcentration of administration, hoping to move administration closer to productive forces. 

The deconcentration of authority thus was not directed against centralism per se. but, was 

intended to make central power more effective by enabling local officiais to take local 

3 h Wcissman. Reforrn in Tsarist Russia. p.34; sec also B.C. Smith, DecenrralCation: The Territorial Dimension of fhe 
State (London: George Allen and Unwin. 1985). 
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conditions into account in implementifig central policirs in pursuit of centrally-defined 

goals." The reforms transfered authority over industrial enterprises from central ministries 

to the hands of the only other institutions with power at the oblast level - the party 

cominittee~.'~ But while the party was an organization beholden to central guidance. the 

consequences of the sovnarkhoz refoms made this "vanguard" organization more susceptible 

to the problems of Russia's center-local dynarnic. In this manner, reforms increasingly 

exposed the party to the problems of center-periphery relations rather than resolve conflict 

between central and local interests. In trying to ignore the inevitability of conflict between 

universal and particular interests. Khshchev  actually weakened his best agent of central 

power. Regional party secretaries increasingly responded to local needs and ignored many of 

the central directives and orders emanating from Moscow. Khnishchev had counted on the 

national interest being defended by local party secretaries. But local secretaries were 

ultimately judged according to economic production in their respective locales. 

Nove cites one minor exarnple that symbolized this localist tendency. In Omsk, oblast 

party secretaries forbade soviet officials from obeying an order from Moscow to send trucks 

to assist transportation in a neighboring oblast. This exarnple was cited in a party journal as 

an example of mestnichestvo (localism) - yet no atternpt was made to ascertain whether or not 

the tnicks were actually needed in Omsk. or whether the local party officials were justified in 

resisting central directives. Any such localist tendencies were routinely ruled as trespass. 

~Mesrnichestvo (localism) was characterized as a troublesorne pathology of administration, 

37 My thanks to Bi11 Tompson for his discussions on this matter. 

'' Scr Alec Nove. "The Soviet Industrial Rrorganization." in Abraham Brumbrrg, rd.. Russia Under Khrushchev: An 
.-lnthology fiom Probferns of Communism (New York: Praeger. 1962). pp. 189-204. 
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rather than a Iegitimate expression of local interests. This was particularly m e  during the 

sovnarkhoz reforms. While the sovnarkhoz reforms were a step tolvards addressing regional 

problems in economic production, the main duva of the reforms remained a matter of 

"reorganizing central Attention was given to the fact that some 3.400 

enterprises were transfered from ministerial control to local soviets. and that the resurgence of 

soviet authority would help resolve many of the administrative problems restraining economic 

g r o ~ t h . " ~  Yet claims that the reforms would lrad to the empowerment of local soviets were 

never realized. Cattell suggested that the sovnarkhoz reforms actually deprived local soviets 

of any further hope of assurning a significant role in local affairs. When Moscow tried to 

recover from the chaos caused by the sovnarkhoz refoms. central power was justified even 

more than before the refoms were instituted.'" 

Decentralkation thus ran up against the demands for central control. And Soviet 

leaders were unwilling to break beyond the notion that central power was required for the 

welfare of the state. Any manifestation of local authot-ity in conflict with Moscow was 

considered trespass. manifest in the practice of condernning any local advocacy against all- 

union (or "general") interests. Mestnichestvo remained a censure that was used throughout the 

1960's and 70's against alleged "gross violations of state di~cipl ine" .~~ Cattell's surnmary of 

l u  Ibid.. pp. 198- 1 99. 204. 

JO Sce the rditorial "Novyi etap v razvitii i deiatel'nosti sovetov deputatov tmdiashchikhcia." in Sovetskoegosudarsrvo i 
pruvo No. 3 (1959). pp. 3 - 1 2  Statistic on p.6. The enterprises transfered to local control were. not surprisingly. 
unprofitable. 

4 I David Cattell. "Local Government and the Sovnarkhoz." 

On mestnichestvo. sec M. Katsuk and N. Onipko. "Bor'ba s mestnichestvom," Sorsialisricheskaia zakonnosr ' No. I 1 
(November. 1960). pp. 47-50. 



the sovn;ukhoz reforms and the inevitable conflict between local and central interests was 

equally true of subsequent efforts through the next three decades: 

Localism. rivalry. and poor methods of planning were blamed for the (1957 reform) 
failure. but in fact these were only symptorns. The real cause was the refusa1 of the 
leadership to face up to the fundamental premises of a decentralized economy. The 
crucial questions which needed to be answered were 1) how to reconcile and delimit 
centralized planning with local initiative. and 2) how to change the incentive system to 
achieve the desired type of local initiative. The first question presents a troublesome 
dilemma. While local initiative and self-government is often an end in itself in a 
plural society, in a planned society with comprehensive and uniform goals such as the 
USSR. it is not clear how local goverment c m  be anything more than an instrument 
of the central planning a~thorities."~ 

SimiIar obstacIes to decentralization surfaced throughout the Brezhnev era. The 

Kosygin reforms. for example, while theoretically more sound, were poorly implemented and 

obstructed by the interests of the Comrnunist Party and central ministries. Local experiments 

in the latter years of the Brezhnev era. which increased the ability of local soviets to 

coordinate economic production. were also shelved. Although some of these experiments. 

such as those in Poti. were highly successful. central concem for the -dark shadow' of 

mestnichestvo curbed any support frorn the center for fùrther strengthening local ~ o w e r . ~  

Instead. weak attempts at deconcentration were the preferred approach to resolving the 

maladies of centrakation. These attempts accomplished little because at their foundation they 

endorsed an organization of power antithetical to local govemment. 

Party Reform. One of the prirnary tasks of the Comrnunist Party was to monitor the affairs 

of local soviets. As noted above, however, local party organs usurped the responsibilities of 

'" Darrel Stider. "More Power to the Soviets? Reform and Local Government in the Soviet Union," BritishJournai of 
Polirical Science I6:4 ( 1986) pp. 495-5 1 1. 



local soviets and became the de facto organs of local administration. In the post Stalin e r a  

there were repeated attempts to reform this relationship. In January, 1957. for exarnple, the 

Cornrnunist Party passed a resolution devoted to improving the work of the soviets. An 

arnbitious document. the reform highlighted. in rather strong language for Soviet system. the 

various shortcomings of local soviets. 

The rnost important questions in the practical work of the soviets are rarely brought 
before sessions for consideration. Many executive committees, heads of administrative 
departments, and directors of economic organizations are not being held accountable to 
the soviets. which results in an absence of supervision, and a weakening of the 
directing role of the soviets as the organ of state power at the local level. In many 
instances. sessions of the soviets limit themselves to discussions of minor questions, 
are conducted in a formalistic fashion. at times simply to parade forth approval of the 
draft decisions prepared by the executive committees. As a result. the sessions are 
conducted in a passive fâshion; shortcomings and mistakes in the work of die soviet 
organs and of the executives are not criticized; proposais of the deputies often receive 
no attention. whiie those decisions which are adopted lack concreteness and are full of 
generalities.4s 

The real irony in this regard, however. is that it was not the state or local comrnunities 

pushing to refom local governrnent, but representatives of the ruling party itself. Party 

leaders were aware of the difficulties of local govemment. and were trying to divest some of 

the responsibility for local affairs to local soviets and executive cornmittees. But this 

divestiture did not really contain any transfer of power. Party organs were repeatedly 

encouraged to resist meddling in soviet affairs. but soviets were never given the authority and 

power to resist party interference. In short. party reform of local g o v e m e n t  was a mediocre 

attempt to have local party organs voiuntady monitor themselves more closely. The tenor of 

party reform conceming its relationship with local soviets changed little over subsequent 

45 See Robert McNeal, ed.. Resolutiomand Decisions of the CPSU (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1974) vol. IV, 
pp. 75-8 1.  
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decades. until Gorbachev's reforms in the late 1980's. As a consequence. soviets continued to 

perform very poorly in tenns of economic development and production, social services. and in 

the drveloprnent of local infrastructure. 

Soviets were. of course, still chastised for their unsatisfactory work. and reprimanded 

for failing to resolve economic and social problems. and for their "lack of initiative". 

Tellingly, most of these repnmands were issued with a parallel need for corresponding local 

party organs to improve their party guidance. This conflict inherent in these reform attempts 

is manifest by a party resolution in 1971. The Central Cornmittee noted with approval that 

the training of deputies had improved, and that local soviets were devoting "more attention" to 

local issues. Soviets, however, were again criticized for formalism in their work and for 

neglect in fulfilling their responsibilities. Party committees were again charged wi th  petty 

tutelage. but were held responsible for improving the soviet's work. "There are still many 

cases of petty tutelage over soviets and of the usurpation of their fünction, and party 

decisions are often made on issues that are totally within the jurisdiction of soviets." There 

was a half-hearted attempt to boost the soviets by transfering some local enterprises to 

municipal and raion soviet control, which would boost the revenues fiom profit tax. But the 

bulk of responsibility was with the party: The resolution obliged "raion and city party 

committees to show daily concern for enhancing the role and authority of soviets, to support 

and develop their independence and initiative so that soviets bear full responsibility for the 

solution of questions that fa11 within their cornpeten~e."~~ 

.'' "On Measures for Further Improving the Work o f  Raion and City Soviets of Working People's Deputies." Resolutions 
und Decisionsofrlie CPSU vol V. Donald Schwarz. ed.. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1982). Quotes from pp. 168 
and 172. 
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The bottom line here is that as long as the party considered it its own responsibility to 

reform local govement .  then local government kvas doomed, because the party was part of 

the problem. What kind of real interest could the party have in fostering the strrngthening of 

institutions outside the party? While podmena was a widely recognized probiem in local 

izovernrnent. the obvious solutions of actually restricting party involvement in local affairs was 
C 

in contradiction to the role of the party as the nucleus of the political system. Any restriction 

would also curb the ability of the center to control local organs. 

Reforming the Soviets. The third category of reform measures conceming local govemment 

emanated prirnarify from academics studying the problems of local government. The core of 

this category was the proposa1 to strengthen the authority and power of the legislative branch 

of local government, placing it above its own executive committee. Theoretically, of course. 

this was already the case. But the new advocacy to realize legislative control over the 

executive marked the begimings of a retum to the societal approach to self-government. 

Beginning around 1962, and continuing for the next 4-5 years, numerous articles and 

books were published which advocated the strengthening of soviet power. Various proposais 

emerged. One such proposa1 was to encourage the activity of standing committees, formed to 

study and review particular policy areas, such as budget. education. health. economic 

development. As noted above, most standing cornmittees rarely met, and possessed liale 

expertise in their respective fields. Aside from their Function as public cornpiaint registries, 

they were little more than well-intentioned clubs that discussed legislation prior to its 

unanimous approval by the soviet. Reformers wanted standing cornmittees to play more 

critical roles in the development of legislation, removing from the hands of executive 
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committees much of the background work and preparation of various proposals and solutions 

to local issues." 

Perhaps the most important refom proposa1 in this category was the idea to restore the 

office of presidium to conduct local soviet affairs. Phased out in the late 1920's and 1930's 

to effect greater central control through executive power. the restoration of presidia would 

theoretically generate increased organizational independence of the soviets and thus help 

soviets realize their constitutional rights. As it was. some executive committees routinely 

ignored their obligation to report to soviets.'" A presidium would be comprised of an 

elected chair. a deputy or two. plus the chairs of the various standing cornmittees of the local 

soviet. This last provision would also facilitate the development and strengthening of 

standing committees in local government. Rather than rely upon executive comrnittees to 

conduct most of the organizational work of the soviet. the soviet would now have control over 

its own affairs. There were even some practical experiments carried out in Irkutsk and 

Semipalatinsk city soviets. where presidia performed admirably as the organizational center 

for the city s~vir ts .~ '  Yet presidia brought a new factor into the equation of local 

government. and there was some academic conflict concerning the proposed relationship 

between executive comrnittees and presidia. The dilemma was phrased in the enduring 

4 7  A.Ia. Goncharov. "K voprosu o rasshirenii prav postoiannykh komissii." Sovetskoe gosudarsno i prmo No.8 ( 1962). 
pp. 100-103; A.M. Zhilin. "Povyshenie roli mestnykh sovetov i ruvitie obshchestvennykh nachai v ikh rabote," Sovetskoe 
gostrdarsmo i prmo No. 5 (1966). pp. 56-64. In some soviets. there were concerted efforts to utilize standing committees. 
although these were the rare exception rather than the ruk. 

ax For an esplanation on the movr to phase out presidia. see Lepeshkin. Mestnye organy vlasti. pp. 43: 392-393. For 
more on the attempts CO create presidia and reforrn rxecutive-legisiative relations. sec A.M. Zhilin. "Povyshenie roii mestnykh 
sovetov." and V.F. Kotok. G.V. Nechitailo. and P.G. Semenov. "Ob odnom iz pugei povysheniia roIi sovetov." Sovetskoe 
gosudarstvo i prmo No.9 ( 1966). pp. 123- 126. 

4U Kotok. Nechiatilo and Semenov. "Ob odnom iz pugei". 
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Russian query of administration. kfo - kogo ?. or "who (is accountable) to whom?". Some 

argued for presidia to be superior to ispolkomy. while others argued that they were distinct 

and thus could not be in positions of authority over one an~ther . '~  Resolving such an issue 

would necessitate a clear division of horizontal authority. something that confîicted with the 

unity of power and the center's ability to control its use. 

Other proposais that emerged were calls for higher calibre deputies.ll and for the 

creation of clearer and more concise legislation regarding the authority of local soviets. 

spelling out precisely what soviets at various levels "could decide without reference to other 

state organs (higher soviets. lower soviets. executive committees)."'' Yet even these 

advocates did not cross any explicit lines concerning a violation of the unitary system of 

soviets. and the concept remained sacred. Also advocated was the elevation of the status of 

people's deputies. granting them more authority as public plenipotentiaries. This latter 

proposa1 led to new legislation regarding deputies in 1 9 7 2 . ~ ~  

$0 Sec. tbr rxamplc LM. Piskotin. B. Lazarev. and D Gaiduko. "Sovety. demoknti ia  samoupravlenie" Kommunist No.4 
1962, pp. 19-22: luA.  Tikfiomirov. "Predstavitel'nyr organy vlasti i razvitir: gosudarstvennogo upravteniiri v period 
stroitrl'stva kommunizme" Soverskoe goszrdarstvo 1 pravo No2 1962. pp. 43-46. 

s I The calls for increased training and diligence among deputies occured repeatedly through the Soviet period. up to and 

including the time of Gorbachrv. Compare, for esample. the similarity bctween two documents 23 years apart: the parp 
rcsolution "O rabote mestnykh Sovetov Deputatov Trudiashchikhsia Poltavskoi Oblasti." in Partiiniia Zhizn' No.23 
(Decrrnber 1965). pp. 16-19: and the declaration by the presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR "O rabote 
Tavrichrskogo raionnogo Soveta Narodnykh Deputatov Omskoi oblasti po vypolnensiu reshenii 1x1 vsesoiuznoi konferentsii 
KPSS O dal'neishci drmokratizatsii obshchestvennoi zhizni. glasnosti. bor'be s biurokratimom i sobliudeniiu zakonnosti." 
C édomosri verkhovnogo soveta RSFSR No.6 ( 9  February 1989). pp. 9 1-94. 

'' Hill discusses this work by Stieremet in his article "Local Government since Stalin." 

5 3  Sce fbid. : and A. 1. Lukyanov. Ravirie zakonodatel Stvoo sovetskikhpredsiaviiel 'nykhorganakh vlusti (Moscow: 
1978) for detailed discussion of legislative development under Brezhnev. Hahn points out that while most of the rcformist 
Icgisfation emerged undrr Brczfinev. it  was rooted in the Khmshchcv period. See his "Evolution of Local Soviets." 



Through the decades after Stalin. there were concerted efforts arnong academics to 

establish local soviets as authontativc institutions with important roles to play in local 

govemment. Yet in spite of the plethora of reform ideas fiom academics and r e m s  of 

resolutions and legislation passed by institutions of various levels. the actual effect of al1 these 

reform efforts was limited. That is not to Say that they were entirely useless: reforms did 

boost the amount of budgetary fùnds transfered from the center to local soviets. for exarnple, 

and calls for increased activisrn fkom local soviets did not always fa11 on deaf ears. But the 

critical point is that there was no real progress in terms of the distribution of power. Local 

soviets lacked any real autonomous power. There may have been agreement concerning the 

need for promoting the role of local soviets in local government, but there was no widespread 

consensus among those institutions which already possessed power. In this sense, the process 

of reform was sterile. Legitimate ideas for reform were watered down as ihey passed through 

party organizations and were reviewed by central minisuies. The language of legislation was 

therefore restricted to normative proposals: soviets possessed the "right" to "introduce" 

proposals in economic planning; they "might" utilize such and such an authority; they were 

"obligated" to take care of such an issue. and so on. This was why the 1977 Constitution 

discussed local soviets in much greater detail than the earlier rendition - in trying to elevate 

the soviets with more exact definition of their authority. the regirne was trying to compensate 

for the fact that soviets possessed no "levers" or administrative power to actually fulfill their 



detailed authorities." As a consequence. reform efforts in the post Stalin period resemb 

Starr's description of local refom during the nineteenth century: bureaucratie forrnalisrn 

became a substitute for a much needed organization of power. 
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led 

Years later. in introducing Union legislation for the reform of local soviets during 

perestroika one scholar stated that al1 deputies had witnessed the passing of numerous 

resolutions devoted towards strengthening the authority of local soviets. But not one of these 

resolutions was successtirl. because there was no mechanism for the realization of soviet 

power." More concisely. there was. throughout these decades of reform proposals. a gaping 

deficit of institutional support for substantive reform - power could not be given to local 

soviets without curbing the power of other institutions. Party organs and central ministries 

thus had little vested interest in supporting the strengthening of local soviets as the core of 

local governments. 

If reforms failed to alter the real plight of local soviets and local govemments in 

general. the official position regarding local soviets overlooked these shortcomings and 

claimed that soviets continued to represent al1 that was virtuous and praiseworthy in socialist 

self-government. One Soviet author, I.A. Azovkin, critiqued the mistaken notion in the West 

of local soviets as mere "transmission belts" from the center to locd communities. He 

'' Konstantin Shercmet. in "Konstitusiia SSSR i razvitie sotsialisticheskoi dcmokntii." Soverskoegosudarsrvo i pravo 
N o .  10 ( 1982) claimed that the Brezhnev constitution would expand the role of local soviets as venues for public participation. 
His arguments. however. are unconvincing. WhiIe thc constitution and subsequcnt laws on local soviets widened the scope of 
activitirs. and provided more dctail. they provided no actual change in the real potver exercised by soviets. in short. 
lcgislation rnay have cxpanded legal cornpetence. but did not expand the power of soviets to act on their functions. 
particularly regardinp. their relationships with enterprises subordinate to ministries and to party organs. On later legislation. 
see Zakon SSSR. "Ob osnovnykh polnornochiiakh kraevykh. oblastnykh Sovetov Narodnykh Deputatov. Sovetov Narodnykh 
Dcputatov avtonomnykh oblastei i avtonomnykh okrugov." kdomosri verkhovnogosovera SSSR No.27 (2 July 1980), pp. 
50 1-52 1 ; and the follow up Zakon RSFSR "O kraevom. oblastnom Sovete Narodnykh Dcputatov RSFSR." kédomosti 
verkhovnogo soveta RSFSR No.48 (27 November 1980). pp. 1047-75. 

" Speech by N.D. Pivovarev to the USSR Supreme Soviet. October 18. 1989. Izvesriia22 November 1989. 
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recognized that such judgements were at least partidly valid when reviewing the period of 

excessive centralization (Staiin), and allowed that some negative consequences of this period 

unfortunately persisted through the 1960's. But. in Azovkin's opinion. such stereotypes 

ignored the constructive role played by local soviets. There was too much focus on whether 

or not soviets possessrd the power to resolve local issues. and not enough attention was given 

to the role they played in strengthening the "practical participation" in general state affairs? 

Azovkin's suggestion was that soviets were critical in helping to assert the universal interest. 

the interest of the center. or even the convergence of central and local interests. Yet he 

ignored the fact that unless local soviets possessed some opportunity to "go their own way." 

or defy the universal interest. then the alleged convergence of interests was based solely on 

the overpowering dominance of central institutions raiher than any imagined voluntary 

convergence. 

Essentially. this was the fate of Russian local government under Brezhnev. In spite of 

rarly efforts to reform local governent to play a more meaningful role in Soviet politics, by 

the 1970's there was a tacit concession that substantive reform would be too difficult and too 

disruptive to the entire political system. So, Brezhnev merely tried to wish local soviets into a 

more meaningful existence: actually existing socialism found harmony with actually existing 

local self-government. "Local soviets," he stated, 

are the highest organs of state power on their temtory, the master (khoziain) of the 
city or village. And the soviet should be a good, zealous khoziain. Its duty is to think 
and take care of dl .  to do everything so that the people might live, work and rest 
better. And if the soviet manifests the necessary initiative and industriousness, then it 
will be valued by its electors. We are talking, of course, of healthy, thoughtful 

76 I.A. Azovkin. .Clesfnye sovety v sisteme vlasti (Moscow: 197 1 ). pp. 23-24. 



initiatives. and not about those which manifest rnestnichestvo to the detriment of ail 
state interests." 

As three decades of post-Stalin Soviet Russia drew to a close. Moscow had 

accomplished very little in t ems  of improving the weakness of its penetration to local 

territories. Public legitimacy of state organs waned, corruption in administration and 

economic production grew. and the fate of local government reflected the failure of the Soviet 

regime to effectively devolve any political power away from the center. Moscow continually 

danced around the issue of local governrnent reform. teasing, tempting, but never quite takinç 

the piunge towards local power. 

4 7  lxestiia 12 June 1970: quoted in Azovkin. p. 24. For a Brezhncvian approach to actuaily rxisting focal self- 
government in the sociatist state. sec M.V. Tsvik. "Sotsialisticheskaia demokratiia i samoupravlenie." Sovetskoegosudarstvo i 
prava No. 4 ( t 98% pp. 3- 1 1 .  



CHAPTER FOUR: 
DEMOCRATIZATION AND THE COLLAPSE OF CENTRAL RULE 

The Gorbachev era was dominated by ill-fated but well-intentioned economic, social 

and political reform. By the time Gorbachev came to power, the Soviet Union faced a variety 

of impending crises, in tenns of economic production, in terms of public apathy and momie, 

and in terms of bureaucratie sclerosis.' The approach of the late Brezhnev era, to merely 

stick one's head in the sand and pretend that the Soviet Union was developing as planned, 

was no longer an option. Fundamental reform was necessary, and politicai reform, 

particularly of state administration, had become a prerequisite for radical eccnomic and social 

reforms. As one soviet author suggested. the need for administrative reform was mandated by 

the fact that the existing system could not satisfy the new demands for economic production.' 

In the rarly years of Gorbachev's leadership, soviets once again were identified as a 

potential source for improving state administration. Initially the focus was on central agencies 

supporting local soviets in their various conflicts with Union and republic ministries. With 

central help, it was argued. Local soviets could assume a more effective role in eco~omic 

production, in efficient management of resources, improve the coordination of supplies, 

' Jowitt suggested that burcriucratic sclerosis was the consequence of the Soviet regime's loss of its "combat ethos" and 
its organizational integrity. See Ken Jowitt. "Soviet Neotnditionalisrn: The Political Corruption of a Leninist Regime," Sovier 
Studies 35:3 (July. 1983) pp. 275-297. See also Jan Pakulski, "Legitimacy and Mass Cornpliance: Reflections on Max Weber 
in Soviet-Type Systems," British Journal of PolificalScience 16: 1 (January, 1986). 

D.D. Tsabriia Sistema upravleniia(Moscow: 1990). In contrast to Tsabriia's econornic determinim. Ron Hiii pointed 
out that society outgrew the administrative system and thus demanded increased opponunities for participation. See his 
"Party-State Relations and Soviet Political Developmen~" British Journal of PoliticalSciencc 10 ( t 980). 
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resolve housing shortages, and foster the growth of technical schools and health tare.) Yet 

the success of local soviets in conflict with ministries proved to be more the exception than 

the rule.' And it was apparent that soviet power would have to become more than a mere 

ornament to foster economic production. More radical administrative reform was required. 

The critical questions were: how could the administrative system become more 

accountable?; how could public legitimacy be strengtlhened?; how could corruption and inertia 

be overcome?: and how could the system give more consideration to the so called "human 

factor"? One solution for many of these problems was the idea of seygover-nment. which by 

the mid 1980's began to make a sort of conceptual comeback. Self-government was heralded 

not only by academics. but also by workers, comrnunity groups, and the mainstream press as 

a much needed solution to many of the ills plaguing Soviet society and economic production. 

Self-government. it was argued, could serve as a panacea for the ills of bureaucracy and 

increase the accountability of administration. It would increase democratic noms and 

behaviour in society, foster public interest and participation, and serve as a vital link between 

state and society.' At first the term was considered part of the greater process of 

dernokrarizatsiia (democratization), which along with uskorenie (acceleration of economic 

production) and gZasnost (opemess) becarne the holy trinity of early perestroika. 

Perhaps the first realm for the realization of democratization was found in the 

factories. The Law on State Enterprises. which came into effect in January 1988, mandated 

- - - -  - 

S .  V .  Solov 'eva. Sovety narodnykh depurarov i uskorenie sorsial 'no-ekonomicheskogorazviriia ( Moscow: 1 989). 

' h e s r i i a  16 Fe bniary 1 988. Set: also V .  1. Karpov. et al. Organizatsionnaia rabota rnestnykh sovetov: reseny pvysheniia 
efiktivnosti(Moscow: 1988) p. 3 .  

SCL'. for esample. discussions of self-government in the Soviet press. ,Uoskovskaiapravda 6, 9 October. 20 November. 
1987: Sovrrskoe Zazrral 'e 25 October. 1987; Soveikaia Sibir ' 1 1 Junc 1987. 



the election of councils by worker collectives (STK). These STKs would monitor the 

directorship of the enterprise and were a modest step towards infusing worker input in 

economic management. Originally recomrnended in the June 1987 plenum of the Central 

Cornmittee, many workers' councils were already in place even before the Law took effect. 

This early democratization. however, was not without birthing pains and numerous such 

councils were stillborn. Party organs and enterprise directors routinely interfered in 

nominations and elections. In Tambov, for exarnple. the only two candidates for the chair of 

one STK were the enterprise director and his assistant. The latter withdrew his candidacy to 

endorse the director. who was elected by acclamation and then chaired the very council 

intended to monitor his ieadership of the enterpri~e.~ In those instances where local party 

organs were unsuccessfùl in manipulating elections in labour councils and social 

organizations. the relationships between them were strained and marked by conflict.' STKs 

critical of enterprise leadership and resistant to party interference were criticized for lacking 

the requisite experience and professionalism. which foreshadowed the fate of local soviets 

elected two years later.8 Nonetheless, pushed strongly from above, democratization continued 

and led to screened multi-candidate elections in party organs and various social organizations. 

This push for democratization was not limited to economic and social organizations. 

Critical to the success of democratization was the extension of elections to al1 levels of 

administration and govemment. Soviets and self-government thus became parts of the core of 

- -- 

~arnbovskaia pravda 25 December. 1987. 

Sovetskaia Rossiia 27 December 1987; Moskovskii komsomolets 12 lanuary 1988. 

* Sovetskaia rorgovlia I O March 1988; Sovetskaia Sibir ' 29 December 1988. 
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Gorbachev's carnpaign for politicai restmcturing. The Leninist slogans of 19 17 were quickly 

dusted off and regained currency - "Al1 power to the soviets!" became the battlecry for 

political reform. 

Flow could soviet power be achieved? In 1987, a commission was formed by the 

Politburo to examine the question of local govemment, to detail the problems and recommend 

possible solutions. The commission reportedly included such leaders as Chairman of the 

Kazakhstan Council of Ministers Nursultan Nazarbaev and Centrai Cornmittee member 

Anatolii Lukyanov. both later named to the Politburo, and specialists in local government 

such as Konstantin Sheremet.' As well, various academic groups held smaller round table 

discussions on the subject. By the end of 1987, the topic was a well known issue arnong 

those involved in political reforms. Ideas for soviet reform were predorninantly based upon 

the many earlier proposals that had circulated through the 1960s: promote the legislative 

function of the soviet over the executive. strengthen the role of standing cornmittees, improve 

soviet relations with local social organizations. extend the constitutionai and legal rights of 

soviets. boost the role of deputies, and increase the authority of soviets to monitor and control 

enterprises and executive authority.l0 Indeed. the various ideas that circulated in academic 

joumals and the popular press were nothing new, in spite of increased attention and the hype 

of reform under Gorbachev. 

' From personal interview with K. F. Sheremet. November 1992 

tn See V.I. Karpov. et al. eds.. Organizatsionnaiarabota niesrnykh soverov (Moscow: 1988); G.V. Barabashev, N.G. 
Starovoitov. and K.F. Sheremet, Sovety narodnykh deputatov na etape sovershenshiovarriiasotsialCma(Moscow: 1987); A.V. 
Moskalev. Problemy soverslrensrvovaniiamestnykh soverov narodnykh deputatov (Sverdlovk. 1988); E.V. Alferova et al. 
Sovery narodnykh depirtatov i peresrroika (Moscow: 1990); G.V. Barabashev and K.F. Sheremet, "Vremia peremen," 
Sovetskoe gost<darsrvo i pravo No. 5 ( 1 988). and idem. Soviets of People 's Deputies: Democracy and =Idminisrration 
translated by Natalia Belskaya (kloscow: 1989). 
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These discussions in 1987-88 were more relevant than those of the 1960s, however, 

because of full endorsement from prominent Soviet leaders. By mid 1988, the decision had 

been taken within the ruling circles of the Party to open al1 state organs to multicandidate 

elections. and democratize the whole of administration, from union to village. The "May 

Theses." published as a refom platform for the 19th party conference, included a cal1 for 

democratic elections and for the rennicturing of soviets to fiee them from party and 

ministerial branch tutelage." This was a bold step. even more so in hindsight than it 

appeared at the time. Limited experiments in various constituencies had been held in 1987, 

and were deemed to be successful enough that local elections would become part of the local 

political landscape. Explaining the decision nt the 19th party conference in the summer of 

1988. Gorbachev noted that "the cornpetition enlivened the elections, stepped up the voters' 

interest in them. and increased the deputies' sense of responsibility." " 

In addition to elections, the reform platform included provisions for revamping 

executive-legislative relations and for the creation of presidia at oblast. city and raion level 

soviets. The proposals were met at the conference with some concem, which influenced 

Gorbachev to back pedal and m o u n c e  that local party secretaries should be elected as 

chairmen of the presidia, ensuring the Party the opportunity of working through the soviets. 

In addition to the chairman's tasks as first party secretary, the chaiman would 

head the soviet and its presidium. and properly organize the work of the soviet 

" kvesliia 23 M a y  1988. In a personal interview. Georgii Barabashev clairned that arnong the leadership, Aleksandr 
Yakovlev and Anatolii Lukyanov were the two svongest advocates of reforming local government. including democratization 
of the soviets and strengthening soviet power. Persona1 interview. Septernber. 1992. 

" Quoted in Hahn. "Power to the Soviets?" Problem of Commtrnism (January-February, 1989). p.36. For more on the 
introduction of rlections to local governrnents, see aiso Hahn. "An Expcriment in Cornpetition: The 1987 Elections to the 
Local Soviets." Slavic Revierv (Fall. 1988), pp. 434-447. and Literalurnaia Gazeta 28 October. 1987. 



sessions and permanent deputy commissions and thus influence al1 matters. and keep 
under daily control the activities of the ispolkom and its services. The main thing 
which will be demanded of the chairman is to be the generator of ideas, to constantly 
provide the necessary impetus for the entire work of the soviet and its deputies.13 

This proposai was rife with contradictions. In short, Gorbachev proposed to strengthen local 

soviets by strengthening the party's leadership. Yet party secretaies would be exposed to 

direct public pressure and public ballots. although only when they wore their alternative hat as 

chairman of the presidium. 

Afier the platform was endorsed by the conference, working groups were set up to 

draft amendments to the Soviet constitution and to write a new law on elections. Published in 

the faIl of 1988. the amendments represented the first real h i t s  of local government reform 

under Gorbachev. They established the principles for the separation of executive and 

legislative bodies. asserted the prestige of standing committees, set the table for the formation 

of presidia and called for open democratic elections.'" But the arnendments did not include 

the detailed provisions necessary for these principles to be realized. Such details were to 

follow in subsequent legislation.'* A new election law also established procedures and d e s  

for open. multicandidate elections, with local electoral commissions to coordinate and monitor 

the electoral pro ces^.'^ But the details for the restructuring of local soviets took more effort. 

Elections to republic and local soviets, originally intended to be held throughout the Union in 

l 3  Pravda 27 Sçptcmber. 1988. 

'" At the national Icvel. the amendments called for a new Congress of People's Deputies. with direct elections for 1.500 
of the 2.250 seats. Arnendmrnts cm be found in Izvestiia3 December 1988. 

l 5  Somc Union drputies expressed concern in the Supreme Soviet ovrr the nature of thesc as yet unknown details. See 
Pruvda 1.2 December 1988. 

'" kvestiia 2 Decrm ber. 1988. 
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the fall of 1989. were postponed in Russia and most other republics until the spring of 1990 

because the necessary legislation was not ready. The background of this legislation is critical 

to any chronicle of local govemment reform. 

In July. 1988, the same time that cornittees were formed to ready the constitutional 

amendments, the plenum of the Communist Party Central Cornmittee proposed that specialists 

prepare a drafi Iaw on local self-government to provide the required legislation. The mandate 

of the legislation was to strengthen self-government, self-financing, the coordination of 

regional interests with dl-state interests, and improve connections of local soviets with 

enterprises and collective f m s ,  STKs, and social groups.17 The draft project became a 

golden opportunity for reform minded academics to push for the realization of their various 

"pet" proposals. During the next year, this draft project became a veritable battleground for 

various notions of what local government should be. The controversies and disputes reflected 

al1 the earlier concems over the development of local government in Russia and the Soviet 

Union. There was agreement that soviets should play stronger roles in governrnent and 

administration, and that soviets could become such if they received more autonomy fiom 

higher levels of govemment, if they possessed more control over their own budgets, and 

agenda, and if they could exercise greater control over local enterprises. But there was little 

consensus on how each of these points should be developed. Discussion conceming the 

creation of a new system for local budgets, for exarnple. was strongly influenced by the 

Union Ministry of Finance. which rejected any development of local budget autonomy. 

Economic ministries were likewise adverse to transfering any authonty over economic 

17 "K razrabotke proekta zakona O mestnom samoupravlenii i rnestnom khoziaistve," Sovetskoe gosudarsmo i prmo No.2 
( 1989). pp. 74-90. 
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enterprises to local soviets. Neither was there any agreement on the conceptuai basis of local 

soviets. without which the cirafi could be developed. Were local soviets to remain as organs 

of state power? Or become the foundation for local self-government? Could the two 

concepts be merged. or were they mutually incompatible? Even the term mesinyi was 

questioned - whether it should refer to anydung above the level of village and neighbourhood 

communities. One participant in an academic roundtable suggested that two distinct laws 

should be developed: one law on socialist self-govenunent, and another devoted to the 

authority of local soviets.'' Another academic argued that any development of self- 

govemment required true decentralization, which could be measured only by the increase in 

horizontal and vertical relations of power and subordination. '' 
One point was established clearly: that the new law needed to be more than just a 

statement of general ideas. The failure of the many legislative acts of previous decades, noted 

one. was that they al1 teemed with general declarations but lacked concrete rneasures to 

guarantee any reai strengthening of the role of local soviets in local communities." 

Academics involved in the drafi project were soon joined by a surge of interest that emerged 

from local soviets, and by representatives from advocacy groups for municipal govement ,  

such as the newly formed Association of Siberian Cities. These representatives were hopefùl 

that the new law would strengthen the material resources and revenues available to soviets. 

thus decreasing local reliance on republic and union organs. The drafi, declared one 

' Vbid. 

1 u A.V. Butakov. "Samoupravlenie: Poniatie. sushchnost' osnovnye cherty." (unpublished manuscript, 1990). 

In "K rurabotke proekta." 
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municipal official. would be "the kind of law for which local soviet workers have waited for 

years."" The debates arnong representatives from the center and those from below 

continued through the spring of 1989. when the project was transfered to the USSR Supreme 

Soviet Committee for Issues Concerning the Work of Soviets of People's Deputies, and the 

Development of Administration and Self-Government. newly formed in May of 1989, afier 

Union elections to the Congress. The committee was led by N.D. Pivovarev." 

The transfer proved to be a positive development for advocates of local soviet power. 

In the new committee local advocates could push more strongly for local autonomy and non- 

statist self-government, and the legislative comrnittee infùsed a measure of dynarnism into the 

legislative project. Many of the Union deputies who worked on the legislative cornmittee for 

the development of the union law had been elected from local constituencies. and were 

involved in administrative positions in local institutions. And although there had been fairly 

effective screening processes through which candidates had to pass in order to be eiected in 

the 1989 elections. the degree of local representation in Pivovarev's committee was much 

stronger than had been the case when the committee worked under the auspices of the Central 

Comrni ttee. 

It would be erroneous, however, to think that the draft project was controlled by 

advocates of local government. In spite of the new initiative by local advocates, there 

remained significant opposition to any increase of local power. based on the danger it might 

'' Z'osrochno-Sibirskaiapravda 29 December 1988. 

3 7 -- The Committee \vas called the Kornitet po Voprosam Raboty Sovetov Narodnykh Deputatov. Razvitiin Upravleniia i 
Samoupnvleniia (Cornmittee for Issues o f  Soviets o f  People's Deputies and Developrnent o f  Administration and Self- 
Government). In March 1991, it changed its name to the Komitet po gosudarstvennomu stroitel'stvu (Committee for Statç 
Building). 
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pose to the center. Opposition carne from a variety of sources, including deputies in the 

newly elected Congress. centrai ministries. and various local party organs. One Union deputy 

from Rostov, in an address to the Congress in May 1989 on the problems of local budgets and 

governments. echoed the centuries-old concern of state unity when he suggested that any rise 

in local power wouid inevitably fî-acture state power: 

As soon as we grant local soviets real power. we will see manifestations of 
mestnichestvo and attempts to drag our state down into pieces. Our role here as 
People's Deputies is not to allow this. but to rise above local interests. important 
though they may be." 

In the end, when the Union law finally emerged in April 1990. it reflected the 

disparate interests involved in its creation. And the hopes that local politicians had 

entertained for a radical new law that would finally empower local govemments were not 

realized. Instead the law expressed a timidity towards the ernergence of local government 

autonomy. and a proclivity towards maintaining much of the foundation of the Soviet legacy 

towards local government. The Union law thus represented a stalemate over principles instead 

of a finished piece of legislation. Each Union republic was to follow with more detailed 

pieces of legislation. In spite of attempts in the draft to distinguish authority among various 

levels of soviets, such as the inclusion of municipal property and self-government at levels 

below the oblast. the final version of the law still explicitly referred to the time-honored 

approach of soviet power as links comected in one great chain of unitary state power. While 

many of those involved in the project had laboured diligently to strengthen the independence 

of local budgets. the Ministry of Finance successfully rallied at the last to protect its authority 

'' Speech by V.I. Kolesnikov. Pervyi s ezd narodnykh depittutov SSSR: srenogruflcheskiiorchet Tom II  (Moscow: 1989) 
pp. 14-18. 
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to establish noms  and rates for local taxes and to maintain the existing process of budget 

formation. The Ministry rejected the proposal to allow local soviets to independently 

formulate local budgets and Valentin Pavlov defended his ministry's authority to raise 

revenue." And in spite of some good intentions towards strengthening local soviet control 

over local enterprises, there were no appreciable gains in this regard. 

Still, the success of the law was that it was a stalemate rather than a defeat for 

advocates of local self-government. Many of the unresolved battles concerning separation of 

executive and legislative power, local budgets and the vertical demarcation of power would be 

fought again at the republic level, as each republic designed its own laws." As one Soviet 

scholar had noted earlier. the overall spirit of the local govemment reforrn was "the 

conservation of a number of specific features of the soviets justified by historical experience 

and the sirnultaneous combination of several elements of the parliarnentary representative 

system acceptable to us."'6 On the obstacles to the development of local government, a 

participant in the drafting of the legislation concluded that one needed to recognize the reality 

that this new law was mandated from above, and thus would reflect central interests above 

local demands." Indeed, the Union law was not intended to develop local self-government, 

but instead intended to improve local administration. Local power was endorsed by the center 

" From interview with Georgi Barabashev. See aiso "Chto 'Ne TA' v Zakone O Sovetakh?" (interview with Pivovarev) 
,Irarodryi depurat No.6 199 1. 

7 4 

-- in Iater interviews. advocates of local self-government suggested that they vicwed this as a positive development. since 
the opposition to local power was strongest at the center. The hopes were such that by moving the issue to a diffèrent arena 
there would be a more favorable environment. 

'"zvesriia 16 February 1988. Sse also, Barabashev and Sheremet "Vremia peremen." 

'' " K razrabotke." Sovetskoe gostrdarshro i pravo No. 2 ( 1989). 
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only in as much as it increased the power of the center." Any attempts to weaken the 

principle of dual subordination were hstrated by those central interests that endorsed the 

principle as a requirement for effective central control. Measures to heighten the autonomy of 

local governmenrs were encumbered with vague and füdgy te~minology.'~ Indeed, the 

concept of the unitary system of soviets. from top to bottom, remained sacrosanct. And in 

spite of the renewed advocacy for societal self-government, the statist conceptual framework 

remained. As another Soviet scholar descnbed. the Union law represented the d a m  of a new 

age in local govemment. but carx-ied the birthrnarks of the totalitarian state.jO 

Local Elections and the Return of Smuta 

The Union Iaw provided a shaky foundation for the significant reform in local 

administration that followed. Even before the law was finished, Soviet leaders declared that 

multi-candidate elections for al1 republic and local soviets would be held. These elections 

were intended as a panacea for the many enduring problems of local administration and 

governrnent. Instead, however, they sounded a veritable death knell for the Soviet regime. 

The ultimate consequence of Gorbachev's restructunng was thus the breakdown. then 

collapse. of the entire political-administrative system in the Soviet Union. 

In Russia. these local elections were heid in the spnng of 1990, and were much bigger 

'' K.F. Shrremst. "Mestnoe samoupravlenie v Rossii: teoriia i praktika" public lecture at the Institute of  State and Law. 6 
October. I99Z  

'' Lritrr. the Union government cIarified this fudginess in October of 1990 with a new law obliging the obzdience of 
lower soviets to  highsr ones. 

Ill A.N. Kostiukov. "Mestnoe upravlenie i munitsipal'noc pravo RSFSR: podkhody i perspektivy." !Cfaterialy 
respitbiikan~koinatcchno-prak~icIreshhm@wsii "pproblemy mestnogo samoupravieniia v RSFSR" (Omsk: 199 1 ). pp. 43-54; 
citation on p. 45. 
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wildcards than Union elections. held the previous year. The Union elections had galvanized 

nascent anti-establishment movements. introduced local constituencies to the possibility (and, 

in some cases, the reality) of alternative leadership, and altered the status of People's 

Deputies. Public perceptions shifted away from the deputy's previous role as plenipotentiary 

towards that of political representative and poli tical leader. with identifiable ideas and 

goals." While many local constituencies were heavily manipulated by the local 

nornenklarura. particularly in rural areas. urban centers retumed large nurnbers of often 

radical. ofien unpredictable. certainly anti-establishment deputies. Gorbachev's reformers had 

hoped that such elections would revitalize the local soviets. and inject not only public 

legitimacy. but also reformist values in the enervated organs of local administration. The 

consequences, however, were quite unexpected: local soviets, elected under slogans of "al1 

power to the soviets!" now demanded the upper hand over their executives, ignored and 

attacked local party committees. and launched attacks against large enterprises. In short. by 

promoting the role of local soviets, reforms disrupted the entire system of local govemance 

that had dominated Russia since the 1920's. 

As an example of these developments. let us look at the consequences of elections in 

Omsk in 1990. There were 13 seats contested in the oblast for the republic Congress. Al1 

urban seats failed to declare a wimer in the lirst round, since nobody received a clear 

majority of votes. Among those eventually elected were Sergei Baburin, who has since 

established himself as a leader of the patriotic right, and V.A. Varnavskii, the then respected 

first secretary of the city party cornmittee. In contrast, dl the rural seats elected members of 

" Scc. for esample. the discussion in CécherniiOrnsk 4 December 1989. 
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the nornenklarura on the first round, including Anatolii Leont'ev, the former chairrnan of the 

executive committee of the oblast soviet. and then current first s e c r e t q  of the oblast party 

committee. Al1 in dl ,  the party did not fair too badly. Leonid Polezhaev, the new chairman 

of the oblast executive cornmittee and Yuii Glebov. former chairman of the city executive 

cornrnittee. both lost their eiections in urban ridings. But so did a few prominent 

"democratic" candidates.'' 

Some 638 candidates contested the 250 seats in the oblast soviet. Numerous rounds 

were required - a second round was held in late March. with hvo more in April and one in 

May. The electorai turnout declined with each round: initiai turnout was between 80-90%. 

declining to 60-70% in April, with some constituencies falling as  low as 31%. By May. the 

media seemed reluctant to cover results, rnerely listing those eiected. In some instances. 

deputies were elected without rnajority support. N.I. Shkedrov, for example. was finally 

declared the victor in okrug No.58. Of 8,149 eligible voters, 6,902 ballots had been cast: 

2.930 for Shkedrov, 3.895 against. His last opponent had received 2.295 for. 4.530 

against.3' Although runoffs were not finished until May. the first session of the new oblast 

soviet opened in April. with 43 seats still vacant (at least 36 from the city), and about 70% of 

its deputies from the nomenklatura. The number of vacant urban seats helped Leont'ev win 

election as chair of the soviet. On the issue of allowing the obkom first secretary to serve as 

the chair, 1 15 voted for. 82 against. Of the 1 15, 95 were from rural ridings, only 20 fiom the 

'' DemokraricheskiiOmk No. 6 (June 1990). In Giebov's case. he recrived only 7% of the vote. Omskuiapravda 8 
March 1990. 

'' Omskaia pravda 9 May 1 990. 
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city. Of the 82 opposed. 65 were from the city, 17 from rural areas.'" 

City elections were more dynamic than those for the obsoviet, animated not only by a 

better election campaign waged by the gorkom. but dso  by a stronger front from the 

democratic movement. The first session in April had 164 elected deputies. and Varnavskii 

was elected chair. winning 92 votes. He accepted. hom7ever, the pressure from democratic 

deputies to appoint the runner up, Ryzhenko (a democrat), as deputy chair. Although 

Varnavskii was the incumbent chair of the gorsoviet and fint secretary of the gorkom. he 

quickly won strong support from rnany of the democrats for his fair play and effective 

leadership. This support served to stabilize city soviet politics and foster cooperation. By 

May the full 200 deputies were elected, of which only 70% were inc~rnbents.~' 40% were 

"conservatives". JO% were "dernocrats" (although both groups were broad coalitions), and the 

remaining 30% were independents in the tnie sense of the word - loose cannons, without 

solidarity to one side or the other.j6 

Local Elections and the Reorganization of Power 

Local elections left much more than changes in personnel. They fundamentally altered 

the political landscapes of the cornmunities in which they were held. Two such changes 

warrant detailed discussion: the rapid decline of the Cornrnunist Party; and the high 

expectations for the newly elected soviets. The consequences of these changes are discussed 

'' Ibid. 
3 5 Interview with A.N. Kostiukov. chairman of the City ElectoraI Commission, and professor of law at Omsk State 

University. 

3 h DemokraticheskiiOmsk No.7 1990. These figures were supponed by prominent officiais in the city soviet. 



with reference to developments in Omsk. 

The Party: At the cru?< of the issue regarding soviet power was the fact that pnor to 

elections. local political authonty and power resided with local party organizations. Soviets 

had never been authoritative legislative chambers, and were woefully prepared for their new 

role. Local party organs maintained and controlled many of the organizational skills. 

expertise. and resources that the soviets lacked. The gorkom appeared to endorse the transfer 

of authority to the city soviet. but this may have been a function of Varnavskii's unchallenged 

and astute leadership of bath? Immediately afier Union elections in 1989, the gorkom. for 

exarnple. had drafted a local election platform that prornised new rnethods of party work. full 

power to the soviets. democratization of the party, and professed a willingness to fully support 

the electoral process, including voter clubs and initiative groups." 

In the oblast party committee (obkom). the Party suffered first fiorn a lame duck 

leader preparing for retirement, and then a succession of first secretaries that limited the 

influence of the obkorn. Pokhitailo stepped down in December of 1989, and was succeeded 

by Leont'ev, the chaiman of the obIast executive committee. Leont'ev \vas Iater elected 

chairman of the oblast soviet, and, as noted, won enough support in the soviet to maintain his 

party post. Due. however. to constant criticism fiom both within and without the party, he 

37 lrnportant to note here that thc city party committec had no small history of contlict with the oblast party committee. 
This cotiflict. however. was mediatcd within the party apparatus. 

3 H C2clterniiOmsk 28 December 1989. At the gorkom plenum following the Union elections in 1989. party leaders 
emphasized that soviets were the new powers. and that the party had to learn to work through them. One astute secretary 
sounded the a l m :  there could be no holiday between elections. and unless the party waç capable of influencing soviet work 
through political persuasion and the strength of its policies. the party's role would cease to exist. The complete restructuring 
of party work was nrcessary for pany survival. b'echernii Ornsk 29 May 1989. The obkom was also trying to redefine its 
role. although more in keeping with the party's traditional vanguard role. See "Ob osnovnykh napravleniiakh raboty Omskoi 
oblastnoi partiinoi organizatsii v sovremennoi poiiticheskoi situatsii." Omskuiaprovda 5 January 1990. 
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gave up his party post in Septernber of 1990. It was filled temporarily by N.V. Zhuravlev. 

who iost the subsequent election for first secretary of the obkom two months later to Nazarov, 

one of six candidates. Nazarov. a Union deputy and former raion party cornmittee fust 

secretary. was to quit his new post and the Party in July of 1991.j9 These rapid changes in 

leadership (four obkom leaders in nineteen months) represented the turmoil within the party 

and its rapid decline of political authority. 

In the surnrner of 1990 the oblast party organization undenvent serious restructuring in 

an attempt to compensate for declining membership and revenues and increased expendihires 

(subsidies to lower organizations). The "new" obkom had 90 ernpioyees. down from 125."' 

And instead of 695 employees at the city and raion leveis, the slimmed down organization 

had 348.'" More symptomatic, however. was the breakdown of Party unity. Delegates to 

the oblast party conference in June of 1990 advocated a variety of policy positions and 

prionties - from the formation of the (very conservative) Russian Comrnunist Party, to the 

decentraiization of centrai authority, and increased power for Primary Party Organizations. 

Also advocated were the transfer of power from party to soviet, the increased accountability 

of officiais. a stronger role for labour collectives. and acceptance of inner party opposition. 

All were contentious issues." That the party organization had elected alternative candidates 

for Party and governrnent posts had allowed fissures to appear within the party, which soon 

-- - - - - - 

'' Omskii vesrnik No25 (27 July - 2 August 199 1 ). 

4 0  Gorkom workers numbcrcd between 16 and 24. city raiony 10- 1 1 .  rural raiony 8-9. 

" Omskaia pravda 2 October 1990 

"' Omskaiapravda 2 June 1990. The biggest schism was bctween those advocating a Russian Comrnunist Party. and 
those represrnting the democratic platform of the CPSU. DernokraficheskiiOmsk No.7 (July) 1990. 
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widened to fractures that divided the once united organization. About the only point of 

agreement at the obkom Party conference in June was that the concept of party unity was 

dead." 

Also at issue was the role that party member deputies should play within the soviets. 

In Apnl of 1991 the obkom issued a postunovlenie to help Communkt deputies understand 

their new r~le .~ ' '  The postanovlenie recognized that soviets were the main orgms of state 

power. but called for members to f o m  strong party groups within these soviets. Nazarov 

pointed out that a majority of people's deputies were party members, and that in order to 

"realize public hopes". these deputies had to ensure that they coordinated their efforts and 

becarne strong. active represrntatives of public interests. The party organization had to adapt 

and develop as a parliarnentary party, with effective information and analysis. and assist its 

deputies with their speeches and committee work." In spite of these attempts to adjust. 

however, the "vanguard" party was really at a Ioss in tems of redefining its role. and soon 

resorted to polling deputies of al1 levels to see how they thought the party could play a more 

constructive role.16 Many new deputies, owing their allegiance to the electorate rather then 

their Party, routinely ignored party directives. and others simply left the party altogether." 

The junior editorial staff of Vechernii Omsk the joint newspaper of the city party committee 

4 3 Ornskaia pravtln 2 June 1 990. 

14 "O rabote kommunistov v sovrtakh Narodnykh Deputatov" Omskaia pravda 16 April 1991. 

" Omskaia prmda 16 Apri l 199 1 

46 Ornskaia prmrda 29 Marc h 1 99 1 

47 One of the dcputies of  the RSFSR Congress, Lotkov. announced hc. was leaving the party in August 1990. He was 
followed by a few other deputies from the oblast and city soviets. DemokraticheskiiOmsk No.10 (August) 1990. 
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and the city soviet. also bolted from the party. 

In short, afier the elections, local party organs were only a shadow of their former 

selves. As thousands tumed in or failed to renew their party cards, the vanguard was left 

without rnany of its more intelligent and progressive members. The remnants of the Omsk 

oblast party organization was dominated by "hardliners" and pensioners. and its agenda began 

to reflect that of an opposition Party. It loudly criticized both oblast and city soviets for the 

lack of apartrnent construction and poor hospital care. in spite of the fact that. as an 

organization. it claimed a majority of deputies in bath? Nazarov appealed for greater party 

unity. suggesting that the rising chaos in Omsk and the country was a direct result of the 

disintegration of the party, but his appeals fell on deaf e a d 9  The consequences of this 

party breakdown were both a blessing and a curse for local soviets. On the one hand. 

podmena of soviet Functions by corresponding party organs was over. But on the other hand, 

the glue that Iiad held the Soviet administrative systern together for decades crumbled without 

the emergence of a viable alternative system of administration. The slogans that were 

routinely chanted throughout the country. of "Al1 power to the Soviets!" were incapable of 

providing those sarne soviets with the power necessary for them to play meaningfbl roles in 

local affairs. 

The New Soviets: Prior to elections, the soviets themselves had no power. They had limited 

political authority, no independent resources, and little institutional order. They were without 

statu, without rneans, and without legitimcay. Elections in 1990 endowed them with a 

'Wrnskaio pravda 20 March 1991. 

'" Omskaia pruvda 1 6 A pri l 1 99 1. 
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measure of public legitimacy. but that in itself was woefülly insufficient. And at a timc that 

soviets were supposed to become stronger organs of popular power the independent financiai 

resources of most local soviets actually became weaker. In 1989, for example. the Russian 

Republic had stepped in to assist oblast economic subsidies in Omsk that had bdlooned out of 

control. with 85 million rubles additional to budgeted transfers. In 1990, however, the 

republic refused to increase its transfers. forcing oblast budget cuts totalling 4%. Union law 

had attempted to strengthen local budget revenues by having union-republic enterprises pay 

directly into local budgets. but the sharp decline in enterprise profits provided no real revenue 

for Omsk obla~t.~' By 1991 oblast revenues were increasingly reliant on transfers from the 

republic budget - 81 1 million rubles of a total of 2.54 billion rubles. or 32%, up from 5.6% 

the previous year. But what the republic gave with one hand, it partidly took back with the 

other. Reciprocal payrnents from oblast to republic were 10.7 million rubles in 1990 (about 

1.5% of total expenditures). but mushroomed to 233 million in 1991 (10% of total)? 

An example of the post election frustration conceming a lack of political power is 

found in environmental policy. Many of the deputies to local soviets, particularly those 

identified with the democrats. had made the environment a dominant part of their election 

platform. They were eager to hiifil1 their promises and exercise their new political power. 

By August of 1990, only 4 months after the elections, the Omsk oblast and city soviets held a 

joint session devoted entirely to environmental concerns in an attempt to develop comrnon 

'" "Ob ispolnenii byudzhcta Omskoi oblasti na 1 Yanvaria 1990 goda": "Ob ispolnenii byudzhcta Ornskoi oblst i  na I 
Yanvaria 1991 goda; both documents frorn the Omsk Oblat Administration's Executive Cornmittee. Also, from an interview 
with G.V. Bun'kov. financial administrator for Omsk oblat  administration. 4 June 1992. 
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ground and pursue united goals. Most crucial was the issue of exercising soviet authonty 

over large union-republic enterprises. Motivation came. in part, from the planned construction 

of a large factory in the city by a union enterprise. The question. for the deputies, was not 

whether or not there would be a factory, but whether or not soviets possessed any real 

power.5' Local soviets had enjoyed legal authority over environmental issues since the 

early 1980's. but lacked the forcefulness and the politicai power necessary to pass and 

implement effective decisions. 

The oblast and city soviets passed legislation that effectively blamed the s o q  state of 

Omsk's environment on poor administration. There had been. it was pointed out. an absence 

of correlation among various local inspectorates. poor attention from executive and legislative 

organs and from local enterprises. The legislation included 18 measures: including full 

recognition to the cnsis situation, and a declaration that Omsk was a zone of ecological 

disaster. The two soviets formed a joint standing commission to coordinate environmental 

issues, which would deal with industries. construction, land use and natural resources. The 

commission would be funded by deducting payments to the Union budget of union-republic 

enterprise profits greater than 12% until 1995. The money would be used to finance 

ecological measures, compensation and public health. Omsk would also request republic and 

union ministries to retool their enterprises, especially those most guilty of environmental 

p~llution.~' That the newly elected soviets were willing to confiont the center so quickly 

suggests that the deputies were eager to carry through on their election promises. That the 

5J Dccision of Omsk Oblast and Omsk City Soviets "Ob ekologicheskoi obstanovke v oblasti i neotlozhnykh merakh po 
et: ozdorovlcniiu" Ontskuia pravda 14 September 1990. 
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issue was relatively "safe" (ie. who would oppose environmental protection?) made it a 

judicious issue on which the soviets could "cut their teeth". 

The early promise of soviet work, however, quickly subsided. By March of 1991. it 

was evident that notiiing had changed, and that any visible improvement in the ecological 

situation was not on the irnmediate horizon. Union-republic enterprises continued to ignore 

local soviets. and the construction noted above proceeded in spite of protests. Indeed, the 

only changes that had taken place locaily were a result of raion deputies directed against local 

enterprises. Leonid Polezhaev, chair of the obispolkom explained that economic factors, most 

notably the sharp decline in profits. made it an inopportune time to mandate retooling and 

environmental protection.5" In May. the chair of the city standing cornmittee on the 

environment asked to be released. He acknowledged that his work had produced no results, 

in spite of his active efforts. "Everythng," he declared "depends on the center, on higher 

organs of power. which control and distribute r e so~rces . "~~  Since deputies were now held 

accountable for their work. he refused to be a part of the powerlessness. 

Deputy fmstration was not limited to environmental concerns. One year afier 

elections, local deputies in Omsk had already tired of their responsibilities. Meetings of the 

city soviet were sometimes cancelled because of poor attendance, and only 14% of the 200 

deputies had not missed a session. Average attendance was about 135, and routinely fell after 

a break in proceedings. A variety of explanations for such poor attendance were offered: the 

abundance of trivial issues. or "rnelochi" that ate up time and energy; the heavy workload of 

$4 Ontskaïa pravdu 22 M a c h  1 99 1 

'' I échernii Omsk 16 May 1991. 
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and the amount of knowledge and competency 

accepted explanation was that the ovenvhelming sense 

of powerlessness and frustration of deputies was keeping them away? 

The decline of the Comrnunist party as the coordinating agency for local 

administration and the lagging fervour for local soviets in Omsk parallel developments 

throughout the rest of Russia. In some cases. local party organs tried to c a ry  on as if 

refoms had never happened. Their level of administrative experience granted them some 

measure of continuing control over the allocation of resources. Yet such influence was now 

subjected to increasing rneasures of public criticism. from newly elected deputies and from 

local independent newspapers. Likewise. executive committees were now the targets of 

criticism from local soviets. which desired control over the implementation and execution of 

soviet legislation. There was often little change if any in the personne1 of local executive 

committees. and the lines of accountabiiity and authority between newly formed presidia and 

executive committees was anybody's guess. 

The final year of the Soviet Union witnessed an acute crisis of authority and a 

breakdown of state power. And as noted legal columnist Yurii Feofanov noted in the FaIl of 

1990, the most profound manifestation of this crisis could be found in local adrninistrati~n.~~ 

As disparate institutions and local organs began to compete with each other over who 

possessed authority over whom, the Soviet Union was beset with rnnogovlastie (multiple 

powers), which corresponded to the complete breakdown of power and authority throughout 

Ih l kchernii Omsk 16 May and 4 June 199 1. 

57 l,yestiia 15 Octobcr. 1990. 
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the state. Russians referred to this predicament with the term beadastie (absence of power). 

One Russian author referred to the onset of a new time of troubles (smuta). and suggested that 

Russia had again broken down into appanage principalities. The solution? A tightening of 

central power and authority. "If we cannot guarantee concentrated and consistent 

administration during reforms, then there is an increased danger of authority disintegrating 

into various jurisdictions. sectors, republics and other appanage principalitie~."~~ 

This disintegration is precisely what occurred in Soviet Russia in 1990-199 1. The 

Communist Party and central ministries had been the primary institutions which "glued" the 

state together. When the authority of these institutions was undermined, there was nothing 

left to prevent large fractures from rendering the state asunder. Local soviets had no 

experience in exercising autonomous power, and in hindsight it is surprising to realize how 

many observers and academics (both in Russian and the West) were shocked at the manner in 

which regions and locales moved in disparate directions after the elections of 1990. This new 

"time of troubles". or smutnoe vrernia, was the most recent culmination of the continuing 

paradox of over and under government. which had plagued Russia for centuries. Just as the 

communist party had been used to bind local administration to the center after 191 7, the 

decline of the party in 1990 caused the Soviet system to unravel. Smuta thus represented the 

unintegratedness of the Russian state, the acute lack of an organization of power that existed 

behind the facade of the all powerful totalitarian system. 

The assertion of locd interests versus the claims of the center caused all manner of 

assertions of sovereignty - not only among the republics of the Soviet Union, but of various 

5 I izvestiia 7 February. 199 1 .  
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national and territorial units throughout Russia. This "parade of sovereignties" led to a "war 

of laws" among different levels of govenunent and between different branches of govenunent 

at the sarne level. (The collection of newspaper cartoons in illustration 4.3 portray this 

situation.) For their part. soviets were woefûlly incapable of assurning a constructive role. 

Yet the assertion of soviet power and their new found legitimacy strengthened local resolve to 

resist the center. and so dismpted the existing order. But without the capacity to do anything. 

soviets were an unsuitable Foundation for a new political system and they were rarely more 

than noisy debating chambers, incapable of any constructive activity? 

This crisis of state was the cause of the attempted coup of August 1991. To members 

of the Emergency Measures Cornmittee. the GKChP. Gorbachev's attempt to hold the Union 

together through concessions enumerated in the Union Treaty was the antithesis of the Soviet 

version of the unity of power. And Gorbachev's critics only had to observe the breakdown of 

power throughout Russia. let alone its empire. to believe that the Soviet state would never 

hold without a reimposition of central power. 

Understanding Smuta 

How then do we comprehend the breakdown of administration in the Soviet Union? 

There are three points that need to be emphasized: first, that historical explmations for 

administrative collapse are relevant to the contemporary period; second, that political and 

administrative confision was the result of the difficulty in reconciling conflicting interests; 

and third, that conflict developed over a cornpetitive struggle over power. 

<U Sec. for example. the account of the city soviet in LeningradISt. Petersburg by Akksandr Vinnikov, "Thc End of 
Soviet Power in St. Petersburg: An Insider's View." Europe-Asia Studies 46:7 ( 1994) pp. 121 5- 1230. 



Podmoskovnve lzvestiia 28 Septernber 1 99 1 
This cartoon represents the so called "war of 
laws" between the Moscow City and Moscow 
oblast. It suggests neither will win the conilict. 
and portrays the futility in local govenment. 
Source: May Buckley, Redetïniu Russian 
Societv and Policv 
(Boulder Co: Westview Press. 1993) p.22 1 

Arvumenty i Fakw no. 34 (August, 1991) 
Here is a characterization of the logical 
conclusionto the "parade of sovereignities". Each 
home would soon become sovereign. 
From Buckley. p. 225. 

Pravda 29 January 199 1 
Ln this cartoon, both the raion soviet and the raion 
party cornmittee are trying to escape the burden of 
responsibility - so much so that it seems to have 
become a garne. 

lzvestiia 7 January 1 99 i 
Here, two parts of a whole declare their 
sovereignty, rendering both cornparatively 
useless. 
From Buc1;lt.y. p. 227 
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In the first instance. as noted in chapter two. Russia did not possess any real legacy of 

effective. coherent sub-national govenunent endowed with both authonty and power. When 

central power crumbled in the past, such as in the early seventeenth century and in 1917. the 

administrative tentacies of central power in the locales proved to be quite useless in 

maintaining any sernblance of order. In this sense. the paradox of under and over government 

manifests itself most clearly in those brief penods when cenaal power (overgovemment) falls 

apart. Without the center, al1 that remains are powerless institutions of local administration. 

This is why the collapse of central power in Russia has always been such a fearful 

predicarnent. Without a strong center, Russia quickly unravels. Local administrations have 

little esperience in dealing with significant matters of govemment. and no levels of 

government have experience in political negotiation with other tiers of government. Perhaps 

this is why b ~ r f  periods of smztta seem to follow a generation later as reactions to prevailing 

tendencies of centralization. In the seventeenth century. srnula followed Ivan's oprichnina, in 

19 1 7 it followed the "counter-reforrns" or centralization that followed half-hearted 

experirnents with local self-government. And in 1990. it developed after a few decades of 

attempting to overcome the negative aspects of Soviet and Stalinist centralism. It is of 

interest to note that in each instance in the past, a strong effort towards centralization has 

followed. 

Second. we need to point out that manifestations of local interests are not the primary 

result of any one local political leader, or of any conflict over ideology. Instead, 

mestnichesnto is the manifestation of often legitimate local interests, which cannot be 

adequately addressed by simply defending the interests of the center. Since Russia has no 
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tradition of organizing power to allow local organs to legitirnately resolve important local 

rnatters. the crurnbling of central power is exacerbated by those brief windows of oppomuiity 

where local governments can assert their demands with impunity. This is why some local 

governments seem to behave in radicd and bizarre fashion - they are unaccustomed and 

unschooled in the political game of negotiation and compromise. Rather than assert positions 

that are open to negotiation. srnuta represents those occasions when local organs are 

intoxicated with their new unshackled opportunities to make claims for their constitutencies. 

after decades of frustration?' 

Third. the collapse of central administration ushers in a period of intense institutional 

da,rwinism (reminiscent of Krasner' s metap hor of punctuated equilibnum), where the survival 

of the fittest woutd determine which institutions would continue to survive and which 

institutions will wield any power and authority. Zemstvos were thus made redundant by 

soviets. which were then usurped by local party organizations. In the contemporary period. 

party organizations lost out to rejuvenated soviets and executive cornmittees, which then 

became the nexus for a further struggle. To understand the nature of this danvinian struggle, 

we must be sure that we underscore the nature of contest: these institutions are stniggling for 

power, which is found primarily in the resources at the disposal of local institutions. These 

resources include such things as control over property, over the flow of information and the 

local press. over the appointment of personnel. and over budgets. Such resources are as 

critical to local power as they are to central control. They are necessary in order for local 

governments to possess the capacity to resolve and implement policies which effect local 

"" A. Voinov. "Minus sovetskaia vlast'." Khronika No.69 ( 199 1 ). 
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affairs. 

The real nature of srnuta cannot be understood uniess we realize that it represents 

those moments when this struggle over resources and power breaks loose from previous 

constraints and rises to the fore. Naturally. the struggle for power is an ongoing process that 

exists even in political systems with long cstablished traditions of ordered power and 

authority. Smwa. however. represents those occasions in Russian history when the existing 

order breaks down and a new arrangement of power has not yet been established. Let us look 

at exarnples of the political conflict among different levels and branches of local government 

throughout Russia in 1990- 199 1. 

The earlirst battles at the local level after local elections were between newiy elected 

soviets and the corresponding party committees. These batties were primarily over materiai 

resources such as property. Sergei Stankevich. then deputy chair of the presidiurn of the 

Moscow City Soviet (Iater a prominent federal politician) was shocked when the new city 

govenunent took over in the Spring of 1990. It was only then that he realized that almost 

nothing in Moscow belonged to the city soviet. Instead. 80% of everything belonged to a 

wide variety of departments. and what ownership did exist was alrnost always held jointly 

with the ~ a r t y . ~ '  Of the 33 buildings that housed Moscow Party committees. for example, 

30 were built by joint efforts with city  soviet^.^' The fight over land ownership led to a 

decision by the city soviet in June 1990 to repeal al1 earlier acts allocating land within its 

territories. and declared that the use of land owned by the soviets would be allowed only 

"' Prnrda 29 June 1990. 

Izvestiia 28 April 1990. 
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through direct contractual  arrangement^.^' This struggle over land was directly comected 

with the struggle to improve the revenue base for the city soviet. 

The local press is also an important resource upon which political power is built. In 

Moscow. the newspaper Vecherniaia Moskva was jointly held by the city soviet and the city 

Party committee. Before local eiections. ownership was transfered over to the Party, and this 

decision was then reversed by the new city soviet? In the provinces. the stniggle for the 

press was less successfûl. In Krasnodar. for example, the city soviet decided to publish a 

newspaper entitled Krasnodarskaia imestiia. But since the city did not possess any pnnting 

facilities. it had to rely on the krni executive committee. which was still dominated by the 

Party. The Party effectively blocked the paper's publication over concerns that the new 

paper's ideology "wouid not be adequately s~perv ised ."~~ In the Altai Krai. the editonal 

office of the local newspaper became the battleground between the Party and the local soviet. 

Each appointed an editor for the newspaper. and the ensuing chaos led to nirmoil in the 

production of the paper? 

Declining Party cornmittees were not the only institutions to compete with local 

soviets. The structural remodeling which Ied to the creation of presidia created a problem of 

dual power (dvoevlastie). This confusion was evidenced even in mundane issues. There was, 

for exarnple. confusion in both the Russian and Western press concerning who the mayor of a 

h? kvesriia 29 lune 1990: and I+echerniaia ;\losha 19 Novrmber 1990. 

"" Timothy Fry. "The Moscow City Soviet Strtkes Its Claim." Report on the USSR 2:3 1 (3  August 1990). 

" Moscow Television. 22 Octobzr 1990. as reported in FBIS SOC'-90-205, 23 October 1990. p. 69. 

h6 kvesriia 12 Dcczmbcr 1990. See also Pruvda 23 Dccember 1990 for a more general discussion of conflict over the 
press between locai soviets and party organizations. 
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particular city was - the chairman of the presidium. or the chairman of the ispolkom. Other 

issues. such as questions of salaries, provoked institutional fighting. Since money was 

limited. ispolkom chaimen were even asked to share their salaries with the new chairman of 

the pre~idium.~' These mundane examples portray the wedge that was driven between the 

soviet and the executive cornmittee. While the soviet could claim new legitimacy. it 

continued to rely on the ispolkom for virtually everything it needed to exercise its legal 

authority. even for paper and paperclips. Ispolkorny most often proved to be unwilling to 

cooperate with soviets. In one account. when the chairman of a raion ispolkorn in Tambov 

left for holiday. the accountant would not disperse any public Funds without the chairman's 

signature? In Saransk. the chair of the city soviet had to wander around the halls of the 

soviet for weeks without an office. which was denied him by the chair of the city 

i s p o l k ~ r n . ~ ~  Soviets and their executive cornmittees struggled over such things as control 

over money. the right of the executive to veto decisions. the right of the soviet to declare no- 

confidence. and the authority over appointrnents. 

Just as important as these horizontal battles over power were the struggles among local 

institutions of different Ievels. In Moscow. 34 different soviets fwictioned within the city. 

And in smaller cities such as Tambov, 8 different soviets could claim power over disparate 

parts of the city"' Exactly which resources belonged to whom. and which level had 

- - - - - - - - -- 

"' Soverskaia Rossiiu 16 Octobsr IWO. 

hX "K sarnoupr;1vleniiu." :Varodnyi depufar No. 12 ( 1990) pp. 12- 18. 

"' hornsomolskata pravda 30  Srpcernber 1990. 

70 Pravda 24 Novcmber I W O .  
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authonty over what was a cornplete mystery to all." Soviets throughout Russia tried to 

resolve this dilemma by declaring sovereignty. which gave them an excuse to ignore the 

decisions and resolutions of other soviets. The response of the RSFSR Supreme Soviet in 

October 1990 was to pass legislation obliging al1 Iower soviets to execute the decisions of 

higher soviets. '' 
An example of the struggles between different levels of govemment was the fight over 

the appointment of the Moscow city police chief. In January 199 1. the Moscow City 

executive committee appointed V. Komissarov to the post of chief of the Municipal 

department of Internal Affairs, replacing a certain Bogdanov, who had jointly served as the 

deputy minister of the Union Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD). The Union MVD quickly 

responded by anulling the order and reappointed Bogdanov to his position. which was 

strongly protested by the City ispolkom. Gorbachev's presidential decree of March 26 then 

combined the separate Moscow City and oblast departments of internal affairs, and the Union 

appointed Ivan Shilov as the new police chief in Moscow. The RSFSR govemment entered 

the fray on March 28, when the republic suspended Gorbachev's decree and transfered the 

city administration of internal affairs to the republic ministry of internal affairs. The RSFSR 

appointed Komissarov the new 

Union MVD. which announced 

city police chief, but then this appointrnent was anulled by the 

that Shilov (also first deputy of the Union MVD) was still 

'' Barribashev and Sheremet has identified the nature of this problcrn in 1988. See thcir "Pravovaia baza obnovleniia 
mcstnykh sovetov." Sovety narodnyklr deputarov No.9 1988. pp. 7- 18. 

'' The law is discussed in Komsomoiskuiapravda 1 1  October 1990. One of  the consequences of the law was that it 
actually granted mort: indepcndence to executive cornmittees. since vertical integration depended on their cornpliance. With 
dual subordination. the executive committee had greater opportunity to ignore its soviet with impunity if it couid claim to be 
following the lead of the superior executive or sovict. 
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head of the city police. By April, the city soviet decided to set up its own police force.73 

The problems of jurisdictional confusion is rnost evident within the urban areas. City 

soviets and ispolkom workers were al1 quick to denounce the interference of central ministries 

and representatives of the Union and Republic govemment. Yet these same voices were even 

quicker to denounce raion soviets and executives as nothing but obstacles to effective 

municipal governrnrnt. They seemed to ignore the fact that their own complaints against 

higher level institutions were clearly mirrored in the complaints of raion representatives 

against the city In Moscow, raion soviets stniggled with the city soviet for control over 

buildings. gas and electricity. water, sewage. and even garbage collections. Stankevich even 

suggested that raiony would soon declare birds flying over their temtory to also be the 

property of the raion." 

Conclusion 

The idea of reforming local government in Russia did not just emerge during the 

Gorbachev era. but was an issue that had been part of Russian politics throughout most of the 

past century. In spite of al1 efforts, however. reforms were never successfbl in creating local 

govenunents that could fulfill the tasks that the center expected or that the public required. 

Why did these reforms fail? There are two parts to this answer. First, throughout the entire 

history of local govemment reform, the dominant interests involved in reforms had too much 

to Iose and not enough to gain in the developrnent of local power. Autocracy, ministerial 

- . . - . . - - - 

73 /xest i ia8 April 1990. 

74 hhmsomo/skaia pravda 20 September 1990: and Fecherniaia Moshva 15 October 1990. 
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control. the vanguard role of the CPSU or the unitary system of power were al1 institutional 

constraints which worked against the very idea of local power. As a consequence, local 

govemments remained administrative tentacles of the center instead of emerging as organs of 

local self-government. 

Second. Russia lacked a meaningfûl legacy of local govemment. There was an acute 

lack of experience in Russian administration in dealing with manifestations of local interests. 

Rather rhan a recognition that such interests could be legitirnate, and dealing with thern in a 

rational way. local interests were too often ruled as trespass against the interests of the center. 

In short. there was no experience in leaming to deal with disparate interests on a politicai 

level. 

In the end, however. the necessity of dealing with the demands of a modem state 

forced some serious attempts to restructure the political order. The alternative was the 

continuing paradox of over and under government. In spite of any hype about dl power to 

the soviets. Gorbachev yet tned to maintain a sernblance of party hegemony. His failure to 

do so is the primary reason why the political order collapsed. The pillars of party power were 

shaken and local governments were not capable of providing the required support for the 

Soviet regime. Exposed as they were to local intereits, local soviets lacked the glue or mortar 

that had enforced central dominance. As a result, each of the various bricks making up the 

foundation for political order shifted in disparate directions and the edifice collapsed. 

The question that animates the rest of this dissertation concems the process within 

which a new edifice is created. Has Russia been successful in organizing power among its 

political institutions? It might have been fair to assume in late 1991 that with the demise of 
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the CPSU and the Union ministries. local soviets had an unique oppominity to emerge from 

central tutelage and exist as institutions of power within the broader whole. Part three of the 

dissertation chronicles the struggles for local self-government in post Soviet Russia and then 

concludes with exphnations of the process of organizing power and a discussion of what this 

process tells us about the new Russian state. 



PART III 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND RUSSIAN STATE BUILDING 

In the beghing,  there is invariably a push toward decentrdization, 
in the end, and extensions of centrakation. 

In starting, one follo ws the logic of one 's principles; 
in the finishing, one folZows that of one '.Y habits. 

of one 's passions, of po wer. 
In mm, the last work always remains with centrakation which, 

to bc honest. increases in depth crt the same tirne 
iî diminishes in uppearance. 

AIexis de Tocqueville 



CHAPTER F m :  

CREATLNG THE MOULD 
THE RUSSIAN LAW ON LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT 

After local elections weaked havoc on the existing organization of power. the Soviet 

regime tumbled into administrative chaos. The Union law on local govemment not only 

failed to organize power to include local government, it also failed to establish the necessary 

norms and institutions for coherent govenunent. In fact. the Union law abrogated any de 

facto Union responsibility over local organs of administration, transfering such to the various 

Union republics. As the large9 of these republics, Russia had the greatest need to establish a 

viable state system of administration through which the government might penetrate the 

territory it purported to govem. But the nature of the task was such that there was no easy 

solution to the problem of local government. This chapter focuses on efforts in the Russian 

Republic to create local government amidst the chaos of smzrta. It details the legislative 

process involved in the organization of power among local institutions, and highlights the 

various obstacles and constraints to this process. Much of the research for this chapter is 

based on the author's access to the minutes of the Supreme Soviet Cornmittee which drafted 

the legislation. As such it relies on contextual evidence in asserting the roles of specialists, 

politicians, and institutions in the attempt to create local self-government. The chapter begins 

with a discussion of the various and ongoing calls for refonn of local govemment, and then 
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studies the development of the RSFSR law on local govemment, the aptly titled "Law on 

Local Self-Government." which emerged during the S u m e r  of 199 1. It concludes with 

attention to the "Law on Krai and Oblast Soviets and .kiministrations," which then sets the 

table for W e r  discussion.' 

The Lack of a Conceptua1 Base 

Prior to local elections. the various problems and weaknesses of local administration 

could be blamed on institutions extemal to organs of local government. more specifically, 

local party committees or large enterprises. AAer elections, however, it was increasingly 

apparent that local political institutions themselves required fundamental reform if they were 

to provide a foundation for a revitalized political system. The decline of the communist party 

and the increased pressures for radical economic reform established W e r  the clear need for 

restrucniring the arrangement of power at the local Ievel. in response, there were three broad 

strearns of proposals for local govemment reform. Each of these streams is rnanifest in three 

respective works dealing with reforming the Russian political order, dl written during the first 

year of political chaos that followed local elections.' 

The first of these strearns was a suggestion that Russia should return to its pre-Soviet 

traditions. In a characteristically long essay published in Russian newspapers in Septernber 

' Zakon RSFSR "O mestnom samoupravlenie v RSFSR" Sovetskaia Rossiia 20 July 199 1 .  Al! further references to the law 
are from this source; Zakon Rossiiskoi Fedcratsii "O knçvom. oblastnom Sovete narodhykh deputatov i kraevoi. oblastnoi adminisiratsii 
Rossiiskaia Gazeta 20 March 1993 

' The three works are AIeksander Solzhenitsyn. Rebuilding Russia: Rejîectionsand TentativeProposals transtated by Alexis 
Klimoff. (New York: Farrar. Straus and Giroux. 199 1 ). The original was published in Komsomolskaiapravda 18 September, 1990; 
R-V. Panov. Cïast 'na mestakh: kak organizovat 'rabotu sovera (Leningrad, 1990); Gavriil Popov, Chto delar '? (Moscaw: 1990). 
Solzhenitsyn and Popov wrote broad tracts for political reform. dealing with local government as one of may important issues. 
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1990. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn emphasized that Russia's road back to health must begin at the 

grassroots. One of Russia's primary concems must be to create the proper institutions for 

local self-government. In this regard, according to the farnous writer, the necessary 

foundation for such could properly be borrowed fiom the Russian past. The zemstvo could 

thus become the mode1 for modem local governrnent. Solzhenitsyn suggested that four 

different levels of zemstvo be established: the local (towns? municipal wards, groups of 

villages); the trezd (large city or county); the oblast (provincial); and the al1 Russian 

Assembly. He proposed that the transition to zemstvos occur over a period of at Least four 

years. Direct elections would be held as soon as possible for local and uezd level zemstvos, 

which. after a two year period would then elect deputies to the oblast level. The oblast 

zemstvo would then in hlm elect delegates to the All-Zemstvo Assembly. In this manner of 

representation, the bottom rungs on the hierarchical ladder would be able to emerge fiom 

under the dominance of superior insititutions. Each zemstvo would also appoint its own 

executive. which would be accountable only to it. 

The zemstvo proposal possessed some strong selling points. Local officiais would 

exist outside the aate's employ and thus serve local interests, zemstvos would develop their 

own structure, appoint their own personnel, and develop their own financial base. The 

comection with the Russian past would help local organs establish legitimacy, and perhaps 

most importantly, the sepaïation of state and local government would be a step in the 

direction of local self-government. Real self-government. as one advocate later suggested, 

would demand "...the elimination of the state's monopoly on political power 'from below.' 
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Where people are aware of the necessity for and strength of political and economic self- 

organization, state power is compelled to share its rights and responsibilities.' 

Unfortunately. the zemstvo alternative to local self-government placed little focus on 

the "sharing" of rights and responsiblities between state and local govemment. While 

Solzhenitsyn was quick to propose a retmn to the zemstvo, he made no effort whatsoever to 

describe how his version of local government would be much different fiom the then existing 

structures of local administration. Indeed. there was no detail conceming the amount of 

power or types of authority each level would possess. In short. there was no organization of 

power inciuded in his proposal. In this regard, Solzhenitsyn seemed caught up in that notion 

of divine organicisrn of the state that prevailed arnong slavophiles in the nineteenth cenniry, 

which envisioned some kind of spontaneous merging of central and local interests? Like his 

slavophile predecessors. Solzhenitsyn came across as completely unaware of the discrepancies 

that might emerge between central and local interests. and the conflict that would ensue in 

trying to reconcile them. His proposa1 made no mention of how such disputes might be 

reconciled, how executive organs might be connected among different tiers of administration, 

or, most importantly, how power and authority might be organized arnong different levels of 

govemment. His "tentative proposal" lacked any specific suggestions for improving local 

govemment. It merely returned Russia to its past, complete with many of the same glitches 

that had troubled Russian local govemment a century earlier. This was no solution. 

' M. Strongina "Mestnoe samoupnvlenie i razvitie tcrriton." Vopras, ekonomiki. 1994 110.5, pp. 13330. This article is translated 
in Rlrssian Social Science Revrew 1995 (July-August) pp. 16-27. Quote on pp. 18-19. 

'' Solzhenitsyn. pp. 39-41.85-94. For more on the zemstvo ris a mode1 for local govemmcnt rcfonn, see Izvesriia 15 October. 
1990: and. more recently. iVezavisimaiagazeta 14 January 1994. 
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The second main stream of proposals for reforming local government in 1990 was 

premised on the notion that soviets had not been given a fair opportunity to prove themselves 

as a foundation for local government. Since soviets had not yet possessed any real power. the 

task of reform would be to transfer power to the soviets. and transform them from noisy 

debating chambers to functional institutions of self-government. To accomplish this task, 

constitutional and legislative changes would be necessary to end the jurisdictional confusion 

that encumbered soviets at al1 levels. Such changes would need to clearly delineate authority 

along both vertical and horizontal axes. and put an end to the confusion that emanated frorn 

dual subordination. Proponents of this stream of proposals advocated that soviets should gain 

a strong upper hand in relation to their corresponding executive committees. The horizontal 

mis would thus be dominated by the soviet, which would then be more capable of assuming 

control thanks to its new presidiurn and the enhanced status of its deputies and standing 

cornmittees. Yet while due attention was given to the horizontal dimension of power. there 

was very little discussion conceming the vertical dimension. Which level of soviet would 

have the upper hand along the vertical mis? How would power be demarcated arnong the 

many different tiers of Russian govement? In short, this stream of proposals was hardly 

radical, and represented only a rehashing of reform efforts that had been discussed for more 

than three decades.' 

The third strearn of proposais for reform suggested that the fortunes of local 

government would benefit greatly if Russia were to simply get rid of the soviets altogether. 

Such an idea was advanced by the then chairman of the newly elected Moscow city soviet, 

' Panov. I lasr' na mestakh; see dso N .M. Amclin Mestnp sowtt, nurodriykh deputatm v skteme terrilorial 'nom samoupmvlenii 
(Moscow: 199 1). 
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Gavriil Popol. who suggested that Russia needed to experience a process of "desovietization." 

The utility of the soviets, he claimed, had been realized in their ability to finally purge society 

of the "partyocracy". But soviets, he pointed out, provided no foundation for the future. 

Local councils were simply not set up for administration and government, and had proven 

themselves incapable of any real action or implementation. What was needed instead was 

strong executive power at the local level, directly elected at fixed intervais by the general 

p ~ b l i c . ~  

Some of the more prevalant attributes of these general streams of reforrn proposals 

were mirrored in a number of local drafts for local govemment reform which emerged during 

1990. These local drafts for self-government emerged at about the sarne time or shortly d e r  

the Union law. but prior to the development of Russian Republic legislation dealing with local 

government. As such. the drafts were attempts to fil1 the void in local government, and were 

written in local environments minimally influenced by central interests. The contents of these 

drafts reveal the variety of approaches and the concems of local institutions. They also 

reveal. in some cases, the lack of experience in dealing with any organization of power and 

autho ri ty . 

The most identifiable feature of these drafts was the general emphasis on transfering 

"ail rights and authority," or the foundation for state power, to lower levels of govemment. 

In some cases, this devolution of power was advocated in a complete sense (i.e. all nghts and 

authority to the lowest level. the village or microraion soviet), in others it involved a complete 

" Popov. Cho delar '? See also Popov's more speci tic proposals for municipal governmcnt in VecherniaiaMoskva 17 January 
199 1 ; V. Vasit'ev. "Sovety i l i  Munitsipalitety?" Narocinyi depufat No. 16 199 1, pp. 47-54; and V. Tikhonov. "Munitsipalitety: Panatseia 
i l i  Otsrochkri?" Chelovek i zakon No.3-4 1991. pp.33-48. 
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shifi of power away fiom Moscow. but with a division of authority between urban/niral and 

oblast soviets. In Belgorod oblast, for exarnple, an area then dominated by collective f m s ,  

the draft suggested that al1 power and authonty would be granted to the pnmary level of 

government. at the village or community level. and could only be transfered higher by 

decision of that local co~nrnunity.~ Elsewhere. in Kurgansk, a five year transition pian was 

worked out by "specialists" in local govemment and soviet and party workers from the oblast. 

Their rendition envisioned a devolution of property rights. budget revenues and jurisdiction to 

the oblast. but with cornmensurate divisions of obiast property and limits on oblast authority 

to benefit lower level soviets.' The pnmary emphasis of such local drafts that this author 

has had the opportunity to penise points to explicit efforts to gain local control over budgets. 

property, and to encourage local economic independence.' While these drafis were detailed 

statements of piirpose, however, they rarely provided the legal detail necessary in any 

fùnctional division of power. They represent the predicament in which advocates of local 

power found themselves at this juncture in Russian politicai developrnent. Dividing power 

was an extrernemly difficult process, even at the theoreticai level. Where should they start? 

Where cortld they start? 

' Belgorodskaia pravda 7 Apri l 1990. 

~ o v e t s k o e  Zatiral 'e 30 March 1990. 

" S e  also Magaaânskoia puda 2 May 1990; Mmiirkaia pmrda I I April 1990, Omskaia p m h  28 June 1990; KabarriUId3alkarskaia 
pravda 24 May 1990: Tikhookeanskaiopruvda 13 Fcbruary 1990: Penzenskaraprmda 29 March 1990; Volgograhkaia pravda 
20 January 1990. The last of these drafts was based on an experiment approved by the RSFSR Supreme Soviet which would 
transfcr al1 Union and Republic ministry enterprises to the oblast soviet to increase the latter's financial base. authority and power. 
iMy thanks to the Iibrary of the Institute of State and Law of the Russim Academy of Sciences for their clipping service of Iocal 
ncwspapers. 
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.4n example of the problems inherent in dividing up power can be found in what was 

perhaps the most bizarre of these drafts for local government reform. written in Gorkii (now 

Nizhnii Novgorod). This draft, titled "Fundamental Principles for the Transition to Self- 

Govemment in Gorkii Oblast." envisioned nine distinct levels of local govemment. Four of 

these levels would exist in rural cornmunities: one for each village; another for the internai 

concerns of each economic organization (collective farm); a third to govern a nurnber of 

econornic organizations: and a fourth for the rural county. There would also be five more 

Ievels for urban areas: the dvor (block); the microraion (neiphborhood); the industrial 

enterprise; the municipal district or ward; and the city. According to the draft, each of these 

levels would independently define their own institutions of local government, based on local 

conditions. Villages. for exarnple, could appoint a village elder, while the second and third 

level of rural govemment might be comprised of councils of elders. The raion government 

might have two chambers, one of village elders. the other of elected deputies. Whatever kind 

of structures emerged, the draft naively suggested that the whole system of govemments and 

administration could be woven together, based on an assumed convergence of urban and rural 

interests.lu In reading this particular draft, one is stmck by the naivete of the whole 

proposal, which resembled the wild schemes of an energetic undergraduate student of political 

science, desperate to incorporate any and al1 sorts of interesting ideas and structures into a 

system of government. While the drafi presented an interesting structural scheme of local 

govemment, it was oblivious to the fact that each of these nine levels of government might in 

turn represent distinct interests. 

'' Gorkovskaia pravda 30 March 1990. 
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While such cirafts possess some entertainment value, they aiso testiQ of the relevance 

of local govemment reform. particularly to local and central politicians, and to academics. 

Their pleas for fundamental reform of local govemment becarne louder than ever. Local 

administrators and newly elected deputirs cornplained loudly that neither their administrative 

functions nor their political authonty were clearly defined. and that they lacked the necessary 

power to play an effective role in local affairs. Associations of local govemments issued 

resolutions demanding that the Russian government create laws and means through which 

local organs could resolve their political and economic problems." Deputies in the newly 

convened Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR pointed out that without a comprehensive law 

creating and defining organs of local government. economic reform would be impossible, and 

the country would slide hrther towards civil war and social chaos. One deputy from 

Vladivostok pointed out the need for a new law. Referring to the cnsis of power in local 

governments. he declared that, "each (organ of local government) understands power in its 

own way. Today soviets c m  not yet govern in a new manner, but they will not allow 

executive cornmittees to govem in the old manner. In such a situation. there is no power in 

the locales. " '' 

" .4n example of siich is the rcsolution by the Association of Siberian Cities, issued in early 1991. This was well after the 
Supreme Soviet had begun to address the issue. but still well before the IegisIation was finished. See VeclterniiOmsk20 Febmary 
1991. 

'' Biulleren ': sovmesrnoezasedanie verkhovnogo soveta RSFSR No. 10 (20 September 1990). p. 4 1. Heredter Biulleren 'with 
number and date. See also the generd discussion of local government by various deputies at this same session. 



Genesis of the Russian Law on Local Self-Government 

The many difficulties involved in establishing a conceptual frarnework for the 

separation of powers is apparent in the issues and problems which arose in the drafting of the 

RSFSR law. Afier its election. the RSFSR Supreme Soviet quickly formed a parliamentary 

committee to deal with the numerous issues surrounding local government. The Cornmittee 

for Issues of Local Soviets and the Developrnent of Self-Governrnent was formed by late June 

1990. and elected Nikolai Travkin as its first chairman. The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet 

established the legislative agenda for the Committee. which included drafting laws on creating 

special status for Moscow and St. Petersburg. and on improving the status of People's 

Deputies. The Committee also participated in the drafting of various laws in other 

parliarnentary cornmittees. The highest priority. however, was on cirafting a comprehensive 

law dealing with the structures and functions of local government and the demarcation of 

power." To this end. Travkin's committee called a meeting in Moscow of representatives 

from local soviets al1 over the federation. On 17 July, some 560 local representatives met in 

Moscow to discuss their demands and perspectives towards the project, providing valuable 

input from below. These representatives formed working groups, many of which continued to 

function throughout the rernainder of the year and provided valuable contributions to the 

development of the drafl legislation. The biggest contribution of these working groups, 

however. was their emphasis on the need for clear vertical and horizontal separation of 

l 3  Originally the task inciudcd two laws: a law on local soviets and a second on local self-government. The first was to clearly 
dernarcatc jurisdictions of soviets from village to oblast/kni. the second to f o m  the system of Iocal self-government. The comminee, 
howver. balked at the prospect of clcarly defining the mhonty of each and every level. as nmerous issues demanded somr masure 
of joint responsibility. Instead. as wt: shall sce below. the law developed a much stronger version of  exccutive power than had 
bcsn originally intended. 
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authonty and power. Their emphasis reflected the emerging shift from legislative power to a 

more realistic demand for executive authonty. 

Although the volume of ideas and demands were such that the Cornmittee was initiaily 

ovenvhelmed by the enormity of the task at hand, Travkin was pressured by the Presidium of 

the Supreme Soviet and by the worsening chaos of local govemment to steer the project ont0 

a fast track. Ignoring the need to build a consensus within the Comrniaee first, the chairman 

pushed for a draft to be presented for first reading to the Supreme Soviet by rnid September. 

This was a senous mistake. When the Cornmittee met only a week before the presentation 

was to be made. conhision over the specific content of the ciraft was rampant, and there was 

strong opposition to even presenting any draft. Conflict in the cornmittee emerged on a 

variety of issues. First. while al1 agreed that executive and legislative power needed to be 

separated, there was little agreement on the specifics of separation. Soviet presidia were still 

favoured by many to become the dominant organs of local govemment. Yet the practical 

experience of those working in local governrnent was such that newfound emphasis was 

placed on the executive - the branch of local governrnent that would actually execute and 

implement decisions. A detailed separation of powers was left for hrther discussion. 

Second, while a consensus on the need for a vertical division of power existed, there was no 

agreement concerning how that division should be established. Should the "primary" level of 

self-government be the local community, the raion, or the city? Some members advocated 

two tiers. the oblast and urban settlements, while others emphasized the primacy of urban 

centers. Not surprisingly, the most vocal supporters of municipal primacy in the system of 

local self-government were either cornmittee members who doubled as chairs of city soviets, 
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or representatives of city soviets in attendance at cornmittee meetings. Third. the issue of 

property and local budgets proved to be an issue on which no consensus could be achieved. 

Some members felt that local organs should be the primary revenue recipients, while others 

continued to advocate the traditionai Soviet method of central control over revenues dispersed 

back to the locales. Another issue revolved around the problern of whether the law was to be 

a temporary. transitional law. or a more lasting contribution to the Russian state. Some 

advocated postponing the law until a new constitution was finished. others suggested that a 

well drafied law would contribute to the formation of a new constitution.'' 

In spite of such conflict, Travkin was determined to push ahead with the project. A 

renewed push for econornic reform (at the Union level. debates raged over the 500 day plan 

for economic reforms). and demands from local deputies for a new law combined to provide a 

strong impetus to move the draft forward at a rapid pace. This "Travkin drafi," contained 

explicit provisions for an elected executive with authonty to choose his own "cabinet" and 

veto decisions from the corresponding soviet. But beyond that, it was little more than a 

skeletal enunciation of the problems that the law would attempt to address. Presented to the 

Supreme Soviet on the 20 September 1990, it claimed to provide a foundation for the 

establishment of functional relationships among contiguous soviets and between executive and 

legislative organs. The content of the draft, however, provided scant detail on how a 

separation of authority and power on either the vertical or horizontal axes would be 

established. Instead, Travkin naively proposed that Local soviets would negotiate and agree 

'' "Protokoly zasedanii komiteta verkhovnogo soveta RSFSR po voprosam nboty sovetikh narodnykh deputatov i razvitiiu 
samoupravleniia( hereafter Protokoly ), NOS(  14 Septernber 1990). andNo.7(dated27 Septernber 1990. but by itscontent it appears 
ro have occurred belore the presentation to the Supremt: Soviet. probably on the 17 September). 
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among themselves which institution would possess power over what. On the vertical axis. the 

draft prop~sed three levels: the primary (pervichnyi - villages, towns and urban raiony); the 

base (bazovyi - rural raiony and cities); and the oblast (or h i ) .  Al1 three levels would be 

included in the law, although few provisions or details were given concerning any 

differentiation at each level. Travkin freely admitted that the proposais were still weak in 

detail. but claimed they would be worked out in the hture.l5 

While politeiy complimented for attempting to address critical issues. Travkin's draft 

was criticized on first reading by a large majority of those deputies that addressed parliament 

for its lack of specific content. Some felt that the draft did not create strong enough 

executive power. Other concems included: insufficient attention to local finance and 

economic matters: a concern that srnall t o m s  were left without any authority; that vertical 

separation was inadequate: and that such a conception would only invite further conflict 

without sufficient means for resolution. The deputies pointed out that more emphasis was 

needed on how power and authority would be scparated in practise, not only in theory. Due 

attention should be given to territory, property, and to local budgets. As one deputy 

suggested, 

If 1 had not known that the Cornmittee was led by a well known figure in the 
democratic movement, and if 1 did not know the members of the Cornmittee were of 
sound mind and body, then while reading the draft, 1 would have thought that the drafi 
was merely pulled from a dusty shelf in the archives of Leonid Ilych (Brezhnev)? 

Travkin was encouraged to widen the scope of input to include specialists in the field of 

administrative law. Al1 deputies voicing cnticism pointed out that they recognized the 

15 Biulleren ' No. 10 (20 Septembrr 1990), pp. 1 1-44. 

I h  See the comrnrnts by deputy S.N. Andronov in Biulleren'No. I O  (20 September 1990). p.42. 



urgency for a law to help resolve the crises of power in the locales, but suggested that udess 

the law was more comprehensive. it would solve nothing. Perhaps the most condemning 

development of this criticism in Parliament were the speeches made by committee members 

that spoke out against Travkin's draft and their circulation of alternative conceptions for the 

law on local government between sessions of parlia~nent.'~ 

When the Cornmittee met again on the day after the fiasco in parliament, Travkin 

continued to receive criticism for his questionable leadership. Members agreed to start over 

again. this time bringing in experts and allowing for the presentation of alternative 

conceptions upon which the law should be based.I8 By October, four alternative conceptions 

had been prepared: a revised edition of Travkin's draft: another draft by Valeni Kirpichnikov; 

one by a group of other committee members including Sergei Polozkov, Igor Murav'ev, and 

Viktor Balala; and an invited submission by Georgi Barabashev and Konstantin Sheremet, the 

foremost Russian academics on local governrnent.'9 The Cornmittee then listened to each of 

the four presentations. Travkin's revised draft was presented by another deputy, and showed 

only modest improvement over the draft presented weeks earlier. It described the power of 

the Russian republic as a constnict of its constituent parts, drawn together by a mutual 

17 Ibid. Some of tlirse alternatives are discussed in more detail below. 

111 "Protokoly" No.8 (21 Septcmber 1990). In the interim. the Soviet passed make-shift laws to overcome the war of laws 
in the provinces Six "RSFSR Law on Relations with Soviets Adopted," FBISSOV-Wi9$ (12 Oaober 1%). triuislation of Komumd'skaia 
Pravda 1 I October. 1990. Thc law obliged lower level soviets and executives to execute decisions made at higher levek. Yurii 
Sorokin suggests. howevrr, that "It is hardly to bc expected that the adoption of a law on KrasnopresnenskayaEmbankment (the 
location of the Russian White Houe) will mean that order will imrnediately reign in Russia" As a further example of legal anernpts 
to hold Russia togethrr in the interim. set: Zakon RSFSR "O dopolnitcl'nykh polnomochiiakh mestnykh Sovctov narodnykh dcputatov 
v usloviiakh perekhoda k rynochnym otnosheniiam." Vedomosd RTFSR no. 26 (29 November 1990) pp. 41 1-416. 

l Kirpichnikov was a comminee member and RSFSR deputy from teningradskaya Oblast, where he also served as chaiman 
of Sosnovyi Vor city soviet. He later served as president of the Association of Russian cities. Polozkov. Murav'ev and Balala 
wer part of a group that becCrne part of the then emergent parliarnentary group "Srnena," which eut its teeth on the issue of local 
government. 
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recognition of common interests, and offered no mechanism for the resolution of the 

inevitable political contlict among different  institution^.'^ 

Kirpichnikov's presentation paid even less attention to structural detail. It was based 

on a more radical concept of political power, popular among local politicians and sirnilar to 

some of the earlier drafis from local soviets: power would be built from the bottom up. Local 

soviets would receive al1 revenues. and have full control over their own budgets. Power and 

authonty would be transfered up to higher levels only if local soviets so desired. In 

Kirpichnikov's conception. there was no focus on executive power. nor on a rationalized 

separation of vertical power. M i l e  this proposal was recognized as an honest attempt 

towards establishing real self-government. it was hravily criticized for its neglect of the 

realities of Russian politics." 

The two most coherent proposais were those presented by Polozkov and Barabashev. 

Polozkov pointed out that political and economic reforms would be impossible without 

effective administration. Strong executive power which extended from Moscow to the locales 

was needed. In addition. each soviet would require a detailed revenue base and defined 

property. But Polozkov's presentation was criticized as a law on executive power, not on 

local soviets. In the attempt to create effective administration, it created the opportunity for 

executive domination, perhaps to the detriment of local self-government. And while the 

-- 

'O "Protokoly" No. 13 (4 October 1990). 

'' "Protokoly" No. 10 ( 1  Octobcr 1990). 
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proposa1 received praise for linking political power with property and tau revenue. it ignored 

the need for resolving conflict between different levels of govemment." 

Barabashev's and Sheremet's conception. in contrast, placed strong emphasis on the 

structures and functions of each level of local govemment. The specialists explicitly excluded 

oblasts from their proposal. and attempted to define the cornpetence and jurisdiction of each 

level of govemment. from the village to the city." The çoherence and detail of this 

presentation appeared to have ovenvhelmed the cornmittee. and given al1 concerned a tnie 

sense of the enormity of the task at hand. The wide assortment of ideas and the discrepancies 

of the four alternatives forced the deputies to break into smaller working groups in order to 

develop the various elements that required inclusion in the law: the multi-tiered vertical 

division of authority, the horizontal separation of powers, and due attention to temtory, 

budgets and property. With that decision. the Comrnittee granted working groups a few 

months to work extensively in their assigned areas of concem. and hammer out detailed 

recommendations for the draft law. 

Travkin stepped down as chairman in December, in conjunction with his leadership of 

the Democratic Party of Russia. He was succeeded by Georgi Zhukov, a deputy from Tomsk 

who proved quite adept at fostering negotiation and compromise among rival politicians with 

disparate ideas and proposals. Deputies also traveiled abroad to observe local governments in 

Europe and the United States. It was during the three months after the decision to start over 

that the framework for the law began to take a definite shape. Within the working groups and 

1 7  -- "Protokoly" No. 13 (3 October 1990). and persona1 interview with Sergei Polozkov. 

" "Protokoly" No. 13 (4 October 1990), and personal interviews with Georgi Barabashev and Konstantin Sheremet. 
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the meetings of the committee, the law grew beyond the symbolism of slogans announcing 

"Al1 power to the soviets!" and emerged instead as a document which atternpted to demarcate 

power along both the horizontal and vertical axes. These demarcations distinguished two 

concepts critical to an ordering of power along the vertical and horizontal axes: municipal 

power and executive power. 

Municipal Power: The rise of municipal power came as a direct result of the need to find 

an appropriate dividing line on the vertical axis. Numerous representatives from municipal 

soviets attended cornmittee meetings and working groups. and advanced the interests of city 

govemments. Their specific daim was that a definite break in authority between oblast and 

ci ty was vital for local self-government. Original conceptions for local govemment had 

suggested drawing the line at the level of raion. But since most of the supporters for 

strengthening local government emerged from large urban centers with strong "reformist" 

elements in the city soviets. the prospects for municipal power were seong. Cornmittee 

members supportcd the concept of municipal power as a means to overcome the meddling of 

oblast govemrnents, which continued to control property and local budgets, and interfered in 

municipal appointments. 

Various experiments and ideas from municipal governments and administration were 

observed carehlly by the committee. while chairmen From municipal soviets or their 

representatives met a total of nine times to contribute to the law.'" These meetings later led 

to the formation of the Association of Russian Cities in April 199 1, which perpetuated the 

- -- 

'a See the comments by Riurnen in Biulleten'No.28 (15 May 1991), p.54. 
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contact and influence of municipalities in the formation of federal policy. The proponents of 

municipal power were motivated both by an institutionai interest in maximizing the authority 

and capacity of their own institution, and in breaking the grip of more consexvative regionai 

govern~nents.'~ These advocates pushed for the concept of municipal property to be clarified 

and realized. for increased fiscal resources and budget authority. and for greater clarity in 

defining the jurisdiction and authority of municipal government. 

Yet while proponents of municipal power found support for the concept of municipal 

power. its practical development was much more problematical. Examples of these 

difficulties can be found in various experirnents conducted by municipal govemments 

throughout Russia. In 1990. large municipalities (one million residents or more) possessed the 

opportiinity to request temporary power in order to "experiment" with novel ideas and 

concepts conceming the organization of local power. This opportunity was granted officially 

as long as the city in question had the approval of the Soviet of Ministers. the agreement of 

the respective oblast, and if the experirnent concemed issues tabled in the draft for the law on 

local self-government. These opportunities were extended only for fixed periods of time. 

One such experiment to strengthen municipal govermnent in Ryazin attracted national 

attentionz6 According to one of its architects, the experiment was premised upon the idea 

that the oblast "was a lazybones, while the city was a toiler". The experiment granted the city 

Is Arguments for municipal powcr are discussed in N.V. Postovoi. "Ekonomicheskaia Osnova Mestnogo Sarnoupravleniia" 
Soveiskoegoszcdarstvoi pravo No. 1 l 1990. pp. 15-23: and Kostiukov. "Mestnor upravienie i munitsipal'noe pravo": S.I. Shtan'. 
"Formirovanie munitsipal'noe sobstvrnnosti mestnykh sovetov narodnykh deputatov." in Materialyrespublikonskoikonferentsii 
pp. 190-193: and Vasil'ev. "Sovrty i l i  munitsipalitety?" 

" ~ h r t h e r  or not the experirnent received officia1 approval and satisfied the conditions enurnerated abovc seems to have been 
in question. There seems to have bcen Little. if any, support from the oblast. According to the protokoly. Ryazin was the topic 
of some heated discussion in the Cornmittee. See dso Izvestiia6 December 1990: Moscow News No.6 ( 10- 17 February 199 1 ). 
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greater power and control over economic production, at the expense of the oblast. The city 

soviet liberated municipal govemment from the tutelage of the oblast by appropnating the 

functions of its own executive committee, which was abolished in November 1990. While 

advocates from the city clairned that their experiment was successful, they also pointed out 

that had there been greater cooperation from the oblast. there would not have been as many 

problems. It seems that throughout the experiment the oblast abused its right to act as 

intermediary between the city and the rural raiony throughout the oblast. which spelled 

disaster to the delivery of foodstuffs to the city. 

Although there had been much support for the concept of municipal power throughout 

the committee meetings. members of the committee began to express growing concem over 

the practical implications involved in defining municipal power as distinct from the oblast. 

Critics of the Ryazin experiment claimed that the experiment had been the min of the oblast 

economy. And representatives from the Ministry of Finance pointed out that any attempts to 

distinguish municipal budgets from the budget process of the RSFSR would have debilitating 

effects on the Russian Federation. Strengthening municipal budgets came with a cost. The 

majority of soviets were at the village and raion level, and the revenue at these local levels 

was extremely weak and seasonal. The committee was cautioned not to be so aaive as to 

think that revenue levels could be strengthened at every level. What the city would gain 

would be lost to the oblast or the rural communities. This is why the ministry felt it required 

more, not less. control over the entire budget process. Additionally, the Ministry of Finance 

argued that the integrity of the state demanded a unity of administration, particulariy in the 
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development and implementation of the budget." In the end, the cornmittee did not endorse 

the results of the Ryazin experiment and detemined that any vertical separation of power 

could not be so severe as to curb the prospects for cooperation in policy areas important to 

both levels. Municipal power would lead to unnecessary confrontation with oblasty, and the 

prospects for such confrontation might jeopardize the entire law if the drafr presented to the 

Suprerne Soviet contained such mea~ures.'~ In essence. the organization of power was 

viewed as a zero sum garne, and the cornmittee deerned that the benefits of the Ryazin 

experiment came at the exprnse of the oblast. Replication throughout Russia would 

undermine control from above. Thus the dilemma of local reform was that municipal power 

required an organization of power at the local level, which jeopardized the existing 

arrangement of power. 

One positive note was that the emerging concept of municipal power facilitated the 

exclusion of oblasty and krai. thus helping to establish a theoretical frarnework for dividing 

power on the vertical ôuis. Organs of surnot~pruvlenie would thus include villages. towns, 

raiony and cities. as well as temtorial self-governing corn mit tee^.'^ Oblasty and krai would 

be the subjects of a different Iaw, and were identified as organs of state power as opposed to 

organs of self-government. But a more determining element to the prospects for local self- 

govenunent was that this theoreticai distinction of municipal power was the sum total 

concerning the distribution of power. In other words, local self-government was excluded 

" "Chto ne talc v zakonc O sovetakh," Narodnyi Deprttat no.6 (1991). 

'' 'Trotokoly" No. 35 (26 February. 199 1 ) .  

'" Prrcedents had bren set for this separation in legislation which ernerged in late 1990, such as the RSFSR law on property 
in december 1990. iMunicipaI property had been mentioned but not defined in the Union Iatv on local self govemment. 
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from the organization of power. More practical developments of municipal power did not 

follow suit. and this theoretical distinction. while viewed by local government advocates as a 

positive step in the development of local self-government actually made the distribution of 

power to local govemments more difficult. Additionally. oblast-city relations were only one 

part of the equation. Municipalities would still have to deal with municipal wards and self- 

governing cornmittees. while oblasty would deal with rural raiony and village so~iets . '~  The 

vertical dimension was much more than oblast-municipal relations, and extended much further 

than is detailed here. Each of these levels required some measure of detailed organization of 

power. Unfortunately. this detail was not forthcoming. The haste with which the cornmittee 

was committed to work led them to push the draft forward without clearly defining the 

divisions of power. 

Executive Power. The separation of power between the executive and legislative branches 

raised a wide number of issues focused on the broader question of kto-kogo (who would be 

above whom?). What would be the procedure for the appointment of executive personnel? 

To whom would the executive be accountable? To the public at large? To the superior 

executive? Or to the corresponding soviet? Should the executive be able to veto decisions 

passed in the soviet. or should the soviet have the authority to replace the executive? Should 

executive power be expanded at the expense of the soviet or of the superior executive? What 

mechanism would exist for the resolution of conflict between the two powers? The effective 

separation of powers required detailed solutions to ail such issues. Nobody appeared willing 

JO Srr N. Postovoi. "Chetko razgranichit' funktsii." Narodnyi depurar No. 4 199 1. pp. 19-26. 
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to suggest that executives did not need greater power. The diEculty. as identified by 

Zhukov, was not to let the pendulum swing too far in the other direction. What was needed, 

he suggested, was a balance between executive and legislative power. 

Again. there were a large nurnber of experiments undenvay in dealing with executive- 

legislative relations at the local level. In most cases, these experirnents involved a fusion of 

offices. In Tiumen'. the city soviet abolished the city executive committee. claiming that its 

collegial nature was an obstruction to the rational and efficient use of authority. Executive 

functions were transfered to the presidium of the city soviet. As the chair of the city soviet 

explained. "these changes do not abolish executive power. but strengthen it!"" In 

Volgograd. the city soviet forced the merger of executive and legislative branches. The 

deputy chair of the gorsoviet served jointly as the chair of the city executive committee." 

These experiments found varying degrees of success. In some cases they improved 

cooperation between the two branches of government, in others they made decision-making 

and implementation of decisions more futile. In almost al1 cases, however, these experiments 

seemed to have created problems with the respective oblast government, which sought to 

maintain its control. An easy solution to executive-legislative relations was not available." 

The ablest advocates for legislative power in the committee were the two specialists 

the committee had asked to assist in drafiing the law. Georgii Barabashev and Konstantin 

Izvesriia 1 October 1990. 

'' Izvestiia 4 October 1990 

33 Proposais for such are in V.S. Vil'amskii. "Org~iizatsioï~ie  SUU- rnesuiykh sovetov i razdelenie vlastei." in V.S. Vil'amskii. 
A.E. Kravchenko. and A.I. Radchenko, eds.. hfesrnyesovety v us/oviiakhpoliticheskikh i ekonomicheskikh reforrn (Moscow: 
199 1 ). pp. 40-46. Vil'amskii advocates strong executive power. but points out the more critical element is a clearly defined relationship 
between the two. 
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Sheremet. And it was their variant that becarne the starting point for M e r  negotiation. As 

noted. their position was criticized by Polozkov and his group for what was perceived as a 

weak executive. The critics suggested that executive accountability should be given to one 

individual - edinonachalie. rather than the collegial accountability endorsed by Barabashev 

and Sheremet. This individual would be independent of the soviet and directly elected by the 

public. In trying to forge a compromise between these two competing positions, a middle 

ground was agreed upon verbally in February. 1991. which proposed a 'strong executive. 

strong soviet'. But this compromise really only rnasked the fact that the cornmittee had 

difficulty resolving the issue. When the verbal compromise was spelled out on paper, 

Polozkov and other advocates of executive power complained that the draft paid only lip 

service to executive power. Subsequent revisions to the draft failed to appease either side. 

For his part. Zhukov pushed the draft fonvard. In the end. with continual pressure from local 

officiais for a law. and with the spring momentum in 1991 on the side of executive power, 

concessions to executive power were made: the executive would be "accountable" but not 

"subordinate" to the soviet. But the exact relationship between the two was vague enough to 

prolong a variety of problems in local administration. As one member explained, "the 

situation changes so quickly, this has to be only a temporary law. There will be changes 

every month. Don't worry about clarity - Iet the soviets alter their o m  structures as they see 

fit. It3.l 

34 "Protokoly" No. 35. 
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When the committee met on the 19 March, Polozkov had the honour of presenting a 

new draft that representrd the stalemate and airned to achieve a balance between executive 

and legislative power. In spite of the fact that the drafi was trying to be al1 things to al1 

people. the draft seems to have satisfied the minimal requirements of those in attendance. As 

one visiting representative from a city soviet stated, 

(the drafi) is not. by any means. a perfect document, but it allows for the development 
of local structures. and will help determine jurisdictions. If we don't advance this 
draft. then nothing will happen. and without a new law, we (at the locales) carmot 
function. The most important issues are the divisions of competence. property, 
budgets. and tax. The rest the soviets can decide for themselves.'* 

Zhukov proposed that the committee accept this ciraft and then divide again into groups for 

minor revisions and juridicai consultation. In spite of some continuing criticisms, committee 

members were convinced that it would be impossible to achieve each of their individual 

ideals. The committee passed the draft by a vote of 29 to 1. 

The 1991 Law on Local Self-Government 

In May 1991, the draft was presented to the Suprerne Soviet. By way of introduction, 

Zhukov pointed out that the purpose behind the draft was to create the possibility for local 

power to function independent of who might win elections to central or local governments. 

He described how his committee had shified away from early slogans of strengthening soviet 

power. This shifi was based on the recognition that executive power had to escape from 

direct legislative control, and the draft would now forge a new balance between the two. 

Zhukov enumerated four conceptual pnnciples of the draft. First, the pnmary tier of self- 
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govenunent would be the city or raion; oblasty and krai would now require their own Iaw. 

Zhukov admitted that this issue continued to be a point of debate within his cornmittee. but 

that there was general agreement arnong deputies, specialists, and local officiais. Second, the 

law would provide for a fùnctional separation of power behveen local executive and 

legislative bodies. The head of administration. for exarnple. would receive a nalozhenie 

(suspensive) veto, whiie the soviet could resort to a vote of no confidence to offset executive 

dominance. Third. Zhukov declared the pnnciple of 'one man accountability' instead of the 

more familiar collegial executive. Heads of local administration would be directly elected by 

the local comrnunity. Fourth. the head of administration would form his own "cabinet", 

which would include the power of appointment supported by approval tiorn the corresponding 

soviet. Zhukov continued his introduction to the draft by conceding that the attempt to defme 

the jurisdiction and authority of each and every organ at every level made for a very long 

text. He pointed out that the length of the text reflected its importance. and that the vertical 

and horizontai organization of power required a clear delineation of a~thority. '~ 

I t  was apparent to the Supreme Soviet that the draft was not a finished product. But 

Zhukov preempted much of the expected criticism - he first adrnitted that it would be better 

if the cornmittee had more time to work out such issues, and then stressed that the great need 

and demand for a law was adequate justification for the haste. He challenged deputies to 

focus on the basic parameters for local self-government established by the draft, and suggested 

that by passing the draft the process of liquidating the paralysis of power would begin. 

Deputies responded by pointing out various gaps in the legislation, particularly concerning the 

'" Biulleren 'No. 28 ( 15 May. 199 1 ) pp. 30-34. 
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lack of detail in executive-legislative relations. municipal property, and matters dealing with 

local budgets. But they were favourably disposed towards the basic principles of the 

cornmittee's drafr. The most serious concem was the conflict which would emerge with the 

existing constitution. Deputies debated whether or not they shouid p a s  a draft in violation of 

the principle of the unity of soviets. or first amend the constitution. In the end, the ciraft was 

accepted with guarded enthusiasm, as deputies realized that negotiations over the details could 

be lefi for the future. Constitutional changes conceming local self-government were then 

made afier approiral of first reading.j7 

During the next six weeks. the cornmittee worked to add necessary details to the basic 

framework of the law. it continued to meet with various ministries (including agriculture, 

justice. labour. finance. economic reform and nationalities), and solicited further input from 

various local governrnents. other parliarnentary cornmittees, and specialists in the field of local 

government. I t  alço met with representatives of newly elected President Yeltsin, who 

reportedly encouraged the committee to forge a workable balance between executive and 

legislative bodies." 

At second reading in July, the various gaps were debated in more detail. A good 

example of the tenor of these debates involved the discussion conceming local budget 

autonomy. In developing the concept of municipal power, the committee had made attempts 

to establish revenue sources and ensure adequate resources for local governments. But these 

attempts had faced the opposition of the Ministry of Finance. As a compromise, the fust 

j7 Zakon RSFSR "Ob izmencniiakh i dopolneniiakh konstitutsii (osnovnogo zakona) RSFSR v sviazi s reformoi rnestnogo 
samoupravleniia." tédomosri verklmvnogosoveta RSFSR no. 22 (30 May 1991) pp. 881-883. 

3n Bitdieten 'No. 38 (4 July. 1991 ) p. 55. 
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draft included provisions for guaranteed revenues for local govemment as a percentage of 

minimal expendinires. More preferable to these advocates wouid have been autonomous 

revenue sources. such as a percentage of natural resources or a share of a specific federal tax. 

but the compromise was made in order to speed the drafi through the legislative process. 

During preparation for second reading. however, specific figures for guaranteed revenue were 

excluded and the drafi was watered down to reflect greater degrees of fiscal control from 

above. The Ministry of Finance and representatives from the parliamentary finance cornmittee 

also presented amendments at second reading to exclude M e r  detail from the Iaw and 

further weaken local fiscal control. These motions were accepted by the Supreme Soviet, in 

spite of opposition from most cornmittee members. Zhukov pointed out to the Supreme 

Soviet that these changes to the draft left local soviets without  finance^.^' An outspoken 

advocate of local govemment complained that the changes effectively buried any chance for 

local self-govem~nent.~~ 

The conflict over local budgets u.as but one example of conflict and changes in the 

law which annoyed advocates of local self-government. Other issues included provisions for a 

combination of executive and legislative power at the village level, and the attempted erasure 

of municipal ward soviets. When the draft passed final reading and becarne law in mid-July, 

it represented only a partial victory for local self-government. On paper, the law seemed to 

be a big step fonvard in the development of local self-govement. Its success is especially 

evident when the law is compared to the many drafts for local government which had 

'" Bitrllcten 'No. 40 ( 6  July 199 1 ) p. 35. See dso  the discussion in No. 39 (5 July 1991 ) pp. 57-62. 

'O Bitrlleren 'No. 39 ( 5  July 199 1 ) p. 57. 
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circulated throughout the country and to the Union law from the previous year. The structural 

component of the new law was actually quite impressive. and the prospects for directly 

elected "mayors" and village eiders was generally viewed as an opportunity for effective 

executive power. which would be balanced by local soviets. 

The separation of power between local executive and legislative bodies was based on 

the direct election of the head of the local executive (see Illustration 5.1 : 199 1 Law on Local 

Govemment). Local soviets would be led by a chair chosen by the deputies from among their 

members. The chair would control the agenda and al1 sessions of the soviet. and be assisted 

in conducting his work by a deputy chair and by chairs of the various standing cornmittees of 

the soviet. Standing committees were intended to help draft and observe the implementation 

of legislation. The administration remained subject to dual subordination. accountable to the 

corresponding soviet and to the executive office above. The glm, or head of administration. 

was to be elected for a five year term, and fulfill his duties according to edinonachalie. The 

glav was forbidden to resolve questions which fell under the jurisdiction of the soviet. He 

could determine the structure of the local administration, but this then required the approval 

of the soviet. He could also appoint personnel within the administration, although 

appointments in finance. health care. education, and culture ail required approval from the 

soviet. The administration was responsible for the implementation of local legislation, for the 

day to day work and local finances of local self-government, and the formation of local 

budgets. which were then approved by the soviet. 

There were, however, a nurnber of weaknesses in the new system of local government. 

The first of these was the sheer size of local legislahires, which often had as many as 200 
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deputies. City and raion soviets thus lacked a degree of professionalism. accentuated by an 

acute lack of full tirne deputies, and a tendency for soviets to be preoccupied with matters of 

Little or no significance. Soviets tended to make noise and cause distractions to local 

government. and accomplish little else. A second weakness was the continuation of dual 

subordination. which placed local executive accountability between the corresponding soviet 

and the executive of the superior level of government. The perpetuation of this principle 

reflected the concem for a unitary system of executive power. and neglect for the 

representation of local interests. Even though the law was conceptually based on the 

separation of local self-government from the state, this was never realized in practice. Third, 

because budget matters were inadequately resolved. local revenues remained dependent upon 

transfers from higher levels of government and local governrnents had little control over their 

own revenues. In this regard, the very concept of local self-government was crippled from 

the outset by a .  acute lack of power. While the law provided attention to the "rights" of local 

govemment. there was little attention to issues of local power. Instead, the law lefi important 

detail to subsequent legislation: a new law on local budgets was intended to supplement the 

larv on local self-çovenunent, and h t h e r  legislation on property was also expected. Local 

governrnents were also responsible for drafting local legislation in full cornpliance with the 

federal law, even though subsequent legislation conceming budgets and property would affect 

these local charters. Barabashev and Sheremet even provided a mode1 text for municipal 

government: al1 that was needed was to fil1 in a number of blanks and the city would have its 

charter. 
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Perhaps the biggest weakness. however. was the idea that the law itself could create 

local self-government by emphasizing the structures of local government. Even had the law 

more clearly defined the authonty and power of local institutions. this emphasis on structure 

robbed local communities of the opportunity to define their own local govemment. Thus, in 

spite of the credibility of the academics as strong advocates of local self-government, the law, 

(and the mode1 text) represented the continuance of a top-down approach to local self- 

government.4' In this regard. the law paralleled earlier attempts in Russian history to create 

local self-government. containing a number of compromises behveen the concept of local self- 

govemment and the demands of central power. Local self-government was thus to be 

conducted through existing political institutions (soviets. and their corresponding 

administrative organs) and various forms of referenda and citizen meetings: and exist at a 

nurnber of different levels. including municipal. municipal wards. rural raiony, towns and 

villages. While federal organs of state did not possess the right to individually examine 

questioris which fell under the purview of organs of local self-government. they did have the 

"responsibility to interfere" in those issues relevant to state security, social security. health, 

and constitutional rights. The law also obliged federai organs of state (including oblast and 

krai) to assist in the development of local self-government on their respective temtory by 

ensuring balanced budgets. the just distribution of resources, the necessary financing for 

republican programmes, and the implementation of controts over local expenditures. In short, 

power remained outside the purview of local government. 

4 I G.V. Bmbashev and K.F. Sheremet. "Poio7henie O samoupravlenii goroda: primemyi tekst s kommentariiami." (unpublished 
document. 1992). 
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These shortcomings notwithstanding, the most significant obstacle for the development 

of local self-government was a senes of events afier the law was passed, including the aborted 

coup of August 199 1 and the final collapse of the Soviet state. Prior to the collapse of the 

Union govemment. Yeltsin. in his capacity as speaker of the Supreme Soviet. had encouraged 

the development of local power as part of a strategy to consolidate local support for the 

govemment of the Russian republic and decrease Union control in Russian territory. While in 

Bashkiria in 1990. for example, Yeltsin told the people to "take that amount of power which 

you yourselves can ingest." Yeltsin repeated this statement in Tatarstan and to the Russian 

press." But Yeltsin's election as president and the afiermath of the coup brought a new 

dynamic to center-periphery relations. By September, Yeltsin's initiatives were geared more 

towards the consolidation of Russian state power than the disintegration of the Union. To 

strengt hen federal control. Yeltsin first appointed his own namestniki or predstaviteli 

(representatives) to function as his "eyes and ears" throughout the regions." He also 

postponed elections to local administrations. which had been scheduled for the fa11 of 1991. 

and justified the postponement by declaring the economic and political situation in Russia as 

"too fragile." Elections would be held in one year's tirne? In the interim. executive posts 

would be appointed directly by the President and, in the case of local governments, by his 

appointed regional executives, upon 'approval' of the corresponding soviet. These 

'""~remia" Central Television. 12 August 1990. as quoted in John B. Dunlop. The Rise of Rwiart and the Full ofrhe Soviet 
Empire (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1993) p. 62; DarrelI Slider. "Federalism, Discord. and Accomodation." p.233. 

J 3 The namestnikiwere not to interfcre in local administration. but report on the implrmentation of federal Iaw and presidential 
drcrces. Ser the prcsidential decres and the subsequent discussion in kvesriia24-28 August 199 1. as wrll as Komsomol 'skaia 
Pravda 6 September 199 1 and Izvestiia 25 November 199 1. 

'" The postponement of elections came before the law on local executive elections was even finished. Sre  Zakon RSFSR "O 
vyborakh glavy administratsii." Rossiiskaingazeta 14 November 199 1. 
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appointments were critical to the creation of a unit. system of executive power which came 

to dominate Russian politics in both the local and federai arenas in the following years. They 

also were opposed to the basic principles of local self-govenunent. 

Thus. in spite of the cornmitment to local self-government on the part of those 

deputies. academics. and local politicians involved in creating the Iegislation. the legal 

foundation for local self-government was not strong enough to lead to its development. 

Instead of a "clean slate" during the collapse of the Soviet Union. there remained a number of 

institutional interests opposed to an organization of power that would lirnit their own capacity 

to effect decision making and allocate resources. Obstacles to local self-government not only 

included the resistance from such institutions as the Ministry of Finance. or concems 

expressed by oblast administrations, but most importantly, from the office of the president, 

concemed about the consolidation of executive power in post-Soviet Russia. 

The flaws and shortcomings of the the legislation and the changes involved in 

implementation left a high degree of disatisfaction with local self-government by 1992. 

Atternpts to augment the law with further legislation on the budgetary rights of local 

governments failed to improve the legal foundation for local self-government. The draft 

legislation on local budgets. for example, was Ied by Sergei Polozkov, who seemed only 

mildly aware of the confiict inherent in securing adequate independent revenues for local 

govemment and the legacy of unitary budgets. and was motivated more by what was 

politically possible rather than what was theoretically optimal." When the budget law was 

passed in spring 1993, the text affirmed the "independence" of local budgets, yet required 

4 5 Personal interview with Polozkov, Octobcr, 1992. 
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local budgets to be c ~ ~ r m e d  by regional govenunents. The unitary budget was thus replaced 

with a "consolidated" budget for the Russian Federation. which offered guarantees to local 

govemments that their revenues would not be less than seventy percent of the minimal 

requirements. Since the iaw had no visible enforcement mechanism. however. the law failed 

to address the nreds of local self-govemment.'l6 

Georgii Barabashev enurnerated some of these main obstacles to the emergence of 

local self-government: elections for local administrations were shelved in favour of unitary 

executive power: the expected law on budgetary rights of local governrnent was much delayed 

(and watered down); and in spite of progress regarding the concept of municipal property. 

little had been achieved in practicai ineasures to strengthen municipal control against superior 

tiers of governent and ministries." By the spring of 1992, advocates of local self- 

government began to propose a myriad of changes in the law. 

Formal submissions for changes to the law were received by the Local Self- 

Govemment Comniittee. There were a total of sixty one proposals, from twenty three 

different sources: eight oblast or krai soviets; four city soviets; three raion soviets; three 

experts on local self-government; two deputies of the Supreme Soviet (including V.V. 

Riumen. the mayor of Ryazin); the Association of Small cities of Russia; the Construction 

Ministry; and the Cornmittee itself. Only fourteen of these proposals were eventually 

46 Zakon Rossiiskoi Federatsii. "Ob osnovakh biudzhetnykh prav i prav po formirovaniiu i ispol'zovaniiu vnebiudzhetnykh 
fondov predstavitel'nykh i ispolnitel'nykh organov gosudarstvennoi vlasti respublik v sostave Rossiiskoi Federatsii. avtonomnoi 
obliisti. avtonomnykh okrugov, knev. oblastei. gorodov Moskvy i Sankt-Petsrburga, organov mestnogo samoupravleniia" Rmsikkaia 
guzeta 30  April 1993. 

47 Georgii V. Barabashev, "Main Currents in the Dcvelopmcnt ofRussian Local Self-Governrnent: Thc First Post-Soviet Year." 
in Thcodore H. Friedgut and Jeffrey W. Hahn, eds.. Local Power and Posr-SovietPolirics(Armonk, N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe. 1994). 
pp. 187-191. 
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accepted (augrnented by seven more changes from unknown origins), yet the origins of these 

proposais shed a bit of light on the process involved in reworking the legal framework for 

local government. Table 5.1 (The Origin of Proposais for Changes and Additions to the Law 

on Local Self-Government) classifies the proposals in four categories: texhial (in pursuit of 

greater clarification); procedural (dealing with non power related fbtions); power (altering 

the organization of power among organs of local govemment); and procedural matters with 

consequences for the organktion of power (a combination of categories two and three). 

Table 5.1: 
The Origin of Proposals for Changes and Additions to the Law on Local Self-Government 

Source: "Prcdiozheniia po vneseniiu uzmenenii i dopolnenii v zakon Rossiiskoi Federatsii 'O mestnorn 
samoupravlenii v RSFSR'," Protokoly No. 70 (( Sune 1992) 
some proposals originated fiom multiple sources 

Type of Proposal 

institution 

Experts 

Deputies 

Association 

As the ongin of these proposais, institutions dominate three categories, excluding textual 

issues, which suggests a strong interest of institutions in the organhtion of power. As an 

indication of the relative activity of soviets in particular, aimost two-thirds of al1 proposals 

originated fiom soviets of various levels. Noticeably absent from this list is input fiorn 

executive offices. Supreme Soviet Deputy Riurnen, who aiso served as mayor of Ryazin was 

the oniy figure to register input in these legislative changes. One possible explanation for this 

1. Textual 

8 

3 

5 

- 
- 

2. Procedural 

I I  

9 

2 

- 
1 

3. Power 

22 

13 

4 

5 

4 

4. (2+3) 

20 

15 

3 

4 

1 

Total* 

61 

40 

14 

9 

6 
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absence is that changing existing rules rnay have been a task for the soviets since local 

executives. comected to higher level executives. already dominated local affairs. 

Alterations to the Iaw included such changes as stricter limits on the authority of 

municipal administrations to establish rules of commerce. and the opportunity for the 

liquidation of municipal raiony prior to expiration of their elected term of office only with the 

agreement of the raion in question.48 Yet such changes did little to alter the status of local 

government and include it in the organization of power. 

Deconcentration, Decentraïkation, and the Rise of the Oblasty 

In contrast to the fate of local self-government. the regions (respubliki krai and 

oblasfy) in Russia fared much better in the organization of power during the aftermath of the 

Soviet collapse. A full explanation of why this occurred is beyond the realm of this study. 

But the distinction between oblast and local governent  can be chronicled here. The reasons 

for doing so are two-fold: first, because the legislative process behind the law on oblast and 

krai soviets and adminstrations runs parallel to that on the Iaw on local self-government: and 

second. becailse attention to the role of oblasty in post-Soviet Russia is necessary for our 

discussion of local govenunent in chapter six. This regional tier of govemrnent has become 

an integrai part of the story of local self-government in post Soviet Russia. 

As noted above, oblasty and krai were intentionally excluded from the law on local 

self-government. thereafter considered temtorial administrative units of the state rather than 

institutions of self-governance. This contrast was clearer in theory than in practice, and the 

" Zakon RSFSR "O vnesenii ismenenii i dopolnenii v zakon RSFSR 'O mestnorn samoupravlenii v RSFSR."' Rossiiskaiageeta 
12 November 1992. 
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realities of Russian politics carne to suggest a somewhat warped version of the reverse. 

Initially. however. the dynarnics behind the emergence of the regions in Russian politics 

reflected a critical dilernma in the vertical organizztion of power in Russia: were oblasty and 

krai organs of decentralized state power. or institutions of deconcentrated central power? The 

initial conceptual basis for oblast and bai govemments remained ambivalent. although what 

oblast and krai government \vas not was largely established during deliberations on the local 

govemment law. In this regard, the distinction between regions and local government was 

influenced by earlier legislation. But the relationship of oblast and krai to the center also was 

shaped by Russia's struggles for sovereignty during the last years of the Soviet Union. 

In this latter case. Russia's pursuit of sovereignty was replicated in various degrees by 

sixteen autonornous republics and numerous autonomous ~kniga. ' '~ These republics 

successfully defended their existing status as constituent parts of a nominal federation and 

gained recognition and then concessions from the Russian govemment. This federal 

arrangement between Moscow and the republics led oblasty and krai to pursue similar 

relationships with the center. even though krai and oblasty in the Soviet period were but 

regional offices of a unitary structure of state power. These early initiatives to forge 

federalisrn were part of the political environment within which the law on oblasty and krai 

was written. 

Unlike the local govemment law. Barabashev and Sheremet wote the initial draft for 

the law on oblasty and krai without competition fiom other groups. They presented their 

proposals to the cornmittee in July 199 1. An early ciraft was sent to other cornmittees and the 

Sec Dmell Slider. "Federalism. Discord. and Accomodation." 
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reference for five regional meetings held later throughout Russia (in the north Caucasus, 

Povolzhya Central Black Eartli Zone. Siberia. and the Far East). More than sixty proposais 

for additions or changes were sent back to the comrnittee in response. Afier a hvo month lay- 

off. owing to the August events, the comrnittee met again in October to hear Sheremet present 

a more detailed draft. The most contentious issues al1 concerned the executive office, 

especially its relationships to the corresponding legislature and to the president of Russia. 

Should. for example, the president's predstavilef ' serve as executive? How might the 

predsrmitel ' be incorporated into oblast administration? What about elections to the executive 

office: would they not damage links to the central government and limit executive 

accountability to the soviet? The committee held a vote on the election of executives, but the 

result was an even split: seven for and seven against. One member pointed out that they 

could not reopen the law on local self-government. and the oblast law required parallel 

structures and principles. Another member suggested that given the Presidential decree 

posiponing elections. executive elections could not be held regardless of their decision. Thus 

the Iaw should leave a window for future elections and focus on jurisdiction, property and 

finance. Of further concem was whether or not the committee should go ahead with the law 

in light of efforts to create a new Russian constitution. Barabashev suggested that until the 

constitution was finished. the legal vacuum between local government and the Russian 

governrnent was the source of too much chaos to be ignored." 

50 "Protokoly" No. 48 ( 1  October 1991). The committec was often called upon to reconcile conflict betwcen regionaI and 
municipal governments. and between executive and lcgislativc bodies. such as in Krasnodar. Moscow oblast. and Rostov. 
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The committee then requested further cornrnents and input for the drafi from various 

sources. Table 5.2 (Proposals to the Legislative Project on Oblast and Krai Soviets and 

Administration) classifies two different sets of proposals. the first received in October and 

early November 1991. as the draft was prepared for first reading to the Supreme Soviet: the 

second in December and early January, in preparation for second reading. 

Table 5.2: Proposals to the Legislative Projeet on Oblast and Krai Soviets and 
Administration 

- Source: Protokoly, no. 58 (10 January 1992); no. 60 (21 Jmuary 1992) 
A 

While many of these proposals ultimately were ignored. and others were limited to 

clarification of lançuage. rven a lirnited glimpse at the source of these proposals provides 

some insight on the process involved in creating the legislation dealing with oblast 

government and administration Aside from the committee and specialists in the field. there 

was much input from deputies. oblast soviets. other cornmittees and reçional executives. Of 

course. influence on the drafi was by no means limited to formai proposals. and the bulb of 

Set of Proposals Number 

130 

176 
, 

1. 

2. 

(10-1 1/1991) 

lU199I- 

Source: 
People's 
De pu ties 

49138% 

58133Oh 
, VI992 

Oblast 
Soviets 

68152% 

66138% 

Legislative 
Cornmitteas 

1 2/9 % 

39122% 

Executives 

-- 
1317% 

Other 

111 % 

-- 



the draft was already witten before rnost propnsals were made. Nevertheless. a cornparison 

of the two sets suggests that in the second round. there was stronger input from Supreme 

Soviet committees and from oblast and krai executives. Proposais from other committees 

dominated substantive matters such as budgets, attempting to limit executive power over 

budget formation and implementation. And although there was ni11 limited input from 

executive offices in the second set of proposals. this was significantly more than the complete 

absence of input during the first round. This absence. of course, was probably a consequence 

of executive appointments made by Yeltsin only in September and October. 

The table also masks a significant change in the type of proposals submitted fiom 

deputies. In the first instance, 71% (35 of 49) were proposed by one deputy from Volgograd. 

E.C. Kmetsov. who seerned to think the draft depended upon his personal approval. In the 

second set of proposals. 36% (2 1 of 58) were from two deputies representing specific 

interests." These details aside. the table suggests that the law was influenced in its 

formative stages not only by experts and the cornmittee, but also by elected deputies, and 

regional soviets and executives. This supports and augments the contextual evidence provided 

by the minutes of the committee meetings. 

The cornmittee meeting in Ianuary retumed to the question of the role of oblasty and 

krai. and their position in the hierarchy of state institutions. On one hand were those who 

considered this rote as a critical balance to state power. One member suggested that the lack 

of status of oblasty and krai under the previous regime had "ailowed the opportunity for the 

2 1 tu. F. Yarov rcpresented the chair of  the Supreme Soviet, Rusian Khasbulatov. who had begun to grow concerned about 
the plight of legislative power in Russix and N.P. Medvedev spoke for the Cornmirtee for nationahtate formations and multi-cultural 
relations. which scemed bent on including autonomous o h g a  in the law. Medvedev was later appointed by Ycltsin in 1993 to 
hcad the the president's administration over the regions. 



centrakation of state power. manifested by the exploitation of Russia by Union 

ministries."" The new law should provide for the decentralization of power. which would 

boost the status of oblasty and krai, consolidate gains made in other legislation. and provide a 

foundation for the future constitution. Certainly, the committee noted. oblasty and krai would 

not share equal status with the autonomous repubiics. but they could share status as 

constituent members of the Russian ~ederation.~' On the other hand were those who 

claimed that oblasty and krai should serve as the lowest structures of deconcentrated state 

power. ensure the implementation of state laws. and "tighten" the relationship between state 

and local self-government. 

In the end. the committee crafied legislation which claimed to emphasize both roles for 

krai and oblast: as representative organs of regiond interests and as regional organs of state 

power. Both soviets and administrations at the krai and oblast level were required to fulfill 

the laws of the Russian Federation and al1 acts and decrees of the President and government. 

Additionally. oblast and krai were to serve as the connection between state power and local 

self-government. In this latter instance. krai and oblast govemments were called on to help 

develop. guarantee. and safeguard local self-government. This role as monitor meant that 

oblasty and krai required a measure of power, which then required a means for the center to 

monitor the use of that power. This then raised the question which central institution codd 

best monitor that use of power. This predicament left the vertical separation of powers in a 

" "Protokoly." No. 58 (10 Jmuary 1992). 

'' lbid. 
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troubling position, and reflected growing tensions between president and parliament 

concerning how power across different tiers of govermnent should be organized. 

As Yeltsin attempted to create a unitary system of executive power, premised on his 

power of appointrnent of executive office. his choices ofien were at odds with candidates 

nominated or supported by various oblast and krai soviets. By 1992, regional soviets were 

increasingly at odds not only with Yeltsin, his predstuviteli. and economic reforms, but aiso 

with his appointed executives. An example of this kind of conflict was in Krasnodar Krai. 

Afier the August coup. Yeltsin appointed Vasilii Diakonov as gubernator (head of 

administration). Diakonov immediately began to reorganize local power in the krai, 

liquidating the krai ispolkom. and firing al1 members of the krai soviet presidium. He also 

replaced managers in the agriculnirai sector and executive officers in the raiony executives. 

In some measure. Diakonov had the support of Yeltsin. since the Krasnodar elite had been in 

open opposition to Moscow conceming the delivery of agricultural production. Not 

surprisingly. the opposition to Diakonov Ioudly criticized the actions of what they considered 

an "appointed lackey of Moscow". In this sense, executive-legislative conflict at the oblast or 

krai level was not just about economics, but also about the representation of local. or regional 

interests and their conflict with the tenter.'" While the law on oblast and krai govenunent 

attempted to establish a balance of power between executive and legislative organs, Yeltsin's 

power of direct appointment over regional heads of administration ensured that regional 

J d SL'C Sovelskaia Rossiia 6 Novernber, 199 1 .  Diakonov was later replaced as governor in the fa11 of  1992. 
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govemors were linked directly into the vertical chah of executive authority descending down 

frorn the office of president.15 

As executive-legislative relations soured ai the regional level, they also became part of 

the battleground in a much bigger conflict between President Yeltsin and the Russian 

parliament. Both Yeltsin and Ruslan Khasbulatov. the speaker of the Supreme Soviet, sought 

the approval of regional govemments to consolidate the power of their respective institutions. 

offering competing visions of executive and legislative relations. Thus regional soviets tended 

to side with the Supreme Soviet, and the majority of executives endorsed ~ e l t s i n . ~ ~  

While executive-legislative relations did not "boil over" for more than a year. the new 

law on oblast and krai govemrnents was passed by the Supreme Soviet in this environment of 

increasing tension between appointed executives and (generally) conservative soviets, elected 

almost turo years earlier. Before the law was passed. Yeltsin threatened not to sign it. 

clairning that soviets would gain an advantage over executive power at the regional level. 

hstead. the presidential administration proposed a number of changes to the Iaw. particularly 

conceming soviet endorsement of personnel appointments to administration. These changes, it 

was suggested. would limit Iegislati~~e interference in administrative work." The Supreme 

Soviet. however. decided against accepting the proposed changes. Sergei Shakhrai, 

representing President Yeltsin, defended the president's position to Parliament but failed to 

55 Sec Darrell Slider. "Federalism. Discord, and Accomodation: Intergovernmcntal Relationsin Post-SovictRussia."in Friedgut 
and Hahn. pp. 239-269. 

Jh For Khasbulatov's defense of parliamentary power. which contains numerous. though oblique references to regional and 
local governrncnt. st'e R u s h  Kliasbulatov. The Stncggle for Russia: Power and Change in the Deniocrutic Revoltttion (London: 
Routlsdge. 1993). cspecialiy pp. 2 10-26 1. 

5 7 Set: Jrffrcy W. Hahn. "Reforming Post-Soviet Russia: The Attitudes o f  Local Politicians." Friedgut and Hahn. eds.. Local 
Porver and Post-Soviet Polirics. pp. 2 12-2 13. 



convince the deputies that executive power was threatened by the law. In 

cnticized for trying to strengthen the power of uneiected executives at the 
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fact. Shakhrai was 

expense of elected 

Iegi~latures.'~ When the Supreme Soviet passed the law on March 5. Yeltsin refûsed to sign 

it. which shoved the law into a legal limbo where it remained until well after the new 

Constitution was adopted in 1993. Althoiigh many soviets and administrations at the oblast 

and krai level used it as a guideline for much of their work, violations of the law were not 

prosecuted. Augmenting this predicament between executive and legislative bodies was a 

presidential decree in September 1992 to again postpone al1 local and regional elections, 

which meant that executive offices remained under the power of presidential appointment. In 

this sense. the early rise of the oblasty and krai was connected directly to their role as 

appendages of state power. and their strategic value in the battle between president and 

parliament for control of the Russian state. 

Conclusions 

The limited success of the legislation on local government aside, the laws provide 

fairly clear pictures of the processes involved in attempts to organize power. The first step 

was to overcome the lack of a conceptual base for local self-government. To overcome this 

hurdle. a large role was played by specialists in the field of local government, who correctly 

pointed to the importance of elections and a balance of power between executives and 

legislatures. Deputies within the cornmittee also played critical roles in the conceptualization 

of local power. In al1 this, participants were spurred on by the need for legislation, manifest 

Biulleten ' No.39 ( 5  March 1992). pp. 25-28. 
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by the demands from cities and regions. Once the ideas for reform were drafied, further input 

from local governments helped to shape the draft into a detailed piece of legislation. which 

addressed structures, authority, budgets and revenues. and lower tiers of government. In spite 

of al1 this initiative. however. the law ultimately failed to have much of an effect on the 

development of local self-government. 

Why did the law not succeed? One explanation was that it simply could not keep up 

with the Pace of change in post-Soviet Russia. The Iaw started as Russia was yet part of the 

Soviet Union. and was finished after Russia had elected its first president and just before the 

August coup hastened the collapse of the Soviet state. Another. more satiseing, explanation 

would point to the rival conceptions about the role of local government. The attempts of 

local politicians to establish local self-government originated with the perception that only 

with actual power could local govemment be relevant in Russian politics and overcome the 

legacy of the hypercentralization of power. In contrast. central institutions were motivated by 

the need to establish more order in state administration. The conflicts between these two rival 

conceptions remained unresolved. And b i s  led to a failure to reorganize power. In other 

words. al1 the theory and structures of local self-government aside. the law failed to create a 

new foundation for the organization of power. Attempts to forge autonomous local revenue 

and local budgets, for example, were blocked by the Ministry of Finance. Prospects for local 

elections to executive offices later were blocked by the requirements of consolidating 

presidential power. Even the law on oblasty and krai, which in many ways mirrored the 

process of the local government law, also succumbed to such forces. Where the two laws 

differed was linked to the conceptualization of oblasty and krai as appendages of state power. 



This difference became the foundation for much of the dynarnics of post Soviet Russian local 

politics. as the next chapter shows. 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE W W  FROM BELOW: 
LOCAL POLITICS IN OMSK 

This chapter is a study of local politics and political change in Russia, based on the 

view from below. It begins with a thorough study of politics in Omsk from the failed August 

coup of 199 1 through 1994. and then ends with a discussion of the broader scope of local 

politics in Russia. The previous chapter suggested that much of the dynamics conceming the 

drafiing of legislation on local self-government was influenced by institutions and their 

representatives: either fiom local govemments or from central minisiries. This leads to a 

subsequent question concerning the motivation behind this influence. As noted in the 

introduction, it may be appropnate to suggest that institutions shape preferences and offer 

constraints on the choices of political actors. Yet c m  such influence exist even in times of 

great flux and institutional change? Without due attention to the processes involved in the 

genesis of institutions, institutional literature cannot answer this question. Indeed, the problem 

of linking the influence of institutions to the institutions themselves rather than to specific 

actors or interests is itself problematical. Because this chapter is a study of local politics, it 

attempts to shed some light on this problem conceming the relationship between interests and 

institutions. It also highlights the dynamics between regional and local politics, which 

represents the conrrast between the statist "top down" approach to local govemment and the 

alternative "bottom up" approach to local self-government. While most of the chapter is 

devoted to the study of Omsk, the end of the chapter broadens the scope to include similar 
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developments in Russia. 

In Omsk. local politics have been anirnated by a variety of factors. One of these 

factors is the activity of elites. both old and new, which reflects both the lack of self- 

governent  and limited penetration of the state. While the previous chapter was devoted to 

the legislative foundation for local self-government. the political dynamics at the local level 

itself is just as critical to the prospects for local self-government. In this sense, the interplay 

between elites and institutions in Omsk help not only to explain why federal reform initiatives 

bogged down in the post-Soviet period. but also to reflect the dynamics of local politics in 

post-Soviet Russia. 

Omsk is a sedate city of some 1.2 million inhabitants situated dong the Irtysh river in 

southwestern Siberia, some 2,500 kilometers east of Moscow. It is the capital of the Omsk 

oblast. which has 140,000 square kilometers and 2.2 million inhabitants (68% urban). From its 

early role as a transportation center for western Sibena. Omsk emerged during the Soviet 

period as a strong industrial center, ranking fourth among Russian cities in gross volume of 

production behind Moscow. St. Petersburg and Ekaterinburg. But in spite of a strong and 

diverse industrial base, there is rnuch more than distance that separates Omsk fiom Moscow 

or St. Petersburg. Because of the strategic importance of much of its production, Omsk was 

closed to foreigners until 1991 .' As such, there is a palpable difference in character and 

temperament among the city's inhabitants that reflects not only a pronounced detachment fiom 

the nation's capital, but also a certain disdain for anything comected to Moscow. Omsk 

' At lcast 60% of industrial production in Omsk was under the umbrella of  the military industrial complcx - from tires to 
T-80 tanks. and communication equipment. to aerospace technology and petrochemicals (Omsk is connected by pipeline to 
Tyumen). The city also services a productive regional agricultural industry. 
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possesses a small town feel that exudes strong civic pride and yet, paradoxically, also 

emanates a certain infenotity complex about how Omsk measures up to other cities in Russia 

or the West. In the economic and political clirnate of post-Soviet Russia, ornichi are quick to 

admit diat things are undoubtedly bad, but even quicker to point out that life in Omsk is 

certainly better than most anywhere else in the country. 

It would be difficult for the average resident to suggest othenvise. While economic 

production declined sharply and some of the large enterprises worked at less than half 

capacity. Omsk displayed much less of the disparities in wealth evidenced in Moscow. 

Through 1992, for exarnple, the ruble remained the currency of use, if only because an 

alternative choice was nonexistent (the circulation of the German mark or American dollar in 

Omsk was virtually nil). Even by 1995. much of the "westernkation" evident in large cities 

elsewhere was still foreign to Omsk. For the layrnan, in spite of rampant inflation and the 

shifi te marketization, Omsk maintained more in comrnon with its Soviet past than with the 

post Soviet future. In this regard, Omsk is part of the glukhornan, the "boonies" or 

"backwoods" of Russia, ofien characterized as places where reforms bogged down and support 

for Zhirinovsky or Zyuganov was high. As such, Omsk represents strong, although not 

necessarily universal. tendencies in Russian politics. It is a large urban center, but one that is 

well situated within the broader context of Russia as a whole. 

This chapter studies local politics in Omsk with an eye towards the relationship 

between the oblast and local self-government. The previous chapter discussed the creation of 

laws for both levels, and suggested that oblasty were endowed with some measure of power, 

as part of the state, while local self-governments were not. The consequences of this 



predicarnent are detailed below. Since the city of Omsk represents two-thirds of the oblast 

population. one might expect the city to have significant clout within the oblast, and so it 

provides a firm ba is  for studying oblast - municipal relations. 

The Oblast Government 

After the failed coup. as the Soviet Union vanished from the political map, politics in 

Omsk were marked by increased activity directed towards establisbg political and 

administrative order. The first move came when Yeltsin appointed Aleksandr Minzhurenko as 

presidential representative (predstavitel') to Omsk in September 199 1. Minzhurenko was then 

a deputy in the soon to be abolished USSR Congress of People's Deputies. He had worked 

previously as an instructor at the Omsk Pedagogical Insitute, and had risen to local 

prominence during the election campaign of 1989. During the August coup, Minzhurenko led 

small public Street meetings. and formed the "Cornmittee for the Defense of Legal Organs of 

Power." Minzhurenko's new duties were to function as the new President's "eyes and ears" in 

the oblast, informing Yeltsin on the fulfillment of central laws and decrees, and assisting the 

federal executive in establishing political power and authority throughout the oblast. 

The most significant move in establishing such executive power was the President's 

decision to delay elections for local executives - initially for one year, and then later until 

1995 - and instead appoint the heads of oblast administration by presidential ukaz The oblast 

level executives would then appoint lower level executives in agreement with the 

corresponding soviets, and allow these executives to appoint subordinate executives in tum.' 

' Sre "O poriadke nmacheni ia  glav adrninistntsii," Vedomosti mFSR No.48 (28 November 1991). Yeltsin reserved the 
right to appoint the heads o f  administration (mayors) o f  cities that tùnctioned as oblast centers. 
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Defending this decision, Minzhurenko stated that he himself "was a democrat through and 

through." but that he had become convinced that direct appointment was the only real solution 

to the current dilemma of executive power. Elections, simply put, were too risky. They 

might lead to conservative local executives that would cause a fractured executive dong the 

vertical a i s .  He pointed out that almost al1 rural areas in the oblast were staunchly 

conservative. and that a third of the city would also support a conservative candidate. The 

democrats in the oblast would thus have poor chances of winning a general election. Direct 

appointments, on the other hand, would establish a stronger system of executive power 

throughout the country, and would place local executives on a "short leash", which would 

compel local administrators to support and implement presidential decrees. Given the need for 

radical economic and political reform, Minzhurenko suggested that no other alternative was 

availab~e.~ 

Minzhurenko asked the local democratic movement to advance a candidate for ghv  

udminisfrafor of the oblast. but the only narne raised was that of Vladimir Ispravnikov, a 

Russian deputy representing Omsk in the Russian Parliament, who had already agreed to join 

Khasbulatov's parliarnentary tearn. Yeltsin wanted to make the appointment quickly, and 

Minzhurenko was pressured to corne up with a recomrnendation. He felt that he had two 

choices: either the chair of the oblast soviet, Anatoli Leont'ev, or the chair of the obispolkom, 

Leonid Polezhaev. Hz justified his decision by claiming that "one does not change horses 

midstrearn." and that some professional experience was mandatory While Leont'ev had 

served as chaiman of the oblast executive cornmittee for many years p i o r  to his election to 

' 1 échernii Omsk 14 November 199 1. 
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the soviet in 1990. his connections to the discredited Communist Party (he had also served as 

obkom first secretary) and the old guard ruled hirn out as a credible candidate for the position. 

That lefi only Polezhaev. a 51 year old native of Omsk. who had spent much of his 

adult life in Kazakhstan supervishg canal construction. He had worked as deputy chair of the 

Karandinskii oblast ispolkom until conflict with local officiais convinced hirn to quit and 

r e m  home. Within two years, he had become an assistant to Leont'ev in the oblast 

executive cornmittee, and then succeeded hirn as chair of the ispolkorn in 1990. after Leont'ev 

becarne chair of the oblast soviet. Polezhaev had a credible reputation as an effective 

administrator, but had been dcfeated in elections to the RSFSR Congress.' During the coup. 

Polezhaev was the most vocal supporter of legality and the Russian Govenunent at a joint 

meeting of the oblast soviet presidium and ispolkom, even though the general tenor of the 

meeting was one of waiting out central intrigues and encouraging life in Omsk to continue as 

before.' Polezhaev appeared on local television on the evening of August 20, the second day 

of the coup. but his appeal was for public calm in the face of political uncertainty. In the 

end, however. Polezhaev was instrumental in encouraging the oblast leadership to ignore calls 

from the GKChP for emergency measures. Their rationale was that the local situation in 

Omsk was stable and that such measures were not neededa6 After the failed coup, Polezhaev 

claimed to support strong executive power, suggesting that responsibility for reforms without 

Polrzhaev stood for election to the Russian Congress but failed to win his urban constituency, contested by 8 other 
communists and one noncommunist. Omskaia pravda 8 March 1991 

' Tht: joint meeting was held on 20 August. Set: Omskii vesinik3 September 1991 for a stenographic report. 

W m s k a i a  pravda 22 August 1 99 1 



an effective structure with which to Mplement them was impossible.' 

The oblast ispolkom suspended its existence on November 1 1 199 1. and Polezhaev 

was officially appointed the head of administration, or gubernator of the Omsk oblast. In 

accordance with presidential decree. Polezhaev quickiy began to select his administrative 

tearn. His appointments were a mix of former apparatchiki and supposedly fresh faces 

(though established administrators) from local institutes and enterprises, with an emphasis on 

qualifications of expertise and experience. Chairman of the economic cornmittee. for 

exarnple. was V.V. Malykhin. who had functioned in that capacity since Polezhaev had 

become chairman of the ispolkom in 1990. Lykhenko, a director of a large collective farm 

was appointed as new head of agriculture, while an instnictor with administrative experience 

from the local pedagogical institute was given respnnsibility over education. Defending his 

choices. Polezhaev stated that new demands required new faces, but the public could not 

entrust the fate of the economy and society to the hands of novices. There was also a need 

for experienced organizers of production.' On relations with the oblast soviet, Polezhaev was 

optimistic. He expressed his belief that a common language, or mutual understanding, would 

be found. and pointrd out that there were no objective reasons for conflict with the soviet. 

The oblast soviet. he suggested, should concentrate its attention on deputies' affairs and 

legislation. and should not bother to interfere in the managerial affairs of the administration. 

' Oniskii vesrnikNo.46 (29 Novrmber - 5 Dccember 1991). It seems Polezhaev had promised Minzhurenko that. if 
appointrd glav adrninistrator. personnel changes in the oblast administration would be a given. See Vechernii Omsk 14 
November 199 1. A brief note on the main local newspapers: Omskaia pravda was the newspaper of the oblast Communist 
Party and the oblast soviet until late 1990. when Ornskii vesznik was started as a voice of the oblast soviet. VecherniiOmsk 
was a joint newspaper of the city Comrnunist Party and city soviet until after the coup, when it bccame sole possession of the 
city soviet. After the coup, Omskaiapravda continued as a "popular" newspaper. although it resurfaced only in October of  
1991. 

' Onzskii vestnik No.46 (29 November - 5 December 199 1 ). 
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Although he acknowledged that the soviet presidium had ofien interfered in the work of the 

oblast executive in the past. he was confident that the oblast administration would be allowed 

to take responsibility for its manageriai activity. and would answer to the people and the 

AImost immediately after Polezhaev's appointment, Minzhurenko began to express 

second thoughts over his recornmendation. He stated publicly that he thought Polezhaev was 

inconsistent, and that he had hoped the new gubernator would be more progressive, 

particularly conceming his appointmentdo Polezhaev hirnself felt that the oblast was caught 

in the middle of reform - between a public womed about the realities of daily life and a 

Russian government that continued to prornulgate laws and decrees that pushed radical 

change. The task. as he perceived it, was to try to fit such decrees and iaws into local 

conditions. or to "smooth the sharp corners of reform so that they would be less difficult for 

the people."" Later. he stressed his recognition that reform was necessary, but conceded his 

opposition to the techniques and principles of acting Prime Minister Gaidar's radical policies - 

on the grounds that they were not in the best interests of residents of Omsk." And in 

response to criticism that Omsk oblast lagged behind Novosibirsk in agricultural reform, 

Polezhaev responded "what of it? This is not a race." '' 

' Ibid. 

'" I écliernii Omsk 14 Novern ber 199 1 .  

" Omskaiapravda 17 Januruy 1991. Polezhaev's political position thus resembled more the platform o f  the Civic Union 
in the federal arena. and had more in common with Aleksandr Rutskoi and Arkady Volskii than with President Yeltsin. StilI. 
as an astutc politician. he directed his criticisms against then acting Prime Minister Gaidar rather than Yeltsin. 

" Céclrernii Omsk 9 June 1992. 

l 3  Omskaia pravda 29 April 1992. 



In the oblast soviet. Leont'ev and his staff also attempted to 

new realities of local power. Leont'ev staffed the soviet leadership 
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corne to gnps with the 

with many of his old 

assistants from the party and the executive comrnittee. h d  among this crowd there was not 

much love or respect for Minzhurenko, who was viewed as an unelected and inexperienced 

Puppet without any real authority. The legislative body remained relatively immune to 

Yeltsin's decrees. and organized a "small legislature" or rnalsovet by the new year. to 

strengthen legislative authority through a smaller, more effective chamber.'" The rnalsovet 

of the Omsk oblast was compnsed of thirty four deputies. including Leont'ev. a few of his 

assistants. one representative from each of the fourteen standing cornmittees. and a number of 

oblast deputies elected to full time positions.'5 The fourteen soviet cornmittees paralleled the 

cornmittees. otdely and upravleniia of the oblast administration. and were geared towards 

drafting legislation and supervising the implementation of obsoviet legislation. The malsovet 

soon carne under criticism from reformist deputies in the obsoviet for aggrandizing legislative 

power. Of particular concem, many urban deputies in the oblast soviet opposed the perceived 

"rural bias" of Leont'ev's leadership? 

lJ S r e  the RSFSR law "O Nekotorykh Voprosakh Pravogo Regulirovaniia Deiatel'nosti Kraevykh, Oblastnykh Sovetov 
Narodnykh Deputatov" Lédomosri RSFSR N o 3  1 (19 December 1991). The oblast soviet had 250 deputies. and met two to 
tour tirnes a year. The malsovict would be a more permanent legislative chamber. Although the law specified that 
malsoviets were to bc organized at the o b l a t  level. most city soviets. with authority to fonn their own organs. followed suit. 

" Personal interview with V.M. Shipilov. chaiman of the obsoviet standing committee for soviet affairs, and Omskaio 
prmda 9 April 1992. The cornmittees have between 9 and 30 deputies each. For more information on the obmalsoviet. see 
"O raspredelenii obyazannostei mezhdu chlenami malogo soveta i obtastnogo soveta narodnykh deputatov" Reshenie malogo 
soveta Ornskogo oblastnogo soveta No. 15 ( 16 January 1992). 

I h Leont'ev and his close assistants owed thc bulk of thcir political support to  rural constituencies. Leont'ev's own seat 
was in the small city o f  Tara (pop. 100.000). which historicaliy had been the home of obkom first secretaries and chairmen of 
the obsoviet ispolkom for the Omsk oblast. Leontyev's close assistants in the soviet are al1 frorn outside the city of Omsk. 
Leont'ev had been elected chairman of the soviet in April 1990. before run off elections had been finished. and when 43 
vacancirs remained (36 from the city of Omsk). Support for his candidiicy was connected to the proposal to allow the 
combination of party and soviet leadership. This proposal was supported by 115 deputies. 95 of which were from rural seats. 
82 deputies were opposed. 65 from the city. A full complement of deputies would have made Leont'ev's leadership less 
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Initially. the relationship between obsoviet and administration had been amiable, a 

function of the persona1 relationship b e ~ e e n  Leont0ev and Polezhaev. who was generally 

willing to defer to his former boss. After Polezhaev's appointment as gubernator, however. 

executive - legislative relations began to show cracks as Polezhaev bore increased 

responsibility to implement central decrees. As the relationship declined. Polezhaev suggested 

that. for al1 their good, soviets really oniy complicated matters of administration." An early 

source of conflict between the two concerned a rivalry between the property cornmittees of 

each branch of govemment. in early 1992, the obsoviet demanded that the administration 

implement specific decisions regarding the allocation of property, including office space for 

legislative cornmittees. The administration, however. ignored many of the soviet's demands, 

and allocated only 40% of the requested office space. To clear up any confusion surrounding 

authority over state property. Polezhaev issued an executive decree. which granted al1 

authority over the institutionalization. reorganization, and liquidation of govemment 

enterprises belonging to the oblast, as well as the right to make any contracts with enterprise 

directors (including the rental and use of oblast property) solely to the administration's 

property cornmittee. 

Cod ic t  also emerged over planned expenditures in the first quater budget of 1992. 

The oblast administration pushed for capital investment in construction and industrial 

conversion. But while the administration pointed out the 78% shortfidl in funding for 

securc. ln d l .  one-third of the oblast deputies were "reformers". See DemokraricheskiiOrnsk No.7 1990. 

" Omskaia pravda 17 January 199 1 .  

I R  Ornskuia pravda 25 April 1992. 
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buildings dready under construction (many already abandoned), the oblast soviet countered by 

stressing the oblast's fiscal responsibilities to lower level soviets: without adequate transfer 

payments. local govenunents could not fund health clinics. schools, and kindergartens. 

Debate over which constituency shouid get how big a slice fiom the shrinking budget pie 

raged dong urban-rural. industry-agriculture, and capital investment-social services axes.I9 

Further conflict developed when oblast deputies began to pressure Polezhaev to withhold 

money due for transfer to the federal budget. They wanted to express opposition to acting 

Prime Minister Gaidar's economic reforms. While pointing out his own reservations 

regarding these reforms, Polezhaev refused to accede to their demands and delivered a strong 

speech to the soviet that linked the fa11 of the Soviet Union to republics withholding their 

required contributions to the Union budget. Questioning the position adopted by conse~ative 

deputies. he asked them if they now wanted Russia to break apart as well. He requested 

deputy support in making the required payments. and received the necessary number of 

votes.t0 

At the roots of conflict between oblast soviet and administration in Omsk were two 

dominant factors: first, that Polezhaev was accountable to both the federal executive and the 

oblast soviet; and second, that there was a natural conflict between the constituencies 

represented by the two institutions. Yeltsin's "short leash" over local executives obliged 

Polezhaev to walk a fine line between local and central interests. That the oblast soviet 

represented a different constituency than that of President Yeltsin, and possessed different, 

" Omskii vesrnik t 1 January 1992. 

'" Céchernii Omsk 9 June 1992. 
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even rival, perspectives and goals, made this wdk a dificult task for the oblast gubemator. 

Through the second half of 1992, Polezhaev was forced to compromise on issues of conflict 

between the oblast soviet and executive. which caused cracks within his administration. 

In September 1992 for example. the oblast malsoviet passed a decision which infringed 

on the authority of the administration and increased the wholesate pnce of milk and meat by 

more than 30%." Polezhaev responded by declaring that the whole reform process would 

be impossible if the administration did not have control over pries. He pointed out that such 

increases would create too big a difference between retail and wholesale prices, that increased 

subsidies were beyond the capacity of the oblast budget, and that the new prices were beyond 

that which the public could afford. He blamed the malsoviet for bowing to a strong 

agricultural lobby. and for allowing political Factors to transcend economic reality. Within his 

administration. however. Lykhenko (head of agriculture) endorsed the price hikes, while 

Malykhin (economic cornit tee) vocally denounced the decision at a meeting of the 

obmalsoviet. When the Union of Agricultural Workers threatened to strike over the issue, 

Polezhaev worked out a compromise that allowed a 15% increase in wholesale prices." 

Malykhin made a public display of opposition." 

For Polezhaev, the issue remained one of tailoring central policy to local interests. 

Price regulation and subsidies were defended as crucial to maintaining a balance between 

purchase and retail prices. Opponents, he claimed, either did not understand the dangers of 

" Leont'ev's decision to push for price increases was credited to the obsoviet's ties to the agricultural lobby, dominated 
by directors From collective farms. 

7 1 -- Omskaia pravda 12 September 1992. 

'' Oniskaia pruvda 8 Septrmbcr 1992. personal interviews with V.V. Malykhin. and A.A. Mikfiailov. Malykhin's 
assistant, 
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ending such regulation. or desired to bnng social concems in Omsk to a boil.'" While he 

worked to implement central policy. Polezhaev remained sensitive to local interests. He 

publicly advocated increased input from regional administrations in federal govemment policy. 

and also for more clearly defined powers between both executive and legislative branches. and 

central and regional ~ r ~ a n s . ' ~  Continua1 conflict over which organ had authority over 

pricing. property or investment policy served neither the cause of reform nor of effective 

govemment. 

Perhaps the most telling aspect of Polezhaev's political position requires some 

attention to his perception of regional interests. The gubemator was an open advocate for 

large industrial enterprises in Omsk. In a speech to the oblast soviet in February 1992. 

Polezhaev pointed out that industrial production accounted for more than half of the oblast 

income, and that it had fallen in virtually every sector. Gross agncultural production, on the 

other hand, accounted for about one quarter of oblast economic output, and procurement 

prices had risen almost 90% since 1990. Less attention. he suggested. should be given to 

agricultural problems, and more effort and attention given to industrial subsidies, investment, 

conversion, interregional vade and the coordination of  supplie^.'^ 

The gubernator's inclination towards large industry was not the result of any sudden 

change in perception. Since April 1991. Polezhaev had been a founding member of a 

conglomerate of large industries and commercial enterprises in the oblast known as Omskii 

'" Omskaia pravda 12 Scptrm ber 1992. 

' 5  L. Polezhaev. " Pravitel'stvo oblegchit sebe golovnuyu bol'. es1 i dast bol'she p n v  regionam." h'arodnyi deputat No. 10 
1992. 

'h From a transcript of  Polezhacv's speech "K Deviatoi Sessii Oblastnogo Soveta Narodnykti Deputatov," Material v 
doklad Polezhueva L . K .  in the libraq of the Economic Committee o f  the Omsk Obtast Administration. 
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torgovyi dom (OTD). This conglomerate functioned as a large insiders' club. local trade 

cartel and lobby group. which had been buying up profitable local industries. Polezhaev had 

served as OTD's first president, but the position was soon given to Yuri Glebov. former chair 

of the city executive cornmittee." For his part. Polezhaev saw nothing out of the ordinary 

with his connections to OTD. The problems of the oblat economy were directly comected 

to industrial production. and therefore of concern to al1 residents. What was good for 

industrial production and OTD was good for Omsk. 

Nlunicipal Government 

In municipal politics. the executive cornmittee and its chairman G. Pavlov faced a 

scanda1 in late October 1991. when it becarne known that the city ispolkom had transfered 

title over two municipal buildings to OTD. If that was not enough, the ispolkom also had 

invested some 500,000 rubles in OTD. led by Pavlov's predecessor in the ispolkom, 

~ l e b o v . ' ~  Pavlov's credibility was darnaged further when he tried to appoint a few 

members of the previous executive to his administration. The city soviet pushed for open 

nominations. and thirteen candidates vied for two posts in the ispolkom. An emboldened 

soviet then began to push its own candidates for appointment by Polezhaev to head the city 

administration. The gubernutm was invited to attend a meeting of the city malsoviet to 

discuss the appointment of a mayor. Given the pro-democracy euphoria of late 199 1, city 

" ln between these two posts. Glebov had worked as Polezhaev's assistant in the oblasî executive cornmittee. After the 
August coup. OTD became the main employment opportunity for out of work party and governrnent officiais. OTD has 
been the recipient of' centrai mcdia coveragc. See. for example. kvestiia27 April 1991. For local media. an article in 
Omskaiu pravda 2 1 May 1992. is quite detailed. 

'' I 'rciternii Omsk 22 November 1991. Giebov had faced pressure to resign his post in municipal administration when he 
reccived only 7% support for his candidacy to the Russian Congress in 1990. 
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deputies put Polezhaev on the spot by suggesting he nominate the candidate put forward by a 

vote in the city malsoviet. A prorninent local businessman, Yuri Shoikhet. won a plurality of 

the votes. and his name was irnmediately advanced for the position. By d l  accounts, 

Polezhaev was visibly flustered by the unforeseen circumstance. but agreed to appoint 

Shoikhet. a man with no government experience. as rnay~r. '~ The new head of the city 

administration received support from local enterprises and cooperatives, from the presidential 

representative Minzhurenko. and from various social organizations. 

Shoikhet was somewhat of a local hero arnong the emergent small business interests. 

Born in 1950 in Perm. he was a former fighter pilot in the Soviet airforce who had been 

stationed in Omsk in the 1970s. Retiring at age 35 (fighter pilots received double time for 

service). he started a small fishing enterprise in 1986, and then b e g a ~  a cooperative that 

employed pensioners and invalids in the manufacturing of fishing tackle. He was instrumental 

in the emergence of the Omsk oblast Union of Cooperatives, and in early 1991 established 

A 0  Omsk. a shareholder's Company that enjoyed irnrnediate success in food services and 

other sectors of the local economy.'* 

Shoikhet's well intentioned point of departue was that the new statutes and structures 

of administration possessed clearly defined authority and a separation of executive and 

legislative power. His understanding of the responsibility of the city administration was to 

prepare normative acts and introduce them to the soviet, which would then pass municipal 

'' fbid.. and interviews with various dçputies and officiais in the city soviet and administration. For his part. Shoikhet 
personally ciairned that his nomination had been entircly proper. and that he had been appointed on the strength o f  his 
abilities (from an interview with Shoikhet). 

3'' Personal interview with Shoikhet. and Omskii vestnikNo.46 (29 November - 5 December 1991 ). 
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stattites and oversee their implementation by the administration. His first day in office he 

sacked the entire administrative tearn of his predecessor. and began to appoint academics and 

individuals successful in small enterprises to the city administration. Of his ten chairmen of 

city administration cornmittees. for example. only one could be identified as a bondide 

member of the former nomenklat~ra.~' Shoikhet quickly launched an agenda that pushed for 

an international business center, a foreign currency hotel and bank. an international airport, 

and capital expenditures for developing the local infrastructure for local business (especiaily 

direct telephones and fax services)." In Februq .  Shoikhet and his administration held an 

open meeting for al1 local enterprises, establishing contact and open communications with the 

business community. He knew his constituency: in l e s  than ten months the number of srnall 

enterprises and cooperatives had mushroomed from 1,000 to just less than 4,200 (1,178 

cooperatives. and more than 3,000 small enterprises and associations) - with e m e d  receipts 

more than six hundred million mbles.j3 

The city soviet represented a much wider variety of interests. Elections in 1990 had 

retumed only 30% of incumbents, and the deputy corps was comprised of roughly 40% 

"conservatives". 40% reformers (although both groups were very loose coalitions), with the 

remaining 20% independents in the true sense of the word - individuals without solidarity to 

3 '  Pcrsonal interview with Shoikhet. and "Mer i ego komanda: press-biulleten' administratsiia goroda" No.1 (Omsk 1992). 
Shoikhrt conccded that at least one individual with experirnce was helpfui in establishing an efficient administration. 

3 3  Omskii vestnik 6 Februriry 1992. 



one side or the other." Vladimir Varnavskii. who served also as first secretary of the 

gorkom and was an influentid member of the Supreme Soviet Cornmittee on local 

govemment. had been reelected chaimian of the soviet. winning 92 of 164 votes. But 

Varnavskii accepted pressure from reformen to appoint the m e r  up. Ryzhenko, as deputy 

chair. and soon won support from many reformers for his fair play and effective 

leadership .j5 

The new administration led by Shoikhet was supported by a significant minority of 

city deputies. but less so by the soviet leadership and apparatus. For the most part. both 

executive and legislative branches stayed within the parameters of their authority defined by 

the Russian Law on Local Self Governrnent. But arnong the ranks of the city soviet 

apparatus. Shoikhet's name most oftrn evoked derisive cornrnenrs. The mayor was criticized 

for his style of leadership. for an overly pro business agenda, and for overstepping his 

authority. His success as a businessman and his personal wealth were noted frequently by a 

critical press. and was ofien tumed against him with the daim that having him in charge of 

municipal administration was like having a wolf guard the sheep - the mayor stood the most 

3 This classification was made by Sergei Bogdanovskii. editor of a succession of pro-democratic newspapers. The same 
figures wcre given by prominent officiais in the city sovict. Sec DetnokraricheskiiOmsk No.7 1990. Unfortunately it is 
casier to identify a "reformer" than describe what the term reprtxcnts. In the shifting sands of Russian politics. the term  ha^ 
been applied to those who support Iegislative power against the executive. and vice versa. Much depcnds on the particular 
issue at hand. and the time frame within shich thc issue prcsents itself. Thus. a "reformer" tended to support legislative 
power from 1990-9 1. but rrcognized the need for strengthening cxecutive power in 1991-92. Through al! this. economic 
rcforms. such as privatization. have been strongly supported by "reformers". In contras[, many "conservatives" have shifted 
from opposition to market reforms and legislative power towards defending legislative power and grudgingly accepting the 
nced for economic rcfonn. but advocating a slower. controlled pace. 

35 Ibid. 
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to gain by the "commercialization of g~vernment."'~ M i l e  al1 sources recognized him as a 

dynamo of action and a strong advocate of change. he remained much more the businessman 

than the politician. guilty of being sometimes an abrasive personaiity. In his defense, some 

local newspapers defended the mayor, pointing to an alleged alliance between the city soviet 

and oblast administration directed against Shoikhet.j7 For their part, the leadership of the 

city soviet did line up closer to the oblast administration on the political spectrum. While the 

city soviet represented the vast array of interests that could be found in the city. the soviet 

leadership maintained a middle of the road approach to goveniment, supporting reform. but 

trying to cushion the blows of change. Its main prionties included rationalizing its authority, 

and establishing and developing local resources in an "orderly" manner. A new law on 

municipal taxes. for example, attempted to establish a firm base for revenue without 

contributing to economic decline. At the second reading of the law in the malsoviet, 

opposition was directrd against the law from those representing business, who felt a payroll 

tax and commercial licensing fees were undue attacks on local enterprises. In contrast. other 

deputies claimed the law did not tax local business enough, and proposed a tax on the use of 

computers (since any firrn with computers must have excess money!). In defense of the law. 

officials pointed out that the law did not aim to "mauimize" revenue as much as it aimed to 

strengthen revenue with a minimum of fiscal pain. Of the eighteen sources available to 

'"Razmyshleniia nad programmoi razvitiia predprinimatel'stva i grustnye mysli iue naveiannye" (no author. no date. but. 
during private convcrsation. claimed to have been written by an officiai in the Oblast Administration). See aiso Omskaia 
pravda 21 May 1992. which hinted at well circulated local rurnours that Shoikhet was buying up Iocal enterprises for his 
wifc. 

; 7 Oreol No27 (JuIy 1992) Both organs of municipal governrnent held the oblast soviet in contempt. although officials 
fioni the city soviet blamed Shoiket's loud and obnoxious style for poor relations with the oblat. It seerns. however. that 
Shoikhct's concern for small busincss has definite limitations - he latcr Iaunched attacks against unliccnsed Street kiosks. Sce 
Izvesîiia 23 Fcbruap 1993. 
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municipal governments for tax revenue. this new law used only six. Why. deputies were 

asked. should the soviet endorse taxing the private sector into M e r  poverty?8 

Institutions and Political Conflict 

The emergence. al1 within two years. of four "new" organs of govenunent and 

administration (one might even include a fifth: Minzhurenko's office of predstavitel') - each 

with its own position on the political spectnim. and each stniggling to establish independence. 

and strengthen politicai power - was at the center of local politics in Omsk in the aftermath of 

the collapse of the Soviet Union. Each of the four institutions represented distinct local 

constituencies: the oblast soviet strongly represented rural and agricultural interests; the oblast 

administration had close ties to large industry in Omsk: the city administration advanced a 

small business agenda; while the city soviet represented varied and disparate urban 

constituencies. Additionally, the oblast executive wzs catled on to represent state interests in 

the oblast. In 1992. a number of local issues reflected the clash of local interests and 

personalities. and conflict among government organs. In this section. 1 draw from dominant 

issues of local politics in 1992 in Omsk to portray the different dimensions and various 

dynamics of local politics. 

Privatization opened up the question of current property ownership. Decades of public 

ownership bequeathed a legacy of confusion when the unitary system of soviets was finally 

vanquished in 199 1. Which properties were owned by the oblast and which belonged to 

" "Polozhrnic 'O mrstnykh nalogaich i sborakh na territorii g. Omska' (Proekt)": meeting of  the Omsk city malsoviet. 7 
July 1992; interviews with A.N. Kostyukov, who wrote the law and. in addition to his rcsponsibilitirs as dotsent at Omsk 
Statt: University. worked for the city soviet. 
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municipal authorities? Federai legislation decreed that municipalities would receive the 

following properties that exist within their territory: residential properties: establishments 

dealing with city infrastructure; enterprises of retail trade. public catering, and domestic 

services: and wholesale and industrial complexes required for same.'' Oblast property was 

not identified by law. since oblasty remained temtonal divisions of state power. Yet there 

were many grey areas conceming the issue of property and privatization. and many property 

titles which needed to be transfered to the proper owner. This transfer of property to 

municipalities was a crucial component in any development of municipal power. The 

ownership and control of property is directly linked with political power. and revenues from 

privatization were important additions to municipal budgets. In 1992, for exarnple. municipal 

privatization added more than 2 billion rubles to the city budget."' 

An example of the problems involved in the process of privatization is found in the 

privatization of housing. The city administration rejected the December 1991 oblast proposai 

to privatize housing, which would have merely tumed over residences to their occupants 

without any compensation. In late January, 1992. the city altematively proposed to transfer 

title of domestic dwellings to their respective inhabitants - free of charge for apartments and 

homes where there was less than 18 square meters per resident, and for compensation when 

living space exceeded that measure. Various other factors were to be considered, such as the 

floor on which the apartment was situated, the age of the building, and the location. The 

I'J Postanovlenic: vcrkhovnogo sovcta RSFSR "O razgranichenii gosudarstvennoi sobstvennosti v Rossiiskoi Federatsii na 
tkdcral'nuiu sobstvcnnost'. gosudarstvennuiu sobstvcnnost' respublik v sostave Rossiiskoi Federatsii. kraev. oblastei. 
avtonornnoi oblasti. avtonomnykh okrugov, gorodov Moskvy i Sankt Peterburga, i munitsipal'nuiu sobstvennost'." Ekonomika 
i d i x  ' No.3 (January 1992). 

JI1 / ,~rs t i ia  28 January 1993 
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rationale behind the city's proposa1 was twofold. First. it would target some of the old 

nomenklatura that had secured access to superior housing during the previous regime. 

Second. and more important. the city hoped to augment its limited sources of independent 

revenue and strengthen its financial autonomy. A.P. Potapova head specialist for the 

municipal committee for privatization of housing. stated that the city's hopes were "that the 

means gained from privatization of apartments would find its way into the extremely tight 

local budgets."'" The oblast responded by ridiculing the city's proposal. and pointed out that 

according to Russian Iaw. municipal authority had no jurisdiction over the privatization of 

housing? The city administration, however. based its daim on the law conceming the 

transfer of property cited above. It refused to concede its case, in spite of support for the 

oblast position from the city procuracy and the oblast court. Through 1992, the case lay 

before the Federal court. delaying the privatization of housing in Omsk until the matter could 

be resolved. 

A further example of city vs. oblast conflict was the battle over the Torgovyi Tsentr 

(TTs). which operates a large retail "mall" in the middle of the city. The TTs is a member of 

the OTD conglomerate. During the spring of 1992. worker collectives from TTs submitted 

their application for the transformation of TTs to a closed shareholders' Company to the office 

of Aleksandr Saraev, chairman of the city municipal property committee. Saraev's committee 

normally required at least 3 weeks to process applications, and then required the agreement of 

the city soviet before the process can continue. In this instance, the city administration had 

-- -- 

4 1 Omskii vestnik 20 February 1992. 

'' "O privatizatsii zhilishchnogo fonda v RSFSR" I.'edotnosti RSFSR No28 ( 1  1 july 1991). Sec. in particular. article 12. 
This law seems to directly contradict the postanovlenie of 27 Decernber 1992 cited in footnote 39. above. 
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some doubts concerning the formation of a closed shareholders' company. which oRen served 

as a front for the privatization of profitable firms to former rnembers of the nomenklatura 

As the city administration considered the application, the oblast administration began 

to create waves. claiming that TTs was really oblast property. At issue was the vested interest 

of the TTs directorship. coupled with the fact that the lion's share of any privatization 

revenue went to the institution that held title. Once the oblast administration began meddling 

in what even die oblast soviet agreed was municipal property, Saraev and Shoikhet went on 

the attack. Rather than allow TTs to become a closed shareholders' company. it approved 

only the creation of an open type shareholders' company. a move that the city administration 

believed would limit control of TTs by large corporate interests in the city (i.e. OTD). Called 

to explain the decision before a meeting of the workers' collective, Saraev failed to show. He 

later appeared at a subsequent meeting accompanied by Shoikhet, where the latter made a 

spirited defense of his subordinate's decision. As a prime investment opportunity, he 

declared. TTs should be available to al1 citizens of Omsk. rather than to allegedly manipulated 

labour collectives from TTS.") The whole incident was a public relations disaster for the city 

administration. but it was successfid in preventing (at least in the short terrn) any buyout by 

OTD interests. At the end of 1992, TTs had only temporary status as a shareholders? 

company. while the issue awaited permanent r e so l~ t ion .~  

Another example concems a private dornestic service corporation known as 

4; Rumour mongcrers quickly clairned that Shoikhet. whose persona1 wealth was wrll  known throughout Omsk. was 
interested in buying controlling intcrcst in TTs for his wifc. 

44 On TTs see Omskuia pravda 4 June. 16 lune 1992; Omskii vesrnik 1 June 1992; Biznes Omsk No. i 2 ( 1 5-22 June 
1992). Also from persona1 interviews with Shoikhet. Saraev. and Malykhin. 
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Omskservis. The formation of this Company is a prime example of prikhvatizatsiia 

(piratization) of state property by members of the nomenklatura that was rampant in 1990 and 

199 1. By late 1990. the directors of the state domestic service industry in Omsk oblast 

moved to maintain their positions of privilege and authority. and forced the rapid creation of 

A 0  Omskservis. The "new" closed shareholders' company assumed the fùnctions of 

managing state run domestic services ranging from film developing to hair salons to television 

and radio repair. At the founding meeting of the company. which was attended by workers' 

delegates and controlled by the existing directorship. the vast majority of delegates reportedly 

spoke out against the formation of Ornskservis. Yet the vote for privatization "mystenously" 

showed two thirds support. The obIispo1kom supported the move, and even contributed a 

sizeable donation to the "new" enterprise. They transfered some 65 million rubles of what 

would shortly have become municipal property to Omskservis free of charge. And so. as one 

local reporter observed. the leadership of the oblast dornestic service administration resettled 

into the easy chairs of the board of directors of A 0  Omskservis. Thereafter. Omskservis 

began to put the squeeze on its cornpetition and uncooperative labour collectives, buying up 

its own stock, and maintaining a commanding monopoly over local services." According to 

oblast administration documents, Omskservis held a 60% market share of local domestic 

services. which was then a 588 million ruble industry in Omsk o b l a d 6  

The existence of Omskservis contradicted Russian Iaw. But since Omskservis ducked 

in under the wire of legislation intended to prevent the formation of such privately owned 

4 s  .Vovoe obozrenie 18 Octobcr 199 1 .  

""ntitled document No. 3 14 of the Econornic Committee of  the Omsk Oblat Administration. dated 9 April 1992. 
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monopolies. the Company continued to exist while political and legal battles were waged over 

its  statu^.^' The city administration responded by issuing a decree in Febmary 1992 with 

three basic demands: the reorganization of Omskservis and its constituent enterprises 

independent of any official (state or municipal) property by March: the return of municipal 

property transfered earlier to Omskservis by the oblast ispolkom; and then the liquidation of 

Omskservis and re-creation of municipal commercial enterprises. Directors would then be 

appointed by city and (outside the city) raion  administration^.'^ The motivation for city 

soviet and administration opposition to Omskservis is rnultifaceted. On one hand. the pro 

small business platforrn of the city administration has been noted. 

But two other factors are also significant. The first of these is the issue of property. 

Property valued at 65 million rubles pnor to the rampant inflation of 1992-94 was a valuable 

collection of real estûte. That it was essentially pilfered from city authorities prior to the 

emergence of viable municipal power was a loud cal1 to m s  for municipal oficials. led by 

Yuri Shoikhet. The mayor's stated purpose in the stniggle was to strengthcn the power and 

authority of the city administration against that of the obla~t."~ 

The second factor is that Omskservis was also part of the grand conglomerate (OTD), 

the nemesis of small business in Omsk. Shoikhet's opposition to OTD was based not only on 

his concem for small independent enterprises. but. more importantly, a result of concem for 

a 7 Sec "O konkurentsii i ogranichenii monopolisticheskoi deiatel'nosti na tovmykh rynkakh," lédomosri RTFSR No. 16 
( 18 April 199 1 ) ;  plus the presidential ukaz "O kommertsializatsii deeiatel'nosti predpriiatii bytovogo obsluzhivaniia v 
RSFSR." I 'edomosfi RSFSR No.48 (28 November 199 1 ). See also Novoe obozrenie 4 lune 1992. Whils the politicai battles 
raged. the directorship of Omskservis continued to milk the profits of affiliate enterprises. See bécherniiOmsk 5 Iune 1992. 

J* "O komrnertsializatsii predpriiatii bytovogo obsluzhivaniia" postmovlenie of  the head of administration of the city of 
Omsk. 20 Fcbruary 1992. No.91-P. 

" Personal interview wiih Shoiklist; Omskaia pravda 5 March 1992; 1 échernii Omsk 22 f a n u q  1992. 
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his own trust. A 0  Omsk. which made inroads into the domestic service industry. Placed in 

trust during Shoikhet's tenure as rnayor. it was nin nevertheless by Pave1 Borisov, his close 

assistant. Polezhaev did reverse the decision that transfered property to Omskservis. but the 

company continued to operate and hold on to the property with impunity. The oblast 

administration appealed to the oblast soviet and rural constituencies for support in a losing 

cause to defend Omskservis. claiming that if the corporation fell into municipal hands. the 

service sector in rural areas would be decimated. Shoikhet, they claimed. was only interested 

in mauirniziiig profit. and would quickly close any unprofitable shops. As with other 

examples. the issue of Omskservis was tied up in the courts. 

Anti-Monopoly PoIitics. The Omsk Anti Monopoly Committee ( M C )  was formed in 

January 1992 by the State Anti Monopoly Committee in Moscow. Local AMC officiais, self 

described "comissars of the market". were agents of the state cornmittee. and answered 

directly to the center. The AMC had no direct horizontal accountability. The Omsk AMC 

was led by Sergei Sumenkov. a former engineer from "Polyet." a large aerospace company in 

Omsk. He was recommended for the position by Aleksandr Minzhurenko. Leonid Polezhaev 

had recornmended someone else for the post. and so there was a significant arnount of 

administrative opposition ta Sumenkov's appointment. According to Malykhin. chairman of 

the oblast administration's economic cornmittee, Sumenkov and his assistants were 

"unprofessional". had no understanding of economics, and did not comprehend the "common 

language" of admini~tration.'~ 

The AMC had 70 comprehensive and complicated cntena through which they defmed 

'" Prrsonal interviews with V.V. MaIykhin and with V.A. Sharov. Sumenkov's assistant. 
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a monopoly. When their equations and formulas identified an enterprise as such. the AMC 

attempted to force the enterprise tc reduce either the price of a given product or its market 

share. If these endeavours failed, the AMC would siap the enterprise with a fine. Problems 

emerged once enterprises were "listed" as mono polie^.^^ When enterprises failed to comply 

with price or market share reduction, the AMC could act unilaterally and impose a fine, 

transfered directiy out of the enterprise's accounts. Appeals were directed not towards 

resisting payment. but for the r e m  of monies already confiscated. This transfer of money 

frorn an account to the AMC. however. required the approval of the chairman of the oblast 

administration's economic committee. The oblast administration's ties to the large enterprises 

in the territory has aiready been noted. and Vyacheslav Malykhin had no quaims about 

defending the interests of these firms. For example, when the AMC determined that 

"Omskshina." a large tire manufacturer. possessed a complete monopoly over the sales of tires 

throughout Omsk and applied a fine of 1 million rubles. Malykhin refused to approve the 

confiscation of monies. He argued that Omskshina really produced for the national market, 

and that irs market share throughout Russia was the only criterion upon which such judgement 

could be made. 

A more revealing example of the oblast administration's defense of large firms was the 

case of "Khozstroimebel'torg", a domestic fumiture maker and wholesaler that controlled 96% 

of the oblast domestic furniture market. Of 38 retail furniture stores in the oblast, al1 were 

compelled by contract to purchase their goods fiom this firm." When Khozstroimebel'torg 

" Omskii vestnikpublished the AMC's initiai list of some 72 monopolies in Omsk on 19 February 1992. 

'' Omskii vestnik 12 May 1992. 
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was listed by the AMC. its director quickly appeaied to Malykhin, who gathered alternative 

data and information and was influentid in preventing the firm from being fined. Sumenkov 

pressed his case. enlisting the help of Aleksandr Saraev, the chairman of the municipal 

property committee of the city administration. and state agent for privatization. Saraev's 

stated interest in breaking the monopoly of Khozstroimebel'torg was to help out the smaller 

retailers in the city (part of the piatform of the city administration). but he also had a personal 

feud going with Malykhin. his former boss.53 M i l e  Malykhin was initially successfûl in 

deknding Khozstroimebel'torg, the issue soon transcended mere economic concems and 

developed as a battle between rival institutions and personalities. Encouraged by the support 

of the city administration. the AMC continued to press its case, and eventually succeeded in 

penalizing Khozstroimebel'torg. 

Local Self-Governmcnt and Local Elites 

Politics in Omsk were thus dominated by conflict among the various institutions of 

local govemment. The question that then arises concems an explanation for the conflict. 

Two alternative answers appear most plausible. The first suggests that some measure of 

institutional interests were at work. New institutions of government and administration had 

not yet established functional working relationships. And al1 the institutions of local 

government wcre engaged in the pursuit of resources (especially such independent revenues as 

'3 Brznes Omsk No. 12 (15-72 lune) 1992: and personal interviews with Malykhin and Saraev. Both Malykhin. the chair 
of the oblast administration econornic committee. and Saraev are candidates of economic science. The former c va a protege 
of Aganbegyan at Novosibirsk the latter was a student of Gaidar in Moscow. In addition to rival approaches to economics, it 
was apparent that ~Malykhin had hcld back the able and more gregarious Saraev from promotion and academic opportunity 
while Saraev was employed in the economic committee of the Omsk oblast. Both wcre young - Saraev 38. Malykhin 41. 
btalykhin was tragically killed in late 1992. and Saraev was then appointed by Polezhaev to head the o b l a t  economic 
cornmittee. 
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those from privatization) necessary to increase their political power. Oblast and municipal 

governments continued to lack the necessary revenues to provide even basic services. If we 

ask how clearly the jurisdictions and authority of local organs were defined. how 

unambiguous and effective the accountability of executives had been established. how 

independent institutions of local governent  were from particular local interests, and how 

capable local institutions were of implementing policy. then we go a long way towards 

understanding the many problems of local government and administration in post-Soviet 

Russia. Analysis of the situation in Omsk leads to the conclusion that the breakdown of the 

old Soviet administrative system had not been replaced by a functional system of government 

in the provinces. What existed instead were immature organs of local government that 

possessed ill-defined authority and generally lacked the resources for real political power, and 

yet were called upon to implement far reaching and ofien unpopular reforms. Until such 

problerns as property ownership and adequate tax revenues, as well as those involving the lack 

of clarity in defining and dividing local powers and authority. were hl ly  addressed, local 

politics would be marked more by conflict than cooperation? 

Notwithstanding this institutional confusion. or perhaps even because of it. local elites 

were the dominant actors in local politics in Omsk. In each of the exarnples described here, 

particular interests, such as the agricultural lobby, big and small business, were represented by 

44 A ncw law on local budgets \vas in the works throughout Iate 1991 and 1992. 
Experts on local govcrnrnent in hloscow in late 1993 entenaincd Little hope that the 

and was finally passed in April 1993. 
nrw law wodd resolve the problcms of 

local budgets. The law reflccted the contlict between those who rccognized the need for local budgets to be based on 
indepcndent revenues. and thosr who advocated the nred for superior organs to create n o m s  and control the budgets of lower 
Iwels. Sec "Ob osnovakh biudzhetnykh prav i prav po formirovaniiu i ispol'zovaniiu vnebiudzhetnykh fondov 
predstavitcl'nykh i ispolnitel'nykh organov gosudarstvennoi vlasti respublik v sostave Rossiiskoi Federatsii, avtonomnoi 
oblasti. avtonomnykh okrugov. krasv. oblastei. gorodov Moskvy i Sankt-Peterburga, organov samoupravleniia" Rossiiskaia 
gazera 30 April 1993. 
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various institutions of government. In some instances. the distinction between an institution 

and a particular interest was sufficiently blurred to cause one to wonder when a political 

leader was acting as a leader of an institution. and when he was acting as a mernber of a 

particular elite. The relationship between the ob l a t  administration and OTD. for example, 

goes well beyond what would be acceptable in a mature political system. The fact that these 

Local leaders were working with poorly defined authority. weak institutions. and limited 

official resources forced them to rely more heavily on local elites. As one group of authors 

on American local politics has pointed out. 

Leaders are. of course. more keenly aware of governing arrangements than are 
ordinary members (of coalitions). And they may regard themselves not only as leaders 
of particular groups. but also as members of the governing group. If so. they have a 
stake in these goveming arrangements. perpetuating what they are a part of and 
perhaps bending these arrangements in a way that corresponds with their understanding 
of what is appropriate.55 

Scarce resources remained concentrated in the hands of Iocal elites. Institutions of 

local government lacked required resources and hence sufficient amounts of political power 

for local self-government to emerge. Politicians were thus required to rely on narrow 

coalitions of elite interests. and a "workabie power sharing arrangement" among these elites 

was extremely tenuous. This suggests that one problem plaguing post-Soviet Russia was not 

so rnuch that of an excess of autonomy of local governments, but an excess of power of local 

elites. This predicament paralleled earlier manifestations of the paradox of under and over 

government from Russian history: the confiict and chaos in Russian govemrnent was the result 

of a combination involving a lack of power of certain govemment institutions and the 

'"larence N. Stone. Robert K Whelan and William J .  Murin. Urban Policyand Politics in a BureaucraticAge 2nd ed.. 
(Engtewoad Cliffs NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1986) p. 200. 



unintegratedness of power among different tiers of govemment. In either case. the 

organization of power was inadequate. The consequences of this paradox remained the lack 

of penetration of state power. which then served to justi@ attempts to strengthen control fiom 

Moscow. 

Gubernator Uberalles 

Through 1993 and into 1994. the power of the oblast administration became much 

stronger. This was partially a consequence of Polezhaev's position within the Omsk regional 

economy. but also very much a result of his political power over the oblast and local 

governments. The ~rberncrror. originally conceived as accountable to both oblast soviet and 

president. became instead the primary agent of deconcentrated executive power, extending 

down from President Yeltsin into the regions of Russia. This next section is a discussion of 

the consolidation of oblast executive power over municipal govenunent in Omsk through 

examples of control over information, the control over personnel. and the power of the 

regional budget. 

One aspect of power in intergovernmental relations concerns the control over the flow 

of information. Regions may be vulnerable to the power of national television and press, but 

in local news regions possess an abundance of control that strengthens power throughout their 

jurisdictions. In Omsk, governor Polezhaev did not like the press coverage his administration 

received from either the local independent newspapers or in articles that found their way to 

the federal press. One method to resolve this matter was to reduce the availability of national 

newspapers (wliich are difficult to find in Omsk), while promoting the two oblast newspapers 
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(which are heavily biased in favour of the obiast administration) by slashing the subscription 

and single copy raies to less than half their previous costs. In this manner. the oblast 

administration also curbed the influence of alternative perspectives on local news which were 

forced to raise their pnces to keep up with inflation. Significantly, this reduction in pnces 

came during the local election campaigns in the spring of 1994. and, not surprisingly. two 

thirds of the deputies elected to the oblast assembly supported Polezhaev. Such press 

subsidies are actually subtle forms of censorship. allowing two regional newspapers with a 

subsidized advaritage to dominate circulation throughout the city and oblast. The two oblat  

newspapers arc known in Omsk as the "Governor's ~ribunes"? 

A stronger indicator of oblast power and the weakness of local self-government was 

evidenced through the fate of Omsk's mayor. In February 1994. Leonid Polezhaev dismissed 

Yuri Shoikhet as mayor of Omsk. The dismissal came in the form of a postanodenie from 

Polezhaev. and Shoikhet received notification of this decision through the press. The 

explanation for dismissal was Polezhaev's allegation that the mayor was guilty of 

"destabilizing" the political and economic situation in Omsk. When supporters of the mayor 

defended him by pointing out that there had bren no strikes or manifestations of disorder, no 

municipal crises in heating. and not even a single protest of municipal administration 

decisions from the procuracy, Polezhaev responded by pointing to the mayor's failed bid two 

months earlier to win election to the Russian Duma (December 1993). Shoikhet ran in che 

'' Scrgei Suslikov. "Kak v Omskc primchili pressu." I,-t.estiiu. 22 lune 1994. p.4. Prior to his dismissal. Shoikhet tried to 
dcfcnd against this oblast control of the press, and subsidized the municipal paper. These subsidies were no match for oblast 
support. and the subsidy war was won by Polezhaev. This author's own impressions of the municipal paper since 1994 is 
that i t  has adoptcd a v e l  supportivc stance towards the oblast administration. Sorne of this favournble press may be 
accounted for by thc fact that Polezhaev has a full time cornmittee in his administration dcvoted to ensuring positive press 
coverage. 
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parliamentary elections under the banner of Yegor Gaidar's party Russia's Choice. And 

Polezhaev interpreted the loss as a vote of non confidence in Shoikhet's responsibilities as 

mayor." 

The mayor's questionable popularity. however. was hardly a cause for dismissal. 

Under such criteria. the vast majority of politicians throughout Russia would be forced to 

leave office. The real reason for the dismissal was that Shoikhet had been a thorn in the side 

of the oblast administration since taking office. He had consistently pushed for municipal 

power and greater autonomy at the expense of the oblast. Most irnportantly. his 

representation of small business interests came into direct confiict with large corporate 

interests comected to Polezhaev and the oblast administration. The dismissal. however. was 

not unpopular with the majority of the local population. for the public perception was that the 

conflict between oblast and city had only deepened the crisis of administration. Polezhaev 

offered local elections for both the mayor and the city assembly - the soviet was dissolved the 

previous fa11 - as an alternative. The election was held in the spring of 1994. but failed to 

give a majority to any of the mayoralty candidates and retumed only eleven deputies to the 

seventeen rnember city assembly. The city govemment was thus incapacitated until Polezhaev 

appointed his own assistant in the oblast administration. Valeni Roshchupkin, to the mayor's 

office. Subsequent elections in the fa11 of 1994 eventually filled the remaining six vacancies. 

In the interim, municipal govemment relied exclusively on its executive, functionally 

subordinate to the oblast administration. In fact, it often became difficult to determine which 

level of govemment was formulating municipal policy, a situation that changed little during 

'' Sçrgei Suslikov. "Otstavka m e n  Omska - rezul'tal rnnogokhodovoi politicheskoi infrigi." Isrst i ia 2 k b m q  1991. 
p.3. 
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the first year of the new municipal administration's tenure. 

The rnost telling example of regional control over local governments in Omsk concems 

budget relations. Expenditure needs of the municipal governen t  increased dramatically from 

199 1-94. as both oblast and industrial enterprises durnped financial responsibilities on the city. 

Funding for day care centers. health clinics. and housing, much of which was provided earlier 

by industrial enterprises and subsidized by the oblast al1 diminished as a percentage of 

transfer payments. Fromn 1991-94. the municipal share of al1 education costs more than 

doubled. from 33% to 70%. Al1 but 5% of medical clinics became dependent upon the city 

budget. as did 5j04 of al1 residential services." In contrast to rising expenditure needs. 

municipal revenues remained extremely limited. dependent upon the oblast for the lion's share 

of the municipal budget. The city's share of the oblast budget, however. declined from 40% 

in 1990 to 35% in 1994.'~ 

In 1994 the city governrnent received only 60% of its budgeted revenue. and was 

desperate to augment municipal funds. It set up local lotteries (awarding prizes of apartments. 

garden homes. and cash). and attempted to create a municipal commercial bank. an idea 

which ran into conflict with the oblast administration and other existing financial 

ins t i t~ t ions .~~  Each time the city found any new sources of revenue. the oblast decreased 

transfers to the city accordingly. justifiing this action by pointing to the oblast's financial 

58 "God proshel pod znakom skudnogo biudzheta" kéchernii omsk 5 January 1995, pp. 1-3. Other large shares o f  these 
expenditurrs are carrisd by municipal raions and other forms of local government. 

" lbid. The 1993 share was 33%. so thcre was marginal improvement. The city. however. demands a 50% share. to 
compensate for greater expenditure needs. 

"" " V poiske variantov." t 'cchernii omsk, 25 August 1994. p.?. 
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~ o e s . ~ '  Yet Omsk oblast remained above the national average in terms of oblast revenues. 

even as the city crumbled: municipal infrastructure is in dire need of capital investment. 

housing shortages continued. and social services. in the words of mayor Roshchupkin. were in 

a state of crisis? 

While the city gained authonty over a vast array of services. local self-government 

remained undeveloped in Omsk. This predicament Ief3 the municipality with Iittle real power 

to address adequately important rnatters on its owm. As a reflection of this relative impotence. 

the municipal administration failed to attract or keep qualified personnel; those with ability 

quickly moved on to the business world or to the oblast administration. In the latter instance. 

the obiast offers not only greater remuneration than the city, but also more power to resolve 

local and regional matters. Perhaps the only sense of municipal power is found in the degree 

to which the city has influence over municipal districts (miony) and other levels of local 

govemment. which possess even less power and have greater degrees of dependence than the 

city. 

Local Self-Government and Regional Politics 

The power of the govemor in Omsk is not anomalous in Russian politics. but reflects a 

general tendency throughout the Russian federation? This is not to say that regions 

compietely dominate locai governments. Indeed, without some support from federal organs 

"' "God proshzl." I éclternii omsk. 5 lanuary 1995. 

"' "Administratsiiri dolzhna rzshrit' prakticheskie zadachi." l'eclrernii omsk. 3 1 March 1994. pp. t -2. 

" See John F. Young. "At the Bottom of the Hsap: Local Self-Govrrnment and Regional Politics in the Russian 
Federation." (unpublishcd paper presented at the Rrgions in Russia conferencc, Ottawa. May 1995). 
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and legislation. the fate of local government in Russia may have been much gloomier than at 

present. Federal support for local governent has corne in a variety of forms. In the Spring 

of 1992. for example. V.A. Barabanov. the oblast governor in Bryansk grew tired of 

cornplaints from the municipal administration about alleged oblast sabotage in the delivery of 

foodstuffs to the city, and of general political opposition from the city. He trird to resolve 

the matter with a directive (rasporiazhenie) that, among other things, released the city mayor 

from his office and recomrnended the self dissolution of the municipal soviet and 

administration?' The city tned to defend itself by appeal to the oblast court. which mled in 

Barabanov's favour. Eventually, the Cornmittee for Local Soviet &$airs and the Development 

ofself-Governmenf of the Supreme Soviet stepped in and made peace between the city and 

the oblast administration. affirmed the right of the mayor and city soviet to function in their 

responsibilities. and challenged Barabanov to gain a more professional understanding of his 

responsibilities as g o v e r n ~ r . ~ ~  

A more recent exarnple of the benefit to local govemment of central involvement is a 

recent ruling by the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. In February 1994, V A .  

Chepelev. the mayor of Uglich, a smaller city in Yaroslavl Oblast, was released from his 

responsibilities by order of the oblast administration. Chepelev was replaced by E.M. 

Sheremet'ev, who soon vavelled at city expense with other executive personnel from the 

oblast to California to attend business seminars. This incensed residents of Uglich, who 

M The rnayor was also one of Barabanov's assistants in the oblast administration. See "Rasporiazhenie No. 396 'O 
zamestitele glavy adrninistratsii oblasti' (30 March 1992); in Marerialypo rezul 'taromproverki v Briamkoi oblasti. documents 
from the Komitet Verkhovnogo Soveta RSFSR po voprosarn raboty sovetov narodnykh deputatov i razvitiiu samoupravieniia. 

"' The oblast sovict. which was also at odds with Banbmov, was Isfi to mediate betwçen oblast and city. 
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cornplained that according to the existing law on local self-government. administrative organs 

should be formed directly by the local population without any interference of higher levels of 

~overnment. In November. the oblast court supported the actions of the oblast administration 
C 

and mled that there were no anomalies conceming these events in Uglich. But when residents 

protestrd funher. the case went to the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. which mled 

that the oblast involvement in Uglich contradicted both the constitution and presidential 

decrzes. The court ruled that between November 1991 and October 1994. executive authority 

over appointrnents to lower executive offices was premised upon Yeltsin's decree No. 239. 

which granted executives the right to appoint lower executives with the agreement of the 

corresponding soviet? But since soviets could not participate in the decision after October 

1993 (they had since been dissolved), the Supreme Coun mied that in Uglich, the selection of 

a new mayor was the sole purview of the city? 

Without such federal and judicial intervention, local govermnents rvould be lefi open 

to the kind of political interference from governors that is directly in conflict with the 

principles of local self-government. These two examples. however. are successful tales of 

defense of local government in light of interference from the govemor. Instead of a myriad 

of anecdotes about the rise of local government in Russia. these are more the exceptions than 

the rule. Rather than the emergence of local self-government. Russia has experienced the rise 

of the regional govemors. This led to increased calls for the accountabiiity of regional 

btl Ukaz Presidenta Rossiiskoi Federatsii No. 239 "O poriadke naznachcniia glav administratsii" Cédomosri RSFSR 48 (28 
Novembtr 199 1 ). 

h7 A mitigating circumstancc may have made this niling casier. sincc the Uglich appointment was made not by the 
governor. but by his assistant. Igor' Nurav'cv, "Glava administratsii - dolzhnost' vybornaia" Rossiiskaia/ederatsiia. 10 
( 1995): 36-37: and Rossiiskaia Cccra.  12 April 1995. p. 13. 



govemors from regional soviets and from the 

Conclusion 

Political dynamics in Omsk suggest a number of predicarnents and consequences of 

early efforts to forge local self-government in Russia. The fust of these is that in spite of 

attempts to use executive power as a method to further local and regional govemment by 

compensating for the ofien loud and fractious soviets. executives instead were pressured to 

reflect Russia's dominant legacy of the unitary system of power. At the oblast level, the 

governor was pulled in different directions by the President. who possessed the power of 

appointment. and the conesponding soviet. which legally was supposed to monitor the use of 

e~ecut ive  power. The public was left with little or no say in the affairs of regional 

govemment. At the level of local self-government. the fate of the city of Omsk suggests that 

it became little more than an appendage of oblast administration. Any eady success of 

autonomy. such as represented by Shoikhet as mayor. was soon swallowed by the power of 

the oblast. In both cases. soviets were rendered obsolete by Yeltsin's decree in September 

1993. New executive-legislative relationships required new legislation that was only 

forthcoming at the end of 1995. 

It is important to pote, however, die neither Polezhaev nor Roshchupkin are unpopular 

leaders in Omsk. Indeed, the govemor and his protege are both praised as capable and 

hll See. for example. Igor Belikov. "Regional Govemors in Russi*" .4nulyrica .Moscow: Polirica Weekly Press Summary 
(Octobcr 29 - November 4. 1994). Other examples o f  the hcavy handcdness of regional governors c m  be found in rnany 
other regions of Russia. Onc such cxample is in Nizhnii Novgorod. There. the poster boy for reform. governor Boris 
Nemtsov tïred the city mayor Dmitri Bednyakov. Sec New York Times 29 April 1994. Other such examples c m  be found in 
Vladivostok and Khabarovsk. 
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effective administrators. The relative harmony between oblast and city is in stark contrast to 

the political battles and squabbles which dominated Omsk politics prior to 1994. These good 

relations led some of my more astute acquaintances in Omsk to suggest that local self- 

government is not a necessary condition for political. social and economic development. Yet 

this observation misses the pnmary point: the earlier contlict between the oblast and city in 

Omsk was not a consequence of self-government. but of its absence. Conflict between oblast 

and city prior to 1994 was based on the city's struggle to exercise authority and strengthen its 

power in an environment where it possessed little of either. In place of dus contlict was a 

reassertion of a unitary system of power. justified by the gains made in the coherence of 

administration. which effectively spelled an end to any immediate prospects for local self- 

government. 



CONCLUSION 

This study began with a discussion of state building, and suggested that the fate of 

local self-government in post-Soviet Russia could help us understand the dynarnics of state 

building in Russia and the nature of the "new" Russian state. State building is viewed here 

not as the extension of central power throughout a given temtory, but as the organization of 

power among different levels of govemment. The emergence of local self-government 

necessitates an organization of power in order to provide oppomuiity for local communities to 

control and administer some of their common affairs. This opportunity demands both a legal 

right of self-government and the ability to make and implement local decisions. Accordingly, 

this study has focused on Russian legislation on local governent and the capacity of local 

governrnents to act. 

The Limits of Local Government 

What is the statu of local self-government in contemporary Russia? Can it be said 

that local govemment has emerged? Federal legislation represents a partiai maturation of the 

concept of local self-government, away from lofty ideal and towards more specific and 

practical components such as municipal property, direct elections and executive power. The 

1 99 1 law on local self-government, for exarnple, made noticeable progress in addressing some 

of these components. It established basic principles for executive-legislative relations and 

strengthened the foundation for local elections. Given the powerful legacy of unitary power 

in Russia and the fear of political pluralism, even such limited progress should be viewed as a 
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notable achievement. Motivation for much of this legislation came from two sources: from 

the administrative need to establish order in govement;  and from the energy and optimism 

of local politicians and officiais in punuit of more authority and power for their local 

institutions. In this regard, both the product and the process of local government reform 

appear to reflect the interests of improving Russian administration. 

Administrative reforms, however. failed to address the one element of local 

government essentiai to both state building and local self-government - the organization of 

power. In the contemporary period, this has meant that local govemments have gained more 

responsibility without sufficient increases in their capacity to act. The collapse of the former 

regime has lefi local governments with real responsibiity for such issues as education, 

housing, health services, and local infrastructure, but without the independence or means 

required to resolve such issues. As a consequence. local governrnents in post-Soviet Russia 

are no more self-governing than at other stages in Russian history. 

At the level of legislation, gains made under the 1991 law were insufficient for the 

developrnent of local self-government. Instead of radical notions such as Kirpichnikov's 

"bottom up" approach, and in spite of the energy and demands from local politicians, the 

legislation came to reflect the limited possibilities defined by the existing organization of 

power. Local self-govemect thus reflected the interests of the center in establishing a more 

unitary system of executive power. Central ministries, such as the Ministry of Finance, were 

very influential in curbing any substantial reorganization of power that might include local 

self-government. The budget process, for example, remained dominated by the center. And 
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local government institutions were meant to serve more as Mplementors of central directives 

rather than the orginators of local policy. 

Beyond such legislative developments. the capacity for local governments to act was 

also inhibited by the growing power of the regional govemor. In fact. central interests 

notwithstanding. gubernatory dominated local politics in the first three years of the post- 

Soviet Russian state. The rise of regional power stemmed partially from the de jure 

federalism of the Russian republic, from the political stniggles between president and 

parliament in Moscow, and from constitutional wrangling in the aftermath of the Soviet state. 

But regional power was also a consequence of the region's role as an intermediate stage 

between Moscow and local govemments. In an effort to establish firmer control within 

Russian territory. Moscow relied on the regions to adopt a supervisory role over local 

government. This top down approach had significant consequences: beyond contributing to 

the rise of regional power. it also hindered the ernergence of local self-government. 

Rather than local communities managing their own affairs through their elected 

representatives, municipal and rural governments continued to be dominated by appointed 

officers and hindered by meager independent revenues. The fate of local govemment in 

Omsk illustrates this predicament. There, the oblast administration was able to dismiss the 

city mayor and consolidate regiond control over the public purse. Yuri Shoikhet may or may 

not have epitomized the future of local self-government in Omsk, but he and his supporters 

did represent rival interests to the oblast administration and alternative visions for Omsk's 

future. The appointment of Polezhaev's assistant as the new mayor in 1994 clearly reflects 

tendencies against any fracturing of power and towards the consolidation of "unitary power" 
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within the oblast. Rather than an organization of power extending to local tiers of 

govemment, a decentralization of power which is a prerequisite for self-government. 

developments in Omsk suggest that only a deconcentration of state power might occur. The 

consequences of these developments suggest that the problems of over and under government 

will continue into Russia's future. Indeed. the dominance of local elites. such as the OTD 

consortium in Omsk. will be furthered by the lack of power of local govemments. In this 

sense. it is the absence, rather than the presence. of local self-government that contributes to 

the limited penetration of the state. The attempt to accornplish govemance without an 

organization of power across al1 tiers of government leaves a void at those tiers excluded from 

the distribution of power. These voids c m  then be filled by specific interests which remain 

relativrly immune to the state. 

In these two cases. the drafting of legislation and the dynamics of local politics in 

Omsk. the process of local government reform in post-Soviet Russia has been dominated more 

by what has no[ been done than what has been accomplished: there remains an acute deficit 

of power. or the ability or capacity to act. 2t the !wel of local government. While Omsk is 

but one example of local government in Russia. this deficit of power is a universal 

phenornenon throughout the country. Even in such cutting edge, reformist cities as Nizhnii 

Novgorod. govemors have dismissed popular mayors from office. The primary obstacle to 

resolving this deficit of power lies in the existing organization of power within Russia. In 

spite of the energy and comiaitment among academics devoted to local self-government and 

the pursuit of power by local politicians. refonners have been unable to foster local self- 

govemment beyond the realms of theory into practice. 
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This failure is by no means a recent phenornenon. Local govemment reform has 

surfaced repeatedly through Russian history as Moscow grappled with a continuing paradox of 

over and under government. Throughout this history there has been a pronounced fear of 

divided power. which. in the context of local govemment. is manifest by an assumption of 

opposition between national unity and local power. As a consequence. the center has had 

little interest in tying its many different hands and curbing its ability to both define and 

defend state interests by fostering the development of local power. Local reform, from Ivan 

the Terrible through the Soviet period, has been motivated less by any concem for authentic 

community rule by the perceived need to strengthen the power of the center. This 

ogosudursntlennii (statist) approach to local reform has thus been devoted towards improving 

central control over such concems as revenue collection. the implementation of central 

directives. or law and order. Even local elections were motivated in the past less as a means 

to legitirnize local and individual choice or improve the representation of local interests, than 

as a process to alleviate excessive corruption and autonomy of local elites. Still none of these 

efforts to strengthen the power of the state through more effective local administration has 

proved successful. In fact. local reforms historically increased the chaos of state 

administration in proportion to the degree in which reform was implemented. A more 

successful reform of local government necessitated the organization of power among different 

tiers of govemment. The historical reluctance to do this perpetuated the dilemrna of over and 

under government throughout Russia's past - a dilemma then used to justiQ further 

centralization of power. 
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The contemporary record of local govemment reforrn shares many parallels with these 

radier attempts. Local reform under Gorbachev, for esarnple, was motivater! by the interests 

of the state for more effective administration and accountability of the bureaucracy. which by 

then included the Cornmunist Party, rather than an interest in better representation of local 

interests and needs. While reformers were able to mobilize public support for the 

revitalization of the soviets. various central interests were able to moderate proposals in such 

as way as to obstnict any shifi of power to local government, first in legislation. and then in 

implementation. Evidence of this influence is the vision of local governent  that emerged 

from the reform process during perestroika. a weird hybrid between reformist and traditional 

patterns of power. This hybrid included both a surrender of initiative for local reform from 

the Union governrnent to the republics and a simultaneous attempt to maintain a unity of 

central power and control. This duality led to increased frustration among newly elected 

deputies unwilling to labour in local soviets which lacked both sufficient power to accomplish 

their required tasks and coherent relationships of authority alor~g vertical and horizontal axes. 

Additionally. changes in the administrative role of local Comrnunist Party organizations 

undermined the "glue" of local administration. which had not only füsed executive-Iegislative 

relations. but also was instrumentai in fostering local government compliance with superior 

tiers of government. Such administrative changes demanded real opportunity for political 

negotiation and compromise among different tiers of govemment. But the overarching legacy 

of government in Russia was of administrative fiat from the center. These growing tensions 

were a large part of the reason why the Soviet system imploded: to paraphrase Prince Lvov's 
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explanation of the collapse of the tsarist autocracy. the Soviet state was never overthrown, it 

failed as a consequence of its interna1 weakness. 

Thus. from the emergence of autocracy in the sixteenth century and state ministries in 

the nineteenth. to the CPSU and Union ministries in the twentieth, institutions with a 

preponderance of power defended the perogatives of the center. The principle of the unity of 

power. or the unity of central power. served as justification to prohibit the development of 

power of local government institutions. The reform of Russian local govemment has been 

premised upon broadening the authority of local govenunent without a cornmensurate increase 

in the pciwer of local government. And the power ro do is often distinct from the power ro 

say. Without control over resources, local governments possessed little capacity to accomplish 

the tasks assigned to them and thus could not provide a foundation for local self-government. 

When local organs pursued power in order to accomplish these tasks. they were accused of 

injuring the interests of the state. Any administrative chaos that followed such pursuit would 

then be used by central organs as rationalization for centralization. 

In short. if local governments do not possess power. there is no local self-government. 

The ongoing dilemma for Russian state building is to foster the development of local power 

in such a way that local power is not only encouraged, but is also in some measure 

recognized and accepted by the center. In this regard, the task of state building involves the 

organization of power in such a way that power can both represent various interests and 

reduce conflict between them. rather than cause it. Russian history has witnessed repeated 

neglect of this onerous task. and power has been vested instead in central institutions rather 

than establish a workable organization and distribution of power. This centralization is an 
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attempt to resolve the task of organizing power across different tiers of govemment by simply 

refusing to do so and leaving it d l  in one location. This has been the dominant legacy of 

Russian politics. and has influenced the process of state building through the successive 

periods of Russian history. 

Yet a different series of questions emerge concerning the process and origins of 

reform. How do we explain the motivation for reforming the existing organization of power? 

What are the factors that lead to such attempts to change this organization? If central power 

was loathe to jeopardize its control, why then would it feign local reform on so many 

occasions? To answer these questions, it is instructive to remember that in spite of any 

stereotypes. central power in Russia has rarely. if ever. been monolithic. While local power 

has been negligible, central power has been vested in a number of different institutions. 

Among disparate central institutions some saw it not only as the perogative of the center to 

maintain power, but as their own perogative to protect and promote their own interests against 

other central institutions. When local reform, as a means to strengthen central power, also 

furthered the interests of any particular institution, it \sras advocated as policy. This was true 

not only in the rarly days of Russian autocracy, with Ivan and Peter. but especially so during 

later reforms. So, for instance, one reason the Ministry of Intemal Affairs promoted local 

reform was as a means to further its own prominence in the latter haif of the nineteenth 

century against rival ministries such as the Ministry of Finance. Khrushchev and his 

supporters in the CPSU saw sovnarkhozy as a means to weaken the power of the industrial 

ministries. And Gorbachev and his coterie of reformers hoped for an alliance with stronger 

local govenunents to prornote the cause of economic reform against a recalcitrant state 
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bureaucracy. The motivation for reform came not just from some nebulous "above"? but from 

specific institutions and interests well situated at the center. The Russian reforms in 1990-91 

were a slight variation on the sarne theme: they were part of a broader initiative to weaken the 

power of the Union government and its ministries, and thereby strengthen the daim to power 

of an assurgent and rival "central" govemment from the Russian tepublic. The onset of srnuta 

in the last years of the Soviet Union allowed this rival government the opportunity to contest 

for power. 

Initiatives for local reform have thus become the proverbial political football to be 

kicked around by tiit representatives of various central institutions. And it has been these 

central institutions which have dominated the process of local reform. Just as attempts to 

reform local soviets in the 1960s and 1970s often depended upon the CPSU to "reform itself' 

and correct the substitution of local soviet authority. such a top down process achieved little 

in terms of strengthening local government. Even when reform was strongly supported by 

local advocates in 1991. the quest for local power could not break past the existing 

arrangement of power dominated by central institutions. Local reforms were acceptable, but 

local power was not. And left to their own devices, local politicians and academics in support 

of local self-government simply lacked the resources to compete for such large stakes. Local 

self-government thus failed to emerge because the consequences were too disruptive to the 

end game of central control. 
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Dilemmas of State Building 

These reform efforts and their general lack of success provide a glimpse into the 

process of state building. The greatest obstacle to local self-government in Russia has been 

the fact that motivation for reform has always emerged from above. Moscow's eternd quest 

for administrative order has desired more efficient and effective local governrnent - not for the 

representation of local interests. but for the strengthening of the Russian state. As a 

consequence. Moscow has pursued administrative order by strengthening its control over local 

institutions. identified at the outset of this study as an administrative response. Efficient and 

effective local government. however. requires a political response. which demands an 

organization of power inclusive of local govemment and invites politics among al1 tiers of 

govemment. Trying to accomplish a challenging political task through administrative means 

suggests that the results of reform woulc! continue to reflect the paradox between the 

administrative and poiitical responses: while deputies. specialists and local institutions al1 took 

an active part in drafting the legislation. central institutions and representatives of central 

interests moderated and shaped the legislation. particularly conceming any issues relative to 

power. The end product was legislation that in spite of structural and conceptual progress, 

failed to establish an adequate foundation for local self-government. 

Organizing power, then, is above al1 else a political task. The process of creating, 

recreating, or reforming institutions both represents and requires the active involvement of 

disparate and vested interests. and its resolution expects compromise and negotiation arnong 

them. The stniggle to create local self-government in Russia however, has been shaped by 

an already established organization of power. Attempts to reorganize power reflects the 
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interests of existing arrangements of power. This predicament reflects Skowronek's definition 

of state building as getting the powers that are to agree on the powers that wdl be: 

State building is prompted by environmental changes, but it remains at al1 times a 
political contingency. a historical-structural question. Whether a given state changes or 
fails to change. the form and timing of the change, and the goveming potential in the 
change - al1 of these tum on a smggle for political power and institutional position. a 
struggle defined and mediated by the organization of the preestablished state.' 

The role of existing organization of power does not mean that any reorganization of power is 

the result of any one specific plan for reform. Political actions often lead to unintended 

consequences precisely because they are mediated by an existing organization of pcjwer. 

Thus. Gianfranco Poggi's suggestion that state formation rnay be conducted at an unconscious 

level ignores the fact that any attempt to organize power is jealously examined by al1 

institutions and interests involved in the existing arrangement of power. 

Who organizes power? In the case of local govemment, local politicians and 

academics played a significant role as advocates of local self-government. But because local 

self-government has yet to emerge. so far the dominant roles have been played by institutions 

and politicians representing interests either opposed or ambivalent to the ernergence of local 

power. This involvement underscores Margaret Levi's daim that institutions represent 

concessions of power by one group to another, in order to resolve contlict arnong various 

actors. In the case of local self-government, however, the concession of power has been 

hindered most by those unwilling to complicate the use of central (and. recently, regional) 

power. To paraphrase Thelen and Steinmo, political actors are not unaware of the impact of 

institutions. which explains why the organization of power is such a difficult process. 

' Skowranek. Building a New :lmerican Srate. p.285. 
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the sarne battle over and over 

to some kind of rnutually 

acceptable organization of power or if a particular interest or group of interests can dominate 

the others. In the case of Russian local self-government. the same battle has been fought 

many times throughout history. but never won. because the battle has been dominated by 

those with an interest in maintaining existing perogatives. 

If attempts to organize power are shaped by the existing patterns of power. the fate of 

local self-government in post-Soviet Russia will continue to reflect a fair degree of continuity 

with the Russian past. This does not mean that history will repeat itself. but. as Twain 

pointed out. it will surely rhyme. In this sense, deTocqueville's description of the legislative 

history of decentralization in France applies equally well to Russia: 

In the beginning, there is invariably a push toward decentralization ... in the end, an 
extension of centralization. In starting, one follows the logic of one's principles; in 
finishing. one follows that of one's habits. of one's passions- of power. In sum, the 
last work always remains with centralization which, to be honest, increases in depth at 
the same tirne it diminishes in appearance.' 

This rhyming of Russian politics is a critical element of post-Soviet Russian state building. 

And the fate of local self-governent in Russia brightly illuminates the relevance of history in 

understanding contemporary political dynamics within the Russian state. The legacy of 

political hypercentrism, for example, is much more than rnarxist-leninist baggage that could 

be dumped dong with cornmunist ideology. Instead, the institutional legacy of both autocracy 

and the Soviet Union will continue to affect Russian politics into the next milleniurn. 

Additionally, while some authors cite the Soviet "syndrome" as a poor foundation for civil 

' Vivienne Schmidt. DemocratizingFrance. p. 10. Schmidt's study of the 200 year struggle to democratize France through 
the reform of local government suggests that institutional constraints can eventually be ovcrcome. 



society. the institutional challenges confionting contemporary Russia extend back far beyond 

the twentieth century? 

The fail ure to create local sel f-govemment suggests that the institutional capacity to 

articulate societal interests remains limited. Indeed. the recasting of state-society relations in 

post-Soviet Russia. as manifest by the emergence of local self-government, is far from 

complete. Some Russian academics suggest that society is ready to manage its own affairs. 

but tliat those interests already endowed with power obstmct the reorganization of power 

required for self-government. Other Russian scholars argue that the people themselves are 

simply not ready or interested in self-government.' Regardless of which side is correct in 

thie debate. the absence of local self-government means that even if society were anxious to 

engage in self-government. the opportunity to do so remains severely constrained. If post- 

Soviet Russia is to establish some kind of enduring democratic system. the emergence of local 

government power would represent a successful transition. 

To organize power in Russia to include local govemment is by no means a simple 

task. Western models of local government. inasmuch as they reflect a sharing of power. 

cannot merely be exported to assist the challenges of state-building. To do so would ignore 

the role that various interests of the host country possess in the organization of power. This 

organization must reflect arrangements and agreement arnong existing interests. In this sense. 

the current quest to organize power in Russia reflects a three-dimensional chess game with a 

Sec for esample. John Loewenhardt, Tite Reincarnation ofRussia: Struggling with the Legacy of Cornmunism. 1990-1994 
(Durham P!.C.; Dukc University Press. 1995). 

' See. for esample. a series of articles in Rossiiskaia/ederarsiia: Ol'ga Belikova "Narodovlastie otkladyvaetsia" Rossiiskaia 
federatsiiaNo. 10 ( 1995). pp. 33-34: "Kak ni trudno rasdelit' vlast'. a pora uzhe eto sd~lat'." No. 1 1 ( 1995). pp. 10-22: Leonid 
Gil'chenko. "Vlast' naroda: khozhdcnie po knigu." No. 12 ( 1995). pp. 24-27; and Gil'chenko. "Pochernu ne khotiat 'gosudarevy 
liudi' podelit'sia vlasi'iu s nmodom." No. 17 (1995). pp. J 1-44. 
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multitude of various players representing different pieces on the boards.' Russian state 

building is thus much more than establishing executive-legislative relations in Moscow or in 

creating functional relationships betvveen Moscow and the various regions. Power must 

extend also beyond the regional Ievel to the local communities themselves. Without such, 

Russia will proiong the pandox of over and under govemment that has been such a large part 

of its past. 

Whither Local Self-Government in Russia? 

M a t  are the prospects for local self-government in Russia? Certainly, the process of 

organizing power in Russia is not over. No state has a static distribution of power, and 

continua1 attempts for a redistribution of power lie at the heart of the political process in the 

most stable of States. But four years into the post-Soviet era  we can point to the current 

organization of power as something that will continue to affect the prospects for local self- 

govemment. There is room for optimism. First. the growth of regional power suggests that 

structural principles, or existing patterns of power, are not compietely deterrninistic. Indeed. 

local government may now benefit from cornpetition between central and regional organs in 

the same way that regions benefitted fiom die struggle between the RSFSR and the Union, or 

between president and parliament. The federal govenunent, for example, might move to 

undercut the growing power of the regions by promoting local self-g~vernment.~ The 1993 

Constitution established local goverment as the joint jurisdiction of federal and regional 

My thanks to Todd Foglesong for this analogy. 

" Sce John F. Young. "At the Bottom of the Heap: Local Self-Govcmment and Regional Poiitics in the Russian Federation." 
(unpublished paper presented ar the Regions in Russia conference. Ottawa May 19951. 
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governrnents. A new federai law on local self-government. passed in August 1995. establishes 

general principles of local self-government applicable to al1 regions. Yet much of the detail 

of the new legislation awaits new regional legislation and local charters. Since so much 

legislation is yst to follow. it is still too early to provide any telling assessrnent of this 1995 

law of local self-government. Certainly the law continues the conceptual and textual progress 

established by the 199 1 law. But the fact that much of the initiative for the authority of local 

self-government now lies in the hands of regional govemments is also cause for concem. 

Regional leaders can manipulate the process to strengthen their own power. and guarantees for 

local self-government are only weakly established.' 

It may be tempting. however, to read too much into these developrnents. Any 

prospects for local self-government in Russia will now be determined primarily by the 

interests of federal and regional levels of power. And there will also be sufficient rationale 

for these two tiers to curb the development of local self-government. The federal 

eovemment. for example. is already resorting to administrative solutions to political problems. 
C 

Continuing concems over law and order. the implementation of central directives. or tax 

arrears. rnay well lead to a recentralization of power in order to protect "state interests". 

Certainly there is no shortage of such tendencies in Russian history. The growth of federal 

branch ageiicies in various regions and locales is thus cause for concem. Additionally, local 

governments may find it difficult to break free from regional domination. The window of 

' The 1995 law is discussed in detail in John F. Young, "Local Self-Government and the Russian State," (paper presented 
at the 27th National Convention of the Amcrican Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies. Washington D.C.. October 
26-29. 1995). In Vologda. the gtrbernator has appointed his own predituviteli throuehout the raiony. See Rossiiskaiagazera 
7 July 1995. Of regional charters already written. there are many which violate the constitution concerning local governrnent and 
impose tight control from the regions. See Vsevolod Vasil'rv. "Chei monastyr'. togo i ustav." Rossiiskaia federatsiia.No. I l  
( 1995); 32-35. 
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opportunity that was open in the early years of post Soviet state building for a distribution of 

power to local govenunents may now be closed as regional governrnents will protect their 

own interests. In short. the hture of local self-government may look brighter than at any time 

since 1917. But the organization of power in post Soviet Russia continues to be stacked 

against it. 
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